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ABSTRACT 

Together with-the expanding applications of digital signal processing made 
possible by the increasing rapid changes in semiconductor technology and 
processing algorithms, the number of techniques available and possibilities 
to be explored are speedily growing. Hence, a large number of implementation 
approaches have grown up. Enormous efforts have been expanded in cultivating 
various design metaphors for the implementation of digital signal processors; 
the field of digital filtering is a particular example of this. 

The fundamental principles behind hardware implementations have already been 
widely considered and reported by various authors. This author shares the 
opinion with other designers, that there is a great need for the provision of 
aids for systematically deciding among the variety of possible implementation 
strategies in existence; this forms the main objective of our research. 

Our attempts in rationalizing the activities of a digital system designer have 
resulted the formulation of an "Interactive Model" which in turn has led to 
the development of a "Top-down Design Approach". The Approach, however, rests 
heavily on computer analyses and simulations; and the formulation, design and 
implementation of a good design software package(s) for this purpose is there-
fore of paramount importance. To this end, the criteria of designing suitable 
computer aids and the bases for the evaluation and comparison among computer 
programming languages have been treated at great length. 

APL (A Programming Language) has been found to be the most suitable language 
for oar" Top-down Design Approach". The advantages and disadvantages of 
choosing APL are discussed. This is followed by a review of available APL 
processors and their implications on the the design of computer aided in 
design (CAD) systems. In this connection, a CAD system based on a subset of 
APL is proposed and the implications of it are carefully considered. To 
ensure an economical use of the CAD system, we have discussed and proposed 
methods of interfacing APL and non-APL processors which may provide facilities 
lacking in APL. As a measure of sharing the cost of developing and maintain-
ing a CAD system, we have proposed a method of a multi-user environment for 
the CAD system. 

As an effort of providing subsystems for the "Top-down Design Approach", two 
extensive packages have been developed -- DISPIC's and SIMLOGS. DISPIC's 
facilitate the design and simulation of programmable digital filters (and 
signal processors) at the functional and register transfer levels. While 
SIMLOGS provides the tools for analysis and simulation of logical circuits 
(or systems) at the gate/logic level. Possible extensions for these packages 
are indicated in the pertinent chapters. 

Within the framework of the Top-down Design Approach, we considered the 
mathematical and algorithmic studies of the residue nūmber system to imple-
ment digital filters. This number system has an inherent parallel structure 
which could lead to high speed real time signal processing. Hardware studies 
aided by computer tools developed (such as LOGI1IN) are conducted. Significant 
progress in this area by other researchers is briefly reviewed. 



ABSTRACT -- continued 

Our efforts have demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the proposed 
Top-down Design Approach. With the limitation of resources (human, material 
and financial) it has not been able to fully implement and thoroughly evaluate 
the Top-down Design Approach. However, we have made a starting point and a 
step towards the right direction for such a system. It is hoped that in its 
present form it will assist designers and the efforts of others will enhance 
the usefulness of the Design Approach. 

The results of the present research have laid a foundation for extended studies 
which could proceed in several directions. The thesis concludes with a re-
commendation for possible research and related studies which have not been 
addressed or adequately considered during the present studies. 
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES 

Digital signal processing emerged in the mid 1960s and has since then 

become a major discipline. In digital signal processing (1-5), we are 

concerned with signals and systems that are the discrete-time counterpart 

of the more familiar continuous-time systems. The field may be subdivided 

into two inter-related areas : digital filtering and spectral analysis. 

Digital filters can perform the same function as that of the analog 

filters: while the analog approach, in some cases, may be difficult or 

unfeasible to implement practically. Digital filters offer important 

engineering advantages; such as perfect reproducibility and a guaranteed 

level of performance, the increased ease in changing the filter character- 

istics, and the possibility of time sharing the same hardware system 

among a multiplicity of filtering functions. These advantages alone would, 

in many cases, make digital filtering an attractive alternative to analog 

processing. There is a further important advantage: the possible 

modularized hardware for customized large scale integration(LSI). Digital 

spectral analysis has been given much impetus by the introduction of the 

Fast Fourier Transforms(FFT). These computationally efficient algorithms 

have gained widespread use in many diverse scientific disciplines, making 

possible accuracies and resolution that could not even be contemplated 

before with an analog approach. 

The proliferation of the use of digital signal processing can be witnessed 

by its appearance in a variety of areas of scientific endeavour such as 

biomedical engineering, seismic and geophysical research, image processing 

and pattern recognition, radar and sonar detection,acoustics and speech 

research, and telecommunication(6-9). In many of these applications, there 

is a real need for the signal processing to operate at a sufficiently high 

speed as to permit real time processing. At the same time, these processors 

must be economically competitive to be within the reach of a large community. 
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Technology often dominates machine designs. The steadily increasing 

capabilities and decreasing cost of digital integrated circuits and large 

scale integration techniques (e.g. read-only-memory and microprocessors) 

have provided enormous design flexibility in digital hardware design. These 

developments have had a profound impact on almost all scientific disciplines, 

and the field of digital signal processing benefitted greately from these 

developments. As a result, a number of systems have been proposed and 

constructed for the solution of real-time problems (10-13) in preference 

to employing the more conventional techniques involving general-purpose 

computers, the speed of which often necessitate off-line analysis. At 

present, systems of hardware for digital signal processing may be categorized 

into hard-wired (or special purpose) circuitry and programmable machines. 

The former may operate at high speed, and is usually dedicated to the 

implementation of a single algorithm; although limited programmable 

capability is sometimes incorperated. The other type usually operates at 

medium speed, is flexible and can implement a variety of complicated 

algorithms. With the advent of microprogramming techniques' and the 

increasing power of semi-conductor technology, hard-wired and programmable 

machines will be less distinguishable in the future. 

Together with the expanding applications of digital signal processing made 

possible by the increasing rapid changes in semiconductor technology and 

processing algorithms, the number of techniques available and possibilities 

to be explored are speedily growing. Hence, a large number of implementation 

approaches have grown up. Enormous efforts have been expanded in cultivating 

various design metaphors for the implementation of digital processors; the 

field of digital filtering is a particular example of this. 

The fundamental principles behind hardware implementations have already been' 

widely considered and reported (5,7,10,13). This author shares the opinion 

with other designers, that there is . a great need for the provision of aids 

for systematically deciding among the variety of possible implementation 

strategies in existence. A preliminary study (14,15) has been conducted 

1 "Firmware" has been used to reference this type of machines design 
approach. 
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by this author with a view. to formulating a framework to aid the designer. 

It is one of the main objectives of this research to extend this work and 

device some precepts by which both experienced and less experienced 

designers may be assisted. 

During the investigation, as reported in chapter 5 of reference 14, it was 

observed that filtering speeds had often been increased (as required for 

real time processing) at the expense of complex hardware architectures and 

pushing technologies to their limits. It has been the contention of this 

author that_ these difficulties are the consequences of adopting the 

"positional" number system (e.g. decimal, binary) to realise the computational 

algorithms required in digital filtering. The residue number system (RNS) 

(15,16) is a "non—positional" (or polydic) number system. As such, true 

parallel processing is inherent in the number system. In addition, it is 

possible to increase the word—length of the filter, without excessively 

decreasing the computational speed.- The drawback of RNS, however, is that 

it is an integer number system; therefore, the notion of "radix point" has 

no meaning. This resulted the difficulties of operations such as general 

division (where the dividend is not a multiple of the divisor), scaling, 

sign or magnitude determination and overflow detection. Despite these 

difficulties, which reduce the attractiveness of the RNS for general purpose 

machine, yet the RNS could still offer alternatives or advantages over 

conventional realizations of digital signal processing. Therefore, the other 

main objective of this research has been in considering the application 

of RNS (as an integer number system) on digital filtering. Mathematical 

algorithms for rational number operations, which are generally required in 

digital filtering, has also been considered. 

Chronologically, the application of the residue number system to digital 

filtering was the main concern. However, the application is ultimately 

hardware oriented. This necessitated efforts being spent in devising 

methods to verify the correctness of any hardware proposed or designed. 

Consequently, the emphasis of this research has gradually been shifted 

towards the development of a systematic approach to designing digital 

signal processors. 

1 
see chapter 5 of this thesis 
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This has resulted the proposal & implementation of a computer-aided-design 

• (CAD) approach to implement digital filters. Within this frame, of reference, 

the studies of the application of PSIS on digital signal processing is an 

exposition of the CAD approach. 

1.2 	SYNOPSIS -- STRUCTURE OF TIIE THESIS 

The area of our research (section 1.1) is large -- embracing digital filter-

ing, residue number systems, computer-aided design systems, software & hard-

ware design, and computer languages; in particular, the use of APL. To avoid 

the danger of overshadowing the objectives of the research and giving a dis-

joint appearance, the thesis is organized into six chapters making reference 

to seventeen appendices. These appendices contain concepts, techniques,'and 

results that are not possible to be adequately addressed in the main text. 

Chapter one explains the background and research area. Objectives of the 

research are indicated, while the structure of the thesis is outlined. 

Chapter two presents the attempts of providing an aid for digital system 

(in particular digital signal) designers. To this end, the activities of 

a designer are rationalized and this has resulted the development of an 

"Interactive Model". The Model in turn, has led to the proposal of a 

"Top-down Design Approach", the success of which rests heavily on computer 

analyses and simulations. The design and implementation of computer 

programs & packages for this purpose is therefore of paramount importance. 

In the light of this, the importance of devising suitable computer aids 

and the choice of a suitable computer language arc treated at depth. APL 

(A Programming Language) has been found to be most suitable for the "Top-

down Design Approach". The advantages and disadvantages of the language 

are considered. This is followed by a review of available APL processors 

and a discussion of their implications on the design of CAD systems. This 

chapter ends with a presentation of the CAD and the environment for the 

"Top-down Design Approach". 
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In providing subsystems and thereby enhancing the Top—down Design Approach 

two extensive packages have been developed -- DISPIC's and SIBILOGS, which 

are respectively presented in chapters three and four. DISPIC's facilitate 

the design and simulation of programmable digital filters (and signal pro-

cessors) at the functional and register—transfer levels. While SIMLOGS 

provides the tools for analysis and simulation of logical circuits or 

systems at the gate/logic level. Further possible developments for these 

packages are indicated in the pertinent chapters. 

Within the framework of the Top—down Design Approach, the mathematical and 

algorithmic studies of the residue number system (RNS) are considered for 

implementing digital filters (chapter five). Hardware studies of such 

implementation, aided by computer tools (such as LOGMIN, appendix 2) 

developed, are considered. Results of these are presented in'appendices 

16 & 17. Significant progress in this area (implementation of RNS digital 

filters) by other researchers is briefly reviewed. 

The results of the present research have laid a foundation for extended 

studies which could proceed in several directions. Chapter six gives 

a summary and concluding remarks on the present investigation. The 

chapter ends and concludes the thesis with a recommendation for possible 

research and related studies. 
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Chapter 2 	A PROPOSED SYSTEMATIC APPROACH OF DESIGNING 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS 1  

. Summary 

Along with the growing interest in digital signal processing, there is an 

increasing demand for the provision of'aids for systematically deciding 

among the variety of hardware design strategies. The chapter reports on 

an investigation conducted by this author. The objective of this 

investigation is an attempt in devising some precepts by which both 

experienced and less experienced designers may be assisted in this respect. 

A digital system (e.g. digital signal processor) designer's activies are 

rationalized by an "Interactive Model" which in turn leads to the 

development of a "Top-down Design Approach". The success of this Approach, 

however, rests heavily on computer analysis and simulation; and the 

formulation, design & implementation of a good design software package(s) 

for this purpose is therefore of paramount importance. To this end, the 

criteria of designing suitable computer aids and the bases for the 

evaluation and comparison among computer programming languages are treated 

at great length. 

Among some popular and widely used general purpose and problem-oriented 

computer languages, APL (A Programming Language) has been found to be 

ideally suited for the "Top-down Design Approach". The advantages and 

disadvantages of this choice are discussed. This is followed by a review 

of available APL processors and a discussion of their implications on the 

design of Computer-aided design (CAD) systems. The chapter concludes with 

a presentation of the CAD and the environment for the "Top-down Design 

Approach". 

1 This chapter is based on this author's publication (17) and seminars 

given during his activities as a senior system consultant to a number of 

commercial organizations. 
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2.1 	CONSIDERATION OF THE ACTIVITIES OF A DESIGNER : 

to rationalize his activities 

The activities of a designer can be regarded as posessing two main aspects, 

namely the design level at which the designer is working and the conceptual 

processes he applies in solving his problems. The latter involves specifying 

the tasks to be achieved and the ways in which this determined—goal is to be 

attained. The design level on the other hand traces the increasingly 

detailed steps involved in executing the specified task(s) and reaching the 

intended goal. By subdividing the activities of the designer in this way, 

the design itself may then be subdivided into a series of smaller and more 

easily handled problems. These two design aspects will be discussed in 

turn and the way in which they interact with each other will be indicated. 

The discussion applies generally to the design of all digital processors 

or systems. However, to make our discussion more specific, we shall direct 

our attention to a class of digital signal processors; the linear, 

time—invariant digital filters. 

2.1.1 	Levels of Design (15) 

Five major levels of design can be classfied as : System, Functional, 
Register—Transfer, Gate/Logic and Circuit (including layout of modules/ 

components) Levels. The meaning and associated. activities at each level 

are best illustrated by an example; the design of a programmable filter 

(fig.1) . 

The complete system level description may be a black box as shown in figure 

la; while a more descriptive aspect of it (still at the system level) is 

that shown in figure lb. In the example, the input consists of two parts; 

one of which is-for signal input while the other is for manual entry of 

information via a keyboard. Likewise the output has one part for signal 

output and the other part for a visual and digital display. At this level, 

a designer is concerned with the overall flow of information in and out of 

the system and the amount of processing tasks he needs to incorperate into 

the system. The processing tasks (of the digital filter) will become 

clearer when we discuss the conceptual approach to design and its 

interaction with the levels of design. 
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At the next level, functional level, the system or its sub-systems are 

subdivided into several units (fig. ic) -- the structure of the machine 

is beginning to emerge. At this stage, the sequence of operations within 

a subsystem and the flow of data between units and subsystems is determined. 

. Further subdivision of a unit (fig. 1c)'brings us to the register-transfer 

level (fig. 1d). Detailed internal operations of the sub-unit and the 

flow of data between sub-units and registers are now designed and described. 

Figure (1e) illustrates the further segmentation of a sub-unit that leads 

to the gate/logic level of design. Components (e.g. a divide-by-5 counter) 

of each sub-unit are realized by logical gates and flip-flops. Logic 

synthesis, minimization, fault analysis are conducted. At the next level, 

circuit level, a designer then considers electrical aspects of the gates 

and flip-flops; e.g.: fan-in/out, layout considerations, etc.. 

2.1.2 	Conceptual Approach 

A digital filter (or system) may be formulated conceptually by 

considering : Mathematical, Algorithmic, Architectural and Technological 

aspects. In this section we shall enumerate the design parameters 

involved with each concept and in the next section (section 2.2), we shall 

discuss how these concepts interact with the levels of design. 

A) Mathematical - The mathematical aspects involve the modelling 
of the system in terms of appropriate parameters (1-8,10; 
for example, 

1) Desired system (or filter) response : 
transfer functions or set of difference equations; 
finite impulse response (FIR), infinite impulse response 
(IIR) and fast-fourier transform (FFT) 

2) Form of filter : 
recursive or non-recursive; direct, cascade, parallel, 
or wave digital filter 

3) Tolerance (qunatization effects) : 
coefficient & data accuracy and roundoff errors, 
reduction of quantization by permuting sections for the 
cascade form 

4) Sensitivity/Stability : 
Limit cycle (small-scale) and overflow (large-scale) 

B) Algorithmic - 
of executing 
for example, 

1) Procedure 
realizing 

The algorithmic aspects are concerned with ways 
the computations involved in realizing the system; 

for execution of computations involved in 
system response and filter structure 
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2) Methods of dealing with quantization effects due to 
finite word length 

a) coefficient accuracy 
b) data at input/output and within the machine 
c) roundoff error due to truncation or rounding

• d) overflow - detection and correction 

3) Consideration of number properties 
a) number system - polyadic (positional), mixed radix, 

negative radix or non-polyadic (e.g. residue number 
system) 

b) digit representation - decimal, binary, binary-coded-
decimal (BCD) 

c) value representation - sign and magnitude, radix 
complement, radix-minus-one complement or negative 
radix 

d) format - fixed point, floating points or block-
floating point 

4) Type of arithmetic : arithmetical operations associated 
with the consideration of a number system, etc. (as discussed 
in item 3 above) 

5) Sampling rate - aliasing effects 

6) I,Iode of operations - real-time or off-line 

C) Architectural - The architectural aspects account for the 
hardware/software structure of the system; for example, 

1) Type of machine operations - synchronous or asynchronous 

2) System partitioning - modular or distributive, multiplexing, 
pipeling 

3) Type or information or data transfer - serial, parallel, 
or pipelining 

4) Interfacing - data word format, interconnection buses, 
operation speed mismatch, A/D and D/A conversion techniques 
and speed of operation 

5) Processing & speed - structure and operation of an 
arithmetic unit, size and cycle time of memories 

6) Programming facilities - design of assembly codes, 
construction and formulation of higher level of programming 
language 

7) Control units - hardware of firmware (i.e. micro-
programming) 

D) Technological - The technological aspects focus on the 
physical realization of the system 

1) Custom Approach - design of tailor-made chips to perform 
a specific application 

2) Standard parts - choice of commercially available 
integrated circuit (IC), medium-scale-integration (MST), 
large-scale-integration (LSI), or microprocessors 
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3) Choice of logic family - bipolar, unipolar; e.g. transistor-
transistor logic (FL), emitter-couple logic (ECL), integrated 
injection logic (I L); metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS), 
complementary MOS (CMOS) 

4) Use of subsystems - programmed logic arrays (PLA), micro-
processors, microcomputer,' or minicomputer 

5) Types of test - the availability of test points to checkout 
a fabricated design, functional and component tests and test 
procedures 

6) Constructional techniques - amount of modular card file 
packaging (IC packages, printed circuit board, subrack or 
card file, subrack-group, rack or cabinet, etc.), cabling 
technique (soldered or wire-wrapped), placement of components, 
generation of wire lists, etc. 

7) Power-delay product (roughly constant) consideration - for 
a given family of logic, there is a trading between power 
dissipation and operating speed of circuit. Semiconductor 
manufacturers are continuing to produce new families of logic 
to give a lower2power-delay product; e.g. low power Schottky 
TTL, ECL, and I L. It is equally important to consider 
power consumption of circuitry and the cooling required. 

3) Maintenance - easy of maintenance by operating personnel, 
possibility of future extension 

9) Reliability - estimation of failure (system or components), 
minimization of probability of failure, dectection or/and 
correction of failure 

10) Cost effectiveness - the trade-off between speed and 
complexity, techniques of production and ease (including 
cost) of maintenance, marketing requirements, etc. 

It should be observed that there exists no distinct demarcation between 

activities discussed above. However, the objective of considering the 

activities of the designer is an attempt to rationalise his activities 

with the view of devicing some aids to assist him. This will be considered 

in subsequent sections. 

2.2 	THE DESIGN PROCESS : AN INTERACTIVE MODEL AND SYSTEMATIC  

APPROACII 

The interactions between the two aspects of design (sections 2.1.1 & 2.1.2) 

are best illustrated by the digital filter shown in figure 1 as an example. 

This filter may be conceived mathematically : to have some arbitrary FIR 

or IIR system response, to be realized in cascade form (consisting of 

second-order sections) and to have some desired tolerance (e.g. 1db in the 

passband, and 3 db in the stopband). To achieve these specifications, 

the designer begins the first level of design - the system level. The 
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transfer function associated with the desired FIR or IIR system responses 

may be obtained by several techniques (1-8). Without any immediate 

commitment to conceptual approaches (e.g. technology) or design details, 

the transfer functions may be evaluated and modified to satisfy the desired 

specification.1  Algorithmic aspects of the design are next to be 

considered; particularly, the effects of finite word—length limitation, 

results of quantization effects and methods of overcoming or coping with 

these (3,5,7,) must be employed. The choice of a number system, type of 

arithmetic, sampling rate and mode of operations are also to be determined. 

A clear overall view of the system to be designed thus emerges.2  

The next phase is to consider the architectural aspects of the system. 

The filter shown in, figure 1, for example. has been chosen to be 

programmable with its memory being partititoned into program and data 

stores. The overall information flow is serial, the system is modular 

and is hardwired controlled. Furthermore, although the information flow 

is serial between subsystems, yet it may be serial or parallel within 

each of these subsystems. At the input, the provisions for signal 

interface (which can be either digital or analogue) are specified and at 

the output, a digital/analogue signal interface is similarly chosen. The 

filter coefficient program is entered via a keyboard, with each program 

specifying a particular system response for the filter. A digital display 

provides an indication of the states of the registers or memory locations 

within the filter, the keyboard providing the selection mechanism. With 

this initial architectural specification, the filter may be functionally 

designed; and the result is the structure shown in figure 1c. The 

arithmetic unit may be arbitrarily specified; i.e. it may perform addition 

only or addition/multiplication. The detailed structure needs not at this 

1 This phase of the activity is refered to in the literature, as 
"digital filter design". 

2 This may be considered as the "realization of digital filters". 
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stage be precisely specified. When the functional design meets the 

architectural specification, one can enter a more detailed design of the 

functional blocks (units in figure 1c). This is the register transfer (RT) 

level of design. Very often, the architectural specification cannot be met 

and the original (i.e. architectural) concept then has to be modified and 

a further functional level of design (followed by another RT level design) 

be conducted. This process is repeated until architectural specifications 

are satisfied both at the functional and RT levels. At this stage, the 
design may still be technologically independent. 

By introducing the technological concepts, detailed design of the system 

can then be conducted. This leads to logic synthesis and minimization of 

each part of the system (i.e. the component or sub-unit such as Figure le) 

and the analysis of logic hazards and faults are conducted at the gate/logic 

level design. If conventionally available modules are employed, the amount 

of design at the logic level is reduced. If on the other hand, a custom 

built approach is chosen, a circuit level design is•essential; so that the 

circuit must be thoroughly analyzed before integrated circuits and chip 

desgins are committed to fabrication. In using MSI, LSI, programmed logic 

arrays (PLA) or microprocessors, a return to the RT level of design and 

analysis is sometimes necessary. This may even trigger off a repetition of 

the series of design processes discussed so far.1  

The above discussion indicates a number of points : 

1) Conceptual aspects are themselves inter-related; 

2) The conceptual approach interacts with the level 
of design; 

3) The design process is interactive; 

4) The degree of details and amount of interactions 
increases as one progresses through the various 
levels and concepts; 

1 The "process" commencing from the completion of "digital filter 
realization" to attaining a digital filter is often referred to as 
"digital filter implementation". 
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5) It can be seen that at any particular level of the design, 
only certain concepts need to concern the designer, e.g. at 
the system level, only mathematical and algorithmic concepts 
need to be considered, architectural considerations being left 
till the next design level 

A further comment (as a direct consequence of point 5) of the above 

discussion is that some form of aid is desirable for analysis, design and 

verification (via simulation, which will be further elaborated in section 

2.3) at the various levels. The aid also enables a designer to enlist the 

experience and established methodologies of other experienced practioners. 

These considerations suggest the 'interactive model' (17) for a top—downl 

design approach (fig. 2), and the model now forms a framework within 

which an interactive, and systematic approach to the design of hardware 

digital signal processors can be formulated. 
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Fig. 2 : An "Interactive Model" for the "Top—down 
Design Approach" to Designing Digital 
Signal Processors 

1 "Top—down" is a term borrowed from the methodology of designing computer 
software. The design of digital signal processors is analogous_ to that 
of computer software; in which, one identifies the major functions to be 
accomplished, and then proceeds from there to an identification of the 
lesser functions that are derived from the major ones. Other synonymous 
terms are "systematic programming", "hierachical program design", and 
"design by explosion". 
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2.3 	A PROPOSED TOP—DOWN DESIGN APPROACH 

While figure 2 depicts the activities and their hierachical order (with 

increasing complexity of design), it however does riot show the iterative 
process of the design. Figure 3 presents the nature of this process. 

Within this scheme, a design objective is first determined conceptually 

(section 2.1.1) which are shown in figure 2. 

1) At each level, details (increasing in complexity) of the 
partial system and its associated hardware are then 
formulated, verified and evaluated (with computer—aids, 
as discussed in section 2.3.1) 

2) Verification of the system refers to the activities of 
synthesis, analysis minimization and checking for mistakes 
in concepts and design details (see further comments in 
section 2.3.2). During each stage, a number of implementation 
possibilities may arise. 

3) Evaluation refers to the examination of a current version 
of the design at a particular level against the design 
criteria. 

4) During the design process the number of alternatives grows 
rapidly and optimal solutions are not generally unique. 
Within this section,1  we shall discuss that this situation 
necessitates a decision on the part of the designer. This 
decision will undoubtedly draw heavily on past experience. 
Hence the additional concept is indicated in figure 3 
(enclosed by dotted lines). 

It should be noted that figure 3 is not in itself a flow—chart of a 

computer program or packages-. However, the success of the proposed 

"Top—down Design Approach" relies heavily on the design and implementation 

of computer software packages. In the following subsections we shall 

discuss the implications of figure 3 and in subsequent sections the 

requirements of these computer packages. 

s-  A package of this type implies an automatic design which is possible 

in principle. This will be discussed in section 2.3.3. 
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2.3.1 	Description at various Levels : Difficulties and some 
unresolved areas 

In order to formulate, verify and evaluate a digital system at vartious 

levels, it is necessary to describe the system at these levels. 

Numerous techniques (19-23) have been reported for this purpose; these 

methods may be generally classified into three basic areas, which are as 

follows. 

1) Functional descriptive programming language - such as 
register-transfer languages (RTL), simulation languages 
(e.g. GPSS, SIMSCRIPT), and some general-purpose high 
level languages such as FORTRAN, ALGOL G0, PL/1 and APL.. 

2) Finite-state Machine (FSM) techniques - such as state 
tables, regular expression, flow-charts, etc. 

3) Graph-theoretic methods - employing transition. graphs, 
Petri nets, occurrence graphs, state diagrams, etc. 

Apart from the objective of describing a complex digital systems, many of 

these methods have been constructed to develop an 'automatic design system 

(which are often computer oriented) the primary concerned of which is to 

reduce the cost G development time normally required in engineering complex 

digital systems. However, in general all the methods described to date 

fall short of the ideal methodology which will be discussed in section 

2.5.1. 

For instance, problem-oriented programming languages (such as simulation 

languages) often suffer from the inherent disadvantage that they have no 

formal mathematical structures. Consequently, system behaviour must be 

interpreted indirectly from a program performance whilst operating on 

certain specified data types (e.g. link list, tree & ring structures). 

Simulation languages in particular suffer from this disadvantages.. A 

simulator language usually describes a logic system in terms of simulated 

components (that is gates, bistables, etc.) and their interconnections. 

In order to evaluate or analyze a logic network represented in this 

manner it is necessary to perform an exhaustive, sequential examination 

of all possible logic conditions; that is, the circuit model must be 

driven (by providing specified input conditions) and then "exercised" 

step by step to determine the resultant outputs. It will be obvious that 

this is a time-consuming process and that large amounts of storage will 

be required to represent the circuit model. Moreover, since a logical 
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system is described as a topological circuit network, rather than by 

specifying system functions, the simulation description is difficult to 

follow and of little use for documentation and communication purpose. 

A useful comparison between formal and simulation methods may be drawn by 

constrasting the functional description of a binary counter circuit, using 

a state table showing the present and next-state transitions, as against 

a simulation-language description detailing bistables, logic gates, etc. 

and their interconnections. An important difference is that the formal 

specification describes a logical algorithm which could be implemented 

in either software (e.g. programming a microprocessor to implement logical 

operations) or hardware form. Problem-oriented design languages, because 

they are constrained to operate on well-defined data types, are normally 

restricted to hardware representation.1  Note that procedure (or general 

purpose programming languages (e.g. FORTRAN, ALGOL, PL/1, APL) will still 

be employed even with formal methodologies, since the notational system 

must be represented in some way in order to input.a description to the 

computer; in particular, when a design automation or a computer aided in 

design (CAD) is employed. The difference is, however, that the 

programming language is simply acting as a vehicle to describe the 

variables (represented as data structures) and to control the execution 

of the associated function operations; not as an end in itself ----- for 

example, in a general-purpose programming language used to represent 

graphical structures and their manipulations. 

The major problem to be overcome in any specification language for a CAD 

is how complex systems containing a very large number of binary variables 

may be represented and analyzed. In the general case the system variables 

will be both primary inputs and internal state conditions. Finite-state 

theory, though theoretically capable of representing any digital system 

(which must of course in its engineered form be deterministic) is not 

viable in practic owing to the considerable difficulties involved in 

expressing the problem and the inordinate amount of computation 

required for manipulating the resultant structures. 

1 However, in some cases (see chapter 4), it is often essential to use 
an implemented hardware version of the circuit; an example of this is 
the generation of test sequences for logic circuits. 
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There are also some more fundamental disadvantages of the FSM concept(23). 

In general the FSM accepts a serial input (or inputs) and progresses 

from state to state producing an output sequence in the process. Owing 

to its finite memory capacity (i.e. the number of internal states) the 

FSM iš best suited to describing systems where the amount of memory 

required to record past events (that is the effect of earlier inputs) 

is small and finite, for example, serial adder-substractor circuits and 

pattern detectors where the computation can procedd as a. step—by—step 

operation on the input and the amount of information required to be 

"carried" or "remembered" is very small (1 bit in the case of the • 

adder—substractor). 

Serial multiplication, however, is very different. In this case it is 

necessary to have all the input data available before the computation can 

proceed; moreover, large amounts of information need to be stored during 

the course of the multiplication (for instance, to accumulate partial sums). 

It follows logically from this constraint that it is impossible to specify 

a finite—state machine that can multiply together arbitrarily large pairs 

of numbers. Note also that the FSr,I does not have the ability to refer 

back to earlier inputs unless the entire input sequences is initially 

stored; this implies that the input sequence of interest is of known 

finite length. 

These limitations can of course be overcome by using an infinite—machine 

modell where the amount of available storage is unlimited.? Using this 

type of model the designer is unconstrained in his thinking, allowing 

general system concepts to be specified without reference to a particular 

implementation. It is important to remember, however, that all machine 

models must eventually be implemented as a finite memory machine. Un-

fortunately. the transformation from a conceptual infinite model to a 

1 derived from the "Turing machine" (23) 

2 Some of the more promising formal methods of specification, such 
as Petri nets, ect., are in essence infinite model. 
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practical realization as a finite—state machine can, and does, present 

serious difficulties. 

Another inherent difficulty is encountered in the analysis of large systems. 

It would appear inevitable that, if a detailed analysis of a logic 

algorithm is required, there is no other choice but to examine all 

possible alternatives'in an iterative manner. In general, particularly 

if an infinite—machine model is adopted, it is necessary to determine the 

system operation by specifying a restricted set of input and state 

conditions. This technique, which corresponds.to examining particular 

paths through the algorithmic structure (for example, a particular state 

sequence in a state table) results in a loss of information and can affect 

the accuracy of the analysis. However, there seems no alternative but to 

adopt this method for complex systems. 

In order to design complex systems, as we have seen in section 2.1, it is 

necessary to partition the system into suitable subsystem functions. This 

fact has been extensively used to alleviate some of the problems of 

implementing large systems. In particular the approach of dividing the 

system into a control function and a data structure has been widely adopted. 

Using this technique a data structure may be specified in terms of registers, 

processing units, etc. and their interconnections; the control algorithms, 

specifying the required processing operations and their timing, are then 

defined separately. Note that the data structure also includes processing 

operations and is not restricted to data storage. Thus, the complexity of 

the system is reduced by partitioning the principal components into 

comprehensible subsystems -- the usual human heuristic for handling any 

complex situation (see section 2.3.3). 

Despite much efforts have been directed to the area of system specification 

and many techniques have been proposed for this purpose, the problems of 

describing systems at various levels are not completely resolved. In fact, 

many of the techniques enumerate in the above are still in the 

development stages and that ā viable system (an automatic design system, 

or CAD) meeting the requirements (which are outlined in section 2.5.1) 

remains to be developed. However, in the remainder of this chapter, we 

shall discuss our proposed design approach as an attempt to meet the 

requirements; with specific reference to the implementation of digital 
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filters. One of the purposes of specifying a digital system is to verify 

& evaluate it (an implication of figure 3); this is to be examined in the 

next two subsections (2.3.2.& 2.3.3). 

2.3.2 	Verification methodsl 

- Verification establishes the equivalence between the implementation and 

the specification of the design. Since a design may be specified, there 

exist many methods of.  verification. These methods may be divided into 

static and dynamic methods (24). 

1) Static Verification : Static verification is performed 

independent of the operands (i.e. inputs & outputs) of the system. This 

verification. may be obtained by automatic translation from the problem 

statement to its solution, or by algebraic verification. 

A) Automatic Generation of the Implementation — With an automatic 

generation of the implementation, the burden of proof is shifted from 

the correctness of the solution to the correctness of the translation 

program. This method is satisfactory between implementation levels, 

for instance, in transforming a general implementation description into 

a specific one (fig. 4).2  However, the transition from an architecture 

(i.e. specification of a design) to an implementation usually requires 

some imagination and invention of a designer. Hence, in general, an 

automatic translation between these two design domains is not possible. 

1  Verification has much influence on the "specification" of digital 
systems. This topic was touched upon when formal and simulation 
methodologies were discussed in section 2.3.1 

2 APL (A Programming Language) is used for the implementation description; 
this will be explained in section 2.5 
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B) Algebraic Verification - Algebraic verification of the equivalence 

of some expressions is possible in principle (e.g. APL permits classical 

algebraic manipulations - ref. 25). This has the advantage that usually 

the equivalence is established via another route than was used in the 

original design. In practice, however, the designer may be inclined to 

distrust his algebraic manipulations as much as he distrusts his design. 

This objection also holds for the verifications of the equivalence of 

programs by such methods as the assertion method of Floyd (26). 

2) Dynamic Verification : Dynamic verification uses the 

operands (i.e. inputs & outputs) of the system. It usually simulates 

the design for a set of test cases. Where static verification, when 

applicable, is complete, dynamic verification normally is not. 

A) Simulation - An algorithmic implementation description is a major 

help in verifying the correctness of a design. Verification may be 

exhaustive or selective. 

i) Exhaustive verification : For small parts of a 
design, it may even be possible to check the 
system (or circuit) exhaustively for all possible 
input values. 

ii) Selective verification : For larger parts of a design 
the exhaustive test, as a rule, is too time-consuming. 
Several yell-chosen test cases, however, may provide 
much assurance; even though absolute. certainty is 
not achieved. 

iii) Selection of Test Cases : The designer can prepare 
several test series by constructing the corresponding 
matrices.1  It is worthwhile to develop a proper set of 
tests, since these tests may also be used in later 
stages of the design; even in the physical test of a 
prototype. 

1  Resembles the "decision table" which.are used to depict the function 
of a'software program/package in computer programming (27) 
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Candidates for inclusion in a test set are : 

(a) Extreme cases, such as all Os and all is operands. 

(b) Critical cases, which test the critical path. 

(c) Branch cases, which test both sides of a branch 
condition. 

(d) Boundary cases, which test both sides of the boundary 
of the operating domain, such as between overflow 
and no overflow. 

(e) Circuit cases, which test the functional operation of 
individual components, assuming that their enviroment 
is faultless. 

(f) Diagnostic cases, which give easily recognizable 
intermediate and final results, thus helping in 
finding the cause of a malfunction. 

Several criteria can often be combined in one case. 
The order of the tests should be such that some diagnostic 
cases are used first and a rough overall verification is 
quickly established. 

From the above discussion, we observe that static verification when 

applicable is more complete than dynamic verification. The lack of 

suitable formal theory (e.g. switch theory) and the complexity of 

most digital system have, in general, necessitate the use of 

simulation either in software or hardware (the construction of a 

prototype). This reinforces the concept of our proposed "Top—down 

Design Approach". In the next section, we shall discuss the heuristic 

aspect of this approach. 

2.3.3. 	Heuristic approaches 

Figure 2 summarises the activities (and their interactions) of a design 

progress; namely the conceptual approach and the levels of design. While 

figure 3 depicts the interactive and iterative top—down design process. 

The design of a system and its implementation may be considered as a 

translation process (section 2.3.2) consisting of the application of 
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transformation and expansion steps. The specification of a design, as 

for example, the description of an architecture, stipulates the functions 

to be performed by the system. This leads to the implementation description 

(after successive applications of transformation and expansion steps) 

which indicates how the system may be constructed. Formal languages 

(e.g. procedure languages) may be used to describe the system at each of 

the levels depicted in figure 2. 

As remarked in section 2.3.2, general formal methods have not been 

developed for the transformations and expansion algorithms which could. 

be implemented as part of a computer aided design system (i.e. automatic 

generation of implementation). Therefore, some authors1  deny the 

possibility of an automatic generation of implementations (24), while 

other authors claim that their design systems include a module that 

performs exactly the expansion of a behavioral into a structural  

description;2  thus giving rise to a seeming contradition. • A closer look 

at these latter systems (23), however, reveals that such an expansion 

is performed on the basis of a small number of standard solutions which 

provide very little variability for optimization. Technical constraints 

given by the available logic systems are often difficult to be considered 

and, as a result, such an automated design system may yield a solution 

of some sort but need not be the desired optimized solution. The problem 

is further complicated by the fact that the current state of digital 

technology does not provide a uniform level for the detailed structural 

design. Certain standard components (e.g. Arithmetic Logic Units, 

•multiplexers, etc.) are given as MSI devices. Other, more specialized 

networks are not• available as commercially available (off—the-shelf) 

1  Typically those who design systems for the industrial environment 

2 In the literature of design automation, "behavioral (information flow) 
description" treats a system as an interconnection of functional modules 
specified by their input—output (transfer function) characteristics. 
While "structural (implementation) representation" describes in detail 
the actual gates, bistables, PMI chips, software procedures, etc., used 
to realize the subsystem function physically. Behavioral corresponds to 
our "system level" while "structural" corresponds to the "register—
transfer", "gate" and "circuit" levels. 
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components and thus must still be designed at the gate level (e.g. LOGMIN - 

Appendix 2). 

Our "Top-down Design Approach" is an attempt to resolve the above problems. 

The interactive design system allows the user to apply an iterative 

top-down procedure of step-wise refinements, capitalizing on his cognitive 

faculties, decision-making abilities, and design experience.)  The task 

of the program modules of such an interactive design system is then to 

provide the user, in each stage of the design process, with the tools 

required for testing and verifying the solution decided upon. As the 

major tool for such an interactive design procedure is simulation, a 

practical system must provide the possibility of performing simulations 

at each level of the top-down process (these will be discussed in 

subsequent chapters of this thesis). To this end, the hardware 

description language (IiDL) on which such a design system is based should 

allow at any given level the behavioral or structural description to be 

used as the source program for a simulation -- either by direct 

execution or, wherever this is feasible, by automatic translation into 

an executable simulation program (since automatic translation at the 

implementation levels is possible, section 2.3.2). The heuristic aspect 

of the design process is a feature of the "Top-down Design Approach"; 

this accounts for the dotted area shown in figure 3. 

2.3.4 	Epilogue  

In this section (2.3), we have considered the activities of a designer 

with the view of formulating a framework for a systematic design approach. 

To this end, we have attempted to model (fig. 2) a designer's activities 

1  While the less experience designer may benefit from the results of 
the more experienced whom have contributed to the developments of the 
packages which form the• "Top-down Design Approach" 



and this model in turn has led to the conception of a proposed "Top-down 

Design Approach". The implications of it have been discussed at length. 

The approach relies heavily on computer simulations and the developments 

of computer software packages. It would appear that the problems of 

designing digital systems (e.g. digital signal processors) have been 

shifted towards those of software systems design; yet this is inevitable. 

Existing design techniques are still inadequate to cope with the ever-

increasing requirements of present day digital systems; reaching a stage 

where the sheer physical and intellectual complexity are encroaching upon 

barriers which impede further progress. The phase "complexity barrier" 

was coined by Glazer (29) as early as 1969 to describe this situation, 

which unfortunately is even more apparant at this time of writing. 

Currently, digital engineering is still in the main performed intuitively, 

with the system being designed, generally from the lowest level upwards, 

using bISi and LSI logic subsystems. Though a partitioning of the system 

can be achieved in this manner, a true hierarchical structure is not 

necessarily obtained. This demands that the partitioning is performed 

taking into consideration the specified relationships that are required 

between the subsystem components. This can only be achieved by designing 

from the top-down, that is from a system and functional specification to 

actual operational components. Note that there are a number of differing 

criteria (section 2.2) that may be used to partition the system, for 

example, logical operation, ease of manufacture (e.g. size of board, 

number of pins, etc.), diagnostic testing, use of existing subsystems, 

hardware-software implementation, etc. Ideally it should be possible to 

partition the system in a number of different ways attempting to optimize 

globally about certain system-design parameters, for instance trade-offs 

between development and tanufacturing costs and reliability and main-

tainability. Unfortunately, as repeatedly remarked in the above, at the 

present time the lack of suitable design aids normally means that an 

inspired guess as to the correct partitioning must be made at the initial 

design stages. Once the design has been commenced it is then far too time 

consuming and costly to attempt to re-configure the system. This "do or 

die" method of warking also applies to a limited extent at the lower 

levels of subsystem design. 

27 
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Thus, we have a situation where complex systems are being developed without 

any fundamental basis of design, except that of hard-won experience. It is 

essential to partition the system to handle the complexity involved. 

However, the partitioning should be done in a logical manner so as to 

achieve a hierarchical structure capable of providing a viable engineering 

design; to date no technique or methodology exists which provides the digital 

engineer with the necessary tools to perform this function. 

The use of CAD (as advocated in our approach) techniques can improve the 

situation by system-level simulation, automated designs (when applicable) 

and testing procedures, etc.; but until a suitable means of representing and 

evaluating system is developed,1  no real improvements will be obtained. 

This is not to say that our proposed approach has adequately resolved all 

the problems; however, it does at least point towards a right direction. 

To conclude this section, it is appropriate to review the advantages of 

the proposed approach as follows. 

1) The ability to clarify concepts and design specifications 
at an early stage without any real commitment to one 
particular concept or the detailed design. 

2) The ease of testing new ideas and explorint other less 
conventional techniques, so that an optimum or near 
optimal design may be determined. 

3) The provision of means for testing hardware either • 
before or during the construction of a prototype 
and the possibility of extensive debugging of hardware 
prior to its construction. 

4) The facility of continuous, concurrent documentation 
of the system and hardware resulting in any future 
modification or improvements being easily made. 

5) The availability or more time to spend on the• creative 
aspect of a design and the reduction of effort spent 
•in the inevitable routine work such as documentation, 
constructing hardware, testing ideas, etc. 

6) It provides a useful'aid2  for both experienced and less 
experienced designers; and may even serve as a learning 
tool for beginners. 

1  There is a sad lack of methematical formalism in this area. 

For example, a tool for exploration into less than conventional 
techniques (e.g. the use of residue number system for digital filtering). 
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In the remaining sections of this chapter, we shall consider the aspects of 

designing suitable computer aids (CAD) and the choice of a suitable 

computer language for our proposed design appraoch. 

2.4 	TILE IMPORTANCE OF DESIGNING SUITABLE COMPUTER AIDS' 

In concluding section 2.3 we have seen that the problems of designing 

digital systems are apparantly, but inevitably, shifted towards those of 

software system design. However, there are correspondences between 

hardware and software. A system is a collection of programs while a 

program is a formal statement of an algorithm or a process. Furthermore, 

programs that comprise a system may be implemtcd in various gradations 

of hardware & software. It is therefore not surprising to note that 

techniques (e.g. structured programming, programming debugging techniques, 

modular design) developed in one area, say software, may be applicable to 

the other. What distinguish computer programs designed for computer aids  

from those for "system softwares"2  arc the intents and the applications 

of the programs. Irrespective of these viewpoints, the criteria and 

methods of program design are often identical. On the other hand, the 

utilization of programs has much influence on the choice of a formal 

language and the implementaion of the programs. For example, the purpose 

of a CAD. is to assist a designer; hence the aspect of human factor is of 

great importance. To provide some insight to the selection of design 

techniques and formal languages, we shall attempt to characterise and 

discuss computer software application areas (section 2.4.1). This is 

followed by the consideration of the design approaches to meet the 

requirements of these areas and users (section 2.4.2). These considerations 

preamble the discussion (section 2.5) of the choice of a suitable computer 

language for our design appraoch. 

1 Materials for section 2.4 & 2.5 are extracted from a seminar given 
by this author at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, U.S.A. 

2 i.e. the software that comprise a system, as indicated above. 
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2.4.1 	The Classifications of Computer Software Applications  

The applications of computer software may be characterised as: Scientific, 

Data Processing, Text Processing, and Systems Programming. This classi-

fication, however, does not suggest that every application falls neatly into 

one of these four classes. In fact, many applications have elements that 

would put them into two or more of the four classes. Further, some 

applications may fall partly or totally outside all of these classes. 

Nevertheless, these four classes serve as a frame of reference for 

discussing programming applications, since they arc reasonably definitive 

and comprehensive. 

1) Scientific applications : Programs that fall into the 

scientific application area can be characterized into the following way. 

First, their predominant activity is the manipulation of numbers and arrays 

of numbers. These numerical methods encompass such problems as statistical 

tabulation, linear programming, regression analysis, curve-fitting, 

numerical differentiation and integration, and the solution of simultaneous 

linear equations. Second, the volume of data involved in such problems is 

often relatively small and usually has a simple structure, such as that of 

a one-or-two dimensional array. Thus, the data verification problem in these 

applications is usually insignificant. Third, the algorithms found in these 

applications are usually complex and strongly based in methematical founda-

tions. Thus, programmers must be well aware.of the underlying mathematics 

(notably, vector and matrix algebra as well as error analysis). They 

should anticipate in their programs those data combinations that will 

adversely affect the correctness of the solution scheme. This complexity 

usually implies the execution time of a program will be dominated by 

calculations rather than input-output operations. This characteristic of 

a program is often referred as "CPU-bound". 

2) Data Processing Applications : Programs that fall within the 

data processing application area can be characterized in the following way. 

First, their predominant activities are the manipulation of files and the 

periodic generation of reports from these files. These activities typically 
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deal with the administrative support functions of an organization, such as 

payroll, accounting, billing, inventory control, production scheduling, and 

order entry. Second, the data which is processed by these programs is 

generally large in volume. It is strictly organized by files, records, 

and fields, and has a high level of content change within a short period 

of time. Third, the programs themselves are primarily concerned with the 

effective representation, checking, transfer, merging, extraction, sorting, 

and summarizing of this data on a prescheduled basis -- daily, weekly, or 

monthly. These data manipulations are often intricate and require careful 

program organization and coding. However, such programs are usually bound 

in their execution time by the speed with which a file can be read or 

written, rather than the speed with which the computations can be performed. 

Therefore, they are often referred to as "input-output-bound", rather than 

"CPU-bound". 

Three additional factors have a significant influence on the activities of 

a data processing programmer. They are program maintenance, "one-shot" jobs, 

and data recording. 

Data processing applications of any appreciable size (e.g. a payroll system) 

often require a worker-year or more for development and implementation. 

However, after such a system of programs is implemented, it is continually 

subject to modification because of unpredicatable outside events (e.g. a 

change in company policy on the overtime rate for certain employees). This 

is the essence of program maintenance. 

One-shot jobs occur as a result of a special request by management for 

information which does not occur among the normal day-to-day reports produced 

by existing programs. For example, the personnel department of a company 

may require a listing of all employees who will have been continuously 

employed by the company for twenty five years or more as of the end of the 

current year. Such a request usually comes within a week or two of the 

date when the information is required. Thus, the normal "systems approach" 

to the task is bypassed in favour of a more expedient and probably less 

elegant program that gets the job done quickly. 

Since a high volume of data is recorded continuously in a computer- 

readable form (e.g. punched cards or magnetic,tape), the 



programmer must design record formats for data processing applications in a 

way that makes recording as expedient and error-free as possible. Such a 

design often places extra burdens on the program which edits the data. 

The data definition and verification problem in data processing is of 

immeasurable importance. 

3) Text Processing Applications : Programs which fall into the 

text processing application area deal predominantly with data in the form 

of free-running text. Usually that data is in English and is either 

completely unstructured or minimally structured, such as the entries in 

an annotated bibiography. Many of the programming techniques used to 

identify, check, transform, and print such data are distinct from those 

used by the scientific or data processing programmer. Yet, the use of 

sound text processing techniques has become increasingly important in 

computer applications -- so important that its treatment as a separate 

application area is warranted. 

4) System Programming Applications : Programs which fall into 

the systems programming area are those which are used to expedite the 

interface between the programmer and the computer. Typical system 

programs include the routines composing an operating system, the 

assemblers and compilers which translate programs into machine language, 

and various utility programs which perform common file-processing tasks. 

System programs are generally the most frequently executed programs in a 

computer installation. They must therefore be designed and implemented 

in such a way that their demands on system resources, notably time and 

space, arc minimized. This rather stringent requirement, coupled with the 

greater efficiency of machine-level languages relative to high-level 

languages in computer resource utilization, has forced most system 

programming to be performed in machine-level languages. 
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2.4.2 . Design  approaches to meet the requirements of softwares and 

user needs (with special reference to CAD) 

The design procedure of software1  parallels that of digital systems design. 

The procedure consists of seven steps: 

1) problem definition, 
2) problem partitioning, 
3) algorithm development for each partition, 
4) writing the program for each partition, 
5) debugging each program, 
6) integrating the programs back into the system, 
7) final system debug. 

Numerous design approaches(30-38) have been proposed to achieve the above 

steps. Of these the.most wellknown methods are: structured program design2, 

decision table methods, top—down design approach, and modular design. 

All of these approaches have been developed with the view of improving 

program quality,3  increasing program reliability, reducing the problems of 

program maintenance, facilitating a concise, C precise communication medium 

among programming team—members (and users) and thereby speeding the process 

of program development. Hence the methods predominately emphasize on 

meeting the specifications or requirements of software. 

1 the term "software" assumes the general meaning as that indicated 
at the beginning of section 2.4; i.e. a collection(s) of programs 
that comprise a system. 

2  Examples of commercial. design methods are the IBM's INIPO (36). 
Michael Jackson's Design Methodology (37,38). 

3 The goodness of a program is difficult to define; for this we appeal 
to an excellent study by G. Weinberg, entitled The Psychology of 
Computer Programming (31). 
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Software specifications, however, often reflect the importance and the need 

of accounting for the man-machine interface or man-machine dialogue of a 

computer system; CAD is a typical example of this. Experience to date1 

has shown that, unless CAD systems are easy to use, exploitation of the 

system by designers rapidly diminishes after the initial novelty value 

has passed and the difficulties involved in using the system become all 

too apparent. It is essential that any theoretical concepts employed 

in a CAD scheme should, if possible, be invisible to the user. The input- 

output transfer characteristic, of the system must relate as far as 

possible to accepted design practice, and the operating procedure should 

be simple and efficient to use. 

There is, however, an alternative school of thought which holds the view 

that, in order to provide the necessary design tools for complex logic 

systems, designers must inevitably learn new techniques. It is this 

author's opinion that any realistic solution must of course be a 

compromise; but it is prudent to realize that novel techniques are only 

acceptable if the advantages to be accrued far outweigh any difficulties 

encountered in accommodating the new disciplines. 

Advances in the computer industry have enabled CAD systems to be implemented 

as interactive systems rather than those based entirely on batch-processing. 

This extended facility allows a digital system designer to rapidly modify 

the parameters of the design in accordance with a previous trial "computer 

run(s)". The object of designing an interactive CAD system is therefore 

to establish a direct communication between the man (the digital system 

designer) and the machine (a computer or computer-aided system) in such 

a way that their inherent incompatibilities are matched as efficiently 

as possible. The basic requirements of an interactive CAD system are as 

follows. 

1 A personal experience and observations of this author gained during 
his activities as a system analyst and a system consultant to a number 
of commercial organizations and the design & implementation of a number 
of computer systems. - This view is shared by the CAD group of the 
Communication Section, Electrical Engineering Department at Imperial 
College; as much research is activity pursued into the man-machine 
dialogue of. CAD systems. 
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1) A problem-orientated conversational language which 
is easy to use and understand. 

2) Fast feedback of results and operational messages 
so that the designer's imaginative and creative 
abilities are not inhibited. 

3) A-satisfactory compromise.must be made between 
the vastly differing volumes of data obtainable 
from man and machine in order to achieve a 
maximum mutual comprehension. 

4) Input devices should require the minimal amount 
of mutual intervention, and output data must be 
suitably displayed and capable of being edited 
as required. 

0) Automatic error detection and guidance through 
the operating procedures. 

6) The technicalities of the software and design 
procedures should be "invisible" to the user. 

These principles should always be borne in mind when designing the 

input (& output) procedure for a CAD package. It is interesting to 

observe that user-behaviours of scientific and technology users differ 

greatly from those of business and commercial users. For the latter 

users group, passwords are often requested by an application system when 

sensitive data is being accessed; while "idiot proof" procedures (such 

as long & short prompts and error recovery procedures) are_necessarily 

be designed into the man-machine dialogue to guide inexperience or 

occasional users. However, the feature of an "expert mode" (e.g. abbreviated 

prompts and multiple-inputs, see figure 5) is incorporated to avoid boring 

experienced users. For the scientific applications, however, measures are 

taken to prevent inquisitive users from modifying the computer system so 

that erroneous or unintended system operations for subsequent users may be 

avoided. A common technique is to terminate a computer session when the 

application system detects a "user sabortage" and initiates appropriate 

measures before any fatal effect has taken place. Instruction from 

an application system is often comparatively simpler and most application 

packages arc structured in a "skeletal form"1  so that a personal package 

may be constructed even for a "one-off" application. Example of such a 

package is the MARTHA(39), an APL electric circuit analysis package. 

1 i.c..programs or collection of programs are loosely grouped into modules 
form which a user may construct his own application package. 



NAME : JONES, M. 
LOCATION : MAYFAIR 
TITLE : D 

$$ VALID TITLES ARE 	MR,MS,MISS,DR,REV,SIR,PROF 

TITLE : DR 
JOB : MANAGER 

etc. .... 

(A) Dialogue for an occassional user 

NAME : JONES, M./ MAYFAIR/ D/ MANAGER 

$$ VALID TITLES ARE -- MR,MS,MISS,DR,REV,SIR,PROF 

TITLE : DR/ MANAGER 

.... etc. 

(B) An Expert-mode dialogue (multiple-input facility)  

NOTE : Observe the capability of data validation; when 
an erroneous answer is detected, all answers 
from the first erroneous position are ignored. 
The system issues an error report and re-issues 
an appropriate prompt. 

Fig. 5 . An example of a Man-Machine Dialogue 
illustrating the occassional-user & 
expert modes 
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Even though engineering and scientific applications are predominantely 

"CPU-bound", yet care should still be exercised to ensure that the designer 

is not frustrated by input procedures which demand excessive typing or 

graphical maneuvers on a cathode-ray tube (CRT) display. Where possible 

input requirements should be kept to a minimum. This philosophy also 

applies to output data; facilities should be provided to allow the output 

(or irrelevant sections) to be suppressed when not required. 

In addition to the use of problem-orientated languages (e.g. SIMSCRIPT, 

GPSS), it is also necessary to provide a conversational system command 

language (see chapters 3 & 4) to control the organizational and "house-

keeping" functions associated with the CAD software packages. Various 

time-sharing commands must be provided (assuming multi-user operation); 

typical commands are as follows. 

1) Logging in and out of the system; 
2) Creating, deleting, and manipulating data files; 
3) Accessing CAD packages (including the problem-oriented 

languages) and sequencing their operation; 
4) Determining current system status; 
5) Controlling input-output devices. 

Many of these functions can be provided by standard operating systems, 

where they exist; otherwise it is necessary to implement them as part 

of the total CAD system. 

The choice of input-output devices is also critical, since this can often 

be the determining factor in achieving an effective CAD system. The 

principal input devices used in CAD systems are the teletypewriter. and 

CRT displays (40). In particular, interactive graphic displays, which 

can be used for both input and output operations, have great advantages 

when performing design processes requiring the monitoring and editing of 

topographical systems such as circuit layout, routing and placement, etc. 

Manual intervention can be provided by the use of light-pens, 

tracker-balls, and simple cursor-following devices in conjunction with a 

simple function keyboard, However, the cost of graphic terminals can be 

substantial, and it is a better practice to develop systems using teletype 

terminals (which are more freely available) unless the problem is such 

that graphic displays are essential. It is a bad practice to use graphic 

terminals to input basic data, such as logic circuit configuration. This 
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operation can best be done off-line by using a digitizing system based 

on a movable cursor which is manually tracked round a circuit diagram 

(drawn on a grid paper) generating digital XY coordinates -(on a paper 

tape or cards) at operator-specified places. In many cases when a 

graphical output is required standard peripheral equipments, such as 

line-printers and incremental XY plotters etc., can be employed. 

To summarize, the design of a CAD system involves the solution of three 

basic problems: 

The selection and implementation of a suitable data 
structure for the representation of system models 
and;desj.gn parameters. 

2 
	

The development of design algorithms which operate 
on the data structure, together with an appropriate 
design methodology. 

3) 	The provision of a viable man-machine interface, with 
realistic interactive problem specification and 
editing facilities. 

The choice of a suitable computer programming language facilitates the 

the solution of these problems and. thereby attaining a satisfactory 

CAD system; this will be the topic for the next section. 
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2.5 	THE CHOICE OF A SUITABLE COMPUTER PROGRAI,INING LANGUAGE 

2.5.1 Bases for the Evaluation and Comparison among Computer 

Programming Languages 

The selection of a computer programming language is more an art than an 

exact .science; very often the choice may be a personal and emotional one. 

Nevertheless there are still guidelines to assist us in the selection 

process. For example, if -an application requires an appreciable amount 

of character manipulation, the language chosen must necessarily contain 

at least a minimum amount of string processing facilities. Secondly, 

an effective language choice may depend on the quality of its available 

compilers. If the applications for which a language will be used requires 

an appreciable amount of debugging and/or program maintenance activity, 

the language selector must consider the varying quality of support (for-

debugging and maintenance) that are provided by various compilers or 

interpreters. Thirdly, an effective language choice may depend on the 

relative efficiencies of different implementations of the language. By 

"efficiency" we mean to denote the following three elements: 

Compile/Interpreter speed 
Object program size 
Execution speed 

Different installations view these three elements of "efficiency" with 

varying levels of importance. For instance, a highly development-oriented 

installation may view compile speed more critically than the others, while 

a production-oriented installation may consider it as the least critical 

among the three. On the other hand, an installation that enjoys an 

abundance of excess computer time may consider all three elements of 

efficiency to be less important than the functional capabilities (of the 

language) in support of the programming, debugging, and maintenance 

activities. 

Hence the problem of language evaluation cannot be solved simply by 

measuring its efficiency. Indeed, the value of a language depends at 

least as much upon how well its programming features support the writing, 
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debugging and maintenance of programs. It should be rioted that the above 

'three elements of efficiency can be quantified, while the effectiveness 

of a language cannot. That is, we can quantitatively measure the -

compilation speed, object program size, and execution speed. However, 

we cannot assign a numerical value to the quality with which the features 

of a language support, for example, character manipulation. Secondly, 

the effectiveness of a language is a relative one. It is relative to 

the particular application area and installation where the language is 

used. It is also relative to the particular compiler or interpreter • 

under which the programs are run. Finally, it is relative to the 

particular machine and operating system upon which the programs are 

executed. This accounts for the use of "benchmarksil to evaluate the 

effectiveness of a language. 

• Therefore, in comparing the effectiveness of two languages in a particular 

application area using a particular benchmark problem, the validity of 

the result will depend on how well the comparison is controlled. For 

this purpose, it is helpful to categories the "factors" that will guide 

our estimates of language effectiveness. These factors are indicated 

below. 

1 	Programming ' features : 

a) overall writing - compactness, uniformity, 
locality, and segmentation; 

b) overall reading - structural clarity and 
local clarity; 

c) application dependent functional support. 

2 
	

Implementation dependent features : 

a) compile-time diagnostics; 
b) execution-time diagnostics; 
c) other debugging facilities. 

1 "Benchmarks" are computer programs designed to represent the user's 
primary workloads and arc widely accepted as evaluation tests of computer 
installation and language implementations. 
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3 
	

Efficiency : 

a) compile speed; 
b) execution speed; 
c) execution storage requirements. 

An evaluation of the programming features of a language determines how 

well it supports the writing and reading of programs in a given application 

area. An evaluation of its implementation dependent features determines 

how well a particular implementation of the language supports the 

debugging and maintenance of programs. While an evaluation of its efficiency 

determines how well the compilation and execution of programs utilize 

computer resources for a given implementation of the language. 

The implementation dependent features of a language and efficiency 

are relatively easy to pinpoint. To judge how well an implementation 

supports debugging and program maintenance, we can evaluate the quality 

of its compile-time diagnostics, execution-time diagnostics, and other 

debugging facilities (such as run-time trace, programmable interrupt 

trapping, etc.). To judge the efficiency of an implementation, we can 

measure its compile speed (in seconds of CPU time), execution speed 

(in seconds of CPU time), and execution storage requirements (in thousands 

of bits or bytes). However, programming features are more difficult to 

localised; for this, we invoke a modification of G. Weinberg's studies (31). 

Weinberg identified and illustrated several qualitative characteristics 

that might be used to characterize the ease of overall reading and writing 

of a language. 

The four main language characteristics that we may use to determine the 

ease of overall writing of a language in an application area are compactness, 

uniformity, locality and segmentation. The two main characteristics that 

determine the ease of overall reading (of a language) are structural clarity 

and local clarity. The third characteristic that influences the programming 

quality of a language is its built-in functional support. This is not to 

suggest that our characterisations are absolute and comprehensive standards 

for evaluating the programming features of a language. However, in the 

absence of any other viable bases, at this time of writing, for performing 

programming-language evaluation we ask that these characteristics to be 

accepted as reasonable and workable. We shall discuss these characteristics 

individually below. 
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Compactness : means that the language permits writing each element of a 

program so that a reasonably small number of symbols are used. Positive 

influences on the compactness of a language are such features as the 

ability to abbreviate words and expressions, default typing of variables, 

and the elimination of all program parts that are not essential in the 

description of the algorithm. Negative influences are the inability to 

abbreviate, the absence of defaults, and the required presence of program 

parts that have no influence on the algorithm being represented. 

Uniformity : means that the language permits any particular action to be 

expressed in the same way, regardless of the context in which the action " 

is specified, and with a minimum of "context—sensitive" restrictions. 

Positive influences on the uniformity of a language are such features as 

a simple and consistent rule for leaving embedded blanks within the program 

text, the absence of restrictions on the form of arithmetic expressions 

when they are used as subscripts, and .a uniqueness of semantics for each 

single operational symbol (e.g., "="). Negative influences are 

unreasonable rules that deny the use of "reserved words" for ordinary 

variable names, different rules for blanks in different contexts, and dual 

meanings for an operational symbol. 

Locality : means that the ability to write programs in such a way that the 

programmer can "localize" all aspects of a logical unit within the algorithm 

in a single textual position within the program. In other words, the 

programmer can. structure the text to express an individual logical unit in 

a single writing space, and at the same time make visible the higher logical 

structure which contains that unit. Positive influence on locality are 

the ability to localize the "scope" of a variable by embedding its 

declaration within a "subblock" of code within the program and the ability 

to employ a "structured programming" style in writing a program. Negative 

influences on locality are a rigid, card—oriented syntax, the absence of 

dynamic storage allocation, and the forced separation of variable 

declarations from the text where they are referenced. 
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Segmentation : 	is locality in the larger sense. That is the ability to 

subdivide a large program into a number of subprograms, and the concurrent 

ability to pass information from one to another. Positive influences on 

segmentation are the ability to both define and activate subprograms, as 

well as. reasonable and general provisions for designating  values to be 

passed to and from subprograms when they are invoked. Negative influences 

on segmentation are rigid conventions for defining, invoking and/or passing 

values to a subprograms. 

Local clarity : refers to the ability of an individual program statement • 

to clearly convey its meaning when it is read. 

Structural clarity : 	indicates the ability of an entire logical unit 

within the program to graphically display its semantic structure when the 

program is read. Structural clarity means the same to the reader of a 

program as locality does to the writer of the program. 

REMARKS 

When a, language does not possess one or more of the four programming 

features (i.e. compactness, uniformity, locality, & segmentation), it tends 

to distract the programmer by imposing cumbersome, superfluous, and/or 

arbitrary rules of writing. On the other hand, when a language does 

sufficiently possess these four charateristics, it tends to expedite the 

programmer's tasks. Similarly, the features of local clarity and 

structural clarity tend to aid the reader of the program while he (or she) 

is either debugging it for the first time or incorporating a modification 

within it. 

Finally, the most application—area—dependent language characteristic is 

what we called the "application dependent functional support". By this 

we mean the special collection of built—in functions and facilities that 

tends to make programming. more natural in a given application area. For 

instance, in the scientific application area we are evaluating the built—in 

functions and facilities (Of a language) for calculating trigonometric 
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functions and manipulating arrays. In the data processing area we are 

evaluating the built—in functional support for various common file—

manipulation processes, such as merging and sorting. 

It is appropriate at this point, as we have discussed in section 2.3, to 

enumerate the characteristics of an ideal methodology for representing and 

evaluating logical structures in a CAD environment. The characteristics 

are as follows. 

1) Multilevel .structure : It must be able to support a 
system specification capable of handling varying degrees 
of details, for instance, a concise and precise 
behavioral description at the top level, progressing 
downwards to an exact, detailed realization. 

2) General application : It must be possible to describe 
a wide range of systems, including digital control, 
message switching, etc., as well as computer systems. 
The organization of the description should reflect 
the structure of the system, allowing easy communication 
among engineers and designers. 

3) Technology independent : The modelling primitives must 
be independent of any particular technology and capable 
of realization in either hardware or software. 

4) Easily assimilated : Because of the continual problem 
of training new designers and the immediate perturbation 
when working designers start to use it, the basic use of 
a design language should be easy to learn. That is to 
say, the beginner should produce correct and usable 
"programs" in a relatively short time, while the power 
and elegance in the use of the language come with practice. 

5) Interactive : It must be possible to involve the designer 
in the design process, with appropriate feedback of errors 
and intermediate results including editing facilities. 
The design language must be simple and convenient to use. 

Extendable : The system must be capable of being modified 
to embrace new developments and advances of technology 
and design procedures. 

7) Self—documentation : It must be able to provide a readily 
understandable means of communicating ideas and detailed 
design information. 

8) Parallel representation : Since most systems are essentially 
parallel in nature, concurrent operations must be easily 
handled. 

1 "Primitives", for example, refer to "operations" at the functional level (fig.2) 
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9) Easily machinable : The design language may be 
implemented on a computer system. 

10) Portable :. The implementation should be portable; i.e. 
it can be transferred to run on another machine without 
excessive perturbation and modification. 

In the remainder of this section, we shall use the "bases of language 

evaluation" and these "CAD characteristics" for the selection of a 

suitable computer language for our proposed "Top-down Design Approach". 

2.5.2 	The Choice of APL (A Programming Language) for the 

"Top-down Design Approach" 

From the above discussion (section 2.3 through 2.5), the choice of a 

language for the CAD would at first sight favours the use of special 

purpose or hardware design languages. Indeed, GPSS, SIMCRIPT, DDL (41) 

and CDL1  (42, 43) have been considered as possible candidates. Among these 

languages, the syntax and semantics of CDL (a derivative of ALGOL 60) would 

have been an attractive language to adopt. However, it fails to fulfill 

many of the CAD characteristics discussed in section 2.5.1. Despite its 

availability on many machines, yet there is a great lack of technical 

support (which is essential for serious users) for the various versions. 

In addition, the language is not easily assimilated; especially by 

occassional users. The language also lacks many desirable "implementation 

dependent features", such as execution-time diagnostics. Furthermore, 

CDL2  itself required excessive storage to load (45K bytes) and typically 

1  This author would like to acknowledge the CDC version received from 
the U.S. Naval Research through the assistance of Proof. Y.Chu of Maryland 
University. However, the version contained many implementation bugs 
which have prevented it from being successfully installed at the Computer 
Centre of Imperial College. Yet sufficient experience has been gained to 
permit an evaluation of the CDL.: 

2 Based on the experience of the version of CDL received; this version 

was implemented in "extended FORTRAN IV" for the CDC 6000 CYDER series. 
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a total of 60K bytes to run. However, we are anxious to give all due credit 

to the positive features of CDL; example of these are the hierarchical and 

block—oriented structure, facilities to represent information flow in large 

variable systems, and the ability to handle the problems of "timing". 

On the other hand, characteristics (CAD characteristics) of easy assimilation, 

easily machinable and portability, would be satisfied if one of the common 

high level languagel  could be directly used as a hardware design languai?e  

(HDL). Unfortunately this is not possible as none of these languages offer 

all the syntactic elements and language constructs (e.g. multilevel structure 

general application & parallel representation) required in a HDL. Therefore, 

approximately half of all existing HDLs are genuine syntactic extensions2  of 

(and frequently deviated from the) customary high level languages, while 

the other half are new and apparently exotic language creations (44). 

However, we shall show (section 2.6) that it is possible to achieve a HDL 

by augmenting a most suitable and widely used high level language in such 

a way that the original syntax is preserved. Thus,.we may provide an 

implementation and a CAD environment for our proposed "Top—down Design 

Approach". The high level language chosen is APL (A Programming Language). 

In the process of selecting APL, we have also considered FORTRAN IV, 

ALGOL60, SNOBOL, and PL/1 as possible contenders. However, none of these 

language satisfy the above requirements (section 2.5.1) as well as APL. 

1 	e.g. BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, ALGOL, & PL/1 

e.g. CDL is an extension of the ALGOL 60 
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APL was invented by Dr. K.L. Iverson as a notation, known as "Iverson's 

Notation" or "A Programming Language" (45). This Notation is rich in 

mathematical operations and symbolisms, and was initially formulated to 

handle scientific ideas.1  There have been many developments of this 

Notation in the form of computer programming languages (46-56), APL/360 

is the best known and is an easily available version. This implementation, 

widely accepted as "Basic APL" or simply "APL", is both precise and 

concise. The language is interactive and rich in primitive functions 

(see appendix 1); operations such as arithmetic, relation, set, logic,, 

encode/decode and other mathematical functions are thus available. Both 

symbolic and character manipulations are also possible. The language is 

array2  oriented and manipulations (at both the element or array levels) of 

vectors, matrices and arrays of higher dimensions is possible using the 

primitive functions provided; for example, string and array operations for 

concatenation and decomposition (masking), indexing & restructuring (e.g. 

by rotation) of arrays, generation of constant vectors, membership, 

encoding & decoding, etc. Other desired operations may be defined using 

the primitive and these in turn can operate as if they were themselves 

primitives (i.e. the language is uniform and contistent). In other words, 

the language structure allows the nesting of "procedures" ("functions" in 

the context of APL) with facilities for arbitrary "variable name scope 

control". It also contains "control structure" for "single" or "multiple-

branching". Despite the richness in "programming features", APL is easily 

assimilated. APL/360 is widely accepted and well support (see section 2.5.4); 

this implies that "systems" developed with this language are "easily 

machinable" and "portable". 

1 At this time of writing, the commercial and data processing, applications 
of APL have become equally dominant. 

2 Data type maybe numeric, literal and boolean and associated memory 
storages are dynamic. 
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From the "implementation dependent features" view point, the language 

provides extension system commands (e.g. see appendix 1) and edit facilites 

for interactive usage, easy diagnosis of program definition and execution 

errors, powerful debugging facilities (e.g. execution trace and stop) 

and simple "workspace" (or memory) management. Later versions of APL, 

such as APLSV, VSAPL, APL*PLUS, XEROX APL, APLUM, CYBER APL, DEC10 APL 

& APL/700, have extended the power of the language. In these, file 

subsystems are provided to handle large data bases and to share variables 

or files. System commands may be embedded within programs (e.g. use of the 

"execute" operator, and the system function & variables in the form of 

"quad" functions & variables) so that system operation under program 

control is possible. Consequently many of these may be interfaced to 

other computer subsystems (e.g. data base management systems, language 

processors) and may initiate "background" or "concurrent" processing. 

These properties of APL (& extended APL) have made the language ideally 

suitable as a design and simulation tool that are required for our 

"Top-down Design Approach". At the system design level, all primitives 

and user defined functions can be freely used to verify mathematical and 

algorithmic concepts. At the functional level, user defined functions 

can now be interpreted as functional blocks or as subsystems of the 

digital system architecture. Primitive functions (like encode/decode) 

and the symbol/character manipulative power of APL are useful in defining 

and simulating the information flow which are both internal and external 

to the subsystems. At the register transfer (RT) level, restricted use 

use of APL primitives and the structure of user defined functions (with 

some augmentations as indicated above), enable the description-and 

simulation of system architecture details (e.g. the sbu-units in figure id). 

At the gate/logic level, restricted use of APL, as at the RT level, 

permits logic simulation (see chapter 4) and fault analysis (57) of 

detailed design. For logic synthesis and minimization (58), the full 

power of APL can be employed. The same comment applies to circuit level  

design (e.g. Spence - ref. 59, and MARTHA - ref. 39) . 
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Even though logic simulation, & minimization programs and circuit analysis 

softwares and available in other computer language (e.g. DLS - ref. 60, 

LOGMIN - ref. 61, and ECAP - ref. 62), it is advisable to maintain the 

same language whenever possible. The use of only one language suggests 

working with one computer system and even with one of its subsystems 

computer language processors); this is less distracting for the 

designer in his.creative design task than the use of different languages 

and systems during various phases of the design process. On the other hand 

it should be noted that sometimes it is advantageous and economical to use 

non-APL packages; we shall show in section 2.6 that an "APL pre-processor" 

or an "APL operating system" may be designed so that the use of these 

non-APL packages may be "transparent" to the users. 

Another important aspect of APL is that a design or analysis package can 

be formulated as a pseudo-code language, such as MARTHA & SIMLOG (see 

chapter 4), so that the language resembles the jargon familiar to the 

designer. Furthermore, the designer is also permitted to incorperate his 

defined APL functions into the pseudo-code language. This enables the 

software package to be adaptive and tailored to changing needs. 

On the other hand, APL has many deficiencies (63,64). Semantically the 

ability of APL to handle rectangular homogoneous array is unsurpassed. 

Unfortunately, not all data are most naturally represented in this form. 

Many application problems, such as logic synthesis, require data structures 

that are non-rectangular as well as non-homogoneous. For example, a 

wiring name list may be represented by a character matrix; but a vector 

of character vectors might be a more convenient representation. Other 

examples are the need of additional primitives to handle structures such 

as sparse arrays,. unordered sets and non-homogoneous arrays, lists, files 

graphs functions & expressions. Efforts have been proposed to overcome 

this deficiency by simulating a LISP-like structures and primitives. One 

approach is to write a complete LISP system, including statement 

interpretation, storage and name management. In this respect, all input 

is via "quote quad" so that the user may not be aware that the LISP system 

is written in APL. A 'second approach is to model the LISP structures as 

1 Quote-quad,tB, and quad, O, are APL input operators; with the former for a 

literal array and the latter for a numeric array. 
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APL arrays and to build APL functions corresponding to the primitives of LISP. 

In this case, APL functions with names like CAR and CDR which may be 

employed within APL expressions. However, neither of these two methods is 

wholly satisfactory. The first is preferable in that the final result 

behaves exactly as desired. This, unfortunately, is attained at the expense 

of much programming efforts & a considerable amount of computer executions 

and often inevitably duplicate functions inherent to an APL system. With 

this approach, it is impossible to access both the APL and the LISP data 

in a single expression. On the other hand, the second approach, while 

simpler, engenders problems of name conflicts between the user's identifiers 

and those identifiers used in the modelled primitives. Furthermore, there 

is no simple way to distinguish objects of the new data type from ordinary 

APL arrays. In relation to data structure, APL also lacks primitives to 

handle "complex number structure" (i.e. real and imaginary parts) which is 

common in most electrical engineering concepts. however, as in modelling 

a LISP system, complex number arrays and corresponding APL functions may be 

defined. Likewise, this approach though simple requires a user accepting 

the possibility of name conflicts. 

From the "control structure" view point, one of the essential requirements 

of the "stepwise refinement" or "top—down programming technique" is that 

within any program or system of programs, all sub—programs maybe viewed 

as "black boxes". The choice of local names, subprograms, programming 

techniques, and so forth within a box should not be constrained by choices 

made within higher level programs, and vice versa. One adverse consequence 

of APL's elegant name—localizing rule is that the black—box approach cannot 

generally be realized, because names cannot be made "strictly local" to a 

program. Although this defect hampers subprogram isolation, yet APL's 

localization rule provides flexibility in communication between calling 

and called programs that is unequalled in most other programming languages. 

Further, because the names accessible by a program are exactly those 

accessible at the point of call, APL has the significant advantage of 

allowing subprograms to be tested and observed "in vitro". There is also 

a lack of function "control mechanism" -- the only control mechanism to 

exit an APL function is a return to the point of call in the invoking 

function (or program). In addition, there is a lack of an "uplevel transfers" 
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of control to a specified point in the global environment, such as an 

"error return". Similarly, there is an absence of "sideways" control 

transfer; that is, the subroutine call and return are not sufficient to 

model parallel or cooperating processes. This kind of facility is found 

in discrete event simulation languages (e.g. SIMULA) in the form of 

coroutines. This problem, however, maybe reduced by the use of the 

"execute" (4 or E) and the use of the DEC (see section 2.6.3). 

One of the most serious practical problems in the construction of practical 

systems and packages is the need to monitor and control the environment, 

notably for error conditions and external events. These facilities are 

absent in the basic APL; however, "Shared Variables" (Falloff and Iveson; 

ref. 49) and "Side—tracking" facility of the Xerox APL (54) appear to offer 

some partial solution to a segment of the problem. It is eminently clear 

to application designers that some form of interrupt processing is required. 

This kind of facilities would permit recognition of and reaction to 

synchronous events such as errors, as well as to asynchronous events such 

as terminal conditions, timers, the state of concurrent programs, or 

other occurrences "external" to the immediate sequential environment. 

Finally, APL has been implemented as "interpretors". It is believed that 

the inherent power of "dynamic  storage allocation" and the "execute and 

evaluated input" are the features that prevent APL's implementation as a 

compiler. On the other hand, it is recognized that APL had been designed 

as an interactive and problem solving language. As such it is amenable to 

be implemented as interpretors. This leads to the emphasis on the 

developments of optimizing interpretors rather than compiliers. 

Despite the seemingly inherent shortcomings of APL, yet it is still the most 

suitable language available. It is this author's contention that having 

recognized the strengths and shortcomings of the language, perhaps the 

next step is to devote ones efforts to utilize its power as intended by its 

inventor and advocates. APL maybe viewed as a "personal language"; its 

problem solving features are those of the digital system designers. Its 

popularity and the constant efforts in enhancing and extending the language 
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COMPUTER 	INSTALLATION 
	

COMMENTS 

	

IBM 360 
	Boeing Computer Services, 

	

370 	Inc., Virginia, U.S.A. 

BOC Datasolve, Middlesex, 
U.K. 

Uses IBM 370/168, providing VSAPL/CTS; 
U.K. office in Watford, England. 

Uses IBM 370/158, providing APL/SV 
(see table on Vendors) 

Uses IBM 360/75 & Amdahl 470/V6, providing 
SHARP APL, formally known as APL PLUS 
but current developments have taken a 
diffent trend from APL PLUS; U.K. office. 

Uses Amdahl 470/V5, providing APL PLUS; 
early developments in cooperation with 
IP Sharp; U.K. Office 

Works with Model 35 Teletype; uses special 
set of characters. (ref. APL Quote-Quad, 
Vol.2, No.3, Sept. 1970) 

Uses B 5500, works with 8 remote Model 33 
Teletypes; has many special features 
(ref. APL Quote-Quad, Vol. 2, No. 4, Nov.1970) 

Error recovery and environmental protection, 
and other special features for B6700, B7700. 

CDC 6500; works with Model 33 Teletype; some 
file handling capability; 12 more header types 
for functions. 

CDC 6600, 7600, & Star; works with Model 33 
Teletype; many special features, e.g. I/O, 
file manipulation, and system calls within 
the APL program. 

APLUM which is upgraded as CDC APL Ver.2, 
and is run under operating systems KRONOS 
& NOS; contains many special features, such 
as error-trapping, special file interfaces 
and the ability to communicate with other 
processors in the computer system. 

Special features and system commands. 

DEC-10 APL, runs under operating system 
TOP-10; contains many special features, 
error-trapping via the execute operator; 
implementation tends to be in a "non-
standard" manner; it utilises the DECsystem 
file system and despite the ability of 
interfacing to non-APL systems, yet this 
unfortunately has led to some annoying 
restrictions. 	Later modification has 
features similar to the APLSV. 

Xerox APL, modified to Atkins APL, is run 
under the POURMOST operating system; 
contains many special features, these 
features are "sidetracking" "Blind-I/O", 
text-string manipulating primitives, 
canonical representation of functions, 
and the ability of interfacing to a data 
base system, EDMS. 
In addition to Telefile's efforts of 
supporting and upgrading the hardware of 
Sigma series which was abandoned by Xerox, 
Xerox APL may also be run under the operating 
system and the mainframe of Honeywell Level 
66 series computers. 

Amdahl 470 
	

IP Sharp & Associates, 
Toronto, Canada 

XEROX Sigma 	Atkins, On-Line System 
Computing Services, 

'Epsom, U.K. 

NOTE ; Apart from the APL implementations on mainframes, there exists many versions 
on "mini-computers"; e.g. Hewlett-Packard 3000, DEC PDP-ll and desk-tops such 
as IBM 5100 & 5110 and Leigh Data MCM 800. 

Table 1 : A List of APL Implementation on various Computers 
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constructs and implementations warrant serious exposures to the language. 

Efforts spent in cultivating an indcpth understanding and the acquisition 

of a working knowledge of the language are of long-lasting natures. This 

accounts for the spirit with which APL has been adopted for our "Top-down 

Design Approach". We shall conclude this section with a review of the 

availability of APL processors and a brief indication of their implications 

to the design of CAD systems. 

2.5.3 	Review of available APL processors  

Since the invention of the "Iverson Notation" (45) in 1975, much effort 

have been devoted to implement the Notation as a computer language; 

examples of these were the implementations on the IBM 1130 and 1500. In 

1966 an experimental time-sharing system for the IBM System/360 became 

available within IBM and it gradually became available as an IBM product. 

This version is commonly known as APL/360 and is implicitly & widely 

accepted as a "basic APL". Falkoff and Iverson (46) have provided much 

impetus to the development and implementation of this terminal language. 

Under their directions, an extension to APL/360 is implemented on the 

IBM 370. This extended version is the "APL Shared Variables" (APLSV - 

ref. 49). In addition to being available on the IBM product line, APL 

has been implemented on a number of other computers, as shown in table 1. 

Many of these installations have implemented APL to support Model 35 

Teletype. The fact that these Teletype models are cheaper and already in 

wider use than the IBM 2741 (or its equivalent) has undoubtedly made APL 

available to a wider audience. However, with the rapid advances in 

electronics and technology, terminals such as the DEC writer II, AJ-832, 

DIABLO, TI Model-770 and other VDU terminals (65,66) are providing robust 

terminals with "switchable character sets". There is every reason to 

believe that the cost of these terminals and their successors will 
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decrease with time.1  The costs of these terminals are often off—set by 

their capabilities, such as "bi—directional printing", and "data logging" 

facilities. In this respect, switchable—character set is often considered 

as a "bonus" for a time—sharing usage. The availability of these "APL 

terminals" helps in promoting a better acceptance of the APL symbols and 

above all an effective use of the language. An APL function (or program) 

may now be easily read and the functions themselves maybe used to convey 

concepts which are capable of being executed as computer programs. 

Each of the installations listed (in table 1) has experimented with and 

made certain additions and improvements. By making the language more 

powerful and removing some of its deficiencies (section 2.5.2), they help 

to promote its effective use. However, this blessing is not unmixed. The 

incorporation of nonstandard character sets2(necessary to accommodate 

Teletype)and of features for one computer that are not available on 

another has led to a growing standardization problem. By taking advantage 

of a particular implementation of APL, a user may find himself "locked into" 

that installation and unable to run his programs elsewhere.
3,4  

1 Integrated circuits and microprocessors are gradually replacing mechanical 
parts of terminals. With the rapidly decreasing cost of semi—conductor, it 
is reasonable to predict the correspondent cost reduction in terminals. In 
addition, new materials are actively developed and introduced into products; 
such as magnetic bubble memory for the TI Model-770 terminal. Furthermore, 
this "forecast" is reinforced by the popularity of personal computing which 
in turn stimulated the developments and productions of a host of cheap and 
inexpensive terminals and TV—terminals. 

2 mnemonics instead of APL symbols; e.g. in XEROX APL, the "take" operator Ī 
is represented by $TAK. 

3 this apparant loss of "portability" does not affect our use of the 
language as basically we are using a subset of the APL/360. The extensions of 
APL, however, improves the CAD environment (section 2.6) 

4 As a solution to portability among machine, the IBM Scientific Centre in 
Madrid proposed a portable APL interpreter. This interpreter is written in a 
specially designed system implementation language calied "Intermediate 
Language" (IL). The APL interpreter is capable of running on a range of 
machines including systems 370 and series 1. -- IBM Journal of Research & 
Development, July, 1978. 
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Recognizing this potential problem, APL user groups have been founded in 

North America and Europe to meet regularly to discuss and propose 

standards. Numerous topics have been discussed and guide lines issued by 

the STAPL (ACM SIGPLAN Technical Committee on APL); including the transfer 

of APL workspaces at the source level, general arrays, standardization of 

APL implementations, extensions to APL and secure packages written in APL. 

Detailed reports of the meetings are separately published in the APL 

Quote Quad1. On the other hand, the growth and vitality of the language 

are witnessed by the number of time-sharing bureaux heavily committed to 

the marketing and technical supports provided for APL. (see table 2)2. 

Our discussion thus far substantiates the remarks (section 2.5.2) that 

APL is readily available and a widely accepted & utilized3  language. 

Furthermore, it also supports the reasons for our choice of the language 

for the proposed "Top-down Design Approach". To appreciate the implications 

of the various available APL processors to the design of CAD systems, 

we shall first consider the major and representative extensions of APL/360 

as belows. 

1) System Variables and System functions; 
2) Error recovery/Event trapping; 
3) Files capability; 
4) Shared Files; 

and 
	5) Shared Variables including virtual storage. 

1 A journal specially devoted to APL and is published four to five 
times a year, originally initiated by Prof. G. Foster, Link Hall of 
Science, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York. 

2 Many of these bureaux have international networks extended over Europe; 
for example IP-SHARP's network spans North America, Europe and Australia. 

3 in commercial, scientific and engineering applications. This can be 
derived from the packages provided in the public domain; see for example, 
IP-SHARP and Scientific Time Sharing Corp. (STSC). 
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Two Xerox 
Sigma 9s 

IBM 370/168s 

IBM 370/158 MP 

CDC CYBER 175 
& CYBER 173s 

IBM 370/148 

IBM 360/75 & 
Amhahl 470/V6 

DECsystem lOs 

Amdahl 470/V5 

Epsom 

Virginia 
(USA) 

London 

Brussels 
(Europe) 

Cannock 

Toronto 
(Canada) 

Pennsylvania 
(USA) 

Maryland 
(USA) 

NOTE : The above support APL fully, with marketing &technical 
supports. Other bureaux offer APL but less committed 
are : CSS, Comsliare, CRC, and IBM Remote Computing 
Services. 

Table 2  : APL Services at U.K. Time—Sharing Bureau): 
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These three areas are inter-related; but for our present purpose, we shall 

treat them individually and conclude this section with a discussion of the 

consequence of these in the design of CAD systems. 

1) 	System Variables and System  Functions 

In the APL/360 environment, transfer of information (functions or data) 

between workspaces is initiated by system commands )LOAD & )COPY ; as 

shown in figure 6. Furthermore, there exists some functions (I-beam 

function) which provide basic information about the state of the APL 

system; for example, the central processing unit (CPU) time used since 

sign-on and is usually expressed in 60ths of a second. These I-beam 

functions, unlike system commands, are dynamic and may appear in user-

defined functions (e.g. TIME• -i 19 ) . However, these functions only 

provide information on the system but cannot be used to modify the 

environment of it. The latter may be achieved via system commands such 

as those shown in appendix 1; while the classification of these commands 

is depicted in figure 7. For the APL/360, these commands must be entered 

by the user under the "immediate execution (or calculator) mode". Some 

systems, such as XEROX APL, permits these commands to be embedded in APL 

programs as "literal strings" and are invoked indirectly via the execute 

operator (4 or E ). Both the use of 1-beam function and the indirect 
execution of system commands, though useful, tends to mask the "overall 

reading and writing" of APL functions. As a standardization)  to the 

language, system variables and system functions are introduced; with 

their names preceded by the symbol ❑  or p . This distinction improves 

the overall reading and writing and above all avoids the possibility 

of name conflicts. System variables define, inform and control the APL 

environments and the values of the system variables can be changed between 

settings. For example, ❑A I, which is a vector of accounting information, 
may be set by the user to any desired value, but the next time he requests 

its value, it will correctly reflect current accounting information - 

that is, the system resets the value of DA/before it is read. 

1 Results of discussions and proposals of APL user group meetings. 
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Public 
Library 

o,  
n 

0 0 

NOTE 	From a physical standpoint, the active 
workspace is a portion of the computer's 
primary storage, i.e. magnetic core, 
which is assigned to a user at the time 
of sign-on. While inactive workspaces  
(or workspaces) are subdivisions (i.e. 
"logical units") of a block of secondary 
storage (e.g. magnetic disk) associated 
with a computer account number. These 
workspaces may be private or public 

Fig. 6 : Workspace management in the APL/360 
Environment 
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System 
commands 

'r  AT  
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control 
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control 
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control 

Inquiry 
commands 

Communication 
commands 

1.  Signing on 	1. Getting a clear 	1. Naming a WS 	1. Lists of 1. Sending 
workspace (WS) 	and putting functions, messages 

2.  Signing off 	 it in a 
2. Making an 	library 

variables, 
etc. 

3.  Establishing 	inactive WS 
a password 	the active WS 	2. Locking a 	2. 
for your 	 WS 
account 	3. Copying an 

State 
indicator 

number 	object 	3. Dropping a 	3. Names of 
WS 

4. Forming a 
group 

WS in 
library 

5. Erasing 
objects 

6. Changing 
the name 

7. Changing 
origin, 
digits, 
width 

Fig. 7 : Classification of the APL System Commands 
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Similarly, [14/ can be erased by the user, but the system gives it a value 

Whenever its value is requested. While system functions, like APL pri- 

mitives, permit a user communication with the APL system and (e.g. APLUN 

or APL Ver.2) in some extent with the operating system under the control of 

which the APL system runs. For example ❑  COPY , copies objects from a 

workspace into a active workspace within an APL function. While 

❑LIB <account, file name> inquires the existance of an non-APL file 
which could be created by a "background non-APL" computer job. With the 

CSUBMIT command (as in the case of APLUH or CDC APL Ver.2), a FORTRAN 

program could be submitted under APL while the results of this FORTRAN job 

may be retrieved by APL for further processing (see discussion follows and 

section 2.6). 

Hence, system variables and system functions together provide significant 

capabilities; while in some cases (e.g. localised system variables) and 

completely new capabilities. For examples, IP-Sharp provides a set of 

"package" functions, (e.g. ❑PDEF,❑PACK ,etc.) when properly used, will 

provide very powerful application packages. STSC's APL-PLUS introduces 

new features via the "quad function", such as ❑SS for efficient character 

and text manipulation. Atkins APL (a modification of the Xerox APL) pro-

vides a set of computer graphic primitives. For some systems (e.g. IP-SHARP, 

APL-PLUS, Atkins APL, APLSV & VSAPL/CTS) the largest family of system 

functions arc those for file operations. 

2) Error Trapping/Event Trappingl  

When an error is encountered during the execution of an APL function(s), 

APL/360 system halts the operation (i.e. "suspends an execution") at the 

point where the error is detected. The system then prints the suspected 

error, unlocks the keyboard (if an ISM 2741 is used) and awaits for a 

1 Some implementors (e.g. STSC) prefer the term "Event trapping" to 
"Error trapping" as the former has a wider connotation. For example 
terminal type and operating conditions are not strictly errors; yet 
a sophisticated APL.system needs to detect and account for these events. 
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new command to be entered by a user. In many extensions1, facilities are 

provided to intercept an error detected and the error is then processed by 

the APL functions rather than the APL processor. That is, once an error 

is trapped, the function causes a forced.  branch to the "trap line". With 

a priori of the error condition, which the system designer has full know-

ledge, the APL function can adopt an appropriate action. For example, an 

erroneous data entry for a quad input causes the request for the input to 

be repeated. The facility of error trapping helps in designing easy-to-use 

software systems. 

3) Files capability 

Almost all commercial data,processing and a good.many scientific applications 

involve more data than may be accommodated in a single workspace. When 

there is adequate storage space (active workspace), APL/360 requires saving 

a complete workspace even when one out of the many objects (e.g. functions, 

variables) needs to be stored. One approach is to "Overlay" multi-workspaces 

as shown in figure 8; this corresponds to "overlaying programs", for example, 

with FORTRAN IV. For this, APL functions are either grouped according to 

operational tasks as "groups of objects" in an APL workspace or modules of 

workspaces.• A monitor workspace is loaded by a user as an application 

system. Under the control of this monitor workspace, subsequent groups of 

objects (functions and/or variables) are "protected-copied" ( ❑PCOPY ) 

or "copied" ( ❑COPY) 	into the active workspace. However, this approach 

has not eliminated the aforementioned problem; i.e. a complete workspace 

still needs to be saved in order to maintain a copy of the computed variable. 

1  e.g. "error trapping" (with single branch) implemented by APLUDI, CDC 
APL Ver.2, & DEC - 10 and "sidetracking" (with multiple branches) 
implemented by Xerox APL & Atkins APL. 
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As an example, this need arises when a simulation run is to be saved for 

comparison in future computer sessions. Furthermore, copying objects under 

a program control is both time-consuming (in terms of response time) and 

expensive (in terms of computer units). On the other hand, loading 

workspaces under program control is cheaper (tests ōn the Xerox APL indicated 
typically 5 to 6 times faster and cheaper); but at this time of writing, 

saving a workspace cannot be achieved under a program control. It is 

necessary to direct the user to maintain a copy of the result by saving a 

workspace in the immediate execution mode. 

To overcome this, file subsystems are introduced to enhance APL processors; 

figure 9 shows the alternative implementation of the "overlay" arrangement 

as depicted in figure 8. There are three school of thoughts in providing 

file subsystems; viz. non-shared files, shared files, and shared variables. 

The last two will be discussed respectively in paragraphs 4 and 5 below. 

For the non-shared files, there exist essentially three file structures1; 

namely, APL component file,  APL  non-component file, and non-APL file. We 

shall discuss these individually. 

APL Component file : may physically be interpreded as a storage area on 

magnetic discs which also provide a storage for non-active APL workspaces. 

The storage area is subdivided into blocks called records which are of fixed 

sizes; typically 3000 bytes. For some installations, the size of the 

records may be defined at the time when a file is "created"; while some also 

permit this parameter to be modified at a later stage. In either event, 

the physical record size has much effect on the behaviour and efficiency 

of the file subsystem.. 

1  This is a general classification and not every implementation provides 
all the three structures. Our classification assumes a direct access of 
these files within an APL, i.e. some primitives or system functions are 
provided for file access. For example, an installation such as IP-Sharp, 
provides both APL component file and non-APL file; but non-APL files may 
not be accessed by a user defined APL function. Instead, IP-Sharp provides 
a package to convert an IP-Sharp specified non-APL file into an APL 
component file which may subsequently be processed by a user's application 
APL system. In our context, we classify IP-Sharp as an installation 
providing only APL component file. 
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From the application view point, we consider an APL component file having 
a name for identification and consisting of a collection of non-homogenous 

"data items". The structure of a data item corresponds to that of a 

variable in a workspace; e.g. scalar, vector, array, literal, numeric or 

boolean. Instead of referring by names, as for the case of variables, 

data items are referred to by numbers which specify the positions of the 

items in the file. Each data-item in the file is called a component  

(instead of a variable) and the associated number is called a component 

number, in the APL component file, consists of two physical records (as 
discussed in the above). The first record is an "identification record" and 

is divided into logical records providing information on the second record, 

such as record size (in bytes), data and time during which the record 

is created, and the computer account (hence ownership) which originated 

the component. The second record is the "data record" which holds an image 

of a variable in the workspace. 

Hence APL component files relieve the user of concern for "housekeeping"; 
but the cost is in the extra file storage and input/output (I/O) accesses 

required for the identification record of each component. All APL processors 
with file subsystems offer component file by default; while some (e.g. Xerox 

APL, CDC APL.2, IP-Sharp APL, APL-PLUS, DEC-APL, etc.) provide file primitives 
to access the identification only. This has the extra degree of freedom 

to design a large "data base" system -- a priori information on the data 

record is attained without the need to retrieve it from the file and to 

process it subsequently in a workspace which may, temporary, have 

insufficient storage (recall that storage allocation is dynamic for APL). 

APL  non-component file : this is similar to a component file in that data 

records are APL variables and again the component number serves as an 

identification of the data record. The identification record (i.e. the 

first record of component file) is omitted. The user (or the application 

system) must maintain information concerning maximum record size, and no 

information is maintained concerning the source or time (of creation) of 

individual data record . 
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Non-component files reduce I/O by half compared with component files, and 

eliminate file space requirements for identification records. They should 

be preferred for use when file structures are fairly simple and detailed 

identification information on individual records is not valuable. However, 

non-component file structure is not implemented in many installations (e.g. 

IP-Sharp APL, APL-PLUS, CDC APL.2); Xerox APL & Atkins APL provide this 

structure. 

Non-APL file ; is a file created by language processors other than APL; 

examples are FORTRAN, BASIC, & COBOL files. Often it is desirable to be 

able to access these files within an APL system. In addition, it is equally 

important to be able to create non-APL files under APL for subsequent 

processing by processors such as FORTRAN, CDC APL.2, Xerox APL and DEC-10 

APL provide this two-way communication facilities. 

It should be noted that "non-shared file" does not mean it may not be shared 

among a group of uses. With most installations, a file created by any 

computer account is by default a private file so that it may not be available 

to other computer account numbers. However, the originator may permit 

other users to access the file. The access may be a "read" and/or "write" 

access. By "non-share file" in the context of APL, we mean the facility 

whereby only one user may update (i.e. deleting, replacing, or writing) 

the file at any one time. While the file is being updated, the file may 

still be read by other users. "Shared files" will be discussed in paragraph 

4. 
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4) Shared Files  

Like "non-shared files" (also called "personal files"), more than one 

"shared file" may be active at any one time. However, when a file is first. 

created, by default it is personal. When the file is to be declared a 

shared file (which permits simultaneous updates) the owner is required to 

specify the type of "access permission" among users. In the APL-PLUS and 

IP-Sharp file systems, all access rules are determined and recorded in an 

"access matrix" which associates with any file created. The matrix consists 
of three columns : the first is the user number of those who have access 

permission of some sort; the second is the sum of "access codes" (table 3) 

granted to that individual; and the third is an "access passnumber" which 

provides a level of;security and is zero, by default, designating no access 

pass-number is required. 

In figure 10, a file called DATABASE is share-tied to file tie number 20 

the access matrix for DATABASE is displayed by ❑RDAC 20 . The matrix 

indicates that account 147589 has been designated the master account and 

is therefore declared complete access (Code = 1 ). While the permission 

code = 24 (8 for append plus 16 for replace) for account 394663  designates 
the abilities to append (DAPPEND) & replace ( ❑REPLACE) components in 
DATABASE. 	273903 has been given the permission (access code = 1) 
to read,❑READ, any component in DATABASE . For a multi-user environment, 

it is sometimes necessary to temporarily withhold the file exclusively until 

a critical sequence is completed; ❑HOLD has this effect when executed and 

only account 147589 	has this capability. Furthermore, it may transfer 

the ownership of DATABASE by renaming  (❑  AEN ME) 	the file, The 

flexibilities offer by "shared file" and associated "file system functions" 

provide a framework for developing many practical and interesting systems, 

such as inventory control, many-person games, simulation studies and message 

switching. 
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ACCESS CODE 	FILE FUNCTIONS 

	

1 	❑READ, ❑SIZE 

	

2 	❑TIE 

	

4 	❑ERASE 

	

8 	❑A PPEND 

	

16 	❑REPLACE 

	

32 	❑DROP 

	

64 	❑HOLD 

	

128 	❑RENAME 

	

,256 	❑RDAC, ❑STAC 

	

512 	• ❑RDCI 

	

1024 	❑RESIZE 

N0TE : COMPLETE ACCESS TO A FILE 
IS DESIGNATED BY A PERMISSION 
(ACCESS CODE) CODE = 71 

Table 3 : Access Code (Permission) & corresponding 
File System Functions (APL-PLUS & IP-Charp) 

'DATABASE' ❑STIE 20 
❑RDAC 20 

147589 	1 	0 
394663 	24 	0 
273903 	1 	0 

Fig. 10 : Example of an Access Matrix 
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5) Shared Variables (including virtual storage) 

In the above, we have discussed that file systems have been used to handle 

large database and shared database applications. In the case of Scientific 

Time Sharing (STSC), and its counterparts, the file system is called 

"Shared Files"; while that of the IBII is called "Shared Variables" (APLSV — 

ref. 49). The APLSV facility is a means by which "data communications" like 

those listed below is realised; viz. 

1) The ability to transmit to and receive data 
from another APL user. 

2) The ability to use the data management facilities 
of the host operating system (the non—APL system, 
such as OS/VS, within which APLSV operates). 

3) The ability to manipulate a collection of data 
which is larger than can be accommodated in the 
workspace. 

4) The ability to use input and output-equipment 
other than the APL terminal. 

It should be noted that a processor is anyone or anything that uses data. 

A processor accepts data input and produces data output. Under this 

definition a processor is an APL user, a non—APL system, such OS/VS 

(Operating System/Virtual Storage), or an equipment such as a disc drive 

or printer. Communication between processors involves the transmission of 

data between them over an established interface. 

In APLSV the interface for communication between processors is the shared 
variable. While a communication is established when each processor, agreeing 

to share, uses the system functionl DSVO , naming the same variable as 

that which it wishes to share. This variable becomes the "shared variable"-- 

1 The system functions for shared variables are : DSVO , to establish 
sharing between processors; DSVQ , to inquire about any sharing requests; 

DSVC , to control sharing between processors; and DSVR , to terminate 
sharing between processors. 
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shared because when sharing is established, it appears simultaneously in 

both processors hence providing a "link" between them. 

Syntactically, the shared variable is not different from any other variable 

in the user's workspace: it may be local or global, and it may appear to 

either side of the "specification arrow". However, the value of the 

variable is that which is assigned last by either owner. For example, 

consider the following sequence with the variable SHARE as the 

communication interface for 

his own workspace: 

USERA: 
USERS: 

USERA 	and 

SHARE4-12 
SHARE 

USERB 	, each operating out of 

(shared variable set) 
(shared variable used) 

12 
T4-SHARE (used) 
T 

12 
USERA: SHARE:3 (used) 

4 
SHARE4-7 (set) 

USERB: T=SHARE (used) 
0 

SHARE4-T (set) 
USERA: SHARE (used) 

12 

Each processor may independently assign values to the variable. When the 

shared variable appears to the left of the specification arrow, its value 

is being "set's. When it appears to the right of the specification arrow, 

its value is being "used". Either a set or a use of a shared variable is 

called an "access". A variable is defined to be a shared variable if it 

can be accessed by two concurrent processors. 

Any processor may share several variables simultaneously. This sharing 

may be with the same processor or several different processors. But 

any one shared variable may have only two owners. That is, all sharing 

is "bilateral". 
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As an example of a communication system using shared variables, consider 

a reservation system in which students may sign up for exclusive use of 

one or more devices or rooms, such as a graphic terminal, audio visual 

equipment, or a rehearsal room. The reservation scheduler is one processor. 

It resides in an active APL workspace. Each registering student (himself 

a processor) makes his request to the scheduler at his APL terminal through 

a defined function that uses the shared variable communication link. The 

request may be an inquiry about the state of the schedule, a reservation 

for a particular time slot, or a change or deletion of a former entry made 

by this student. The scheduler acts on the request and returns a reply, 

again through the shared variable communication link. The relationship 

between the scheduler processor and the student-processor is illustrated 

figure 11. Each of the names in APL type font represents a function which 

contains system functions for manipulating shared variables to affect a 

satisfactory communication between the processors described for the 

reservation system. 

Student 1 - processor  

INQUIRE of 
the schedule 
table 

Scheduler-processor 	Student 2 - processor  

1. INITIALIZEs the 
schedule table 

2. POLL s for any re-
quests for the table 

Fig. 11 : A Schedule Table -- An example of a Communication 
using Shared Variables 
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2.5.4. 	The Implications of Enhanced APL Processors on the Design 

of CAD Systems 

The available APL processors and their enhancements to the APL/360 have 

been reviewed and discussed in a considerable length (section 2.5.3). 

We are now in a position to consider their implications on the design 

of CAD systems. 

1) Multi-workspace environment & data files : A typical CAD system for 

our proposed "Top-down Design Approach" may be that depicted in figure 12. 

With reference to the figure, the activities of design are shown on the 

left of the "Central data bank" while computer packages are listed on the 

right. The Central data bank holds intermediate and eventual data (or 

results) of a design. While packages are simplified in the diagram, 

each of these packages may itself be a complex system on its own 

(e.g. Chapters 3 and 4). It is apparent that a computer implementation 

of the CAD system, such as figure 12, neccessitates the realization of 

many interconnected programs (which form a package) and packages. On 

the other hand, the intricacy of the CAD system must be transparent to 

the user (recall the requirements of CAD system in sections 2.3 & 2.4). 

To conserve storage and resources of a computer installation, it is 

logical to partition the CAD system into functional modules which are 

invoked as demanded by a design task. In the context of APL, this imposes 

the need of a multi-workspace arrangement as shown in figure S. From 

the above review, we are confident that multi-workspaces and files (non-

shared files, shared files and shared variables) provide the capability 

required by the CAD system depicted in figure 12. 

2) Simple Operational Procedure With the capabilities offer by "system 

functions and variables". An "operating system" (see section 2.6) may 

easily be implemented, so that an occasional user may be assisted; while the 

operational procedure may be "abbreviated" for the experienced user (e.g. 

see figure 5 and section 2.4) 
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Fig. 12 : Functional Arrangement of a CAD system 
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3) Economical storage of packages : Systems like, Xerox APL, CDC APL.2, 

IP-Sharp & APL-PLUS, enable APL functions to be stored as "canonical forms" 

in data files. These canonical forms may later be recalled and reconverted 

into APL functions within another APL function in the active workspace. 

Furthermore, the functions may be erased, again under a program-control, 

to conserve storage in the active workspace. Retrieving APL functions 

with this method is faster (in terms of response time) and more economical 

(in terms of computer units) than loading a workspace under a program 

control1. In addition to this speed and cost advantage, there are 

advantages for "secondary storage" and maintenance of the CAD system. The 

storage required in a data file is proportional to the size of each function 

represented in canonical form (typically, a byte per character appearing in 

the function; while trailing spaces for each line of a function are ignored). 

Whereas, irrespective of the number of functions in a workspace, the storage 

requirement (even for one function) is that for a workspace (typically 32 K 

bytes). Recall that in a multi-workspace environment, it is more economical 

to load than to copy a workspace. By loading a workspace, one is required 

to save intermediate variables on a temporary file; the cost of saving and 

retrieving variables need to be considered. For efficient operations, as a 

rule of thumb, the storage required for functions in an active workspace 

should not exceed one third of the available storage in a "clear" (i.e. 

empty) workspace. Therefore, a package (or a module of the package) is best 

saved in a data file than to be stored in a partially filled workspace. 

1 Tests conducted by this author on the Xerox APL indicated there is a 
substantial saving with the number of functions to be less than 30. Beyond 
this figure, the speed and cost of retrieving functions from files and 
workspaces are almost equal. On the IP-Sharp system, the time required to 
load a workspace under program control increases during a session. 
.Explanation offered by IP-Sharp representatives is that loading a workspace 
tends to require much computer resources. To prevent one user "hogging" 
the computer system, an increasing time penalty is imposed for this type 
of application. • 
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Furthermore, a simple file organization (e.g. a directory consisting of 

function names and a cross—reference map indicating their occurrences in 

packages and positions on the file) will avoid duplicated copies of 

functions storing on the file. When a function is required to be modified, 

it is now unnecessary to make similar modification to all copies in 

different workspace of the CAD system. As a further bonus to maintenance, 

recall an APL component file, each data record is associated with an 

identification record giving the size, date & time of creation and the 

ownership of the data record. As the data record holds the canonical 

representation of an APL function, the history of each function is therefore 

updated by the APL processor for the programmer whom maintains the CAD 

system. A recent novel facility, called "packagei1  has been introduced 

by IP—Sharp. This makes storing application systems (e.g. CAD system) on 

data files even simplier. 

4) Interface with other.processors : Many APL processors (e.g. CDC APL.2, 

Xerox APL, & APLSV) enable the interface with other non—APL processors. 

This capability enables a better use of computer resources; for example, 

a logic minimization program (e.g. LOGbIIN -- appendix 2) is unlikely to be 

modified on a regular basis. The reason being, the algorithms of minimization 

are becoming "standarized". Furthermore, the input specifications to such 

programs are less variant than those for a logic simulation packages (recall 

that for one state table specification, there may exist many logic nets). 

This type of packages are best implemented in a compiler language such as 

FORTRAN IV. Therefore, a better approach is to use an APL package to 

generate the necessary inputs for a.compiler package (such as FORTRAN). 

By this, we fully utilize the interactive capability of an APL package while 

the speed & cost advantage of a FORTRAN package is attained. Furthermore, 

when a more efficient FORTRAN package is available, the user is not required 

to re—orientate himself to a new operating procedure for the CAD system, 

since the APL pre—processor may correspondingly be modified to accommodate 

any new feature introduced by the replacement package. This feature of 

"tranparency" is essential for a CAD system (see section 2.5.1). 

1  see IP—Sharp Technical Notes (SATN), "Packages", SATN No.14, 
15th January, 1977. 
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5) Concurrent operation : With discrete event simulations, it is necessary 

for a CAD system to permit concurrent operations. Closely associated to 

the ability to interface with other processors APL (such as APLSV and to 

some extent Xerox APL, IP-Sharp, APL-PLUS and CDC APL.2) permits concurrent 

or "background tasks" to be executed. In discussing shared variables we 

have indicated such application (figure 11). 

6) Multi-user environment : For a CAD system_ of considerable size (such 

aš that depicted in figure 12), it is more economical)  to make the system 

available to other designers. In addition, the feature of multi-access 

also establishes on-line dialogues among designers so that they may exchange 

results and compare,their findings irrespective of their geographical 

separations. Through the shared files (e.g. IP-Sharp, APL-PLUS) and the 

shared-variables (e.g. APLSV & VSAPL) a multi-user environment can be 

introduced into a CAD system2  (see section 2.6). 

7) Easy Man-Machine Dialogue : This is a very important aspect for CAD 

systems. Both in section 2.5.2 and in this section (under paragraph entitled' 

"Error Trapping/Event Trapping") we have discussed the need for error 

detection and correction by well designed CAD systems. We have remarked 

that error or event trapping as introduced, for example, by Xerox APL, 

CDC APL.2 and DEC-10 APL, will enable sophisticated CAD systems to be easily 

implemented. In addition, since the APL processor is used to detect error 

(but intercepted by the application program), we are making the best use 

of the resources provided -- otherwise, a considerable coding effort is 

required to perform every conceivable check before the intended. operation 

(such as logic simulation) may be performed. 

1 In terms of the cost of developing and maintaining the CAD system. 

2 This author, has implemented three major CAD systems for financial & 
resources planning. These systems share the same feature as that for 
digital systems design. 
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To conclude this section, it should be noted that while the APL/360 has 

some limitations yet it has demonstrated its potentials and capabilities 

for digital system design. Enhancements and extensions to the language 

have reinforced the choice of it for implementing CAD systems. In the 

next section (section 2.6) we shall consider the use of APL for the 

computer-aided design (CAD) and the implementation of the environment 

for this purpose. 

2.6 	IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CAD AND ENVIRONMENT FOR THE "TOP-DOWN 

DESIGN APPROACH" 

In this chapter we have attempted to rationalise the activities of a 

designer with the object of devising some means to assist him (sect. 2.1). 

This has led to the development of an "Interactive Model" (section. 2.2) 

and the proposal of a "Top-down design approach" (section 2.3), the 

success of which relies heavily on computer analyses and simulations. 

To this end, we have considered the criteria of designing suitable computer 

aids (section 2.4) and the choice of a suitable computer language (sect.2.5). 

Among other popular languages considered, APL has been found (sections 

2.5.2 to 2.5.4) most suitable for our purpose. In this concluding section 

(section 2.6) we shall first describe the use of APL for the implementation 

of the CAD needs and end the chapter with proposing an implementation of 

the CAD environment'  for our "Top-down design approach". 

1 The technique has been applied successfully on a financial and 
resources planning system for a major commercial organization. The 
system permits multiple-access, while the users are divided into 
different user groups; each of these groups uses a subset of the 
packages provided by the complete system. In addition to the data 
files associated with each user group, there exist some files shared 
by all user groups. 
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2.6.1 	The  Use of APL as a Hardware Design Language (HDL) : 

Syntax and Semantics 

The use of APL.  for the system level (and to some extent the functional 

level) to represent and to analyse mathematical & algorithmic concepts 

presents little difficulties (e.g. see section 2.6.2 and chapter 3). At 

the circuit level, there have been careful studies and developments by 

P. Penfield (39) and R. Spence (59). In this section, we shall consider 

the use of APL as a hardware design language (HDL) : to clarify the 

application of APL at the functional, register-transfer and gate/logic 

levels. In order to satisfy as much as the postulates given in section 

2.5.1 without violating the syntax of APL, we shall use the following 

devices: 

1) Introduction of a dummy function for "execution-
time" specifications; 

2) I-Iandling of "declarations" and "directives" by 
a "pre-processor"; which permits the use of the 
APL comment syntax for specifying declarations 
and directives, while this allows us the freedom 
of choosing the pre-processor language syntax. 

On the other hand, the approach necessitates the allowance for a parti-

cular deviation from the APL syntax; but, as illustrated below, this 

can be absorbed and handled by the pre-processor. The resulting "version" 

of APL maybe considred as another language; but we choose to reference 

this subset of APL as just APL. Hence any future extension and enhance-

ment to the APL language that are suitable for the hardware description 

will automatically extend the power of the subset. However, as only a 

subset (with some augmentation; see below) of APL is used, for the 

purpose of the discussion within this section, we shall identify this 

subset as APL/HDL (A Hardware Design Language expressed in APL). 
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It should be noted that the syntax and semantics of a computer language 

can usually be described in a precise way by a set of syntax equations  

which give the rules for recognizing and classifying legal symbol strings. 

However, the description of a language requires another language and this 

process of layers of precise description may progress indefinitely. We 

avoid this by resorting to an informal natural-language description 

called BNF (short for Backus-Hauer Form) and a note on the BNF is included 

in appendix 3. The description of the subset for hardware descriptions 

takes the following form: 

A) Data types - Constants & Variables; 

D) Expressions & Operators; 

C) Statements; 

D) Processes & Functions; 

and 
	

E) Time Specifications. 

A) Data Typos - Constants & Variables : The data type in APL/IIDL 

corresponding to that in APL is shown below. 

DATA TYPE 

APL Language 
APL/HDL 

Hardware Occur in APL/HDL Functions 

Scalar 

Vector 

Matrix 

Flipflop 

Register 

Memory 

Boolean Variable 

Input or output vector 
of a network 

Domain matrix, code matrix, 
set of input vectors or set 
of output vectors of a 
combinational network 

There is no logical need to distinguish between a register and a 

flipflop (which is a register of length one). The distinction is 

dictated by the APL language; where a vector with only one component 

is interpreted as a scalar unless especially declared as a vector 

(by ravelling the scalar; i.e. 	A - 1 is scalar; but A-,1 is 
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a one element vector). Consequently, we have the following constant 

type: 

<Scalar constant> ::= 

<Vector constant> 	<Boolean vector> f <encode vector> 

It should be noted that in the hardware description context, we are 

concerned more with Boolean quantities (i.e. Os and 1s). Special 

vector constants can be created with APL operators, such as the 

dyadic p (or RESHAPE, see appendix 1) operator. Encode vectors 

allow us to denote a boolean vector more concisely by writing the 

APL encode symbol T followed by an integer decimal number, the 

mapping of which into the binary number system yields the boolean 

vector. 

Variables : denote in an "APL/HDL process" (discussed below); the 

content of registers, memories, and busses. A variable may also 

represent a signal (a semaphore). In "APL/I-IDL functions" (see below), 

variables represent the inputs and outputs of combinational networks. 

All variables with the exception of bus variables can be indexed. 

Parts of variables may be "masked out" by applying the TAKE•( t ), 

DROP ( y  ), or INDEXING operators. A memory cell content is given as 

a row of the matrix M representing the memory. Thus we have the 

notation M[I MA;] for the content of the cell whose binary address is. 

given as the content of the address register MA. 

B) Expressions & Operators : Constants, variables, operators, function 

calls, and parentheses can be combined to form expressions according to 

the syntactic rules of the APL language. The rules for "compound 

expressions" are also those given by APL, that is, execution is performed 

from "right to left" unless otherwise specified by parentheses. No 

precedence rules are given. 
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APL/HDL operators are all APL primitive functions, composite functions 

(see appendix 1), and mixed functions which are meaningful for the 

description of hardware behaviour and structure. This normally excludes 

all operators which cannot be applied to the data type boolean, that is, 

all primitive functions except the logical and relational operations. 

C) Statements : A BNF description of the APL/HDL statement types is 

shown below. 

<statement> ::= <process statement> I <function statement> 

<process statement>: := <transfer statement> I<branch statement> I 

<declaration statemen-C>I<process directive> 

<function statement> : := <assignment statement>[<indexing statement> I 

<1Dranch statement> '<declaration statement> 

Note that the statement syntax is identical to that of the APL; with 

one exception which we shall discuss in the context of "transfer 

statement". The semantics of the statement types are individually 

discussed below. 

1) Transfer statements : the syntactic form of an APL/HDL 

statement is that of the assignment statement in APL defined functions, 

i.e., a label is followed by the assignment symbol  E- and is followed 

by an expression. The meaning is then, 

Right hand side expression : Denotes the source of a 

transfer, consisting either of the content of a register on 

which a monadic operation is performed (including the 

identity operation which is not explicitly denoted) or of 

the contents of several registers connected by operators. 

Assignment symbol : Denotes a transfer. 

Left hand side name : Denotes the destination element of 

the transfer. 
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A Syntactic Deviation : There is one case where we deem a syntactic 

deviation from APL as being inevitable, namely in the case that two 

(or more) registers shall be concatenated, that is, treated as if they 

were one register. Such an operation can be expressed by the APL 

catenation operator, connecting the variables which represent the 

registers. Such a register concatenation may be the source or 

destination of a transfer, i.e., in the latter case the destination 

operator occurs on the left hand side of a transfer statement. APL 

does not, however, permit operations (execept indexing) on the left 

hand side of an assignment statement. 

One possible solution of this problem is the introduction of inter-

mediate variables. However, it is desirable that any variable 

introduced must allow a hardware interpretation; the introduction of 

intermediate variables, in this case, only serves the purpose of 

obeying the syntactic rule of APL. Hence, from the hardware inter-

pretation view point, one should avoid using intermediate variables 

as well as time variables. 

On the other hand, we can allow the catenation as the only operation 

on the left hand side of a transfer statement and handle this special 

case in the pre-processor. This implies that the pre-processor has to 

check each statement for such a construct. When a left hand side 

catenation is recognized, the statement then has to be decomposed 

into the respective number of transfer statements; one for each variable 

in the catenation, in order to obtain an executable APL program. As a 

simple example, let us assume that two catenated registers, A & B, 

are the destination of a transfer from a register C; with 

length (C) = length (A) * length (B). 

In this case, the APL/HDL statement is, 

A , B 4 C 

and the pre-processor has to replace it by the following two statements, 

A •- (pA) T C 

B -4- (-pB) + C 
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2)' Branching statements : Branch statements have the 

syntactic form of APL. The same holds for labels used as branch 

destinations. There are many techniques for branching in APL, however, 

these techniques may be summarized as below. 

Example statement I,Ieaning 

-> 0 Exit from program 
-> L1 Branch to (statement with label) Li 

-► NULL No branch (or skip jump); null can 
be obtained in several ways, e.g. 
"iota zero" 

(ST)/L1 If condition ST 	holds, branch to 
label L1, otherwise continue to 
next statement 

Example of "multiple-branch" 

-► (L 1 , L 2 , L 3) [ ST ] 	Branch to Ll or L2 or L3 for 
condition .ST 	= 1 or 2 or 3 

-- (BT)/L1,L2,L3 

L1,L2,L3 

Condition BT is a disjoint event, 
so that only a logical one occurring 
in one of the position. A branch is 
made to the corresponding label (i.e. 
any one of the label to the right of 
the compression operator, /) 

(I) is a counter, specifying the 
number of left rotations for the 
labels which appear on the right 
of the rotate operator. A branch 
is then to the left-most label. 

    

For the ship-jump branching, any APL mechanism which creates alternatively 

an empty vector (or a null) or a number can be used in the usual way. 

For multibranching, we recommend the use of either rotation or compression, 

as these forms are very easily readable and understandable, especially 

in connection with the boolean expressions by which usually the branch 

conditions are specified. Of course, the on-set of the boolean expressions 

must be mutually exclusive (disjoint) and collectively exhaustive, yielding 

one and only one branch destination at a time. Since the branch conditions 
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are usually obtained from a transition table, a state diagram, or 

a transition matrix (all equivalent forms) describing the process, 

this condition is by definition satisfied, and any violation indicates 

an error. 

3) Declarations & Directives : "Declarations" and "Directives" 

are given in the form of APL comments, i.e. they must begin with the 

"lamp" symbol ( A ). A special symbol following the lamp -- for which 

we suggest the APL symbol A 	-- indicates to the pre—processor that 

the comment contains a message for it. In all other cases, it is truly 

a comment that can be discarded. In the case of a message, the characters 

following the A form a keyrord that specifies to the pre—procsssor 

the type of declaration or directive. For examples, 

Ex. 1 . A process may be declared by, 

AA PROCESS MUL: INPUT(X,Y); OUTPUT(Z); SIGNAL(S1) 

Ex. 2 : Declaration of a 16—bit register consisting 
of Set—Clear (SC) flip—flops may be, 

AA DECLARE AC := SC(16) 

Examples for directives arc: 

AA INITIATE ( < LIST OF.PROCESSOR NAMES > ) 

AA WAIT ( < EXPRESSION > ) 

It should be noted that these examples may be treated as suggestions. 

As remarked at the beginning of this section (sect. 2.6.1), the messages 

may take any syntactic form as. one chooses; in particular if one is 

writing ones own pre—processor.• 
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Assignment statements occur only in 

form is that of the APL assignment. 

that of connections between logical 

APL/IIDL functions. Their syntactic 

. Their hardware interpretation is 

elements or arrays of logical 

'elements. Functions for combinational networks with more than one output 

are described by matrices and matrix operations (45); iterative networks 

may be described by functions which contain loops. To this end, we 

need indexing statements which differ from the assignment statements. 

The difference is net a syntactical one; rather, there is no hardware 

interpretation for the indexing statements. Therefore, indexing state-

ments have to be declared to the pre-processor. 

D) Processes & Functions : APL has only one procedure type, called 

defined function. Defined functions arc "external" (in the PL/1 sense) 

and can be used as function-type as well as statement-type procedure 

(or a combination of both). As a function-type procedure ("defined 

function with explicit result"), it can have none, one, or two arguments 

("niladic", "monadic", or "dyadic" function -- see appendix 1). Note 

that the arguments may be vectors or matrices. 

A process, on the other hand, may have an arbitrary number of inputs, 

outputs, and signals (semaphores). The signals announce the state the 

process is in (e.g. "dormant" or "busy") or the completion of certain 

phases of the process. Thus, we choose for a process the APL form of 

a defined niladic function without explicit result, that is, of a pro-

cedure which receives its parameters solely through the environment it 

has in common with other processes and which acts solely through changes 

of the environment. This implies that all such parameters must be 

global  to the whole program (i.e. the main process). Similar situation 

applies to the content of registers or busses, i.e. the variables, 

representing central storing or transporting facilities, are shared by 

all processes. In terms of a hardware interpretation, a process can be 

equated with a module in the system which has its own control unit. 

There exists a hierarchy between processes, as there is usually a main 

process, representing the "master control", which invokes other 

asynchronous processes (which may totally or partly be concurrent). 
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In addition to the use of global variables, a process may be directed 

by certain internal control signals. The scope of names of these 

signals can be controlled throughout a nesting of subprocesses in 

the usual way as provided by the APL defined function mechanism. For 

readability of a program, and also for error detection and prevention, 

it is a good practice to request a declaration of all parameters in 

the process declaration heading. A declaration must be given in order 

to make a defined function and to represent an APL/HDL process (Examples 

one & two in the above illustrate such declaration.). 

The pre-processor may then check the variable names listed in the 

declaration against the names of variables declared as local in the 

function header. No variable may occur in both lists. Therefore, the 

definition of the main program as a process is the only way to introduce 

labels and branch instructions as well as scope rules into the main 

program. 

In connection with assignment and indexing statements, APL/HDL permits 

an arbitrary number of statements to be written on one line. This 

feature can be used for the declaration of indexing statements (as 

contrasted to assignment statements) in APL/IIDL functions. Therefore, 

a line containing an indexing statement (or several such statements) 

may begin with the comment: 

AA I < STATEMENT SEPARATOR > 

While assignment statements (the normal case, as in APL) are declared 

by default. 
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E) 	Time Specifications : To avoid the introduction of time variables, 

we adopt from other hardware design languages the convention that each 

line in a program represents a process performed by hardware and 

executed within one clock period of the basic clock of the machine 

(being simulated), unless specified otherwise. We call the period of 

the basic clock an "elementary delay", or, in short, a delay, and a • 

process executed within one delay is a Pico-operation. As different 

pico-operations may be simultaneously executed, we must permit several 

statements representing pico-operations to be written on one line (of 

the simulation program). Such a possibility is not given in most 

existing APL implementations, such as APL/360, APLUM, CDC APL.2. However, 

extended version of APL, such as APL-PLUS, IP-Sharp APL, and XerOx APL, 

(see sections 2.5.3 & 2.5.4) do provide this facility. From APL-PLUS, 

we adopt the use of the "diamond" symbol1  0 as a separator for 

statements written on the same line. On the other hand, if the version 

of APL being adopted does not recognize such a syntactic form, it becomes 

one of the tasks of the pre-processor to rearrange the statements of a 

multi-statement line into a sequence of single-statement lines. This 

can easily be done by virtue of the APL editing facilities.2  

A register transfer consumes always one delay (by definition). The 

execution time of logical functions may be an integer number of delays. 

In this case, it is a simple and convenient scheme to define the function 

without any time considerations and specify the execution time in 

connection with the function call. In APL/HDL, this is done by introducing 

a dyadic dummy function called DELAY. The syntactic form is : 

<integer> DELAY <expression> . 

1 Where the 0  symbol is not available on the keyboard (appendix one), 

the "overstrike" A or 	has the same effect. Xerox APL (or 
Atkins APL) has instead chosen ; 	as the statement separator. 

2 This can be done by APL using the editing facility of the processor 
in the immediate execution mode. However, the "canonical representation" 
of a function and the powerful string-search and manipulation facilities 
(sections 2.5.3 & 2.5.4) together provide editing capabilities under an 
APL program control. This,of course, requires the writing of such 
utility function. 
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The integer is non-negative and it specifies the number of delays 

required for the execution of the expression. For example, for an 

adder network requiring 17 delays, we write : 

17 DELAY X ADD Y 

Processes may have synchronous and asynchronous parts. An asynchronous 

part is obtained by invocation of subprocesses which have their own 

internal control. Invoked processes can call other processes but not 

the invoking process;_ i.e. we have not adopted the "recursive" capability 

of APL. A process may simultaneously invoke several subprocesses. For 

the invocation and synchronization of subprocess, the two directives 

Al 'INITIATE 
	

< list of process names > 

a A WAIT 
	 < expression > 

are used. They provide a general and powerful tool. for process synchroni-

zation by an arbitrary number of user-defined semaphores. We briefly 

explain the significance of each below. 

INITIATE 	is necessary to begin the execution of parallel asynchronous 
streams of statements for which the total time requirement is unknown at 

the time of initiation. If the time requirement is known, then the sequence 

may be executed as additional statements on each line of the evoking 

process, obviating INITIATE Invoked processes communicate with invoking 

processes through signals. A signal may be zero (low) or one (high). We 

will consider altering the setting form high to low to constitute an event. 

All processes that have become blocked waiting for the event are notified 

of the occurrance and are given the opportunity to continue. Processes 

become blocked by having executed a WAIT 	statement. The ability to 

progress following an event is dependent on the total logical expression 

in the WAIT statement which caused the blockage. 

As an example, we consider the following segment of a microprogram; the 

concurrent operations are schematically depicted in figure 13. The 

first 13 bits of the accumulator (AC) are transferred to the program 

counter (PC). Subsequently, two concurrent processes are initiated, 

one process performing a memory fetch while the other process adds the 

contents of the indirect address register (IA) to that of the accumulator, 



ACF AC + IA 
ACF y AC 

1 	 

Memory 
Fetch 

etc. etc. 

} 

Concurrent 
operations 

PC 4- 13 f AC 
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Fig. 13 : A Schematic of concurrent process 
(segment of a microprogram) 

the respective APL/HDL and the result is left—rotated. Therefore, 

sequence in the main process may read, 

PC e--13 t AC 
R A INITIATE(A,B) 
R A WAIT(S1 A S2) 

The declarations of the processes 

following forms. 

A and B might then take the 

DA 
C1)11 A PROCESS A; INPUT(PC); OUTPUT(DID) 

SIGNAL(S1) 
[2] S14-1 
[3] MAF-PC 
[4] A p INITIATE(M) 
[5] R A WAIT(R) 
[6] S14- 0 

V 

0 B 
[1] RD PROCESS B; INPUT(AC,IA) 

OUTPUT(AC); SIGNAL(S2) 
- [2] S24-1 
[3] RAINITIATE(ADD) 

[4] R A WAI T (ADD S ) 
[5] ACf4AC 
[6] S2I-0 

V 
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Several remarks are in order. First, INITIATE is by definition a 

0 DELAY statement. Second, we have assumed that ADD has a signal 

ADDS and M (memory) has a signal R. The memory process may have 

the following form. 

DM; MJ 
[i ] HA PROCESS M; INPUT(MA); OUTPUT(MD); SIGNAL(R,C) 
[2] R4-1 
[3 3 C f- 1 

[4.] MD +- MJ [;l MA] 
[ 5 ] R 4-- 3 DELAY 0 
[6] CF- 4 DELAY 0 

It would be more correct, we believe, if process A recognized its 

need to be concerned about its ability to invoke M and execute WAIT(C) 

followed by INITIATE(M), instead of simply INITIATE(M). 

Since the structure of ADD parallels that of A., B and M, we do not 

include its definition here. Observe, however, that the structure is 

quite general in that each process may declare and generate as many 

signals as is necessary. Notice, too, that signals are only altered 

within the process in which they are declared, although they may be 

sensed in any process. 

Several points remain to be discussed; including the consideration of 

discrete event simulation, and the meaning of "step—wise  refinement". 

In section 2.6.3, we shall discuss these aspects in conjunction with 

the proposal of a design system based on the APL/HDL and the implementation 

of the CAD environment for our "Top—down Design Approach". In the next 

section, we. shall illustrate the design approach with some examples. 
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2.6.2 	A Top-down Design Approach Illustrated by Examples 

In the development of the Top-down Design Approach and the search for 

suitable computer-aids, we have attempted to consider as many points 

as we are aware of and worked through them with whichever tools 

available. These tools have mainly been computer languages, analysis 

programs and simulation programs or packages that are either evolved 

or accessible to us (e.g. CDL & DLS). One of the main motivations has 

been to devise techniques whereby digital signal processing designers 

and engineers may be assisted. In the course of time, we have been 

aiming to arrive at some standard techniques and computer programs that 

will attain the intended goal. Furthermore, the findings of the 

investigation should result a collection or library of tools for future 

applications and explorations. A selection of these tools is listed in 

table 4; while two major simulation packages (viz. DISPIC and SINLOGS) 

developed are individually presented in chapters 3 and 4. Source coding 

of programs for those listed in table 4 and other additional developments 

are included in the respective appendices. Some non-APL programs are 

indicated on table 4; these were developed prior to the final decision of 

using APL as the main design tool. The conversion of these programs to 

APL (if necessary) should, however, present no major difficulties; bearing 

in mind the power and capability of APL. 

However, the mixture of programming languages has indicated the need of 

adopting the most suitable computer language for the design task (section 

2.5). On the other hand, it also reveals the importance of devising the 

capability of integration and interfacing among the mixture of computer 

languages and packages. The emphasis is on the ease of assimilation and 

"user transparency" in the eventual CAD design system. We shall be 

dicussing this aspect in section 2.6.3. In this section, we shall attempt 

to illustrate the Top-down Design Approach by examples. 
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Function 

Group 

Function 

Names 

Computer 

Language 

Applications 

FIRGP FIRN, FCONTINUE, 

INFIR, OUTFIRN, 

PLOTF, PLOT, AND 

APL\360 Compute, Tabulate & Plot Time-Response 

of Nth Order FIR Digital 	Filter 

ELPFIRG ELPFIR, ECON, 

EVFIRLP, OUTFIRN, 

PLOTF, PLOT, AND 

-do- -do- 

Even Order (Nth) Linear Phase FIR 

Digital 	Filter 

FREQGP FREQ, OUTPUT, 

PLOTFREQ, PLOT, 

AND 

-do- Compute Frequency Response of a 

Digital Filter 

SIGNALGP RAN, MEAN, SAMPLE -do- Generates a Randon Signal with Normal 	. 

Distribution 

ROUND SINFA, 	INBIN, 

FDB, DEBINSM, 

SMOKES, SMTWOS, 

ONESM TWOSM, 

FSMDEC, SMBINDEC, 

ONESDEC, TWOSDEC, 

DECOMES, PFCTWnS 

-do- SIGN-MAGNITUDE/DECIMAL . 

ONE'S or TWO'S COMPLEMENT/DECIMAL- 

DECIMAL/SIGN-MAGNITUDE, 

ONE'S & TWO'S COMPLEMENTS 

* * * * * 

(ROUNDOFF) 	~. 

DIGITAL 

BCOMP8GP 

DUMPGP 

ADDER, CARRYSAVE, 

DADD, BADD, LADD 

-do- RT-DESCRIPTIONS of ADDER/MULTIPLIER 

ADDER Types Simulation 

BCOMP8, ADD, MEMORY 

ASSEMBLER, CODE, 

BINARY, NeMERIC, 

WITH, ADDRESS, CHAR 

-do- BCOMP8 - 8-Bit Digital Computer 

ASSEMBLER for BCOMP8 

BCOMPBAT, ADD, 	FEMORY 

PDUMP 

MDUMP 

-do- BCOMP8 - with Trace Facility 

Program DUMP 

DUMP of Memory Contents 

RNSGP RNS, DROUND, RNSPT, 	-do 

AFMT, MODADD, MODMULT 

Some Residue Functions 

LOGIC DECOCER, MULYJX, BCD, 	' 

SERPAR, FLOAT, BUS, REGIS 

-do- Some RT Description of Logic Hardware 

LOGMIN / FORTRAN IV Logic Minimization Program 

DLS DIGITAL LOGIC SIMULATOR 	Extended 

'FORTRAN 	IV 
I (CDC 6000 
1 	SERIES COMPUTER) 

Simulation of Logic at the Gate/Logic 

Level 

Table 4 : A Selection of Computer Aids for the 
Top—down Design Approach 
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A) 	System Level 

At this level, a digital filter designer is assumed to have performed 

some filter design using techniques such as those reported in references 

1 through 8. Design parameters (section 2.1.2), such as filter structures 

& coefficient quantization, that affect the performance of a digital 

filter are inter-related and often lead to complex problems. Techniques 

developed to meet problems associated are often too complex for manual 

solutions and beyond immediate assimilation by practising engineers. 

On the other hand, this type of problems'are amenable to computer 

solutions and indeed much effort has been spent for this purpose 

(references 66 to 70).
1 
 Having arrived at a transfer characteristic, 

it is desirable to obtain a time-domain simulation of the filter. The 

reasons for this are many fold; simulation of the eventual implementation 

will provide much confidence of the design (even though, the design could 

have been achieved by CAD)2. Furthermore, the simulation also provides 

some test data for the eventual filter if implemented as a processor. 

A group of APL functions, FIRGP (table 4), consisting of FIRN, 

FCONTINUL,. OUTFIRN and I'LOTF (see appendix 4 for these and associated 

functions) have been written to compute the time response of a N-th order 

FIR digital filter.3  FIRGP accepts the coefficients of a N-th order FIR 

and a signal sequence as'input data. The time response computed (i.e. 

output data) may either be tabulated or plotted. A Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT, appendix 6) has been written in APL and this may be used to compute 

the corresponding frequency response from the time sequence computed by 

the FIRGP group. In addition, the FFT function also permits the inverse 

transform (i.e. a time domain may be obtained from the frequency domain 

specification). Alternatively, the frequency response of the filter 

1 Computer programs are mostly written in FORTRAN IV and PL/1. 

2 Afterall, a construction of a prototype may be considered as a 
hardware simulation. 

3 An example of IIR simulation is considered in chapter 3 in 
conjunction with DISPIC's. 
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may be obtained directly using the function group called FREQGP 

(appendix 4). Illustrations (i.e. computer runs and printouts) for 

these groups of functions are included in the appendix. 

It should be noted that all function groups assume the accuracy of 

computation defined by the implementation of a particular APL pro-

cessor or the computer on which, APL is supported. The effect of 

rounding errors due to the choice of finite word-length of the filter 

and various representation of number systems (e.g. sign-magnitude, 

one's complement and two's complement representations) may be taken 

into account in the simulation. In this connection, the operators 

(i.e. addition; subtraction & multiplication) for the function group, 

e.g. FIRGP and FREQGP, may be replaced by binary operators. A set 

of functions for binary arithmetic have been designed for this purpose 

and are included in appendix 7. Further developments on the algorithmic 

representation of computer arithmetic have been conducted and the 

results are documented in appendix 8. 

Functional Level 

Having considered the mathematical representation (e.g. transfer 

function) and the algorithms (e.g. filter structure) chosen for a 

digital filter, the designer is assumed to implement the filter as 

a programmable machine. On the one hand, the availability of micro-

processors would have provided a solution. On the other hand, the 

variety of microprocessor families, and techniques like micro-

programming have provided a multitude of possible solutions; some 

aids would be desirable to assist the designer. Simulators (either 

in software or hardware form) are often provided by manufacturers for 

this purpose; yet, the choice of these aids often presupposes the 

adoption of a particular product. It would therefore be desirable 

for a digital processor designer to be able to specify his.own 

architecture which may be simulated prior to any technological 

commitment. While a subsequent computer aid may be used to convert 
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the requirements, such as instruction set chosen, into an existing 

microprocessor; while special operations may be designed as micro—

programs. 

As a first stepl, we have simulated a simple 8—bit computer, BCOMP8; 

details of which are reported in appendix 9. BCOMP8 is a single 

address machine. The arithmetic unit of BCOMP8 consists of a simple 

adder; while multiplication is required to be realised by programming 

the machine with the instruction set provided. The architecture is 

simple, yet the objective of the exercise was to investigate the 

techniques required for the simulation of a programmable machine 

using APL. It also demonstrates that through the simulation one may 

examine the sufficiency of an instruction set (of the machine, or 

target machine, under simulation) and the internal structure of an 

arithmetic unit. 

The collection of APL functions written for BCOMP8 consists, essentially, 

of two groups. ASSEMBLER accepts a BCOMP8 program (which is expressed 

in mnemonic codes) and translates it into binary codes which may 

subsequently be loaded into the memory of the target machine. Function 

group, BCOMP8, simulates the operation of the machine and the execution 

of it is in accordance with the contents of the memory. To examine 

the states of the target machine during simulation, an additional group 

of functions, DUI\IPGP, was developed. It is composed of MDUMP, PDUMP, 

BCOMP8T4 and DIGIT functions. DUMPGP also has the capability of 

reconverting the binary codes (i.e. the contents of the memory in 

BCOMP8) back to mnemonic codes. Furthermore, the contents of the memory 

and registers may be optionally printed during the execution of.the 

BCOMP8 machine. 

1. 
Subsequent work in this area is DISPIC's (chapter 3). 
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C Register-Transfer Level  

Multiplication is an important arithmetic operation of digital filtering. 

It is also a time consuming operation; since multiplication is performed 

with addition and shifting operations, any increase in speed of these 

can contribute to faster computations. Therefore, in a programmable 

machine, such that indicated by BCOMPB in the above, a hardware multi-

plier is often essential as an element of the arithmetic unit. In 

choosing a suitable multiplier, the designer can be assisted by the 

speed/complexity study such as that reported in reference 14; in which 

serial, serial-parallel, parallel and iterative or cellular array 

multipliers were studied. However, a register-transfer simulation of 

a particular multiplier is fruitful for a detailed investigation of 

the internal structure and data flow of the implementation. In particular, 

when the product is to be truncated, or rounded, a simulation of the 

multiplier is useful to determine whether the performance is acceptable 

for the digital filter application. 

As an exercise, a carry-save multiplier (figure 14) is described at 

the register-transfer level and illustrated with a simulation example 

in figure 15. The technique employed in the carry-save multiplier is 

described below. Since multiplication requires summing several numbers, 

an economy in time is possible for the overall carry propagation as 

compared with the sum of carry propagation times for individual additions. 

To understand how this economy is obtained, consider the example of 

figure 16 for decimal radix (for ease of reading). Addition is done 

in each cycle on three numbers -- the partial sum, one of the numbers 

to be added, and a carry number derived from the previous addition. 

The addition in a given cycle treats each digit independent of all others 

-- although a carry is obtained in each digit position in the usual way. 

This carry is not immediately applied to the next higher order; instead 

it is saved or stored in a form suitable for addition in the next cycle. 

Note that no carry propagation takes place in any addition but the last. 

Using the carry-save principle, multiplication time is determined by 

the time for carry propagation for a single addition and the delay for 

shift logic and single digit addition. 



Multiplicand (s) 

FA : full— 
adder 

Other efforts in using APL for the architectural description and 

simulation at the register-transfer (RT) level are documentated in 

appendix 11. 
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Fig. 14 : A Schematic Diagram of a Carry-Save 

Multiplier 



V DECMSAVE 
[1] A DEFINING THE REGISTERS FOR CARRYSAVE 
[2] 'ENTER REGISTER LENGTH :' 
[3] B{-❑  
[4] 'ENTER NO. OF BITS IN SHIFT COUNTER :' 
[5] M+U 

V 

V CARRYSAVE 
[1] A SIMULATION OF A SERIAL-PARALLEL CARRYSAVE MULTIPLIER 
[2] A 

[3] AL PROCESS CARRYSAVE : INPUT(S,Q); OUTPUT(A-Q) 
[4] AA REGISTERS : S(B); Q(B); A(B); C(B) 
[5] AtC,A C+A+Bp0 
[6] ALK A K+(Mp2)TB 
[7] LP: T+Ax(SAQ[B-1])C 
[8] C+(AAC)v(AvC)A(SAQ[B-1]) 

[9] A+T _ 
[10] Q4-( 1+A), 1+Q 
[11] A+0, 1+A 	_ 
[12] AAK 	A KF(Mp2)T 1+2TK 
[13] +(0xv/K)/LP 
[14] A F(Bp2)T(21A)+21C;' 	';Q 

V 

A LEGEND 
A 	0-ORIGIN INDEXING 
A 	B 	NO. OF BITS IN MULTIPLIER 
A K 	COUNTER OF REMAINING SHIFTS 
A 	REGISTER ORIGINALLY HOLDING MULTIPLIER 
A 	(RIGHT REGISTER; SEE FIGURE 14) 
A 	S +-► REGISTER ORIGINALLY HOLDING MULTIPLICAND 
A 	A +- ACCUMULATOR (LEFT REGISTER; SEE FIG.14) 
A 	C E-4 CARRY REGISTER 

Note : 
1. Statement [14] is more correctly expressed as 

A,Q <-(A BADD C) , Q where BADD is a parallel 
binary adder; present form is a convenience only. 

2. Multiplier (Q) and multiplicand (S) need be 
defined before executing CARRYSAVE 
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DECMSA VE 
ENTER REGISTER LENGTH : 
0: 

5 
ENTER NO. OF BITS IN SHIFT 
REGISTER : 
0: 

8 
S+1 1 0 0 1 

Q+1 0 0 0 1  

CARRYSA VE 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Fig.  15  : RT Description & Simulation 
of a Carry—Save Multiplier 



0294 
0148 
0744 

.0293 
0.466 

1945 

(a) An original problem of summing several numbers 

Step 	Add 	 Carry number saved 

1 	0294 
0148 
0000 

	

0332 	 _ 0110 

2 	 0332 
0744 
0110 

	

0186 	 	1000 

3 	

('

0186 
0293 
1000 

	

(1379 	 	0100 

4 	y 1379 
0466 
0100 

5 

	; 0110 

1945 ---ANSWER 

(b) Example in decimal radix of carry-save principle 

• Fig. 16 : An illustration of the Carry-save Principle 
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D) 	Gate/Logic Level 

At this level, detailed design of the filter is conducted by intro-

ducing technological concepts. This leads to logic synthesis and 

minimization of each part of the digital filter. The designer is 

concerned with system parameters (section 2.1.2), such as logic 

hazards, maintenance and cost requirements of the components (e.g. 

arithmetic unit, storage, etc.). If conventionally available 

modules are employed, the amount of design at this level is reduced. 

On the other hand, for special circuit requirements, a custom built 

approach is required. Therefore, the circuit designed must be 

thoroughly analyzed before integrated circuits (or chips) designs are 

committed to fabrication. In using IMI, LSI, programmed logic arrays 

(PLA) or microprocessors, a return to the RT level and augmented by 

analysis at this level is sometime necessary. 

For the purpose of logic synthesis and minimization, we have attempted 

to develop a logic minimization program (called LOGMIN) and details of 

this are included in appendix 2. Illustrations on the use of LOGMIN 

are also included. 

As a computer-aid towards logic verification and testing, we have 

initially adopted the "Digital Logic Simulator (DLS) in our investigation. 

DLS (60) is a computer program implemented with the "FORTRAN Extended 

Language" of the Control Data 6000 series of computers. The program 

simulates synchronous and asynchronous networks of digital logic 

elements. The inputs to DLS consists of (1) circuit elements and their 

interconnections, (2) circuit parameters, and (3) input sequences. 

The circuit may then be "exercised" (i.e. simulated) with the • 

performance of the circuit printed.(as computer outputs) as either 

timing diagrams (i.e. truth table) or graphs. By simulating a circuit 

in this way, the designer may be assisted to identify possible design 

faults (either conceptual or technological) before the circuit is 

committed to a hardware implementation. As an example, a divide-by-5 

counter is simulated with the DLS. Figure 17 shows the logic diagram 
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of the counter while figure 18 shows the description (with the DLS 

syntax) and simulation of it using the DLS simulator. 

DLS though a useful tool, yet it lacks many desirable features, such 

as a "macro-description" of the circuit whereby a designer may 

successively construct sub-circuits for a more complex circuit or 

functional block. Furthermore, any circuit defined in this way should 

be capable of being saved in a library for future applications and 

explorations in larger and more complex circuit. On the other hand, 

the simulation package should be both portable and adaptive (to even 

special cases) for a wider range of applications. A designer who is 

also skilful in computer programming may introduce into the package 

"primitives" as standard elements in addition to basic elements like 

AND, NAND, NOR, & Flip-flops. With these features in mind, we have 

investigated and developed SIMLOGS which will be presented in 

chapter 4. 

Fig. 17 : Logic 

Diagram of a 
Divide-by-5 
(modulo-5) 
Up/Down Counter 



£DLS MOD-5 UP/DOWN COUNTER 

PATCH 

* 	SPECIAL LOGIC ELEMENTS AND INPUT / OUTPUT 

INPUT 	X 	XN 
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PRINT 	X 	CP 	9 	10 11 12 Y1 Y2 Y3 KONE 

KONE SWITCH 

* 	COMBINATIONAL ELEMENTS 

1 	NAND 	X 	Y2 	Y3 

2 	NAND 	XN 	Y2N 	Y3N 

3 	NAND 	X 	Y3 

4 	NAND 	XN 	Y1 

5 	NAND 	XN 	Y3N 

6 	NAND 	X 	Y3 

7 	NAND 	X 	YiN (a) A DLS Description 

8 	NAND 	Y1 	XN 

9 	NAND 	1 	2 

10 	NAND 	3 	4 

11 	NAND 	5 	6 

12 	NAND 	7 	8 	Y2N 

* 

* 	FLIP-FLOP ELEMENTS 

Y1 	JKFF 	9 	KONE 	CP YIN 

Y2 	JKFF 	10 	11 	CP Y2N 

Y3 	JKFF 	12 	KONE 	CP Y3N * 

* 	SPECIAL LOGIC ELEMENTS 

CP 	CLOCK 

* 

£MODE SYNC 5 

£INITIAL CONDITIONS 

* 	PARAMETER OF INITIAL CONDITION 

KONE 	1 

* 

£CLOCK 

CP 	10 	1 
* 

£RUN 

TIDING TABLE - MOD-5 UP/DOWN COUNTER 

CP 	10 	12 Y2 KONE 

TIt•E 	X 	9 	11 Y1 Y3 

(b) DLS Simulation 
0 	1 	1 . 	0 	0 	0 	1 0 0 0 1 

1 	1 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 0 0 1 1 

2 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	1 0 1 0 1 

3 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 0 1 1 1 

4 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	0 1 0 0 1 

5 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	1 D 0 0 1 

6 	0 	1 	0 	0 	0 	0 0 0 1 1 

7 	0 	1 	1 	0 	1 	0 0 0 0 1 Fig. 18 : Description & 

8 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 1 0 0 1 Simulation of the Modulo— 
9 	0 	1 	0 	0 	0 	1 0 1 1 1 five Counter with DLS 
10 	0 	1 	0 	0 	1 	1 0 1 0 1 

11 	l 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 0 0 1 1 

12 	0 	1 	0 	0 	1 	1 0 1 0 1 

13 	1 	1 	0 	1 	1 	1 0 0 1 1 

*£RCCYCLE 
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Analysis of components, such as gates or flip-flops, at the circuit 

level has been thoroughly studied by various authors; for example 

Calahan (62). In the context of APL, P.Penfield, Jr. (39) and 

R. Spence (59) have conducted many careful studies and developments. 

Our attentions, however, are focussed at design levels over and above 

the circuit level; this is not to suggest that circuit level is less 

important. It will suffice to indicate that circuit level, like the 

other levels, may be introduced into the "Top-down Design Approach". 

Techniques for the integration is next to be discussed in section 

2.6.3. 

2.6.3 	A CAD Design System and the User Environment for the 

Top-down Design Approach 

Syntax and semantics of a subset of APL used as a hardware design 

language was presented in section 2.6.1. While the Top-down Design 

Approach has been illustrated by examples in section 2.6.2. We shall 

conclude section 2.6 and this chapter by focussing our attention on 

the following aspects, 

1) Implementation of the Design System,. 

2) Users' Environment, 

for the Top-down Design Approach. In particular, we shall be considering 

the question of discrete event simulation, and the meaning of "piece-wise 

refinement" in the Design Approach. In addition, the technique of 

interfacing CAD programs or packages implemented with non-APL programming 

languages and the control of a multi-user environment will be discussed. 



Ī 	I . 
APL v 	I 

INTERPRETER 

Interactive 
Step-wise — -- 
refinement 

Simulation 
results of 
operators 

 

A Discrete 
Event 
Simulation 
Compiler 

Simulation 
results of 
the "total 
syste " 

Microprogram 

Implementation of the Design System 
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APL/HDL Functional 
description 

with 
declarations & 
directives T  

Syntactic Checks: 
e.g. list of 
concurrently 
used carriers & 
operators 

Target machine: 
microinstruction 
format specifi-
cation 

1
MICRO-ASSEMBLER 

Discrete 
Event 
Simulation 
programs 

PRE-TRANSLATOR 

PRE-PROCESSOR 

1 
L - - - - -I  

w 

{ 

RT-level 
(Register-Transfer; 
functional to 
architectural 
translation 

RT-level 
architectural & 
structural 
description 

Fig. 19 : A CAD Design System based on a subset 
of APL (i.e. APL/HDL) 

Figure 19 depicts a CAD Design System which is based on a subset 

of APL (i.e. APL/IIDL -- section 2.6.1). According to our major goal, 

we have one single APL/HDL(functional and RT-level)description and may 

optionally act as source language for a pre-processor. This pre-

processor translates the description into an architectural & structural 

RT-Level description, a micro-assembler, and a simulator. In any 

digital system there is a natural dichotomy, namely the distinction 

between the control part and the controlled part. The controlled 

part consists of a collection of operators. The control part governs 

the transfer of information between carriers and the operators. A 
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functional machine description may consist of a specification of 

the algorithms associated with each instruction and to which timing 

and control specifications are added. At this level, the semantics 

of the assignment symbol i- in APL/IIDL is that of a transfer from 

carrier to carrier. The information may have to pass through a 

functional unit representing an operator if the content of a carrier 

is to be transformed in the transfer. Data routine functions (as 

realized by gating devices, multiplexers, demultiplexers, etc.) are 

not included in the description, for from an algorithmic point of 

view they perform only identity operations. 

A) Direct Exercution vs Discrete Event Simulation 

Afunctional description is sufficient for performing a simulation 

of the machine behaviour, provided the input/output characteristics 

of the operators have been specified. Single processes and functions 

can be simulated by directly and individually executing their APL/IIDL 

description (after pre-processing when necessary) as an APL program. 

If more than one process is invoked, the functional description will 

be automatically translated into an executable discrete event simulation 

program (such as those implemented by GPSS, SIMCRIPT or SIP.IULA).1  

To avoid the need of utilizing a variety of programming languages, we 

have investigated the use of APL for discrete event simulation for our 

application (indicated with dotted lines in figure 19). This approach 

requires the capability of (i) syntax analysis of complex expressions 

(or statements), and (ii) executing co-routines. An exercise of 

compiling compound expressions (in this case APL expressions) is 

presented in appendix 10. We shall discuss the techniques of providing 

co-routines with APL below. 

1 At this time of writing, this technique has not yet been thoroughly 
investigated. However, based on a number of discussions with people 
experienced with discrete event simulation, such an approach is 
technically feasible. 
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Concurrent Execution or Coroutines with APL 

Essentially there are two ways of achieving concurrent execution or 

coroutines with APL. One approach is the use of "shared variables" 

(section 2.5.2); an example, A Schedule Table, demonstrating the use 

of shared variables has already been given in figure 11. The other 

approach is the use of a "central dispatch" function for the control 

of current execution. These techniques will discussed with examples 

below. 

a) Concurrent execution with shared variables : A system may be 

viewed as composed of a number of subsystems. These subsystems can 

have continuous existence and interacting among themselves. Therefore, 

it is difficult to describe them solely by the results they produce in 

response to individual presentations of an argument (e.g. an argument 

of an APL function). Falkoff, Iverson, and Sussenguth (49) coined the 

term "system program" to refer to functions that'describe such con-

tinuously—operating subsystems. These system programs are able to 

communicate among themselves, so that although they behave independently 

much of the time, the action of one may alter the behaviour of another. 

The point of contact or "interface" between two system programs appears 

as a set of variables, shared variables, occurring in both. The con-

tinuous functioning of a system can therefore be depicted in the system 

program which represents it by making the definition an endless loop in 

which the shared variable takes on new values in response to external 

events. In this way, the shared variable is in effect the function's 

argument. Instead of being set once at the time the function is called, 

it is set or used repeatedly during the endless execution of the function. 

As an example, let us consider a system having a collection of concurrent 

but interacting operations; e.g. a communication switching node capable 

of handling a number of incoming calls. The definitions (APL functions) 

below show an outline for the action of the selection mechanism, and the 

action of an interupt request made by subsystems (or processes) served 

by the central processing system. 



V PROCESSX 
L1:÷(^'v/EX)/L1 
PE(eAX)IP+(Pc/X(11 
OPN. P 
NX[P]4-0 
-;L1 

V 

V SELECTOR;S 
L1:-'(WAIT5O)/L1 

SE 
 

COND 11 
LXl-LXvSe t p AX 
WAIT4WAIT-1 
-►L1 

V 
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The first line of each of these functions (or definitions) is a "dwell". 

That is, some condition which is controlled by an "event" external to 

the program is tested, and if no exception is found, the program repeats 

the test. It dwēlls on that line indefinitely until an exception is 

encountered. 

The logical array AX is its memory, indicating, which action is to 

be taken. The function PROCESSX tests to see whether any option (or 

interrupt) has been requested; if none, statement 1 is repeated. The 

rest of the program is entered only after at least one selection has 

been made. 

The variable P is a pointer indicating the number of the last request 

that was executed. Once any interrupt is detected, P is reset as the 

index of the next member of AX that is ON (i.e. has logical value of 1) 

following P. 	Statement [2]  of PROCESSX  shows that a "wrap-around" 
(i.e. a circular arrangement) stepping to the next member of AX 	that 

is ON; it is written in 0-origin indexing. Statement [3] 	of 

calls a function 0 PN 	whose definition is not shown, but which 

represents an action to be taken by PRO CESSX after an interrupt is 

honoured. When the requested operation is completed, the P-th member of 

AX is turned OFF, and control is returned to statement [1] , where 

the program checks anew to see if any other interrupt is requested (i.e. 

any member of OX  is ON) . 

Meanwhile, the selector has a continuous existence of its own. Its first 

statement is a dwell until WAIT 	shows an acknowledgement. Then it 

set a variable S to indicate which of the incoming call has made an 

PROCESSX 
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interrupt request. The corresponding member of AX is set to logical 

one, and the register (or counter) WAIT is reduced by one. 

It should be noted that to implement the above, at least two separate 

workspaces are required; one workspace holds PRO CESS X and the 

other contains SELECTOR. 	Furthermore, as the programs arc 

continuously being executed, the cost of computer time can be quite 

considerable. An alternative approach is the use of a central dispatch 

function. This technique is described'below. 

b) Coroutines within one workspace : The only control transfer 

mechanisms available on the exit from a defined function is the return 

to the point of call. This is a feature which APL has in common with 

most general-purpose languages. Coroutines or concurrent procedures are 

usually an idiosyncrasy of discrete event simulation languages, such as 

GPSS, SIMSCRIPT and SIMULA. However, unlike other general-purpose 

languages, APL enables us to program a control transfer scheme that is 

in effect equivalent to a coroutine mechanism. The constructs which 

allow this are the EXECUTE ( k or E) function and the information 

system variable 	DL C 	(see sections 2.5.2 & 2.5.3). 

As APL does not allow the transfer of control from one function to 

another but only back to the invoking function, we have to employ a 

"central dispatcher" function which calls the coroutines, and to which 

control is first returned on each exit from a coroutine. The. existence 

of such a dispatcher function can practically be hidden from the user. 

Another prerequisite is to begin each coroutine with a jump instruction 

(section 2.6.1) which, on any later resumption of the function execution, 

transfer control to the right point. Furthermore, a special function 

must be provided which saves on each exit from a coroutine two information 

items : 
1) the name of the coroutine to be started next, 

2) the point of return for a later resumption of 
the function execution. 

All these information items must be stored as global variables with 

reserved names (underscored to prevent the possibility of name conflicts). 



CRN 

CRL 

CEL 
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In total, we have the following variables which act as carriers of 

information between the coroutines and the central dispatcher function: 

(or coroutine name) contains the name (declared 

as a character string) of the coroutine to be 
started next; 

. (for coroutine return label) contains the label 
at whIch the execution of the coroutine to be 
invoked next shall be resumed; 

(for coroutine exit label) contains the return 
label of a coroūtinc āt the instant of exit 
from it. 

Furthermore, the dispatch function must maintain a list of the return 

labels for all coroutines. Therefore, as many global variables as 

there are coroutines will be created. The (reserved) names of these 

variables are formed by catenating the letters 'RL' (for return label) 

to each coroutine name. 

It should be noted that the above is only a suggestion; while other 

schemes for constructing the internal data structure could be cmplo;;.'ed. 

In a system with many coroutines, for example, one could internally 

name the coroutines by integer numbers and then construct a matrix 

in which each row is associated with one of the coroutines, containing 

all the related information. In a system with a small number of 

coroutines, however, our approach (which is feasible only in AK) is 

reasonable simple and efficient. 

The execution of a set of coroutines will be started by the calling 

sequence 

'C' CALL '< coroutine name >' OF '< coroutine list >' 

Here, <coroutine name> is the name of the coroutine that shall be 

activated first. 	<coroutine list> is a character matrix in 

which the names of all coroutines occurring in the program are listed. 

Each name is a row of the. matrix. 	C is the condition for an 

execution of the call, i.e., control is transferred to the statement 

following the CALL construct if —C. 	Since the parameter c 



must be passed by name, the expression C must be entered as a 

character string. 

For the construction of the coroutines themselves, three special 

functions are needed: START, RESUME,  and DETACH.  START 

transfers on a resumption (RESUME)  of the control back to the 

point where the coroutine was previously left. Hence, each coroutine 

must begin with the statement -►START 	The statement, 

-► RESUME ' < name > ' 

interrupts the coroutine names as the argument. 	-► DETACH  can be 

used to transfer control back to the generator program. Thus the 

general form of ā coroutine definition is shown below : 

V COROUTINE1 
-*START 

-*RESUME 'COROUTINE2' 

-*RESUME 'COROUTINEl' 

-*DETACH 
V 

The function definitions are : 

V R<-NAME OF LIST ; I V LABEL+START 
[1]  RENAME [1] LABEL+2+CRL 
[2]  I+1 V 
[3]  LOOP:. LIST[I; ],'RL4-0' 
[4]  -*((pLIST)[1]?I+I+1)/LOOP 

V V OUT -RESUME  NAME 
[1]  CRN•NAME 
[2]  CEL+(OLC)[2]-1 

v R+C CALL NAME;IS [3]  OUT+O 
[1]  R+i0 v 
[2]  CRN+NA ME 
[3]  LOOP:4'CRL+',CRN,'RL' V R+DETACH 
[4]  IS+CRN [1] R+CEL{-0 
[5]  &CRN_ V 
[6]  4IS,'RL+CEL' 
[7]  
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[1] 
[_2] 
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  

COMMENTS : 

CRN, CRL and CEL arc carriers of messages exchanged between 

the "dispatcher" 	CALL 	and the coroutines. 	CRN is the name 

of the coroutine to be called next, 	CRL is the return label on 

resumption of an execution, while 	CELL is the exit label. DEC 

:yields the label where RESUME 	occurs. 

As an example, we write the well—known "quick—sort" procedure using 

coroutines for performing the required partitionings of the list to 

be sorted (71). This can be accomplished by the function PARTITION 

in connection with the two coroutines MOVEI and MOVEJ defined 

as follows. 

V R4-I PARTITION J;11  
V4-ID[J] 
-~ 'I<J' CALL 'MOVEI' OF (2 5)p'MOVEIMOVEJ' 
ID[J]4-V 
R4-(I-1),J+1 

V 

V MOVEI 
-} START  
► REPEAT 
-; IF (ID[I]>V) DOTO END 
ID[J] 4- ID[I] 
-► RESUME 
END:- FI 
I4-I+1 
-► UNTIL IzJ 

DETACH 
V 

V MO VEJ 
-r START 

REPEAT 
-► IF (V>ID[J]) DOTO END 
ID[_Ī ]4-ID[J] -RESUP Ē 'MOVEI' 

END: +FI 
J4-J-1 
-> UNTIL I>J 
-> DETACH 

V 

( DETACH is built—in for reasons of security. ) 
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The sorting procedure itself can be written as recursive functions. 

Thus we complete the "quicksort" program.by the following two APL 

functions. 

V QSORT IDENT;M;N;ID 
[1] M+1 
[2] s 'N+pID+',IDENT 
[3] M SORT N 
[4] 4 IDENT,'+ID' 

V 

V M SORT N; S 
-- (M'N)/0 • 
S+M PARTITION N 
M SORT S[1] 
S[2] SORT N 

V 

Auxilary functions called by MOVEI & MOVEJ are shown below. 

✓ R+ REPEAT 
[1]  

[2] 
REPSTACX+(1+(DLC)[1+11]),REPSTACK 
R+iO • 

V 

• LABEL+UNTIL C 
[1] ->( —C)/O,LABEL+(—C)/1+REPSTACy 
[2] REPSTACK+14-REPSTA.CK 

V 

✓ LABEL+ IF CLABEL 
[1] 	LABEL+(--CABELC11])/1+CLABEL[1+11] 

V 

✓ CLABEL+ C DOTO LABEL 
C1] 	CLABEL+C,LABEL 

V 

As compared to the shared variable approach, this method is less expensive 

to execute in terms of computer run time (recall that computing resources 

are expanded even for the "idling" functions executing an endless loop 

while waiting for an acknowledgement from the controlling workspace). 

However, there is some overhead involved in executing the dispatcher 

functions and its associated programs. A certain amount of workspace needs 

to be assigned to maintain these functions and the global variables 

required to act as carriers of information. Unlike the shared variable 
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method, the dispatcher function technique simulates concurrent operations 

sequentially. Hence, the simulation may take longer to exercise than 

the shared variable approach. With is comment, we are to continue 

our discussion of the Design System (i.e. one based on APL/HDL). 

B) Generation of Micro—program & Piece—wise Refinements 

Continuing our discussion of the functional description (of a machine 

behaviour), the user may furnish the functional description separately 

for each instruction of the presumed instruction set. In non-trival 

cases, it may be<rather tedious for the designer to determine which 

parts of the resulting partial structures can be integrated (or merged) 

into a whole. To this end, one must determine which parts of which 

processes are disjoint, time—wise or structure—wise, so that they may 

^'fare devices such as registers, data paths, or functional units. This 

necessitates a sorting process, performed on the functional description, 

which in complex cases may become difficult for a manual solution which 

is error—prone. 	The computer, on the other hand, has the necessary 

prowess of performing this complicated sorting task. Hence, it is 

intended that the Design System supports the user in obtaining a refined 
functional description of the integrated system (one being designed & 

implemented by the digital designer).1  

If control of the machine is obtained through micro—programming, a 

micro—assembler can be employed at this point for generating the micro-

program in a format that is determined by a microinstruction format 

description as specified by the user for the respective machine (e.g. 

the use of existing microprocessors having microprogramming facilities). 

1  It should be noted that we have not claimed that such "sorting" 
process has been thoroughly considered and implemented. We are 
indicating the possibility of constructing this type of CAD tool. 
Hence, we make a provision for such facility in the Design System. 
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The next step in the development of a structural description requires 

the addition of the functional units for information flow control. 

This step (translating at the RT-level a functional to a structural 

description) can be automatically performed by a translator that 

operates by using certain standard components (e.g. those in appendix 

11) which the user has specified. The user may repetitively carry out 

such a step as part of an interactive design process by which he 

optimizes the data path structure of the system. Such a process 

necessitates answering questions of the kind: How many direct register-

register connections will be saved by providing an additional bus, and 

what is the total count of data flow control devices in each case? 

In a structural RT-level description, the semantics of the assignment 

symbol .4-  has changed from an information transfer between carriers 

to a connection of carriers with functional units and vice versa. If 

control of the machine is realized by a hardwired control part, the 

detailed structural description of the control part has been obtained. 

As the remaining step we must obtain the detailed structural device 

level descriptions for all controlled parts. 

It is not our intention to automate this process (as remarked in section 

2.3.3 and depicted by figure 3), but we shall rather leave to the "man-

in-the-loop" to carry it out in a process of "step-wise refinement". 

Let us clarify the notion of step-wise refinement by an example. In 

a functional description, the incrementation of the. program counter 

content may be given by the statement 

PC + INC PC 

Here, INC is a monadic function representing an incrementation network. 

In a functional description of that network, we may define the function 

INC as follows 

V R + INC X 
[1] 	R + ((pX)p2) T 1+2 T X 

V 
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Whereas this definition describes the input/output behaviour of the 

incrementation networks, it certainly does not describe its structure. 

If a structural description is required, we may replace the definition 

given above by the following 

V R + INC X;I 
[ 17 AAI A I<-pX 
[2] LOOP: X[I]+X[I]x(A/I-1)+X) 
[3] AAI X I+I--1 
[ 4+] 	+(I>0)xL0OP 

V 

The input/output behaviour of this function is the same as that of 

the above; but now INC assumes a form from which the structure of 

the respective iterative network can be derived. We might again 

replace this definition by one given in terms of a transistion matrix 

and an output matrix (73). It should be noted that for the purpose 

of simulation either definition of the function INC may be used. If 

an integrated device for this function were available, the first, 

purely functional description would be sufficient. 

* 	.. 

We have seen that APL/HDL lends itself naturally to the process of ' 

step-wise refinement by employing one and the same language for 

functional as well as structural descriptions (in fact, at any level 

ranging from the System level to the circuit level). It is by this 

unification that APL has been found to be the most suitable programming 

language to adopt for our Top-down Design Approach. In the course of 

time, an APL/IIDL based design system will encompass a library of 

standard processes and standard functions representing standard 

components. Whenever necessary, the user will have to add ad hoc 

written defined processes and functions, the development of which will 

be greatly facilitated by stepwise refinement and the possibility to 

verify each step by simulation. The mechanisms of concurrent processes 

and nested function calls in combination with the adequate"scope"control 

facilities, which the APL defined function mechanism provides, gives 

the user a flexible and powerful instrument. 
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Users' Environment 

Through out this chapter, we have advocated the use of APL for the Top-

down Design Approach; as the language has much to offer (section 2.5). 

However, this is not taken to suggest that APL is a panacea for all 

problems. Despite the power and capability APL provides, yet like any other 

programming language there exist some deficiencies (section 2.5). In 

time, with the constant extensions and enhancements on the language, 

these deficiencies may be reduced; if not overcome. On the other hand, 

in designing a CAD system it is essential to provide the capability to 

communicate or to invoke facilities offer by other non-APL processors 

and application packages. This will enable a more efficient use of 

computing resources and derive benefits from existing & established 

application packages (e.g. circuit analysis programs, optimization 

programs). In addition,'as a measure of sharing the cost of developing 

and maintaining a CAD system, a multi-user environment for the CAD is 

a necessity. In the following, we shall be discussing methods
1 
 for the 

Top-down Design Approach. 

) Interface with Non-APL Processors & Application Packages 

There are a number of approaches2; we shall be discussing a method based 

on the use of non-APL files. When the CDC APL.2 (55,56) is used (as at 

Imperial College), the technique is further simplified by the system 

function CSUBMIT. To illustrate this,consider that a logic minimization 

is to be performed by LOGMIN (appendix 2) which is implemented in FORTRAN. 

Let us also assume that the. user is not expected to known FORTRAN and the 

input format for LOGMIN. A state-table, however, is obtained in a register-

transfer level design and that a logic minimization is to be performed. 

1 The ideas conceived for the present studies have been implemented by 
this author in two large commercial systems. 

2 For example, the use of shared variables in APLSV. While in Xerox 
APL, when the ENQUEUE command is executed in an APL workspace, the 
invoking workspace is temporarily saved; while a non-APL program may be 
executed. -  When completed, the "suspended workspace" is recalled. 
Intermediate results, however, are still required in an interfacing 
file, which is non-APL. 
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Fig. 20 : Interface with Non-APL Environments 

Figure 20'depicts a method through which LOGMIN is invoked within APL. The 

data file (a coded file; non-APL) necessary for a logic minimization 

is created from the state-table under APL and is subsequently acting as 

an input data file for LOGMIN. A job file (a coded file) is then auto-

matically created indicating the necessary job control cards (appendix 2) 

as indicated below.(These are job-control cards for the CDC-CYBER series 

running under the NOS operating system.) 

JOB(ULTEEB21, J4, Cld20000, T10) 
PASSWORD( SECRETE) 
GET (LO GMINB ,DATA ) 
LOGMINB(DAT A) 
End-of-file 

Upon completion, the APL application program issues the CSUBMIT, i.e. 

Z4/-  CSUBMIT 	<job file name> , <type> 

where, 	type 4-* 0 = if batch output produced by the job 
should be discarded 

1 = it it should be printed/punched at the 
central batch site. 
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When LOGMIN is completed, the result may either be printed (type=1) or 

saved as a coded file (type=0; LOGMIN also need to output a FORTRAN 

file) which may again be subsequently interpreted by an APL function. 

The above process appears to be involved; however, this is "transparent" 

to the user. Itis unnecessary for him to know the details of the 

internal operation of the CAD system. To this user, he has just submitted 

a batch job or waiting for a computation at the terminal with a CAD system 

which is APL based.1  

B) Multi—user Environment 

Figure 21 shows an Implementation of the Top—down Design Approach we 

envisioned.2  The users are divided into various groups each of which is, 

associated with a collection of workspaces forming a CAD system. For 

example, a version of the CAD system as depicted in figure 19 and DISPIC 

(chapter 3 & appendix 13) may collectively be classified as a CAD system 

for a user group. While other system groups (i.e. other user groups 

associated with a CAD system) may be formed out of a selection of the 

subsystems available to the multi-user Top—down Design System (here after 

for convenience, will be called Design System). The user—environment 

contains a set of user—behaviour files (one per terminal), a system 

file and a user—environment. workspace. The user behaviour file contains 

information such as -- identities of users (accessing the Design System) 

the subsystem used within a session for a user, cost of each session and 

the frequency of "system problems", such as computer down—time or break 

down in the communication link form a terminal to the computer. The 

1 This concept originated by this author has been implemented in a commercial 
bugetary system which consists of 4 levels of non—APL files; while each level 
consists of a set of 6 files set up individually by 6 geographically separated 
locations. An input validation system was designed in APL while the budgetary 
computations were implemented by a FORTRAN based financial package. To the 
users, they had a budgetary system with consistent & standard operating 
procedures. 

2 Concepts and technqiues were originally conceived for our Top—down Design 
Approach. These techniques have been applied to a commercial system by this 
author during his activity as a senior system consultant. This author re-
alised that characteristics and requirements were identical to those of the 
Top—down Design Approach; hence the implementation. 
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NOTE : 

--- denotes a subsystem (or a subsystem workspace) 

--- denotes an accessing terminal or a computer 
account (i.e. not a physical terminal) 

--- denotes a 2—way communication 

Fig. 21 : A Multi—user Environment for the Top—down Design Approach 
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system file, contains directories for user passwords, user group details, 

subsystems assigned for each user group, status of the system,.user—group 

& terminal (strictly speaking, computer account) current accessing the 

system, and messages to & from the system manager. The user—environment 

workspace may be regarded as an "operating system" for the Top—down Design 

Approach. This workspace is loaded in the first instance by any users; in 
fact the user knows the existence of only one workspace for the Design 

System. The workspace derives all control information from the system 

file; such as requesting for a user—password (figure 22) at the first 

instant. From this, the user—group classification is derived; hence the 

number of subsystems available for this user. Next, it checks for the 

status of the system. That is, whether at that point in time, access to 

the system for a particular user—group may be temporarily suspended; while 

other groups may independently operate with the Design System. For a 

temporarily suspended group, a message (possibly a polite one) is displayed 

and the user is automatically signed off by the system. Otherwise, the 

user may proceed and the system requests for the options (i.e. a subsystem 

name). Note that a "help" facility is available; for example, a ? designates 

a help. The available options are displayed to remind the user. When a 

subsystem is chosen, the appropriate workspace for the subsystem is loaded 

into the active workspace and overwrites the user—environment workspace. On 

completion with the subsystem, the user—environment workspace is reloaded. 

The system manager who controls the system, may interrogate the system file 

to examine the current status of the system -- for example, which user group 

and indeed which particular user, is current in session (active user) with 

the Design System. He may also archives the message section to read any 

"mail" posted to him; hence he may communicate with any active or non—active 

users. A sketch of the user—dialogue and a sample of directories extracted 

from the system file are depicted in figure 22. It should also be noted 

that many operations,.such as status interrogation, are restricted to the 

system manager. 

This concludes the presentation of the Top—down Design Approach as an aid 

for the design and implementation of digital signal processors. In the 

next few chapters, we shall be considering efforts to provide subsystems 

for the Design Approach and thereby extending and enhancing the usefulness 

of this Design Approach. 
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(b) 	A Sample of linkage between Directories 

Fig. 22 : 	Structure of a multi—user environment dialogue 
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Chapter 3 	TIIE DESIGN & SIMULATION OF A CLASS OF DIGITAL 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS ---- DISPIC'S 1  

Summary . 

The "Top-down Design Approach" is discussed with special reference to the 

system, functional and register-transfer levels. To further illustrate and 

enhance the design process, a class of digital signal processors (DISPIC'S) 

have been designed and implemented with APL. The objectives of DISPIC are 
reviewed. This is followed by a presentation of the design and implementation 

of DISPIC; the application of which is demonstrated by the simulation of_an 
IIR digital filter on this simulated processor (DISPIC). It should be noted 

that while DISPIC has been designed as an illustration of the Design Process, 

yet DISPIC may in itself be used as a tool to investigate filter structures 

and their performances. The chapter concludes with an indication of future 

developments for DISPIC. 

3.1 	INTRODUCTION 

We have seen in chapter 2 that the design of digital signal processors or 

digital filters can be viewed 'conceptually' as having a number of levels 

(fig. 2): mathematical & algorithmic, architectural and realization. While 

the implementation of them consists of arranging and inter-connecting the 

overall system blocks (i.e. architecture) and choosing a network topology 

and hardware for the final circuitry. Digital filter hardware design 

consists of designing the individual circuit elements (e.g. adders, 

multipliers, shift-registers) while taking into considerations of special 

requirements of the processor/filter. 

1  This chapter is based on a report (75) and a paper (76) published by 
this author. 
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The design of an implementation can be considered as a 'translation process'. 

The 'description of the architecture' specifies the functions performed by 

the system being designed. This leads to an 'implementation description' 

which shows how the system can be built, Formal computer languages (e.g. 

APL, ALGOL68 & PL/1) maybe used to give a precise and concise description at 

each of the levels discussed above, but APL has been found the most suitable 

for the design process (Chapter 2, section 2.5). The description can 

further be used to. verify the given architecture. Thus digital filters can 

be systematically implemented by this controlled design process.' This may 

assist a designer to quickly and flexibly achieve an implementation. Further-

more, this process maybe used to explore other less conventional ideas or 

concepts (e.g. the use of Residue Number Systems -- Chapter 5). 

An 8—bit computer (75 and appendix 9) has been implemented to investigate the 

techniques involved for the higher level, viz. Register—Transfer, Functional, 

and System Levels. To further illustrate and enhance the controlled design 

process, a more practical digital signal processor (i.e. DISPIC) has been 

implemented. This will be discussed.in the following sections. 

3.1.1 	Scope of the Design 

Before discussing the signal processor (or digital filter) in detail, it will 

be useful to clarify the focus of our attention; i.e. at which stage of the 

design process the implementation begins. We shall illustrate the discussion2  

with the design of an infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filter (a FIR 

filter was discussed in Chapter 2 and in appendix 4), 

1 The process is a controlled one because the designer approaches from the 
"Top—down" and gradually at each stage introduces just sufficient details to 
clarify his concepts. We have chosen the term "controlled design process" 
instead of "top—down design approach" because we are focussing our attentions 
specifically on the functional and register transfer levels. 

2 In the subsequent discussion, APL will be used when convenient. 
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3.1.2 	System Level 

A digital filter is characterized by a transfer function, while the 

realization of the filter may assume various structures; an example is an 

infinite impulse response filter (IIR) realised as a cascade of second order 

biquadratic sections (fig. 23). For the purpose of the discussion, let us 

assume that a 2nd—order filter has been obtained by a CAD means (mathematical 

concept) such as that discussed in reference 6. At this stage, the 

implementation at the system level begins. The mathematical and algorithmic 

concepts may be described by two APL functions (fig. 24) with IIRN2 being 

the main function which describes the algorithm of an Nth—order IIR filter 

realised by cascades of 2nd order biquadratic sections (IIRBQSN). 

TEMP 	 I Y(z) 

1 + Al z1  + A2 z 2 

B(z) 	
1+ Bl z-1 +  B2 z 2  

FiR.23: A Second order Biquadratic Section 

As an example, the impulse response of a 2nd order IIR filter of the form: 

1 — 2 z-1  + z-2  
H(z) - 

1 — 1.5610 z-1  + 0.6414 z-2  

is obtained by setting coefficients A's = —2, 1 and B's = —1.56, 0.641.4. 

While the filter is excited by a unit impulse. In terms of APL, the. 

X( z) 
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[1] 
£23 
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  
[11]  
[12]  
[13]  
[14]  
[15]  
[16]  
[17]  
[18]  
[19]  
[2O] 
[21]  
[22]  
[23]  
[24]  

v,+zznx2 x;n;z;ssc;xz;J;zwrx 
o x-TH ORDER zzn (CASCADE OF azouAPnATzc SECTIONS) 
* COMPUTE THE NO, OF SECTIONS or THE CASCADE FORM 
ssc+[0,5xy 415 
o SET INITIAL CONDITIONS (EG, RESET osALYs OF FILTER) 
w+yx 
Y+nyO 
z+O 
Xz+(PAs)y0 
A COMPUTE THE ouTpuT OF THE FILTER FOR THE z-Tn SAMPLING  

TIME (T) 
L1:+(x(z+z+1)/sno 
* THE T-T* INPUT 
zyTx+x[z] 
* MULTIPLEXING OF azounnnArzc SECTIONS 

L2:+(ssc1u+J+1)/L3 
A COMPUTE THE OUTPUT FOR THE J-T* SECTION 
zxTx+si zznaosx zxTx 
+L2 
* THE I-T* OUTPUT or THE CASCADE FILTER 

L3:'[z]+zxrx 
+L1 , 

sno:'«« COMPLETED AA 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  

9,+z zznnosn x;rsmp 
o COMPUTE SAMPLE FOR THE I-T* sscrzox(azeuAonATzc)  

• 

INDEX DELAY/STATE OF THE I-T: SECTION 
z+1 2+zx2 
* COMPUTE THE ,OUTPUT or THE I-T* SECTION FOR 
* CURRENT SAMPLING TIME (T) 
TEMP(x-+/as[z]xxz[z] 
,+Tswp++/As[z]xxz[z] 
o UPDATE THE STATES OF THE z-r* SECTION FOR 
* THE NEXT SAMPLING TIME (T) 
xz[z]+Tswp'1tx1[z] 

Note : IIR02 is an Nth-order IID; realised ---~ 	
by cascading 2nd order biquadratic 
sections which is simulated by 
function IIRBQSN 

Fig. 24 : An APL Description of an Nth-order IID 
Digital Filter 
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coefficients are defined as global variables for the functions IIRBQSN and 

IIRN2. The input to the filter, IIRN2, is defined by the right argument X. 

To perform the simulation, we initially set global variables AS & BS and 

the unit impulse (UNIT) as below. 

ASE-- —2. 1 
LS c-- —1.56 0.6414 

UNIT*— 0 0 1 0 0 	0 

The corresponding impulse response (or filter output) is given by the 

explicit result (Y) returned by function IIRN2. A graphical display, however, 

maybe obtained using a PLOT function listed in appendix 5. Thus when 

executing 

10 30 PLOT IIRN2 UNIT 

the impulse response as depicted in figure 25 is obtained. On the other 

hand, to obtain ,the frequency response (fig.26) of the filter, we may 

execute, 

10 30 PLOT 1 FAST IIRN2 UNIT . 

FAST is a fast fourier transform function, the details of which are included 

in appendix 6.1 

     

   

Fig. 25 : Impulse Response 
of a 2nd order 
Infinite Impulse 
Response (IIR) 
Digital Filter 
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Fig. 26 : Frequence Response 
of the 2nd order 
IIR Filter (in 
figure 25) 
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1 Number of points must not exceed 256 .(see appendix 6); otherwise the • 
right ar«umcnt of FAST (result returned ..by IIRN2 in the above) must be 
truncated with an appropriate'"wjndow" function before using FAST. 
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When the designer is satisfied with the responses of the filter, the 

implementation process enters the functional and register transfer levels. 

3.1.3 	Functional and Register Transfer Levels 

For the purpose of the discussion, let us assume that a programmable signal 

processor is chosen; so that the processor may be programmed to realize 

a given transfer function discussed in section 3.1.2. The design of a 

programmable signal processor differs from that of a general purpose 

computer and the following requirements need to be considered:- 

(1) choosing an instruction set (i.e. OP-codes) tailored to 
the signal processing operations required, 

(2) choosing an interconnection scheme for the hardwares to allow 
efficient execution of the instruction set, 

(3) in conjunction with (2) choose an architecture that is amenable 
to the introduction (even at a later stage) of parallelism 
in the various execution phases of the instructions. 

With these requirements in mind, we shall discuss the digital signal 

processor mentioned at the beginning of this section. 

3.2 	THE DESIGN OF DISPIC'S  

As a further investigation' of the controlled design process, we have 

attempted to design a programmable digital signal processor with the view 

of satisfying the requirements stated in section 3.1.3. For reference 

purposes, we christened this processor as DISPIC (a Digital Signal Processor 

at Imperial College). 

1 A preliminary investigation was conducted on designing an 8-bit 
programmable machine (appendix 9); while considerations of machine architecture 
using APL as a tool are documented in appendices .11 & 12. - 
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3.2.1 
	

Objectives of DISPIC's 

Since DISPICS is expected to be a "subsystem" of the integrated "Top-down 

Design Approach" (Chapter 2, section 2.6), we have an additional requirement 

of DISPIC --- By its own right, it should facilitate a designer with a tool 

to investigate the structure and performance of a filter which is programmed 

on this processor. This implies a number of supporting facilities (not 

usually found in most small systems), such as residence editor, assembler, 

loader, which should not be so complex & difficult to use that distract the 

designer from his original task -- designing a digital filter. To this end, 

under the name of DISPIC, we have designed and implemented three versions of 
DISPIC, each of which had been designed to emphasize some or all of the 
aforementationed requirements. 

	

3.2.2 	Architecture of DISPIC'S 

The architecture of the three versions of DISPIC'S is depicted in figure 27; 
while the instruction set and system commands for version 1 are respectively 

listed in tables 5 & 6. Version 1 differs markedly from versions 2 & 3 by 

having one memory; while it emphasizes the user-system dialogie 

requirements (section 3.1.3). Hence it is expected to be used as a "close-

ended" design tool (i.e. the user has little means of modifying the 

architecture other than some of the instruction sets). While versions 2 & 3 

are designed for "open-ended" usages, so that the user (designer) may modify 

the structure)  drastically to suit his requirements. This group of users is 

expected to have a good knowledge of the APL programming language. 

1  e.g. assembling the collection of APL functions and interconnecting them 
by the control function OPN (see appendix 12). The user may introduce his 
own functions to meet his particular requirements. 
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Essentially version 1 of DISPIC consists of a main memory with 500 locations,' 

each having a four digit address running from 0000 to 0499, a control unit, 

an arithmetic unit and an input/output buffer which acts as an interface 

between the arithmetic unit and the input/output files. The control unit and 

the arithmetic unit consist of the following registers: 

Accumulator (ACC) 
	

Stores a single DISPIC word which is 
one of the operands in arithmetic 
operations 

Memory data register (MDR) 	Contains a word obtained from the 
memory. The instruction is decoded 
while the address is used for address 
computation. Finally the data is 
fetched from the memory and subsequent-
ly transferred to the operand register 

Operand register (WA) 	Bolds the operand of the memory data 
word; so that the arithmetic unit 
may compute while concurrently the 
next instruction maybe fetched from 
the memory. 

Instruction Counter (IC) 	Keeps track of the location of the 
next instruction to be fetched from 
the memory 

Memory address register (AR) Contains the final effective address 
obtained from the current instruction ' 
taking into account all address 
modification using index registers 
and indirect addressing 

The salient features of DISPIC (Version 1) will be discussed in the following 

subsections (3.2.3 to 3.2.8). 

1  The memory size was arbitrarily chosen as 500 for the purpose of simulation. 
The memory size, however, may be increased or decreased using the system 
command MEMORY n; where n = the number of locations required. 
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LDA 

STO 

STA 

LIa 

SIa 

TIa 

TXa 

AXa 

SXa 

CIa 

CXa 

ADD 

SUB 

MPY 

DIV 

MEMORY REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS 

Load word addressed into Accumulator(ACC) 

Store contents of Accumulator in Location 
addressed 

Store Address Field of ACC in Address Field 
of Operand Register (WA) 

INDEXING OPERATIONS 

Load last four digits of word addressed into 
Index Register ( a), for a = 1,2,3 

Store contents of Index Register a into last 
four position of location addressed 

Decrement Index Register a by l and transfer 
control to location indicated, if register 
becomes zero 

Same as TIa except branch only if register 
is not zero 

Add last four digits of word addressed to 
Index register a 

Substract last four digits of word addressed 
from Index register a 

Skip next Instruction if Index Register equals 
the word addressed 

Skip if Index Register 	does not equal to the 
word addressed 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

INTERGER OPERATIONS 

Add contents of ACC to contents of the word 
addressed and result is deposited in the ACC 

Substract contents or word address from ACC 
result to ACC 

Multiply the contents of ACC with that of the 
word addressed, result to ACC 

Divide contents of ACC by that of the word 
addressed, result to ACC 

FLOATING POINT OPERATIONS  

Change contents of ACC to integer format 

Change contents of ACC to floating format 

BRANCHING INSTRUCTIONS 

Branch unconditionally to Location addressed 

Branch if sign of the ACC is negative 
Octal digit a represents a code, so that:-
a =4 100 branch if ACC < 0 
a =2 010 branch if ACC = 0 
a =1 001 branch if ACC > 0 

Compare ACC and word addressed using the 
octal code a , so that:- 
a =4 100 if ACC < WA, skip next instruction 
a =2 010 if ACC = WA, skip 
a =1 001 if ACC > WA, skip 

Unconditional branch and placing the location 
of the next instruction in the Index Register a 

Skip the next instruction if WA=ACC (character) 

MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTIONS 

Shift ACC left as the number of position in 
the Address Field, leaving the sign fixed 

Shift ACC right 	 

Stop execution; typing start resumes execution 
at the location addressed 

INPUT AND OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

Read number from the user console and place 
it in the location addressed 

Read a number from the Input File (AINPF) and 
place it in ACC via the I/O Buffer 

Print the word addressed at the user console 

Output the contents of the ACC to the Output 
File (OOUTF) via the I/O Buffer 

FAD 
FSB 
FMP 
FDV 

Similar to the integer operations; but require 
all operands to be in floating point format Table 5 : Instruction Set of DISPIC's 

(Version 1) 



SYSTEM COMMANDS  

COMMAND 
	

SYNTAX 	 USAGE 

BUILD 	BUILD 	Creates a DISPIC application program (or data set) 

DROP 	DROP PRG 	Drop the program PRG from the Library of programs 

EDIT 	EDIT PRG 	Edit the program PRG 

EXECUTE 	EXECUTE N 	Execute contents of the memory (corresponding a program) 
starting from location N 

INITIALIZE 	INITIALIZE 	Initialize the environment of DISPIC ; this should 
be executed once before the DISPIC workspace is saved. 

LIB 	LIB 	List the Library of DISPIC application programs 

LINKMAP 	LINKMAP 	When the relocate command (RLOAD) is used, DISPIC 
keeps a record of all subroutines linked to the main 
program. LINKMAP lists the current status of linkages. 

LIST 	LIST PRG 	Lists the DISPIC application program PRG 

LISTFILE 	LISTFILE 	Lists contents of the Input file (AILIPF) or the Output 
file =UT'); LISTFILE prcmpts the user to choose the 
required option 

LOAD 	N LOAD PRG 	Loads the program PRG into the memory of DISPIC, starting 
from location N 

LOADMAP 	LOADMAP 	Lists the programs currently loaded into the memory 

MEMORY 	MEMORY N 	Changes the memory size to N locations (default=500) 
and blanks the entire memory. The Loadmap is cleared. 

PATCH 	PATCH N 	Changes contents of the memory location N 

RENAME 	RENAME PRG 	Changes the name of the program PRG; when executed 
the user is asked for the new name PRO is to assumed 

RESTART 	RESTART 	Restarts execution of a DISPIC program after an interrupt 
(either due to an APL program suspension or a break 
which is initiated by pressing the ATTEN key at the user 
APL terminal) 

RESET 	RESET 	Resets the record counter of the Input File (AIN PF) 
to zero and empties the Input file 

RLOAD 	N RLOAD PRG 	Relocate load; adjusts all address field with a p in 
the first position (i.e. bit 7 of the instruction format) 
with respects to the "origin" N. RLOAD also updates the 
Linkmap so that the 'absolute' address of FRG is entered 
in the map. 

RUN 	RUN PRG 	Loads the PRG into the memory and executes it 

STATES 	STATES 	Displays status of all registers (i.e. internal states) 
of DISPIC 

TIMER 	TIMER4-ON 	Turns the TIMER on/off, so that the CPU time is printed 

TIMER4-OFF 	for every .100 instruction (N.B. CPU time refers to the 
APL CPU time) -- TIMER is ON by default 

TRACE 	TRACE<-ON 	Turns the Tracing Mechanism of DISPIC on, so that tae 
TRACE4-OFF 	internal states of DISPIC is displayed at the end of 

every memory cycle -- TRACE is OFF by default 

[Note 	ON & OFF are boolean variable; ON = 0, OFF = 1 ] 

Table 6 : System Commands of DISPIC (Version 1) 
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3.2.3 	Data Format : Instruction & Number 

DISPIC words are of two types; instruction and numberl; the format of these 

are depicted in figure 28. Strictly speaking they are denoted in character 

form2; with a total of 11 characters and, starting from left to right, they 

are labelled from 0 through 10. 

A) Instruction format : The instruction format is divided into three sub—

fields, 

OP-code 	:digit 1 — 3, contains any of the instruction codes 

(table 5). 

Index register: digits 4 — 6, and are used for address modification. 

(see sections 3.2.4 & 3.2.6) 

Address : digits 7 — 10, and are used to designate the memory 

locations ranging from 0000 to 0499. This field may 

also be used to hold a constant for the immediate 

address operation. 

 

Digit 0 has no meaning for the instruction format and is assumed to be blank. 

The instruction repertoire may be classified into six types, via. Memory 

reference instructions, index operation, arithmetic operation, branching 

instruction, input & output instruction and miscellaneous instructions such 

as shifting and rotating the contents of the accumulator. The complete 

instruction set is listed on table 5. The instruction sets should be self 

explanatory; as an illustration consider adding four numbers which are held 

in memory locations 0 through 4 and the total is to be stored in location 0005. 

1 The term "number" is used to denote the data with which arithmetic operations 
are to be perfromed. 

2  Since DISPIC (Vcr.1) could be used as an educational tool, we have adopted 
a decimal notation for the address field and number representation. Hence 
in the simulation the data formats are represented by literals. However, 
binary representations are used for versions 2 and 3 of DISPIC. 
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This program may assume the form belowl. 

LA'.JT/JN 
TNDf x 

F OPE' 	PEG 
/ 23-4.i6 28 

A00,7E55 
9 /0 //~- 

PEAAA-215 
- C4"000!. 

0 0 0 0 t 0-410 0 0 0 / 0 0 / (ACe).-000!1 
_ J....1__ L_.___ IL . 	.._1. _L_ _J—L_L_ 
000/ A 010 0 0 0 / L0 0,2 (ACC)+(ACC).(!,=7) 

00 02 A00 000 / 003 (ACC)---(ACC) +(/CO3) 

0 0 0 3 
..l_1  

A O 0 (ACC)+(4CC) ' (004) O O o / 0 0 4 

0 0 0 4 S no o 0 0 5 0 0 0 (SOOO)-(-(ACC) 
I  _L_L _ __ fil__ _1_1_ ___L 	L_ 

~^t 

B) Number Format : Integer and floating point numbers are defined. 

The formats for these are depicted in figure 28; either form consists of a 

sign and magnitude parts. 

i) Integer number - is represented by a sign or a blank (which is 

interpreted as positive) as the first digit and is followed by 

ten digits or blanks (which designate zeros by default) as the 

magnitude part. The magnitude part is required to be right 

justified; since trailing zeros are associated with a value. 

Hence - 1234 should be written as 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2 3 4 

while 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2 3 4 

designates the number -123, 400, 000. 

1 
We have adopted the convention of using brackets to denote -- "the contents 

of". Hence (ACC) designates "the content of accumulator (ACC)". 	In 
addition, a coding form as shown is a convenient way of programming DISPIC; 
in fact any small system. 

0 1 
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ii) Floating point number — is represented by two signs followed by 

nine digits or blanks as the magnitude parts. The first sign 

is the sign of the number and may be represented by a blank for 

positive. The second sign belongs to the exponent and therefore 

must be explicitly specified as either positive (+) or negative(-); 

that is, every floating point number requires a sign in the 

second position of the number format. Digits in positions 

labelled 2 and 3 (i.e. positions three and four) designate the 

exponent of the number. In other words, the power of tens the 

the mantissa must be raised to give the value of the number that 

is expressed in the floating—point format. The mantissa, 

appearing in digits 4 through 10, is a "normalised number"; i.e. 

the decimal point is implicitly implied to be on the left of the 

number. Hence — 12345.67 is represented by 

5 J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

It should be noted that, in contrast to the integer number 

format, trailling zeros are not significant. 

3.2.4 	Address modes 

Designing an addressing system is often an involved task for a machine 

architecture. On the other hand, the addressing system reflects the. power 

and capability of the machine.1  Four modes of addressing exist in DI-SPIC, 

depending on the entries in the index register field of the instruction. 

The effective address (EA) is computed by the address computation block 

(rig.27). This is a feature of parallelism; so that the arithmetic unit (AU) 

1  Consideration and description (using APL) of different address systems are 
involved in appendix 12. 
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may compute the signal sample while the address computation unit calculates 

the next effective address. 

1) Direct Address : digits 4-6 are blanks, the EA=contents of the 

address field (i.e. digits 7-10) 

2) Immediate address : digit 4 contains I, indicating that the 

contents of the address field in the instruction field is 

interpreted as an operand. 

3) Indexing address : with an oc in digit 6 (where oc. = 1,2,3) the 

EA = contents of the address field + contents of the index 

register Roc (e.g. R1, R2, R3). 

4) Indirect address : with an * in digit 5, the EA = contents of the 

memory addressed by the contents of the address field of the 

instruction. 

3.2.5 	Arithmetic -- fixed and floating 

The arithmetic instructions of DISPIC provide integer and floating - point 

operations. ADD, SUB, MPY & DIV respectively add, subtract, multiply and 

divide the contents of the accumulator (ACC) with that of the operand 

register (WA) the contents of which are fetched from the memory via the 

memory data register (PSR). It should be noted that for the division . 

operation, the integer value of the accumulator is divided by that of MDR. 

The resulting quotient (which is an integer) is deposited on the accumulator 

while the remainder (or residue) is discaded. The corresponding arithmetic 

instruction codes for floating - point operations are FAD, FSB, FMP and FDV. 

Representations of the operands and results are in accordance with the 

floating-point format (discussed in section 3.2.3). Two additional instructions 

are provided to convert number representations between fixed and floating 

point format. These are FIX and FLT which respectively converts the 

contents of the accumulator "from floating to fixed point" and "from fixed 

point to floating". 
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DISPIC detects mixed type operations (i.e. operands are not both fixed or 

floating point representation). Other errors such as arithmetic overflow, 

arithmetic underfloor and division by zero are detected by DISPIC. For all 

these cases, DISPIC halts the execution.of the DISPIC program and reports the 
status of the operation to the user. (see section 3.2.8) 

The collection of arithmetic instructions of DISPIC, especially those for 

floating point arithmetic, is devised to enable a simpler programming facility 

for the filter designer, In particular, during the initial stages of his 

work, programming in integer arithmetic (which is an option of DISPIC) will 

involve comparatively greater efforts. As an illustration, consider computing 

the following expression, 

8.25 x 3.5 - 17.5 = 11.375 

This necessitates the alignment of decimal points between the product of 

8.25 x 3.5 and 17.5 to yield the correct result of 11.375. For this we 

require the use of the shift operations SHL and SHR. However, the same effect 

maybe obtained from the floating operations, vis FMP and FSB. 

3.2.6. 	Index Register and Subroutines 

DISPIC has provided an index register stack' (e.g. R1, R2, R3), so that a 

memory address maybe modified during execution. Together with the collection 

of indexing instruction, they provide many programming capabilities for 

DISPIC; an example of this is facility of subroutines. We shall first show 
the use of index registers and then with an example illustrate their 

application to provide subroutine capability. 

A) Use of Index Register 

With reference to the instruction format (figure 28), an index register is 

referenced by non-zero number appearing in digit 6 of an instruction. Index 

registers1  R1, P.2, and R3 are respectively designated by numbers 1, 2 and 3. 

1 Provisions are made for a maximum of 9 registers; even though 3 are 
incorporated. 
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which is executed as, 
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When an index register is referenced, the value contains in the designated 

index register will be added to that of the address register before the 

instruction is performed. For example, let us depict the operation of an 

addition ADD 001 1001 as below. 

a _1 --4---111 
oc =2 --4---- R2 
oc =3 -- R3 

O 0 4 9 
O 0 0 5 
O 0 0 3  

Index 
Registers 

1'0' 5'0 . 

Where the "effcctive'address" is given by 1001 + 0049 = 1050. Thus, the 

index registers permit the address of an instruction to be altered before, 

execution and without changing the instruction as it appears in the memory. 

The value in any of the index registers may be modified by an "indexing 

operation" (table 5). For example, LI2 000 1072 will deposit the value 1072 

into index register 2. Apart from the subroutine application, index 

registers also enable a program to address a larger size of memory than that 

provided by the address field (e.g. for a four digit address, the maximum 

location may be addressed is 9999). 

B) Use of Subroutines 

Digital filters are often realized in cascading sections of module (e.g. 2nd 

order biquadratic section) to form a higher order filter. This requires 

the realization of the sub—section (or module) as a sub—routine which is 

subsequently called by a mainprogram. With the availability of index 

registers, we may achieve the above. To avoid over—complicating the 

discussion, we shall illustrate the use of subroutines by a simple example, 

such as the computation of the following expression 

X=2+3A' +B3  

where A, B are positive integers not greater than 1000. We assume that 

A & B appear as pairs and are supplied through an external medium, such as 

the input file (figure 27). As a first step one designs a subroutine for 
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the computation of the cube root with the following specifications:- 

1) The subroutine will assume that the argument, an 
integer between 0 and 1000, inclusive, has been 
placed in the accumulator at the time the 
subroutine is involved. 

2 The "return" address is the address of the next 
instruction to be executed in the main program 
following the completion of the subroutine. This 
return address should be saved by storing it in 
some convenient register before entering the 
subroutine. (We have chosen index register, R2 
for this purpose). 

3) The subroutine should place the cube root in the 
accumulator before branching back, i.e. returning 
to ,the main program. 

A program to meet the above specification is shown in figure 29. The table 

is stored in locations 0006 to 1006; location 0000 is reserved for branching 

to the main program. Whenever the above "cube routine" is required, the 

following steps should be taken, 

1) Place the argument in the accumulator, 

2) Load the address of the next instruction after 
the subroutine into index register R2, 

Branch to location 0001. 

The cube root will be available in the accumulator upon exit from the 

subroutine. Since R1 and R2 are used by the subroutine, P3 is the only 

index register available for use in the main program. 

The Main Program : A general flow chart is shown in figure 30 to compute' 

the expression, X = 2 + 3 A% + B%; while the program is shown in figure 31 

and it resides in the memory locations 1007 through 1042. The program 

makes use of index register R3 to count the number of sets of data. Index 

registers, R1 & R2, are reserved for the subroutine. Notice that the 

constants located in 1033 and 1034 are used to load R2 with the address to 

which the subroutines should return. Other constants such 1, 2, and 3 are 

available at locations 1035 through 1037. Locations 1038 through 1042 are 

used to store the values M+1, M, A, B, and X. 
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Fig. 31 : A DISPIC Program 
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X= 2+3A'3 +B3 
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1 1 0 3 0 	I2 2 ✓  yL_1 I 

11 0,3,1 	,N1LLT L'I 1,0,° j 7 	STOP 

CCNSTANTS. 

L CC'A JION • 0062 - 
1 	1 3 4 

INDEX 
REG. 

5 6 7 
ADDRESS 
B 	9 /0 // 

20.NARA/.5 
+-CAGO C0L 

1 	0 3 2 
_L. 

• _l1_L__1 1__L_ BLANI(5 IOP TYP!oV0ITE2 SHIPPING 

r/RST 5uB4OU TINE RETURN /0004'55 
/2 - -I. . _ 2O , OL , O / 	0 1 ,7 

2,0,._,4    1 	c% 0,0   0 0 0 -1 / 0 2 3 J 51/020 3UBF0/1l/NE RETURN AD02455 

1_,:_i_.5.„:51. •  J l 0 0 1_, 
0 10 10 O O LJ0 1/ , 

r 1 

1 D 3 • 01 2O 

. 

1 O O O 0 0 0 0 • ? O00000vo 

t 	I .-1— / 037♦0000000 0 09 t 	1 J4_t_ 13 

/AWE OF m• / 0 31 6• _ 0 0, 0 _ti 00 0 0.01 0 0 

/ 0 31_9 • 0 I 010 01 _1 t 0 0,0,0 
1 

m 

1_1. 	1 L. _1_ /040.000000000 0   L L— I 
•7 
b 	• 1,0,4, 1 • 0 0 0 0,0,0 0,0,0,0 

J °,4 1 2 r 0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0,0 Z 

_1_1 It 11 III BLANK TRANSFER 0420 	• 

I 	I 	I I 	I I 	I I 	I 	I 

FETCH 

Fig. 32 : A FETCH- 
EXECUTE 
Cycle 
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3.2.7 	Input/Output Tacility 

DISPIC is conceived as a real—time signal processor. The input sample enters 

the'processor via the input/output (I/0) buffer register (which could have 

the facility of an A/D & D/A capability); likewise the output sample. Since 

we are simulating the architecture of DISPIC, it will be necessary to store 

all the signal samples in the input file prior to an simulation. The 

output samples, however, are written into the output file by DISPIC. System 

commands (see table 6) LISTFILE and CLEARFILE are provided to respectively 

list and empty either the input or the output files. 

	

3.2,8 	Instruction Cycle  

A DISPIC instruction cycle consists of two phases; viz. the FETCH phase 

and the EXECUTION phase. During the FETCH phase, the word at the address 

indicated by the memory address register (AR) is obtained. The operation 

code (OP—code) is diverted to the instruction register (INS) and is 

subsequently decoded by the OP—code decoder. The address part is routed • 

computation block. The instruction counter (IC) is to the address 

incremented by one. 

executed using 

During the EXECUTION phase, the decoded instruction is 
the accumulator and the word addressed by the address register 

if needed. The FETCH—EXECUTE cycle is depicted in figure 32. 

3.2.9 	Error—Messages 

DISPIC detects instruction format and execution errors; in either case, the 

program (DISPIC) execution is halted and the user is advised of the status 

with an error.message. These messages are listed below. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY : More than 500 instructions and constants were 
submitted. The program should be reduced in size. 

INSUFFICIENT FIELD LENGTIi . The APL workspace is clustered .  with unused 
variables. Use MEMORY command to reduce 
DISPIC memory size, or erase inactive DISPIC 
files (i.e. files holding other DISPIC 
programs); use command LIB to catalogue 
inactive DISPIC files. 
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ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION 	The mnemonic for the instruction currently being 
decoded does not match any in the DISPIC instruction 
set. (The instruction is printed with the program 
count.) 

INVALID ADDRESS 	Arithmetic was attempted on a non-numeric quantity. 
This may be due to reading a blank address field or 
an alpha character such as letter '0' replacing a 
number zero. 

ILLEGAL FIRST CHARACTER : The first character of an instruction should 
be a blank; while that for a number (or constant) 
should be any of -- negative or positive sign, 
or a blank. 

ILLEGAL MEMORY ACCESS : An attempt was made to access a memory location 
with an address greater than 0499. 

ILLEGAL INDEX DESIGNATION 	A load or store index instruction was 
attempted which reference a non-existent index 
register. 

ILLEGAL BRANCH OR SKIP . A branch or skip is made to 'a non-existance 
destination. 

ILLEGAL INTEGER OPERATION 	An integer operation has been attempted on 
non-numerical data fetched from the memory. 

ILLEGAL FLOATING OPERATION : As "Illegal Integer Operation". 

DIVISION BY ZERO ATTEMPTED : As indicated by the error message. 

ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW 	The result of an arithmetic operation exceeds the 
size of the accumulator. Execution, however, is not 
stopped; the error message is treated as a warning. 
(This is important for digital filtering, since 
temporary overflow in radix complement is tolerated; 
so long as the final result falls within the machine 
number range). 

ARITIMETIC UNDERFLOW . As "Arithmetic Overflow." 

ARGUMENTS NOT OF SAME TYPE : Mixed number representation was used. 
correct by using F'IX or FLT. 

3.2.9 	System Commands 

To assist the users in using DISPIC, system commands are incorperated. These 

commands are of three types; viz. text editing, file management and informative. 



Commands associated with these- are:— 

A) Text Editing 	BUILD, EDIT, PATCH 

B) File Management : INIALISE, MEMORY, LOAD, EXECUTE, RUN, RESTART, 
RELOAD, RESET, RENAME, LISTFILE, DROP 

C) Informative 	LIB, LIST, LOADMAP, LINKMAP, STATES, TIMER, TRACE 

The meanings and usages of these commands are explained and tabulated in 

table 6. As an illustration of using system commands, the following shows 

a program, TEMP, being listed by the command LIST TEMP is then executed to 

check the process of text editing. 

LIST TEMP 
±0PCA A A000 1 

	

0 RBF 	0 

	

1 STO 	20 

	

2 RBF 	0 

3 sjo 21 

	

.4 RBF 	. 0 

	

5 STO 	22 

	

6 RBF 	0 

	

7 STO 	23 
8 PRU 3 6• 

	

9 RBF 	() 
10 STO 3 

	

11 1 ii 	32 
1? 	H I... T 

EDIT TEMP 
DO YOU WISH TO ADD LINES, I!ELETE 1._INESy 

CHANGE 	A 	LINE, 	F'R.T.H'r 	L:rt•lES y 	OR 	EXI'T'9> 
ENTER: 	A,r. y.c,r: y 	OR. 	X 	C 
wH:i:ch•1 L_IHE 	IS 	TO 	BE CHANGED? 	3 

I...:r.s'r 	TEMP 
IoPCA,eA0D00 

THE LINE NOW READS: 30 	STO 	21 0 F:BF 0 
ENTER THE CORRECTED 1._•INE. 	±:Or, CA>A0[1[10 1 STO 20 

30 STO 	2 J. 2 RBF 0 

ENTER: 	A, D, C, P y 	OR X 	C 3 STO 21 
WHICH LINE IS TO BE CHANGED? 	3 

4 i;:BF 0 
THE: LINE HOW READS: f3f BRU 	3 	5 5 STO ?2 

EN'rEF: THE CORRECTED 1._:rNE 	±Or'CA 	ACJ000 6 "Fr l: 0 

[30 BRU 	35 7 STO 23 
ENTER: 	AyX},C,Py 	OR X 	C 8 BF:U 35 
WHICH LINE IS TO BE 
THE LINE NOW READS: 

CHANGED? 	10 
100 	STO 	3 	~.7• 

9 
10 

RBF 
STO 

0 

32 

ENTER THE CORRECTED LINE 	IOPCAAA[1[l[7[1 11 Lui 32 

100 	T.O 	*7'1  12 H L'r 

EH 'T'Er : 	A,D,C,i''y 	OF: .. 
A* COHrLET'ED AA 
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The state of DISPIC is reset by executing RESET; the memory size is reduced 

from 500 to 300 using MEMORY. Program is loaded into DISPIC and is ready 

to run. 
RESET 

AA COMPLETED ... READY TO RUN 

MEMORY 300 
MEMORY SIZE WAS : 500 

LOAD TEMP  
DATA SET L_OAx}I::x) :f.NTCI MEMORY 
LOCATIONS 0 THRU12 

3.3 	IMPLEMENTATION & APPLICATIONS OF DISPIC'S 

3.3.1 	Implementation of DISPIC'S on a Host Computerl  

Each version of DISPIC consists of a collection of APL functions residing in 

one workspace. All versions of the signal processors are written with the 

basic APL and is therefore a "portable" package. Source coding of these 

functions are included in the appendix 13. 

A) DISPIC VERSION 1 

When DISPIC (Version 1) is first created, the following workspace parameters 

are required to be defined:— 

WORKSPACE SIZE 	32K bytes 
INDEX ORIGIN 	0 
TERMINAL WIDTh 	130 
CARRIAGE RETURN 	CR 
BACIiBPAGE 	BS 	set to the appropriate 
LINE FEED 	LF 	atomic vector component 

DISPIC's were originally developed at Imperial College with the CDC APL.2 
which is run under the operating system, NOS. They were subsequently loaded 
on the IBM 5100 desk top computer with some modifications to take advantage 
of the shared variables. For example, the input/output files of DISPIC 
(Ver.1) were defined as shared variables so that tape files could be used; 
resulting the capability of handling a large volume of data. 
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The initialize function, INITIALISE, should first be executed. The workspace 
identification, WSID, may then be defined as any name chosen by the user (we 

have identified version one as. DISPIC 1). DISPIC 1, may now be used; that is, 
the user may create his DISPIC program with the BUILD command and subsequently 
save the workspace. 

Organization of the workspace : APL functions and variables that are primarily 

for the DISPIC simulator are underscored (see appendix 13). For example OPN 
is the main control function which acts as a "dccorder" for the operation, codes 

of DISPIC and performs the appropriate operation by calling an associated set 
of APL functions; e.g. GWA is called to address a location of the memory and 

deposit the contents into the memory data register. System commands are 

implemented as APL functions having the same function names as those for the 

commands listed in table 6. For example, the function for adjusting the memory 

size of DISPIC is MEMORY n, where n is the number of locations required. This 
convenience of program naming convention is one of the reasons which has made 

APL the & most suitable computer language for the "Top-down Design Approach". 

The use of DISPIC will be illustrated with the simulation of an IIR in section 
3.3.2. 

B) DISPIC Versions 2 & 3 

As remarked earlier, versions 2 & 3 of DISPIC1  were intended for an "open-ended" 
usage (section 3.2.2). Hence, by interconnecting some standard functions (e.g. 

appendices 7-12) one may construct a required architecture. New functions will 

sometimes have to be written; but in this process, the standard set is 

subsequently enriched. Unlike DISPIC, versions 2 & 3 contain less supporting 
functions such as the system commands listed in table 6; however, these 

utilities are to be developed by the users as an integral part of the machine 

design. On the other hand, the machine words of DISPIC2 and DISPIC3 are 
represented in binary form. However, DISPIC3 consists two memories (one for 
program and one for data) while DISPIC2 is still a single-memory machine. The 
workspace parameters for these two versions are the same as those for DISPIC1. 
In general, the functions of DISPIC's may be organized as below. 

1 Subsequently referred to as DISPIC2 and DISPIC3 
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DI SPIC' s 

It should be noted that while the organization is functionally partitioned 

as above; yet these "functional modules" are inter-related so that the 

perturbation of a module can have a repercussion on the others. For example, 

the introduction of a new instruction code in the system parameter module 

; requires subsequent modifications on the assembler and simulator modules. 

However, in terms of designing the simulation preograms and later installation 

of the package (e.g. dividing the collection into function groups for a 

multi-workspace environment), it is advantageous to consider the organization 

as indicated in the above. 

The system parameters are specified by a group of function such as INITIALIZE 

(in DISPIC1) and APARAMS (in DISPIC2 & DISPIC3). Once these initializing 

functions are executed, the machine architecture to be simulated is defined. 

The functions forming the editor (e.g. text editing functions of DISPIC1, 

whereas BUILD, A SOURCE of DISPIC2 & DISPIC3), provide some convenience for 

the users (or digital system designers). The assembler module converts 

instructions which are closer for human comprehension to those more 

convenient for machine execution (e.g. mnemonic codes to binary codes). The 

loader module simulates the loading of a program into the machine (being 

simulated) as in an actual machine operation (e.g. Initial Program Load -

IPL illustrated in appendix 12). The simulator module performs the operations 
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of the target machine (i.e. the machine to be simulated). In this .connection, 

operations like decoding, branching, interrupts, memory reference, arithmetic, 

and input/output are simulated. It is through this simulation, a designer may. 

model his architecture and gain sufficient experience to determine on an 

eventual implementation of the machine. 

A selection of the source code listing for DISPIC2 and DISPIC3 are included in 
appendix 13. As an illustration, the execution of an APL "scan" (i.e. \ ) 
operation is simulated DISPIC2, and is depicted in figure 33. While an example 
of a "system definition" of DISPIC3 is shown in figure 34. 

3.3.2 	Simulation of an IIR filter with DISPIC 

An application of DISPIC is best illustrated by an example; again, we shall 

make use of the second—order biquadratic IIR filter discussed in section 3.1.1. 
A program (a DISPIC program) for the filter is shown in figure 35. This program 

assumes the partitioning of the memory into two parts; viz. program area 

and data area. The memory map after the loading of IIR2 is depicted in 

figure 36. When the program is executed, the impulse response (corresponding 

to a unit impulse) is stored in the output file. With the use of the fast 

fourier transform APL function, FAST, (appendix 6) the frequency response 

(as figure 26) may be obtained. 

The example also illustrates the importance of using one formal computer 

language throughout all the levels of the controlled design process. This 

avoids much of the unnecessary details of computer; while these details are 

distracting for the filter designer. 

3.3.3 	Future Developments of DISPIC  

During the development of DISPIC it was envisioned that the signal processor 
would eventually be implemented by an existing microprocessor, such as 

INTEL 8080. In this connection some work have been conducted in simulating 

the operation codes of the INTEL 8080; in view of the development not fully 
completed, .we have decided to omit the presentation in this writing. In 
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spite of this, we feel work in this direction should be pursued to enrich 

the collection of "standard operation" for DISPIC (as discussed in section 

3.3.1). With this as a starting point, one may extend the efforts on other 

families of microprocessor so that ultimately one may attain a "universal 

micro—assembler" for the APL/HDL based design system as depicted in figure 19. 

Other short term enhancements of DISPIC are the introduction of a "timing 

mechanism" in the control function (e.g. OPN, section 3.3.1) of DISPIC. 

Therefore a designer may assign a delay time for each operation. When a 

DISPIC program is run, the execution time for each instruction is recorded on 

a file so that a statistical studies of the DISPIC program performance may be 

conducted. The object of this exercise is twofold -- a "benchmark" studies 

of different architectures may be obtained. On the other hand, DISPIC may also 

be used to study the performance of a filter being programmed and to some 

extent monitor the progress of a designer in his design task. For the less 

experienced user, DISPIC will provide a feedback of his attempts and thereby 
acting as a training and exploration tool. 

Microprogramming techniques have not yet been investigated throughly for DISPIC's.. 
With the flexibility for design offered by these techniques, we feel they 

should be incorporated into the "library" of DISPIC'S. 

The limitation of resources (both human, material and financial) have not 

enabled us to pursue the above developements to some satisfactory conclusion. 

Despite this, DISPIC's have demonstrated the flexibility and opportunity the 

"Top—Down Design Method may provide. It is our hope that others will extend 

the capacility and thereby enhance the usefulness of DISPIC'S. In the next 

chapter, we shall traverse to the lower level and consider the design and 

implementation of a gate level simulator -- SIMLOGS. 



uosFzxs 
A» MACHINE DEFINED ,,, READY TO RUN 

Fig. 33(a) ; DISPIC2 is Initialized by 

o pnosAw  1 ------ pOO1 : A SCAN• PROGRAM 

usouncs p001 

Fig. 33(b) : A DISPIC2 Source Program (P001) to 
simulate an APL "scan" operator; 
P001 is listed by function &SOURCE 

wp001+AssswaLs p001 
s,waoL rAaLs NAME? 	swp001 
Ax END or AssswoLzes 

Fig. 33(c) : Program 9OO1 is Assembled; by 
executing function ASSEMBLE 
(assembled program is oallmdMP001; 
while the symbol table is SMP001) 

us,wrAa swp001 

LOCATIONS 

• 
23 
22 
21 

Fig. 33(d)  : Symbol Table SMP001 
is displayed by 
executing ASYMTAB 
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f) 	x:':r.ssr••i...ra .7 

Mr'00 :I. 

MEMO S: 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 :I. 0 :I. 	0 :I. 1. 
0 :I. :I. 0 0 0 0 0 :I. 
0 0 1 O 1. 	0 :1 :I. 0 
0 O 1 0 :I. 	0 :I. 0 :I. 
0 1 0 0 :I. 	0 1 0 1 
O 1. 1. 0 0 0 0 0 :I. 
() :I. 0 :I. 1 	0 1 1 () 
0 0 :I. 0 :I. 	() :I. 1 0 
O :I. 0 1 1 	0 1 0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

O 
1 
() 
1 

:I. 
0 
0 
1 

0 
() 
:I. 
1 

1 O 
1 	0 
:I. 	0 
0 0 

:1. 
1 
1 
:I. 

O 
0 
1 
1 

1.- 

:I. 
0 
0 

Fig. 33(e)  : Display the Memory 
of DISPIC after 
MP001 is loaded 

() () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O O 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 
() 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 () 	0 0 0 () 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ \ 1 6 
Fig. 33(f)  : A Plus-scan of 

1 2 3 4 5 6 in 
1 	3 6 :1.0 :15 2:1 APL operation 

DISPIC 	MP001. 

Fig. 33(g) : Simulation of 
the plus-scan 

Fig. 33 : Simulation of, an APL "Plus-Scan" 
on DISPIC2 
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CODE BINARY REMARKS 

HLT 0000 Terminate program 
LAD 0001 Load Accumulator(ACC) from Memory addressed 
STO 0010 Store ACC to Memory addressed 
INP 0011 Input data from console to Accumulator 
OUT 0100 Output data from Accumulator to console 
ADD 0101 Add Memory addressed to ACC, result to ACC 
CST 0110 Load Address-field of instruction to ACC 
BRH 0111 Branch to location addressed if ACC=O 
MLT 1000 Multiply memory addressed by ACC, result in 

ACC 

( Not yet defined ) 
1111 

OP-Code of 
DISPIC3 

AP(RAMS 

rt A F•(dR(- METERS OF THE 	2E:MJi3I...I::: I / mApt•I I NE x: nTA FORMQT2 AA 

1. _f.~d!yTF:1.1cT7:gN F'foRMFlT 	I...F1X:tEI...y OPCOX:IE, INDEX R1.::Ci, y ADDRESS SS 
AIFT 	0 4 0 

2. SYMXtf)I... 'T:(-1E4-E 
	

Vt FkIt EtI_E NAME, MEMORY LOCATION 
AST J 

3 • 	I1NSTRUCI I C)IJ/9F.-CQDE UNGIM (A[:)F_ T') : 4 

4 • 	MEMORY ".3 t .t : : NO, OF MEMORY y NO,. • C F Jor;:X:D y WORD LENGTH, 

i7Pc OX}E FIELD, ADDRESS FIELD 

AMM 	1 24 9 4 5 

4B• DATO 	: NO, OF WORDS, WORD LENGTH 

AM2 	 2O 

 

 9 

9E -c pE TfXILE (A7FTfEt) 	 Fig. 34 .0.  
HLT 
LAD 	 Defining System 
STO 	 Parameters for 
INF 	 DISPIC3 
OUT 
ADD 
CST 
E4F:M 
MLT 

6. 
	1 ~i~SE"L~If1'rEi PFEEAIIPN 29Pg . (AI or) : 

BRH 
CST 



BUILD 
ENTER LINES OF DATA SET; PRESS RETURN AT END 

±UPC***❑D0D 

	

00 RBF 	0 	A READ COEFFICIENTS TO DATA AREA FROM INPUT FILE 

	

1❑'STO 	50 	A STORE Al 

	

20 RBF 	0 	A READ A2 AND STORE A2 

	

30 STO 	51 

	

40 RBF 	0 	A READ AND STORE B1 

	

5❑  STO 	52 

	

6❑  RBF 	0 	A READ AND STORE B2 

	

7❑  STO 	53 
8❑  LDAI 	0 	A ZEROLISE X1,X2 

	

9❑  STO 	54 	A X1+0 

	

10❑  STO 	55 	a X2+0. 

	

110 RBF 	0 	a READ NO. OF SAMPLES FROM INPUT FILE 

	

120 STO 	56 	A SET END-OF-INPUT FILE FLAG IN INDEX REG.:R1 

	

13❑  Eli 	56 

	

140 RBF 	0 	A START BIQUADRATIC SECTION SIMULATION; 

	

150 FLT 	A READ INPUT SIGNAL AND CONVERT IT TO FLOATING 

	

160 STO 	57 	A X+- INPUT SIGNAL 

	

17❑  LDA 	52 	A COMPUTE TEMP 

	

180 FM? 	54 	A ACC-BlxX1 

	

19❑  STO 	58 	A .STORE B1xX1 

	

20❑  LDA 	53 

	

210 FMP 	55 	A ACC+B2xX2 

	

22❑  STO 	59 	A STORE B2xX2 

	

23❑  LDA 	57 	A LOAD INPUT SIGNAL(X.) 

	

240 FSB 	58 	A ACC+X-B1xX1 

	

25❑  FSB 	59 	A ACC+X-(B1xX1)-B2xX2 

	

26❑  STO 	56 	A TEMP+ACC; STORE TEMP 

	

270 LDA 	50 	A COMPUTE OUTPUT SAMPLE 

	

280 FM? 	54 

	

29❑  STO 	60 	A STORE A1xX1 

	

300 LDA 	51 	A 

	

310 FMP 	55 	A ACC+A2xX2 

	

32❑  STO 	61 	a STORE A2xX2 

	

330 FAD 	60 	a ACC<-A1xX1 + A2xX2 

	

340 FAD 	56 	a ACC+TEMP + A1xX1 + A2xX2 

	

35❑  WBF 	A WRITE OUPUT SAMPLE TO OUTPUT FILE 

	

36❑  LDA 	54 	a SHIFT SIGNAL IN SAMPLE DELAYS 

	

37❑  STO 	55 	A X2+X1 

	

380 LDA 	56 

	

390 STO 	54 	a X1+TEMP 
400 TX1 	14 	n TEST FOR END-OF-INPUT FILE; OTHERWISE GOT() 14 

	

410 HLT 	A HALT, SIMULATION F1✓DS 
420 	A CARRIAGE IS PRESSED TO END 'BUILD' 

WHAT SHOULD THE NAME OF THIS DATA SET BE? IIR2 

Note : The program(also known as "Data set") 
• is now created and is called IIR2 

Fig. 35  : A 2nd Order IIR Filter (IIR2) Programmed 
on DISPIC (Vcr.1) 
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50 Al Coefficient of Z-1  
Coefficient of Z 	-2 	 51 A2 

52 B1 Coeff.(pole) 	of Z-1 

53 32 Coeff.(pole) of Z-2  

54 X1 Output of delay Z-1 

55 X2 Output of delay Z-2  

56 TEMP Temp. 	value (see figure 	) 

57 X 	, The Ith input sample 

58 B1 	x Xl 

59 

60 

32 	x X2 

Al 	x  X1 

61 A2 	x X2 

62 

etc. 

scratch 

.. 

Scratch areas, or 

memory not used. 

Organization of 
the DISPIC Memory 

Organization of the Memory 

Data Area -- Coeff 
0 

Coefficients and 
Intermediate 

IIR2 PROG. 
AREA Results 

50 

DATA AREA 

62 

NOT USED 

Fig. 36 : Memory Map of DISPIC after IIP.2 is Loaded 
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Chapter 4 
	

MODELLING & SIMULATING LOGIC CIRCUITS 

AND SYSTEMS WITH SIMLOGS 
1 

Summary 

When the conventional approach, in formulating and verifying digital designs, 

is augmented by a suitable computer design aid, design ideas may be 'thoroughly', 

'speedily' and 'economically' tested prior to the construction of a prototype. 

'To attain these objectives and to provide a subsystem for an integrated 

computer-aid to designing digital systems, this author has developed SIMLOGS 

(a Simulator for Logic Systems) which is implemented in the APL computer 

language. The design philosophy and the environment of SIMLOGS are presented. 

4.1 	INTRODUCTION 

4.1.1 	The Necessity of Employing Logic Simulation in Design - Verification • 

C Testing. 

The trend of increasing capabilities and decreasing cost of semiconductor 

circuits (e.g. microprocessors,. LSI, MSI, etc.) have enlarged the scope of 

design and facilitated the realization of many digital systems (e.g. signal 

processors, PCM. system, etc.). These systems could not be implemented in 

the past because of the limitations associated with descrete components and 

the high material and operational costs involved. The same technological 

advancement in semiconductor has also brought about difficult problems of 

design verification and testing. The present conventional approach in 

formulating and verifying digital systems by the construction of prototypes 

(i.e. physical simulation) have been suffering from excessive technological 

dependence and inflexible modification during the early stage of the design. 

Suitable computer design aids (CAD) will reduce if not obliterate these 

difficulties. 	Systems which are based on LSI/NISI, often accentuate the 

difficulties of testing, in particular when it is necessary to access gates 

or intra-connections within these packages. 

1 This chapter is based on papers (77, 78) published by this author. 
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If this conventional approach is augmented by SIMLOGS (A SIMULATOR for 

LOGIC SYSTEMS), the design idea may be 'thoroughly', 'speedily' and 

'economically' tested prior.to the construction of a prototype.' SIMLOGS is 

a'table-driven gate-level simulator with macro-description facilities to 

simulate a digital system of various degrees of (or increasing) complexity. 

Certain physical properties of the system and the associated 

technological dependence can be considered during different stages of the 

simulation. Details of a selected module (for example, corresponding to 

the LSI package) may be examined for the purpose of fault diagnosis. Hazards 

in the system are reported in the printout. Thus the fault testing facilities 

may also serve as an aid to maintaining a piece of manufactured hardware. 

SIMLOGS, however, has been developed as a subsystem for the Top-down'Design 

Approach (Chapter 2). 

4.1.2 	SIMLOGS as a Subsystem for the Top-Dorm Design Approach 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the success of the Top-Down Design Approach rests 

heavily on computer simulations; the formulation, design and implementation 

of good software packages for this purpose are therefore of paramount 

importance. SIMLOGS has been designed to enable the simulation at the gate 

level. This is, of course, not correct to assume that the Gate/Logic Level 

is necessarily the most important in the Interactive Model. At the Gate Level, 

the designer is concerned with the interconnection of primitive elements 

which are combinational logic elements (e.g. AND, OR, NAND, ROM'S) etc. as in 

SIMLOGS) and memory elements (e.g. JK Flip-Flop, shift registers, etc.). The 

level also includes functional modules such as encoder, decoder, multiplexer, 

and counters. SIMLOGS has been developed to facilitate simulation at this 

Gate Level; it is therefore a subsystem for the Top-down Design Approach. 

4.2 	THE DESIGN OF SIMLOGS -- MODELLING & IMPLEMENTATION 

The fundamental requirement of a simulator is to simulate the behaviour of 

physical devices accurately; even under fault conditions. On the other hand, 

the user's interaction with the simulator is of equal importance. It is 

obvious that exact simulation and modelling of a sizeable physical system is 
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impractical or impossible because of the infinite number of possible 

fabrication errors that associate with physical devices. A compromise is 

therefore necessary in the choice of techniques and algorithms to model and 

implement a simulator. The considerations of accuracy can be thought of as 

being primarily theoretical, that is the development of techniques for 

accurate modelling. While the cost-effective considerations have primarily 

been practical implementation of software. Thus the evolution of cost-

effective digital simulators has been achieved via the development of accurate 

modelling and of increasing complex, sophisticated and efficient software 

implementations. SIMLOGS has been developed as a computer software for the 

above purposes (modelling and analyzing logic circuits). In the following 

sections we shall discuss the philosophy adopted in designing SIMLOGS. 

4.2.1 	Description/Specification of Circuits  

The development of good simulators has been expensive; usually measured in 

man years of effort. Hence an important starting point is the complete 

definition of the present and possible future use of the system. For exam-

ple, the system to be developed should not be restricted to a particular 

type of logic (e.g. synchronous, asynchronous, combinational, sequential). 

'Equivalent models' for devices will not be used - for example, AND, OR, 

NOT logic will not be used to describe systems composed of NAND or NOR 

logic. Furthermore, flip-flops will not be expanded to their gate equivalents 

(e.g. cross-coupled NOR gates are used to describe a set-reset flip-flop). 

Although equivalent modelling simplifies the implementation of the simulator, 

yet the accuracy of the simulator and efficiency of the software are greatly 

reduced. These considerations necessitate SIMLOGS to have primitives 

consisting of basic gates, including AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR and elements 

including flip flops (JK), and composite elements such as a shift registers 

(SHR), a 1-bit half adder (HADD) and a read only memory (ROM). (Table 7) 

The use of some modules repetitively through out the system is an inherent 

features of a digital system. Hence a macro-description of standard modules 

(MSI/LSI commercially available packages) or custom built modules is 

necessary in SIMLOGS. Boolean description has been conceived as a pre-processor 

for SIMLOGS to avoid complicating the implementation unnecessarily. 



SHR 

HADD 

AND 	AND 

NAND 	 NAND 

OR 	
5 inputs 'OR 

NOR 	
NOR 

NOT 

EXOR 

JK 

Exclusive-OR 

Clocked JK flip-flop 
with Set and Preset 

4-bit shift register with 
shift right & parallel 
transfer facility 

1-bit half Adder 
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Primitive Elements  

Table 7 : 

Primitives of SIMLOGS 

ROM 	a 64 x 8 (8-bit word) 
Read-Only Memory with 
6 address bits & 1 enable 
('PROGRAMMING' & reading 
the ROM is affected by 
commands PROGRAM and PROBE) 

User's (or designers') interaction with SIMLOGS  is a major consideration; 

the purpose of a simulator is to provide a design aid for engineers. 

Therefore details of computing should not distract the designers's activities. 

A circuit may be conceived as a block having inputs and outputs as depicted 

in figure 37. 

i/p 
<OUTPUTS> 

Z 

CIRCUIT <INPUTS> 

ID 	 X 

(a) Block Structure 

	

where: x 	= 	input terminals 

	

Z 	= 	output terminals 
ID = identification 

1 
3 
5 

8 	NAND 	1 3 5 

(b) Schematic Diagram 	(c) Symbolic Description 

Figure 37 : Block Structure, Schematic Diagram and 

Symbolic Description of a Circuit 
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Symbolically, it may be described as follows : 

< Output terminals > 	CIRCUIT 	< Input terminals > 

and syntactically as : 

Z 	IDENTIFICATION 	X 

An example of the schematic and symbolic description of a NAND gate is shown 

in figure 37(b). Generalising this concept, we have the block description 

(figure 38) of a CIRCUITX, having its specification as the first statement, 

INPUTS as a second statement, and OUTPUTS as the last statement. 

Z CIRCUITX X 

INPUTS < terminal numbers > 

Aggregate of 

Elements/Circuits 

OUTPUTS < terminal numbers > 

Figure 38  : General Interpretation of 
Z ID X 

Between the INPUTS and OUTPUTS specifications, there may exist any number 

of statements, each of which symbolically describes the gate/element being 

used and its input/output connections. These statements together specify 

an aggregate of elements/circuits forming the CIRCUITX. By 'aggregate' we 

also imply that the ordering of these statements are not important; but the 

relative position (inferred by the input/output terminal connections) of each 

with respect to CIRCUITX is important. Observe that CIRCUITX statement has 

the same syntax as Z IDENTIFICATION X ; thus CIRCUITX may be referred 

to as a composite element between the INPUTS/OUTPUTS statements of another 

circuits, say CIRCUITY.  Observe that the syntax of the CIRCUITX statement is 

dyadic, while that for the main circuit is nyadic. The main circuit invokes 
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a sub—circuit (e.g. CIRCUITX ) by name, and is itself referenced as system 

(table 8) by SIMLOGS as SYSTEM. 

4.2.2 	Physical Considerations of the Model 

Timing (propagation delay, rise/fall time), electrical loading/rating, noise—

margin, temperature tolerance are physical properties associated with digital 

circuits. Differences in technology, say TTL'and ECL, in the same network 

may result in accentuating the variation of these physical attributes. Zero 

or unit delay simulators can be used for logic verification, but are not 

effective for design verification (design verification refers to accurate 

timing analysis as opposed to simply verifying logical functions). Therefore, 

this necessitates the implementation of assignable or precise timing models. 

Furthermore, spike analysis (the case where a set of inputs changes to an 

element are attempting to force the element to perform a signal transition 

more rapidly than its delay characteristics might allow), can be accomplished 

using assignable delays. SIMLOGS  permits the specification of delays for a 

transition (PH) from logical "0" to "1" and for a transition (PL) from 

logical "1" to "0" (Fig. 39). 

rfi 

  

If 

   

    

Bot 

 

__J 

PH 

  

    

    

    

   

PH 	propagation delay from logical '0' to '1' 

PL 	propagation delay from logical '1' to '0' 

Figure 39  : Delay Parameters 

Furthermore, to provide more precise timing, SIMLOGS 'allows the specification 

of nominal (NOM), minimal (MIN) and maximal (MAX) values for both PH and PL; 

resulting a total of 6 timing parameters. These parameters are specified via 



SYSTEM 

INPUTS 

OUTPUTS 

SETDATA 

CLOCK 

CYCLE 

PDELAY 

Identifies the system or main circuit to be simulated 
N.B. Names other than these chosen for the SIMLOGS 

command set maybe used to identify subsystems/ 
sub- circuits (e.g.SN5472 being a TTL=GATED 
JK FLIP-FLOP) 

Specifies the input terminal of the associated 
subsystem/system 

Specifies output terminals; corresponds to 
command INPUTS 

Specifies the initial conditions & dynamic (i.e. 
the input signals during simulation) conditions of 
the system being simulated 

Used in conjunction with commands CLOCK 

Specifies clock leads when used in the system; also 
.used to specify mark/space (or ON/OFF durations) 
ratios 

Specifies the cycling rate of the terminals; i.e. 
whenever the system reaches a steady state, all 
terminals referenced reversed their states 

Specifies the propagation delays or timing parameters 
of the circuit/circuit elements 
(Total of 6 parameters : Maximal,.Norminal, Minimal 
parameter for 0-+1 and 14o) 

Sets all terminals (where PDELAY are specified) to 
any of : 14AX,(maximum) 	MIN,(minimum) or NOM(norminal) 

Sets selected terminals to MAX, MIN or NOM 

Sets selected terminals to MAX, MIN or MOM hold time 

DELAY/HOLD, if specified, are effected 

Sets all timings to MAX or MIN at random 

Reset all simulation condition to initial conditions 
and all timings to norminal values 

Constructs the simulation model specified by the user 
(i.e. compile specification to data structures ready 
for simulation) 

Starts exercising the simulation 

Specifies State Table printout for selected terminals 

Specifies State Table printout for all terminals 

Specifies wave forms to be printed out 

Used in conjunction with PRINT or. PRINTALL 
format state tables with blank columns 

Programs a selected ROM 
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TIMINGS 

DELAY 

HOLD 

SELECT 

RANDOM 

RESET 

BUILD 

ON 

PRINT 

PRINTALL 

WAVE . 

BLANK 

PROGRAM 

PROBE 	 Examine contents of a selected ROM 

Table 8 : 	SIMLOGS Commands 
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the SIMLOGS command PDELAY. The syntax of PDELAY is : 

PDELAY < PH PL > < PH PL > <. PH PL > 

NOMINAL MINIMAL MAXIMAL 

As an illustration, the following specifies a NAND gate having delays of 

20, 20, 10, 10, 30, 30 units : 

6 NAND 4 5, PDELAY 20 20 10 10 30 30 

Figure 40 shows the specification of a JK master—slave flip-flop with AND 
inputs(SN5472). 
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Z SN5472 X 

[1] INPUTS 13 3 4 5 12 9 10 11 2 
[2] 14 18 NAND 13 2, 	PDELAY 0 
[3] 15 17 	AND 	3 4 5 12 2 13 9 10 11, 

PDELAY 16 25 10 10 25 40 
[4] 16 	NAND 12, PDELAY 0 
[5] 8 6 AND 	19 20, PDELAY 16 25 10 10 25 40 
[6] 19 29 JK 15 16 17 14 18 
[7] OUTPUTS 8 6 

V 

A 	NOTE: 
A 	X[1 2 	... 	8 9] ÷-- INPUTS 13 3 	... 2 
A 	Z[1 2] 	<--- 	OUTPUTS 8 6 

Figure 40 : Specification of SN5472 Using SIMLOGS 
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A further refinement of timing involves the capability of assigning all gates 

or elements to the nominal, or minimal, or maximal delays; alternatively, a 

mixture of these delays for the complete circuit or for some of the elements 

in the circuit. SIMLOGS facilitates these by : 

MAX 

TIMINGS' 	for setting all elements to 
NOM 

  

maxi mal 
minimal 
nominal 

values 

   

By default, all timings. are initially set to nominal values. The following 

< terminal no. > 

'r, 

DELAY 

HOLD 

 

  

sets the terminal(s) in the main module to the appropriate delay (i.e. PL) 

or hold (i.e. PH) times. When HOLD and DELAY are used in conjunction with 

command SELECT < module no. >, then  HOLD & DELAY apply to the specified 

module. Note that PDELAY is used during the specification of the circuit/ 

system prior to simulations. While TIMINGS, DELAY, HOLD and SELECT are used 

immediately before a simulation-run. Finally, SIMLOGS allows timing to be 

randomly varying between maximal and minimal values by the command RANDOM. 

The choice of delay parameters directly affects the number of values used in 

the simulators. Zero unit, or nominal delay models can use either two or 

three values for simulations. The values would be 0, 1 and X; where X 

designates an indeterminate value or unknown. Two-value simulator has the 

major drawback of 'initialization' of a logical circuit to be simulated; since 

only two values exist, all signals would be initially set to 0 or 1. Another 

drawback is that X's due to spikes, unknown, etc. cannot be simulated because 

signals can assume only binary values (0 or 1). A third-value X may be 

introduced to overcome the first difficulty. SIMLOGS uses 5 values to 

represent : 



o 	steady at logical 'o' 

1 {-► 	steady at logical Ill 

~ 	

• 	

transition from '0' to '1' 

T ~} 	transition from '1' to 'o' 

? 

- 	

reversed while rising or falling 
(indicating timing hazard) 

Although it is desirable to provide the facility to model and to simulate 

other physical faults such as electrical loading etc., yet during the initial 

stage and in particular the exploratory stage of a design verification, 

timing analysis is the most important factor.to be considered. Provisions 

for other physical attributes are of secondary value but will increase the 

complexity of SIMLOGS unnecessarily. 

4.2.3 	Implementation & User Environment 

APL (A Programming Language) (45-56) has been chosen as a computer language to 

implement SIMLOGS. 	The richness of the language, the array oriented and its 

dynamic data structure enable SIMLOGS to be implemented easily. The syntax. 

of the language provides a close correspondence between circuits and the 

language as discussed in the last section. Furthermore, SIMLOGS commands 

(Table 8) may be formulated to resemble the jargons which are familiar to 

designers. The terminal implementations of APL (e.g. APL\360, XEROX APL, 

SHARP APL, APL PLUS, APLUM, etc.)allow SIMLOGS to be 'portable'. Source 

code listing of the basic version (see below) of SIMLOGS is included in 

appendix 14. 
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The environment of SIMLOGS is depicted in figure 41. Version 1 Level 0 

consists of one workspace containing [1.] 	Logic Description IIodulel, 

[2] Simulation Module, [3]. SIMLOGS Circuit Library and [4] User Circuit 

Library. The SIMLOGS Circuit Library contians a number of symbolic 

descriptions of commercially available IMI/LSI packages (e.g.SN74155, SN74184, 

SN74194). These packages are defined using the primitives and definition 

commands (e.g. AND, NOR, ROM, JK1, SXR, PDELAY, INPUTS, OUTPUTS) in the 

Logic Description Module. Specialized circuits may similarly be defined and 

are stored in the User Circuit Library by the user for future applications. 

Hence, during the digital system definition process, [1] , [3] and [4] 

are interrelated. [ 1] refers and retrieves predefined circuits stored in . 

libraries [ 3] and [4] in order to construct the digital system to be simulated. 

The circuits are only copied from any or both librarios. The correctness of 

wiring up the system is then checked by [1 ] , when the user issues the system 
command BUILD. The Simulation Module [2] , simulates the system which has 
already been checked by BUILD in [1] . As such, [ 2 ] performs simulations 
as an independent module and is related to C1 ] , [ 3 ] and [ 4 ] by processing 
their results. 

The integration of [1], [2] , [ 3 ] and [4] as one workspace (Version 1, Level 
0) reduces the otherwise computing details and routine operations that are 

required of the user when they reside in separate workspaces. On the other 

hand, they are separated (Version 1 Level 1) to overcome memory constraints 

of the active workspace (typically 32Ii bytes) as in the previous level (Level 0). 

However, level 0 is implemented because, for a simple system simulation, it 

is the least costly in terms of overheads and the need of accessing different 

workspaces. Since only basic APL (or APL\360) is used, Level 0 has an 

additional advantage of being a 'portable' package. Level 1, however, takes 

advantage of the "overlay" capability of an extended APL (e.g. XEROX APL, 

1  [] designates a component of SIMLOGS and corresponds to that depicted 
in figure 41. For example, [ 2] designates the "Simulation Module" of 
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Fig. 41 : The Environment of SIMLOGS : 

A Simulator for Logic System 
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APLUM). To facilitate the possibility of handling a large amount of data, 

APL files are used in Level 2 in lieu of workspaces for libraries [ 3] and [4] . 

Signal and report files are also incorporated as interfaces to the other 

subsystems of the "Top-down Design Approach". 

4.3 	APPLICATIONS & FUTURE DEVELOPAvNTS OF SIMLOGS 

4.3.1 	Logic Design Aided by SIMLOGS 

Verification and testing are the two major areas of the logic design process 

in which SIMLOGS can assist the designer in evaluating the preconstructed 

system. Although logic verification is the emphasis in this writing, it is 

fruitful to see the role of verification in the logic design process. The 

realization of a digital system has been obtained as the result of a register 

transfer level (Fig. 2) design or followed by some form of logic minimization. 

Timing (i.e. the finite propagation delays associated with a digital circuit) • 

is the most important consideration to implement boolean functions which 

describe a digital system. By introducing timing, the correctness of an 

expected implementation is assured. When the timing information of individ-

ual elements (e.g. NAND, NOR, EXOR, Flip-Flops, ROM) is provided, SIMLOGS 

can predict the possible existence of critical races, spikes or hazards in the 

overall system. The delays of real logic elements fall within a range of 

values. This is considered by the propagation delay (PDELAY) command in 

SIMLOGS, A circuit module (e.g. decoder, counter) of a commissioned digital 

system is often necessary to be replaced by a spare. This spare component 

may have different delay characteristics due to a manufacturing tolerance. 

This gives rise to the problem of interchangeability. By including delay 

tolerances in the verification, this problem can be reduced. 

One approach of test verifictions is to define diagnostic sequences which will 

intentionally cause partial or total operational failure in a digital system 

(79). The number of these 'fail modes' theoretically approaches infinity. 

In practice, however, under certain situation, the number of failure modes 

can be reduced to a manageable size. This approach then lends itself nicely 
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to the analysis by a simulator such as SIMLOGS. 

Verification and testing often initiate repeated adjustments (or modifications) 

to the original design. This is briefly depicted in figure 42. 

/DESIGN ODJECTIVE  : 

e.g. Operational 

Requirement 

.Fig. 42  : 

A Digital System Design 
using Logic Simulation 
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4.3.2 	SIMLOGS as an Aid to Verify a Digital System Design 

The dual roles of SIMLOGS in the logic design process (fig. 42) are 

verification and testing. The significance of verification is further 

elaborated in figure 43, while testing serves a complementary function in 

the rest of the design process. Verification commences when the designer 

issues the command )LOAD SIMLOGS at the user's console. In response to 

the question WHICH LEVEL? the designer can choose any of the options 

(Level 0, 1 or 2) discussed in section 4.2.3. Library Modules, User 

Defined Modules and Primitives of SIMLOGS in figure 43 correspond to a 

single workspace, or multiple workspaces, or APL files and workspaces as 

discussed in section 4.3.1 and depicted in figure 41. With reference to 

figure 43, the procedures of verification (common to all levels) will be 

discussed. 
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STEP 1 : Symbolic Description of a System 

The structure of the Symbolic Description consists of 1) Identification, 

2) Input terminals declaration, 3) Internal or intra-connections of 

circuit elements (e.g. NAND, NOR, ROM), and 4) Output terminals declarat-

ions. This structure corresponds to the black-box structure of a system 

(or circuit module) being simulated. The general form of Identification (ID) 

is : Z ID X where X,Z 	are respectively input, output terminal numbers 

which are referred to in the system. If ID was the complete system, it is 

explicitly indicated as SYSTEM in lieu of Z ID X. 	Input and Output 

declarations assume the form of : 

INPUTS 	List of terminal numbers> 
OUTPUTS 

While the intra-connection of a circuit element tales the same form as 

Z ID X. Figure 44b indicates the description of the gated J-IC flip-flops 

shown in figure 44a. Command PDELAY specifies the norminal, minimum, 

and maximum propagation delay times (i.e. from 0-to-1 and 1-to-0, or 

respectively PH, PL). The first two numbers following PDELAY 	define 

Fig. 44(a)  

A Gated JK Flip-flop 

C1] 
C2]. 
C3]  
C4]  

7 

V SYSTEM 
INPUTS 1 2 3 4 5 c 7- 
8 9 siK1 10 3 12 6 7 
10 12 Afin  1 2 4 5 r POELAY 1 1 1 1 1 1 
OUTPUTS a 9 

V 

Fig. 44(b) . 

Symbolic Description of 
the Flip-flop in (44a) 
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V SETDATA 

C1) 	XC334-1 CLOCK 1 

[2] 	>E1 271.-2 CLOCK 2 

£3] 	XC4 534-4 CLOCK 4 

C4) 	NL671-10 CLOCK 10 

C53 	XC7-1r-20 CLOCK 20 

V 

Fig. 44(c) : Input Signal 
to the JK Flip—flop 

TERN INALS 
1 4 

7 2 5 	8 	1•:1. ECTIVE 
TINE 

O 0 00 00 0 1 0 	1 
O 0 00 00 1 	1 0 	.2 
O 0 11 00 0 . 1 0 	3 
O 0 11 00 1 	1 0 	4 
O 0 00 11 0 1 0 	5 
O 0 00 11 1 	1 0 	6 
O 0 11 1I 0 1 0 	7 
O 0 11 11 1 	0 1 	8 
O 0 00 00 0 0 1 	9 
O 0 00 00 1 	1 0 	10 
O 1 11 00 0 1 .0 	11 
O 1 11 00 1 1 0 	12 
O 1 00 11 0 1 0 	13 
O 1 00 11 1 1 0 	14 
O 1 11 11 0 1 0 	15 
O 1 11 11 1 1 0 	16 
O 1 00 00 0 1 0 	17 
O 1 00 00 1 	1 0 	18 
O 1 11 00 0 1 0 	19 
O 1 11 00 1 1 0 	20 
1 Q 00 11 0 0 1 '21 
1 0 00 11 1 0 1 	22 
1 0 11 11 0 0 1 	23 
1 0 11 11 1 0 1 	24 
1 0 00 00 0 0 1 	25 
1 0 00 00 1 0 1 	26 
1 0 11 00 0 0 1 	27 
1 0 11 00 1 0 1 	28 
1 0 00 11 0 0 1 	27 
1 0 00 11 1 0 1 	30 
1 1 11 11 0 0 0 	31 
1 1 11 11 1 0 0 	32 

Fig. 44(d) : 

State Table 
(Output of SIMLOGS) 

EFFECTIVE 
TIME 

Fig. 44(e) : 

Timing Diagram 
(An alternative 
output of 
SIMLOGS ) 

Fig. 44 : Description and Simulation of a Gated JK Flip—flop 
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the norminal PI1, PL; the next two for the minimum PI1, PL and the last two 

for the maximum PH, PL. Propagation delay (or timing) is further discussed 

in Step 4. 

STEP 2 : Construct and Check Correctness of Inter-Connection 

The correctness of inter-connections (i.e. consistency in terminal number 

specifications) is checked by entering command BUILD. 	If no error is 

detected, SIMLOGS will report with the message ... SYSTEM CHECKED. READY. 

Interconnection errors are indicated by ** ERRORS IN : followed by a list 

of errors (terminal-module number pairs) detected by the Logic Description 

Module (fig. 41). After the appropriate amendments by the designer, the 

system may be reconstructed by issuing BUILD. 

STEP 3a : Set Initial Conditions and Input Signals 

The initial conditions may be set by the SET command or specified along 

with the input signal using SETDATA. 	Figure 44c shows the input signals to 

the gated J-K Flip Flop; where X defines the input terminals (e.g. X[6)4-+ 
input terminal 6 in the SYSTEM ). The CLOCK command requests for a 

binary ON-OFF signal (e.g. 2 CLOCK 1 specifies a mark/space ratio of 1:2). 

STEP 3b : Run Simulation with Default Printout 

The simulation is started by issuing the ON command. 	SIMLOGS by default,. 

prints out the state table for each of the terminals in the system. 

STEP 4 : Define Transition Time Delays and Timing Evaluation 

Hazards (occuring at any instant of time) in the system are indicated by a * 

at the associated terminal and after the 'Effective Time' column of the state 

table or timing diagram. The designer may then adjust the CLOCK  speed or 

the propagation delays using PDELAY, TIMINGS, SET, HOLD. Nominal propaga-

tion delays are, by default, used in the simulation. Minimum or maximum 

timings for all elements in the SYSTEM may be chosen by command 
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TIMINGS MIN or TIMINGS MAX respectively. Timing values for a 

particular circuit module may be defined by first typing CHOOSE < module 
number > following by SET; HOLD commands. Timing may also be varied at 

random (according to a uniform distribution) by the command RANDOM. 

STEP 5 : Select Simulation Output Options 

Selected terminal may be examined by typing TABLE < a list of terminal 
numbers > before typing ON. 	A timing diagram output, instead of a state 
table, can be obtained by typing WAVE < a list of terminal numbers > 
before entering ON. Figure 44d & figure 44e respectively shows the state 

table and timing diagram of the gated J-K Flip Flop simulation. 

Not every step in the simulation procedure (discussed above) is required to 

be executed. Figure 43 in fact indicates a number of alternatives in using 

SIMLOGS. The macro-description facility of SIMLOGS enables a designer 

to define and to verify a system which may later be'used as a subsystem to 

construct a more complex digital system. Figure 45 shows a synchronous 

counter which employs the gated J-K Flip Flop as one of its components. 

4.3.3 	Future Development of SIMLOGS  

The philosophy and environment of SIMLOGS have been presented. We believe 

that the fundamental requirement of SIMLOGS is to simulate the system 

"faithfully" even in the presence of component faults. It therefore can 

play its important dual roles (verification and testing) in logic system 

design. However, it is only a design tool and therefore user's requirements 

should be considered in the formulation and implementation of the Simulator. 

Since simulation techniques have become an increasingly important design 

tool, further development on SIMLOGS should remain focusing on extending 

the diagnostic facilities in logic verification and in particular, testing. 

With many systems, increased assurance of design correctness before (and 

even during) the manufacturing process begins is an economic necessity. 
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[1]  
[2]  

[3]  
[4]  

[63 
C73 
E0] 

p :? CELL X 
A 

A 	GATED JK FLIP--FLOP 

A 

n REQUIRES: 

(1) 	DUAL 2—INPUT AND GATES 

A 	(2) 	1 	JR]. 	FLIP—FLOPS; 	P =S=0 

A 	OUTPUTS OF 	(0,0) 

n 

GIVES 

[9]  A 	ĪHPUTS: 

[10]  n 	1,2 	(-4 	1 	n 	2= 

C11] n 	4,5 	4-4 4 	n 	5= 	K Fig. 	45(d) 	. 
[12] n 	3 	l-.•►. CLOCK 	INPUT 

1,13] A 	6 	4-4 	SET 	• Description of a Gated 
C 1'1 ] A 	7 	(-4 RESET JK Flip—flop used as a 
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C163 
[173 

A OUTPUTS: 

n 	0 	(-4 	a construct the Decade 
[18] n 	9 	c-4 O 	(COMPLEMENT OF 0) Counter in 	45(a) 
[193 A 

[203 INPUTSt7 
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TERMINALS 	10 	12 

11 13 

0 	0 	0 0 
0 	0 	0 0 
1 	0 	0 0 
1 	0 	0 0 
0 	1 	0 0 
0 	1 	0 0 Fig. 	45(e) 	: 
1 	1 	0 0 
1 	1 	0 0 State Table (Output 
0 	0 	1 
0 	0 	1 

0 
0 

of SIMLOGS) 
1 	0 	1 0 
1 	0 	1 0 
0 	1 	1 0 
0 	1 	1 0 
1 	1 	1 0 
1 	1 	1 0 
0 	0 	0 1 
0 	0 	0 
1 	0 	0 1 
1 	0 	0 1 
0 	0 	0 0 
0 	0 	0 0 

Fig. 45 : Description & Simulation of a 
Synchronous Decade Counter 
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Chapter 5 	STUDIES OF DIGITAL FILTER IMPLEMENTATION 

USING RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS 1  

• Summary 

The residue number systems (RNS) were independently discovered by Garner (86) 

and Svoboda (93) towards the end of the fifties. Since then there has been 

considerable theoretical interest in the application of the RNS to implement 

digital arithmetic processors. The. interest stems from the fact that binary. 

operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication can be performed very 

quickily because of the separability of,operations on each residue digit and 

if redundant residue methods are employed, then error checking and correcting 

structures can be implemented. RNS, however, is essentially an integer number 

system; as such the notion of radix point has no meaning. Consequently there 

are the associated difficulties of implementing operations such as division & 

scaling and sign or magnitude determination. Despite much efforts (81-102) 

in solving these problems, it is not clear that residue number systems offer 

any striking advantages in the implementation of general purpose arithmetic 

units. 

On the other hand, one may reformulate the application of RNS to a particular 

class of problems. Such a class is one consisting mainly of the binary 

operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication with as few as possible 

scaling operations; while explicit sign or magnitude determination is not 

allowed. An example of a digital correlator (97,98) which permitted only 

easy operations while the number range was so large that eliminated the need 

for scaling. For more general digital signal processing problems, however, 

the need for scaling is essential; yet the requirements are not so stringent 

as the general purpose arithmetic units that signal processing applications 

still fall within the special class. 

1 This chapter is based on two reports (15,16) written by this author. 
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This has prompted efforts spent in studying the application of RNS to 

implement digital filters. This chapter is an effort in considering the 

characteristics and algorithms of RNS. The design of special logic networks 

and the use of read—only—memory technology to implement RNS operations are 

respectively presented in appendices 16 and 17. While the fundamentals of 

the RNS are included in appendix 15. The intention of presenting our studies 

of RNS in this manner is to avoid a possible disjoint appearance of the 

chapter. As remarked in chapter one, the emphasis of the research is on a 

systematic approach of implementing digital filters. Therefore within this 

frame work, our studies in this chapter is one aspect of the Top—down design 

approach. 

Notes 

1. Equations are numbered either in decimal numeric or a roman numeric and 

a decimal number; e.g. (4.2) or (1I.2). The former designates equations 

in the text of chapter 15 while the latter references those in appendix 15. 

The roman number refers to the section within the appendix. 

2. Integer numbers enclosed by brackets designate literature in the reference 

section of this thesis. 
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5.1 	INTRODUCTION TO RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS (RNS) 

In any arithmetic operation, there implicitly assumes 

two concepts: the quantities being operated upon and the rules 

according to which the quantities are being manipulated. Mathe-

matically, we speak of the representation of the numbers and 

the structure of the number system. By"structure"we mean the set 

of rules or algorithms that can be used to yield the representa-

tion of any number of interest in the system defined. The 

familiar examples are the decimal number system and the binary  

number system and the structure of each consists of addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division. Although these two 

systems are different in form (i.e. the representation of the 

numbers) yet they have identical characteristic; more precisely, 

they. are both weighted (or positional or polyadic) number systems. 

Contrast to them, there exist other systems; namely the mixed-

radix number system (XRNS) and the residue number system (RNS). 

Residue number system is the main interest of this 

chapter; but we can have better insight of RNS if we first briefly 

review the characteristics of other number systems. This chapter 

is compiled from references 81 through 102. 

5.1.1 	The weighted and the mixed-radix number systems 

A weighted number system is one in which there exists 

a. set of weights Ri  such that any number X, in the system, can 

be expressed as, 

x = E Az -R.Z, 

where 04: Ai< Ri 1 and Ai  are known as the digits  while Ri  
are also known as radices or bases of the system under considera-

tion. Two immediate comments of (1.1) are: (1) X has been 

assumed to be an integer and (2) the system is infinite which 

means X can be represented with any desired accuracy. In 



practical computation, the finite (or truncated) integer system 

is assumed, so that (1.1) is modified to: 

A 

X = AZRZ 
4=4 

(l.la) 

where n is the maximum number of digits allowed to represent 

X. In terms of machine usage, n denotes the word-length of the 

machine. Rational numbers (such as 0.5 in the decimal number 

system) are represented by introducing a radix-point to the 

system. If the value of Ri  are successive powers of the same 

number then the system is said to be fixed-base or fixed radix; 

so that (1.1) modifies to, 

X = , i Ai R ; 	R°= I 	 (l.lb) 
y=1 

In equation (1.1) through (l.lb), positive integers are assumed. 

We shall discuss the representation of negative numbers or 

signed-number representation in section 5.3. 

When the weights are not powers of the same radix but 

the product of a selected set of numbers, the system is called 

mixed-radix number system. In this system corresponding to 

equation (1.1b), we have 
TA 

x = Pn (r, R2)  + ... +PT R,Rz +P.:RI+Pi 	(1.2) 

where Ri are the radices and Pi  are the mixed-radix digits  

and are bounded by 0<< Pi< Ri. A more comprehensive discussion 

of this system appears in appendix 15 (section II). 

5.1.2 	The residue number system (81-102) 

The residue number system is based on the concept of 

linear congruence in a branch of mathematics called the theory  

of numbers. (77-80)  An integer x is represented by,. 

where 
X = m Cmj + (x(m 
p . (x(t,t  < l- I (1.3) 

m is a positive integer called the modulus,  {►X] denotes the 
largest integer less than or equal to rx— and (xlm, represents 
the least positive-residue of x_ modulo m. lx1,„, is termed the 

residue of x with respect to modulus m. In Congruence notation, 

(1.3) is expressed as: 

1)41,1  a x (mocl m) 	(1.4) 
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If we now define an n-tuple of moduli Se = (ml, m2,  ... ,  mn) • 

A (m2 	 with with a corresponding ordered n-tuple of residues 
ri 

Ixlm, Ixlmx + 	• , Ixl„i„_ (Ix4m02_1 	to represent x, then the 

n-tuple of residues constitutes a residue code of X.. The 

representation is unique (theorem 1.2; appendix 15). Therefore, 

we have a number system, called the RNS, which can uniquely 

represent a range of integers as in the weighted number systems; 

provided, 
n 

SZ (1) J? - Onj , 
where mi  are pairwise relatively prime; 

(2) 0 S I x1,42  < mi  - 1; 	 (1.5) 

(3) 04x 4 M - 1 
where M = [ Jn 

Concepts in this sub-section, together with other fundamentals 

of RNS, are reviewed in appendix 15 (section I). 	In section 

5.2 we shall discuss the structure or the basic arithmetic of 

the RNS. To conclude section 5.1, we shall review the advantages 

and disadvantages which are consequences of the number represents, 

tions inherent in the number systems. 

5.1.3 	Characteristics of the number systems considered (81-102) 

For a given range of numbers, all number systems have 

unique number representations. The systems can be non-redundant  

or redundant. A non-redundant system is one in which every 

combination of the . Ai  digits (or the 1X1,4,, residues) represents 

a number and no two different sets of digits (or residues) 

correspond to the same number. In a redundant system, there are 

fewer numbers than the combination of digits (or residues). 

The mixed-radix number system (XRNS) is essentially a 

weighted number system; hence possessing all the characteristic 

of the latter. Consequently the XRNS can be used as an inter-

mediate system during the conversions between fixed-base number 

system and the RNS. Fixed-base number system can be considered 

as a special case of the XRNS (see appendix 15). 	The important 
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advantages of weighted number systems are:- 

(1) Ease of relative-magnitude comparision of two 

numbers; 

(2) Multiplication and division of a base can be achieved 

by shifting the digits in the storage; correspond to 

moving the radix point in a pencil-paper method; 

(3) Extension of number range is easily realised by 

adding more digit positions; 

(4) The logic required for performing addition is 

essentially identical for all digit positions; 

(5) Overflow detection is easily implemented; 

The main disadvantage, inherent in the number system is the 

interdependence of the digits. This implies that a truely 

parallel arithmetic operation is not feasible; because the 

carry-propagation from the least-significant digit to the most-

significant digit must be allowed for. Hence there is a funda-

mental limitation of the speed of arithmetic.. 

To overcome this speed-limitation, we can employ (1) 

special circuitry to reduce carry-propagation time or (2) a 

number system with special carry characteristics. 

A system with special carry characteristics is the 

RNS. As could be observed in section 5.1.2, the RNS is inherently 

carry-free; that is, each digit of the result is a function of 

only one digit from'each operand (section 5.2), 	hence inde- 

pendent of all the other digits for addition, subtraction and 

multiplication. These arithmetic operations can be implemented 

using combinational logic. 

The RNS, however, is an integer number system; conse-

quently, rational number representation and operations are more 

involved. We shall discuss this in sections 5.3 and 5.4. RNS 

does not have all the inherent advantages of the weighted number 

systems; hence it is more suitable for applications which require 

less frequent use of the stated operations (i.e. the inherent 

advantages of the weighted number system). It is this special 

application of RNS which prompted the study in this research. 



(ml , m2 , ..., 
let X and Y be bounded by 0 X,Y4 M-1, then I X+YI M i s 

given by 

X 4 	I xlmi 	, 	14,,• • •  9 	I x l,nn 	I 
Y 	I ! lih, 	' 	I YI11 .. 	7 	04 • r 	I Ylmn 	} 

I X + Y IM 	I Ixlmtlyhn,L, 	Ilx1,4t ~Ylm~lm 	... 	Xim„t IYImnlmn 

Theorem 2.1: For an RNS having moduli 
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5.2 BASIC ARITHMETIC IN RNS 

In appendix 15 (section I), the fundamentals of RNS 

were reviewed: attention was focussed on the algebra of residue 

and the manipulation of individual. residue digits. In this section 

we shall consider the basic arithmetic performed on groups of 

residue digits representing a residue number. As stated in section 

5.1, RNS is more suited for addition, subtraction and multiplication. 

Division is more involved but simplier for special cases. For 

special applications, such as digital filtering, division in its 

general form maybe avoided hence its complexity is not a great impediment. 

5.2.1 Addition and subtraction in RNS 

(2.1) 

The result is unique if bounded by O.IX+YI M 4M-1. 

Proof: By definition of residue, 

~ XtyI~,H [IxtYlm, , IXt)1 11712,, 	IxfY lmn 

From equation (1.19), 

Xty IM H jJIxImiiMmif,   5 JIklnkf Ii~Imzlm 5 "'

which is identical to equation (2.1). The uniqueness of IXfYlm 

follows directly from theorem (I.2); this completes the proof. 

This theorem shows that addition and subtraction of 

the residue code is isomorphic to addition and subtraction in 

the weighted number system. 



5.2.2 Multiplication in RNS 

Theorem 2.2: Let X,Y be bounded by 04 X,Y< M-1 in a 

RNS of moduli (mi , ma, ..., mn), then I)•YIM is given by 

N 	e-~ 	{ 	IKIN 	, 	IXImz 	, .. , y 

Y t. { IYIM, s 	IYITM: + 	, 1YIm,, 

IX•Y 	'*4' t Il)(l,,,-iVb,,),,, 	IIxl*x• I ylmzl,„z 	... , IIxI„„•IyIM„I,„n~ 
(2.2) 

if OS IX.YI M ~ M-1 then IX.Y1 M is unique. 

Proof : By the definition of residue, 

IX•YIM `a j I x•71,11, 5 IX•YIl,; 	, iX•Y lmn~ 
Using equation CI.20), 

I x-y 	`r'' 	II)dmi•IYImtIi,t, 	1Ikl„.IYImkIm, 5 	I IXlntn• I YIrn„i»tni 

which is identical to equation (2.2). The uniqueness within the 

interval [0, M-1) follows from theorem (I.2). 

Hence multiplication in RNS is also isomorphic to that 

in the weighted number system. 

5.2.2 Division in the RNS 

Division in the RNS can be classified into:- 

(A) Division Remainder Zero: the dividend is an integer multiple 

of the divisor which is relatively prime to M. 

(B) Scaling: is the division of an arbitrary dividend by any 

factor of M which is a product of the moduli mi; only products 

of the first power of the moduli are permissible. 

(C) General Division: division of an arbitrary integer by an 

arbitrary divisor. 

Items (A) and (B) are special cases with restrictive 

applicability, however the associated algorithms are simplier 

than (C). As "division” is not a basic operation in digital 

filtering, we shall not consider the general case (i.e.item C). 

Scaling is to be discussed in 5.3.2. 
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Division remainder zero  

Subtraction can be performed by adding the "additive 

inverse"; likewise, division can be realised by multiplication 

of the "multiplicative inverse". 

Theorem 2.3: Division by multiplicative inverse  

I Y I mL 	N •x lfly 
for all mi, if and only if Y divides X (i.e. with no remainder 

or a \b) and (Y,m1) = 1. 

(equation 2.3) 

Proof: Assume (Y,mi)=1 and Y\X, then ~) is an integer 

and represented by: 

I 4-L - -~ 	IYIm, ° IYI 	... 	1-1/11771,31-1/11771,3  

1Y 111 1'4 	'Yin, 9 jYI»,z). ... 5 1YIMn also 

Computing WY) in residue codes, 

I("Y) 
IM 	

IY1m, L' mt Ir,z  ... 

1 (—y ' y)/M = I x ik;, 
But, 

I r4-Im,* I Yim.'Inn 

therefore .L
F-L IY rn L1=  Ixlm. 

4 

By theorem I.3, the uniqueness of multiplicative inverse, 

I X 
I

).f..x  Irn~ 

which proves the theorem. 

MN If Y does not divide X (i.e. Y k X), I y L 

not defined, consequently, 

I 	I,91~ * 	I 

-x  
Hence division in RNS, under the stated conditions, is 

also isomorphic to that in the weighted number system. Notice 

that the restriction (i.e. Y\ X) is inherent for an integer 

number system and thesame applies to a.finite-integerweighted 

number system. In the next section we shall discuss the operations 

of rational number and is followed by a discussion of fractional 

multiplication in section 5.4. 
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5.3 GENERAL COMMENTS ON RATIONAL NUMBER OPERATIONS IN RNS 

In section 5.1, we saw that RNS was an integer number 

system consequently multiplicative inverses were not defined 

(section 5..2). 	The problem can be reduced by using 

scaling to represent fractional quantities. It should be noted 

that, even with scaling, the operands in ENS must be integers 

and the results of the arithmetic must be expressible as integers. 

This maintains the advantage of computational speed of RNS but 

results two inherent disadvantage consequences: (1) quotients 

must generally be rounded to the closest integer value and 

(2) in most computations, the absolute value of the result will 

be larger than the input values used for calculations. 

The latter fact is particularly important; the computer 

is required to have a number range significantly larger than that 

of the input information to keep the arithmetic result within 

range of the machine. For this reason, the concept and techniques 

of base-extension is required. Base-extension• is discussed fully 

in appendix 15. We shall see how these techniques are used in 

Fractional multiplication in section 5.4. 

Thus far in the discussion, we have implicitly assumed 

positive integer operations; purposely so, to simplify presenta-

tion. In section 5.3.1 we shall discuss sign representation; but 

in subsequent discussion, without lost of generality, we shall 

revert to the positive number representation for brevity. 

5.3.1 Sign representation  

There are, in general, two approaches to represent 

signed-numbers in RNS, 

(1) Explicit sign representation (sign and magnitude), 

& (2) Implicit sign representaion (complement). 

Explicit sign representation: defines the situation where 

information apart from the number itself is used to denote the 

sign. This corresponds to using a "sign" and "magnitude" to 

denote a number in the weighted number system. 
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Implicit sign representation: this includes the sign as part of 

the number itself; corresponding to the "radix" and "radix-minus-

one" complements in the weighted number system. Under this 

scheme, a number X within range, 

0 < X 	M - 1 
rm 

may be partitioned into two parts; viz. (0, 11-0  and L `z s N1-1) 

so that positive numbers are assigned to the first interval while 

negative numbers to the second interval. 

5.3.2 Scaling 

In the weighted number system, scaling up (or down) 

is to multiply (or divide) by a power of the radix. These 

operations are implemented by shifting (right. or left) the 

operand and are fast and economical operations. In residue 

arithmetic; multiplication is a simple operation, consequently. 

scaling up presents little or no problem. Division by a pre-

determined set of constants is faster than by an arbitrary 

divisor (sec. 5.2.3); 	in particular, when the constant set is 

the product of any moduli which comprise the total range M. This 

restricted operation of division is generally referred to as 

scaling (or scaling down) and the operation time is essentially 

one mixed-radix conversion or one macrocoefficient extraction 

time. Scaling by mixed-radix conversion and by macrocoefficient 

extraction will be considered individually. 

The scaling problem:  

From equation (1.3), division may be defined by: 

x = Ey9 y t  IxI Y 
where X is the dividend, Y is the divisor, 	the integer 

of X over Y and IXIy is the least positive integer remainder. 

Scaling is the process to find [y)  given Y being a product 

of the first powers of the moduli. Rewriting the equation, 

	

IXl 	X - IxIY 

	

Y) 	y 
(3.1) 



so that in residue representations, 
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r x ] H .1.21-7.2.-Y-1 	I x _IXIyI , 	, 
l Y J 	y 	'"• 	y 	m~ 

X - Ixly 	
• 	

(3.2) 
"' 	'mil 

 

 

 

A. Scaling 

Comparing equations (3.1), (3.2) with the tabulation 

or matrix (equation I1.17) in appendix 15, we observe that the 

scaling algorithm consists of two parts, viz. division remainder 

zero and extension of base using mixed-radix conversion. We 

shall illustrate this by two numerical examples. 

(1) Scaling by a single modulus  

Given moduli m1= 2, m2=3, m3=5 and m4=7; also 

X 4-1.11,214,3)4-> 59. Scale X by Y = m3 = 5. 

Procedure : (i.e. we are required to find [5] ) 

1) Division remainder zero: 

(i) Determine the residue representation of the number 

which is divisible by Y and is closest to X without exceeding 

X, i.e. X - IX1y. Since IXIy =1x1m = 1X15 and is given, 

therefore, 	 i 
1X 1- ; ~ X Im3 = 4 

and the corresponding residue code is 10,1,4,41 

X-IXIy = X-IxL3 H €I►z,4,3}-{0,L4,41 = 11,I,0,61 	(3.3) 

(ii) Divide by ('NMior multiply by 1 r I
t+ 
mi : Division is 

possible if we temporarily ignore digit in position 1 n;, . Therefore, 

yl,,,. =151,,,. = I 
5 

' 	
I 
	+4 	1,2, -,3} 

ti 	v 	tz 

I X -IXIy Imo = I —I 	1 
X 	Xlylfiy 	

Y Im: (3.4) 

   

IX- lx1m3 l 
my. 	I m~ m.; 11,1,-,6J' {1,z,-,3 

  

OR, 

   

   



The original range for the full set of moduli was [0, M- jTJ 

Since 04 X 11-1 , therefore o < [y J: y -1 . Hence, 

0 < (V 	-Nyy IN: = 

where 	ml  = Y 

Y -1 (3.5) 

hence the residue representation is unique. To find the digit 

corresponding to mj  = Y we use the base-extension conversion 

described in appendix 15 (section IV.2.1; particularly numerical 

example therein.). 

2) 	Base-extension 

mx  ms 74 m, 
Z 3 5 7 

X-IXI5 
lint int 	 I) 2 o 4 

SvOrOcr j 1 1 I 

InaLrroLy By I-5, I i 

  

0 1 4 3 
z 3 4  

Z S 
2..

. 
 z z 

0 0 3 
2 s  
0 j) 
t 	1  

'14) O 

Sunrn»cT 2. 

  

i 
Mummy tar F ----3-1,z 

  

Si5rR9c7 t 

  

   

let the digit corresponding to m. =Y  after conversion be Z(Y). 

As in numerical example of section IV,2.l (appendix IV), 

   

N-I •Z(Y) 
I

(Y) where r1 = M 

y   

 

   

I [ ] Is= I K Is X 
1- I5 

I4x4 1 5  = 

The residue representation of the scaled value is thus, 

t i ,z ,1, 4  } 
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(2) Scaling by serveral moduli  

Let the scaling factor Y be a product of two moduli; 

P=m1m2, say. The scaling procedureis similar to (1): [m,l is 

first computed, followed by Lm imii 	and the digits corresponding 

to moduli ml, m2 positions are then obtained using base-extension 

conversion --- yielding the rounded-down scaled value. Note that 

the order of moduli in [r21-ki 	or 	Yn,mx • • • m„_, 	 ] 	in general, 

is arbitrary hence order of division by moduli is also arbitrary. 

Problem: Given moduli m1=2, m2=3, m3=5, m4=7; X 1,2,4,5 ; 

and scaling factor Y=m2m3 = 3 x 5= 15. Find r x 
ll  

1, Y~'Izm3 	[÷".5 j' 	 J • 

The solution is tabulated below. 

EXPLANATION 	R53mvEOPERAMNS N4 'Mix 1113 mt 
z 3 5 7. 

,Es,vr 4-, 44%1MM 

	

/v OATAIN 	 OF X 	 t 	' 	4- 	S 
` r x ] _  X — IXImx 	 Susloor 1g13 	0 	2. 	z 	2. 

	

mz i'►z 	 1 0 .z. 3 
i - Az 5 

To UBTA/N 	 1 	— 	4- ` 	1 

	

i P'3J 
- 5( via, 	x1~3J 	 1 	— 	0 	4 

1 — — 3  
1i') 0 0 5 

BASE ExTENsroN 7 087,9/K 	30ST/?AAT I 	1 	1 	1 	1  

1)1417.5 Co+ccsamowq To 	 0 	2 	4 	4 
m 	M 	 inv nity 13r if Imm. 	2. 	3 	4 z 3 

I 	2. 	;44' 
z 2. Z  
z 0 0 

3 = 	TEN 

I1 I3'I313~ 1513'I73~1~ i3 

;•e• IIi4I3.I513+ 2 

+113.1513-213 = 0 

13 = 0 

OIL Il3 lfl3 t.z. 13 

S,I~ IAAR~r 	11415.1 ā 15 + 0 1 5 = 0 

0 	G,v„rq 1 313 = z 

OR. II*l 1 + 0 I = 0 GIV,NG 1 5 15 = D 

X 1 is: Therefore the residue representation of 

[--11 H 1,z,0,s- 

 

7lluLTioLy 8y I*l 3 TM. 

1 !_ x-1~i~~ 	 0 	- 	4 	4 Sus/aFcT I XIS 

?'7QLTrPly ay I 1
-  
tIN 

SuUiizo r v 

L87 
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Observations ( on the two examples): 

1) Excluding the time required for solving the equations for z, 

the algorithm requires N subtractions and N multiplications. 

2) Irrespective. of the scaling factor being one modulus or 

product of several moduli, the same number of operations 

(stated in 1) is required. 

3) Scaling factor (Y) can only be product of first power of 

moduli. 

4) Scaling by a higher power of a modulus can only be obtained 

indirectly through repeated scaling operations. 

B. .Scaling using macrocoefficient extraction 

Scaling using macrocoefficient extraction assumes 

knowledge of "macrocoefficient extraction" and "base-extension" 

discussed respectively in section I1I.3.4 (appendix 15) and 

IV.2,2.2 (appendix 15; IV). We shall briefly consider below 

scaling by : (1) one modulus, (2) two moduli and (3) three 

moduli in au RRNS containing four non-redundant moduli. 

(1) Scaling by one modulus  

Recall equations (3.1) and (3.2) 

[4.9  _  x — IxIY  
 y 

and 

~y ~~ 
I  x_

IxIY I~, 
Ix y~dy1 z 	I  x -XlyL} 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Here Y=m 	(where j=1 or 2, or etc.). With reference to 

equation 1I.17 of appendix 15, perform the first two steps of 

the mixed-radix conversion process. The remaining residues of 

the scaled quantity are then obtained by the Three Residue Base 

extension (3BR-E) algorithm discussed in section IV.2.2.2. of 

appendix ,15. 
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(2) Scaling by two moduli  

In appendix 15, (section III.1), we defined macrocoeffi-

cient for the (K, K-1, K+a) ERNS's. Part of equation IV.2 is 

repeated here for convenience. 

= [;.4.]   = [ '►►1, )n J 

x 11- [1.,:n4]  X 	K-I     

rx = L K+a l - ` mM6 

(3.7) 

These macrocoefficients are the scaled values of X by two moduli 

and the problem of scaling is thus a problem of macrocoefficient 

extraction. Methods of finding complete residue representations 

of (3.7) were discussed in section I11.3.4 entitled "macrocoeffi-

cient extraction algorithms" (appendix 15). 

(3) Scaling by three moduli  

We shall illustrate this by an example; suppose we 

require C m, m~ 
x 
mg. From equations (II.16) and (III.20) of 

appendices II and III respectively, we have 

I~ 
 x 

m3, 	= 	m 013 1M4 
c 
	I  

 I k!D4-
3 1

I 
'"4 	

(3..8) 
m 4 

Since 0 4 X 4 m,mzm3774- j and 0 4 I XIm4 < m4- I 	, therefore 
x
: 	

~I 0 : [ miYnM3 JT14 4 7'24' j 
and 	

X 
I uniquely represent 

r 
X 	

1 
. Hence we only rt~ms%~j 	 Y41 

required to compute 

r x l 	e 
n 	

>C  
L ~~mz'M~ Jm4,m~ - 	7n,0l31 4 

where j =1, 2, 3, 5, 6. 

Equation (3.9) can obtained using combinational logic. 

ma 
(3.9) 

This concludes our discussion of scaling. 
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6.4 FRACTIONAL MULTIPLICATION (89,90, 3-96,100-102) 

Fractional arithmetic was first proposed by Svoboda 

( 93 - 96 ); the concept of rational system of residue classes  

(RSRC) was introduced. 	In these classes., fractions could be 

defined and arithmetic performed. 

Fractional addition /subtraction corresponds to adding/ 

subtracting numbers of the same scaling factor. The addition/sub-

traction is thus identical to that for integers as discussed in 

section 5.2 of this chapter. In this section we shall discuss 

fractional multiplication which is more involved than the operation 

depicted by equation (2.2). Like base-extension and scaling, there 

are two approaches for fractional multiplication; viz. algorithms 

using mixed-radix conversion(93-96) and those using macrocoefficient 

extraction.(89,90,100-102) "Simple algorithm" for fractional 

multiplication was discussed in references 81 and 91; but this 

algorithm could result undefine representations. Therefore it is 

not discussed herein. Unless stated. to the contrary, algorithms 

which we shall discuss are applicable to both the non-redundant 

residue number system (N-RNS) and the redundant residue number 

system (RRNS). Before discussing the algorithms, we shall first 

review the notions of (1) rational number representation and 

(2) technique of systematic error correction and rounding off. 

5.4.1 Rational number representation 

Fractions in the RSRC can be defined by, 

X ° X M 
where integer X is bounded by, 

0; X 4 M- 1 

and 	71 M= TT m~ 

The residue representation of integer X and fraction x are, 

xH/ IX1M,PjXlm; 	, I X Imn / 

(4.1) 
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Hence x in the RSRC and X in the RNS are represented by n 

residue digits and therefore are of the same order of magnitude. 

Illustrating this by an example, let X=3799 and the RNS (or RSRC) 

consists of moduli A"' (3 4 5 7 11), so that M=3.4.5.7.11=4620. 
Residue representations of X and x are, 

X = 379'4 	(J 3.4.54 )  
_ 3749 __ 	1 34 54 4620 

Condition for accurate representation  

Since 04 X : 11-1 , therefore x is bounded by 

0<x° M < 
	

(4.4) 

As the number of residue digits is finite, x is in fact approximated 

by x' = B and X' is defined if we can find 

X=x'M =B'M 	(4.5) 

and this is only possible iff 

A.M F. 0 (mod B) 	(4.6) 

5.4.2 Systematic error correction and rounding off 

Rounding off in the RSRC means appFoximating x by xt. 

For clarity of presentation, we shall write xi  for Ndy,iand x' 
for lX'k in this section. For 

a fraction x, is given by 

x 
A 

Mt 
H / X, X..  , • • , Xn Xntl , • .. , Xntit / 

can be approximated by 

x' M, 	Xnti ' X72 f4 	 • , X n t7i / 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where integer X' is expressed in relation to the reduced base M' 
given by 

M H C Mu/ matt ' ' ' m ntk 

The original base M+  is therefore reduced to M', so that 

M+ 

M 4+ On, mz •. • • in n 

and 

where 



Therefore by rounding-off we reduce the number of residue digits 

expressing the fraction x; analogous to rounding in the weighted 

number system. To avoid systematic error in rounding, we can 

apply a correction C defined by, 

(i) for M even, 

(ii) for M odd, 

C = M 

c = 	(M-1) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
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With this correction, we can define, 

X + = X + C 

and the residue representation of it is, 

x+t ( X1 . "%.2., ..., xri > x71+1 > ... , xn+ft. 
By reducing the base, we have 

X+ (mod M) H ( x; , x+, ... Xr++ 

OS 	- I 	, hence 

For this to be expressed in the original system defined by equation 

(4.7), additional digits such as 

x71+1 > x n+z > ... 	X n+t 

must be computed, so that X+(mod M) in t 	is 

given by, 

X+(rnodM) H (xi,x+, ... > x71  

Now, integer T. X+- 
Z X+(mod.M) 	is divisible by M and T has the 

form, 	
+ T Fs ( 0 o .. , 0 .c.nt, ' tn+z , ... , tntk 

(4.19) 
n 24-Ws 

where 

ttti, ' X ns+ - X n+ti (7'161- 	 (4.20) 

and M has the form, 

M 	( 	~ Ant, , Antz , • • • ..Onrl, ) 	 (4.21) .  
h zegos 

where ,Dn+.,, • are different from zero. This gives, 

i X = 	H xnti Xn+.t ~ (4.22) 

and finally, 

x' = M, ~ / xn+~ ' z41..z' .. • X;,f~ 	 (4.23) 

The error of approximation or rounding off is given by 

x -x' I < 	 (4.24 ) M+ < L.  

To conclude, let us illustrate rounding-off with systematic error- 

correction by a numerical example. 



Numerical example  

Given 	M* 4--). (3 4 5 7 11) we wish to round off 

by suppressing m1=3, m2=4, and m3=5. 

From data, 
M 	= 	3.4.5.7.11 
M 	= 	3.4.5 
M' 	= 	7.11 

kxPeAgAnoivs 

= 4620 
= 60 
= 77 

m, 
3 

mx 
4 

7223 	m4 
S 	7 

ins 
ii 

X 	3 749 x _ /1 

(1 

(o 
(r 

	

( 	i 

	

( 	r 

	

( 	0 

	

( 	0 

3 

3 

z 
! 
r 
r 

0 

0 

4 
4 

0 
4 
4) 
4 

0 
0 

( 

5 
5 

2 
0 

0 

0 
4 

0 

0 

4/ 
.4)  

8 ) 
) 

.5)  

7)  
£) 

8)  

$) 

	

M* 	46zo 
X 

CoRgEC7o,v C. = z r = 30 
x*=x+c 
x+ Cmac M) = 49 

X+(mod.ri) extended to M' 

T = Xi' - Z X*(modN)7 

M - 60 

X 1 = s M 
rteWoRS 	= 	X I  x' 

M 

5.4.3 Fractional multiplication using mixed-radix conversion 17-20 

A. 	The basic concept  

Using equation (4.1), two fractions x and y can be 

represented by, 

x = = 	/+X~r,,~, Ix~,,,x , .. , IXlvtn. / < 1 	 (4.25) M 

	

 IYIm / < 1 	 (4.26) 

The product z = x.y is given by 

x• 

x • _ 
	

— 	< 
Mz 	M 
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By equation (4.1), 

= M 	/ 	 tki nz, ... ('Im.,,,,/< 1 	(4.27) 

Therefore z can be computed if we first find 

z - ) Y 	 (4.28) 
M 

That is the fractional product, x.y, is given by computing the 

integer multiplication of integers X and Y and dividing the integer 

product by the range M. To avoid temporary overflow during the inter-

mediate computation, we require to insert a temporary (or "redundant") 

range to account for the "double word length" resulting in multiplying 

X by Y. The range is then reduced to the "single length M" after 

division of X.Y by M. The added range must therefore be at least of 

length M. To prevent a systematic error in the procedure we can 

include correction C as defined by equations (4.13) and (4.14). 

This is the basic concept behind the algorithm using 

mixed-radix conversion. We shall examine the algorithm in greater 

detail and conclude section 5.4.3 with an outline of the whole 

algorithm. 

B. 	Details of the algorithm 

RRNS is assumed in the discussion; algorithm for the 

N-RNS can be obtained from that of the RRNS by discarding calculations 

for the redundant moduli mc. Notice that me  is not to be confused 

with the tejrary redundant moduli m.; the former redundancy is for 

error correction or detection applications (100 - 102) while the 

latter is for preventing intermediate overflow during multiplication. 

Using equation (1.3), equation (4.28) becomes: 

)221_m 	[.*) +  X'Ylm  

By neglecting the last term, we approximate Z to, 

The maximum error involved is 

( IX•YIM) 	M  
Amax= ax \ M max' M 1 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 
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The problem now remains is to compute a complete residue sequence 

for equation (4.30). Let us define, 

(i) redundant moduli me 	c = ttr, nta, • • • , nth, 

& (ii) temporary redundant 
moduli ms 

so that the new redundant number system consists of, 

moduli m~ 	L. 1, z, •••, n.,i 71+/, ••• , 71.+12. , 	I , -••, nts 
with, ma . a = I )2,   • • , , n , nf r, —• , n+1L 

mc 	c = 	 rtf 1, 	, 'h.+n. 
and 	mc, . c'= 	 711(, • - • , n+A , 7t+1L+l , - • , n+S 

All moduli are understood to be pairwise relatively prime. The 

algorithm of the fractional multiplication is thus: 

(1) Compute sequences (IXImS) and (I YIms)  
Sequences (IXIms) and (iyl,►,S) may be computed with 

(tXImj) and (i'Im.,) as inputs to a base-extension algorithm, 

discussed in section IV.2.1 of appendix 15. Subscripts i and s 

respectively denote 1,2, ..., n and n+r+l, ..., n+s. 

(2) Procedure of computing L M J modulo Ma,; a=1,2,...,n+r  

Let W=X.Y then by equation (I.3) we have 

1/4=1W1M 	N1 [FT] 

Taking residue of modulo 

I' M + M [ (4.33) 

n 
M = TT17n1 

Since moduli are pairwise relatively prime, therefore IMAM exist 

and are unique. With notation depicted by equation (I.6) we have 

(Ir•~)M (  , = I W I M mC-. Rearranging equation (4.33), 

8 = 7tt414J , 11. +1L+2 , • • • , 72tS 

(4.32) 

MCI , 

where 

= 	I W Ii~ - I WI 
11,° L M,rn~ ~MJ 

w i 
m~, 	 Ni 

    

   

(4.34) 

  

7nc' 

   

Interpretation of equation (4.34): 

1) IY4I, ,- IX-y (7a, can be computed by integer multiplication. 

2) Since mi is a factor of M, by the Composite Modulus 

Theorem (I.25), therefore I h/ IM,m' I WIry„2, 	and residue 
sequence ( hn1f m1) i=I,z,•••,n uniquely represents 141. 



Mixed-radix conversion  

	>• F/QACT,oNRd NOLn L,cAY'ON 

1/5,Nq 70(ED - iPRIVK 

	 CONVENSION 

Hencelvd mo,e can be computed using base-extension (discussed 

in appendix 15, section IV.2.1) from the sequence jjI Wlm n 

3) Multiplicative inverses 	exist and are unique. 

Therefore we can compute n equation (4.34). 
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(3) Compute C [4].:,)Z_ 

   

r l 	
(NiWith L MJmt known, we can compute `  

extension algorithm. 

n 

by base- 

(4) Finally, we can obtain 
( r 1 	

nth. 
by discarding digits 

corresponding to moduli n+r+l, ..., n+s. (i.e. moduli ms). 

The approach offers a means of detecting multiplicative 

overflow because if [MJ = 0 , then 0: X 	M-1 and therefore no 

overflow has occured. This is an advantage over those algorithms 

of the next section. To conclude this section we shall outline the 

algorithm of fractional multiplication using mixed-radix conversion. 

C. 	Outline of Fractional multiplication algorithm using 

• 

	 IX J fna) ) M  
,n+). 

Procedure: 

1) Compute sequence 0,60 , Ylms  ) ; s= 

With (Ix11,0 , (tYl.m2) ; 1=1,2, ..., n as inputs to 

base -extension algorithm (see section IV.2.1) compute 

and 

2) Compute 1 X•Y Ifi, ; £ = 1, 2, ..., n+s  

Use integer multiplication compute IX•Yhm&.  

3) Compute (Ix•'iM, me  ) c'= n+1, ..., n+r 

Use (1X-Y1-01z) ; i=1,2,...,n as input to base-
extension algorithm, compute ( t X-y I M,mc, ) . 
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4) Compute [ Mime 	; c' = n+1, ..., n+r  

Use 1X'Yl, , and IX•YIMoe, computed respectively in steps 

2 and 3 and formula (4.34) compute 

P-Lti M 
ync~ 	 M 

5) Compute 	[]m,,  ; i=1,2, ... , n 

Use [ 7], just calculated in step 4 as inputs to 
base-extension algorithm, compute C M m4. 

6) Obtain [1:11  JMa. 	; a=1,2, ..., n+r  

IxM-y 1 mQ + 	=1,2, ... , n+s is formed from (  ix-yl   
M J,n,obtained respectively in steps 5 and 4. Discarding 

Mix , s = n+nil, ..., n+s in 
[2(-11M.bn 

we therefore have 

as required. 	EXIT of algorithm. 

5.4.4 Fractional Multiplication using Macrocoefficient Extraction 

(references: 89,90,100-102) 

Fractional multiplication algorithms using macro-

coefficient extractions were proposed and developed at Honeywell 

by Hastings, Vessey, Moore(89) and Watson.(100) Two algorithms will be 
discussed; these we shall call algorithm one and  algorithm two. 

Algorithm two time-shares the available hardwares more efficiently 

and therefore reduces the computation time and the hardwares 

required. However, the algorithm has a larger possible error than 

algorithm one. 

The (K, K-1, K+a) RRNS is assumed; where M=K(K-1), 

and 0 X,Y 4 M-1. Unlike the algorithm based on mixed-radix 

conversion, temporary redundant moduli (to account for inter-

mediate temporary multiplication overflow) is provided by the 

redundant moduli of (K+a). For hardware economy, auis chosen to 

be a=1 (reference 90). 
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A. 	Algorithm One  

With reference to section 1II.2 of appendix 15, for 
integers X and Y we can define macrocoefficients, 

PCIK 

where 
O Ōx,c~ 	K-1 
o $.21'x, Zs/ 	K —.2 

so that X and Y can be expressed as, 

(4.35) 

 

X - k ō'x + 
Y = K Zf + czj } (4.35a) 

Therefore, 
x - y = K 2 Ōx ?lg. + K Zfx cfd + K ry Sx + crx Sd 

Adding and subtracting K "6xōy , 

x.y = (K2 -K)'Zfx/4 + Klix*if + k r/ jtc, + K2iX Sid + cYxs3 

Dividing by M=K(K-1), 

.1 , x-*y = Tx 	+ 7jz ~y +K f 	+ Sxā~ + 	 (4.36) 

From equations (4.35a) we can express an integer W as, 
W) — f  ~,1 	+  IvJIK-I 	+ . cw 

Using this, we can express equation (4.36) as, 

X- y = ~x ~ + [ a-xa'• + 6•x41;1 +4•I 14  I 
M 	 K-I 

~,  IZSzōb+kx ~~ + ōr~x lK-i t _x~_ 	«4.37) 

By the same argument as in section 4.3.1 we can approximate X.Y to 
_ 	and neglect the last two terms if maximum possible 

error (A ),, 	is acceptable. Fractional product x.y is then 
obtained from x.y a M (see equation 4.27 of section J.4.3A). 
Therefore we 

xsY 

can define, 

= Ōr Z1,4 + ( 	iix ō~ + 
K -I 

~~z 1 	 (4.38) 

The maximum possible error (t )max is given by, 

(A 
)max 	

1 15;x1CA + YKxYq + ex (K + Wcy. `1   
MIX 
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Substituting the bounds for E and Ō (also 04IW IK_, 4 K-z ), 

	

( ) 7nax - K -1 + KK I 	Z K-1 + M 

Equation (4.38) can be computed by first calculating the 

term which can be written as, 	
p 	tt s 	_ ( 1-x 6-4 t Ōxa, + Ox 6-u  

I. K—I J 	1. 	K-I 

(4.39) 

second 

(4.40) 

Before considering the procedure of calculating equation (4.40) let 

us first estimate its bounds. 	We have, from equation (III.12) of 

appendix 15, 

Therefore 

0 4 ax, aiy 4 K-1 
O 4 ?Sx, 2sy 4 (K-1)~1 

04 2rxTgg 	Kz -4K+44 
O < Ifx6 < k2-3K+2 
O 4 axōy 4 Kz- 3k" +,Z 

0 	S_-°- (ōx~i+āxcre 	718) 4 3Kx-IOKt$ 

The bounds of equation (4.40) are thus, 

(  
s 

I 4 pe-10K+8  0 	l►c' I 	K-1 

	

0 4 [ 	J 	
K-7 	

(4.41) 

Furthermore,, from equation (III.4) we have 

S = O(-1) [757-1 + I SIR-1 = Cr-l)ps + ES 	(4.42). 
J 

therefore we can define 

	

A "" s0
S 

_ 
	 (4.43) 

and the procedure of computing equation (4.40) or equation (4.43) 

is as follows, 

(1) Compute the complete residue sequence for  

Zrg lJx and 
corresponding to moduli m (i = 1,2,3,4,5,6), by the macro - 

coefficient extraction algorithm discussed in section 1II.3.4 of 

appendix 15. 

or 



(2) Compute the complete residue representation of As  

Use the macrocoefficient extraction algorithm 

scribed in section 1I1.3.4) compute: 

	

(i) IAsk% 	where i = 1,2 	in the 	(K, K-1) RNS 

	

& (ii) IjsImt 	where c = 5,6 	in the (K-1, K+a) RNS 

so that we have the sequence of residue, 

C lpsJm, > I /is k, 4 ' 1 p 	s m6 (4.44). 

and this uniquely represent pis since from equation (4.41) 1'~ is 

bounded by, 	1 y~ 
0 4 1' QQ s = 	4 3K-7 

The range consisting of moduli ml, m2, m5 and m6 is: 

range = ml . m2 . m5 . m6 

= K(K+1) 

If rs 
is to be uniquely represented by (4.44) we require, 

Q = {K (K+1) - 11 - S 3K-7} 

to be positive. Now, 

Q = K2+K- 1 = 3K + 7 

= K2- 2K + 6 

(K - 1)2 + 5 > 0 5 for all K~0. 

Hence equation (4.44) does represent & uniquely. By this very 

fact, we can use the base-extension algorithm of section IV.2.2.1 

in appendix IV to compute 

I 	and 	I s I 7114 

•y 
(3) Compute XM  

x•y 
The fractional product x i = M where 	Ni 

depicted by equation (4.38) can now be computed by adding the 

residues of 	ISXY and f~s -° r 
S 1 

J" 	l K-1 J. 

An outline of the complete algorithm is shown 
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below. 
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Outline of the algorithm one  

t'RACTrONAL. 
mvLT,PUCAT7oN 
RL4OPJTHm Ne 

x..d A 
- .___*   

oR X' y A Z - 1'6 ma 

where ct = 1 , 2., 3, 4, S, 6 

Procedure: 

1) Use macrocoefficient extraction compute the complete residue 

representations for ōx, ōj , (Ex and ge. 

2) Compute the complete residue sequence for (by integer 

multiplication) 	Ōx x 
V. 

3) Compute the complete residue sequence for 	+ 

4) ?ix ( Zry + 

5)  

6)  

t 

,t 

tt 	tt 	 tt 	 it 

tt 	 tt 	 tt 	 tt 

tt 	?( X UZ 

II 5=?jx( Zryf )+Ō. x 

7) Use macrocoefficient extraction compute 

1 mx, IPsIm3, and  

8) Use residues obtained in step 7 as inputs to a base-extension 

algorithm, compute OkIm3 and I.SIm4. 

9) Compute the complete residue representations for, 

X•y — - M = Yx by +f3s 
for ma ( a = 1,2,3,4,5,6 ). 	EXIT of algorithm. 

B. • 	Algorithm Two  

This algorithm assumes the same (K, K-1, K+a) ENS 

as in algorithm one; but differs in the definition of X and Y. 

(compare the following with equation 4.35). Let X and Y be 

bounded by 0 4 X,Y < M-1 so that 

X = K ?jx t ~x 
and 	y = (K-1)~ + E 	 (4.45) 

Therefore, 

X•y = K (K-1) ?Ac h + (K-1) h Jx + K .rxey + d'x ey 



2 3 	K-1 (4.49) 
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Dividing by M=K(K-1), 

M 
_ 	P.la +  ta K"  + 	+ 	ō 

	
(4.46) 

Using equation (1.3) or equation (4.36a), therefore 

LK- K 1 
+ ItYSAK +  12561 K-.1 + olxEy 	. 	(4.47) 

K 	K-I 	M 

	

Again, as in algorithm one, we can approximate X•Y to 	n 
and neglecting the last three terms in equation (4.47) so that 

~Pti  
[L• ij ŌN + 	 t'  (4.48) 

6, h + x(pa s.) + p orz ) 
where X. and p are functions of pd & and ōrx 6 	can be 

computed simultaneously (the advantage of this algorithm). The 

maximum possible error involved is, 

( 4
)max - ( Is &IK + Iō=&4IK-I + &E )

rnax 

	

K 	K—I 

	

M-I 	K-I 	K-2,.  
Ni + K + K-1 

'JILL - ōx + [~~Kx 

which is larger than that for algorithm one (equation 4.39). 

As this algorithm is essentially the same as algorithm 

one, we shall only outline the procedure but in slightly more 

detail. 

Outline of algorithm two 

Wm, 	 

IYlm4 	 
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where a= 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , S, 6 
ANa X = KŌx + cz 

Y = (k-r) 	eU 

Procedure: 

1) Use macrocoefficient extraction algorithm (section III.3.4) 

compute simultaneously a complete residue sequence (i.e. for 

ma) for Tx 9 ōx /y and 6 
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2) Compute the complete residue sequence (i.e. for ma) for Ōz/'y, 

u 

►► 	►► 	►► 	►► 	►► 	►► 

11 	11 	11 	i► 	►► 	tl 

It 	13y.  UX , 

rr 	(?Īx E y 

5) Use the scaling for two moduli (section 3.2.2) or by the 

macrocoefficient definitions (in section III.1 of appendix III), 

compute simultaneously the complete residue sequence (i.e. for 

ma) for, 

according to equation (4.48). 

6) Add the complete residue sequence of 

W = 	(Avax.) + !3(Ū°x E~) 

7) Add the complete residue sequence of 

+  = M - 	x. y 

EXIT of algorithm. 

This concludes our discussion of fractional multi-

plication using macrocoefficient extraction and the whole of 

section four on fractional multiplication. 

(py ) and 1`' 
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5.5 	IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL FILTERS USING RNS 1  

The advancements of technologies have made much impact on the philosophy of 

designing digital systems. Logic gate network has been favoured in the design 

of RNS systems. However, the amount of circuitry increases considerably with 

the increase of moduli (see appendix 16). Recent developments of high density 

read-only-memories (ROM) have revived the use of table look-up techniques for 

implementing RNS operations (e.g. appendix 17). These techniques have been 

suggested in the past (99), however the implementations with core memory 

provided little or no advantage over logical gates. The availability of 

low-cost integrated microprocessors has also stimulated interest for constructing 

'digital signal processors by using multiple microprocessors that are 

individually limited in wordlength and computing power. To make effective use 

of a multiple processor architecture, it is essential that the algorithm can be 

decomposed into subtasks which may occur simultaneously with very little 

intercommunication. This line of reasoning has promoted the use of residue 

number systems which have the inherent parallel structures. 

Based on the use of ROM's and microprocessors, many architectures have been 

proposed and reported in references 103 through 121. It is not the intention 

of this author to reiterate these reported works; it will suffice to indicate 

the different approach for which these.technologies have been applied to take 

advantage of the properties of RNS. Jullian, (119,120) have adopted the use 

of ROM's as basic building blocks. Based on the "base extension algorithm" 

and Svoboda's "metric vector estimates" (93), for scaling (discussed above), 

recursive filtering and FFT algorithms have been implemented and studied. 

1 The implementation of digital filters using RNS was originally the main 
concern of this research. I-Iardware studies, such as those reported in 
appendices 16 & 17 were conducted before the emphasis was shifted to investigating 
the "Top-down Design Approach." This approach was evolved out of the work 
on RNS (CAD methods were used for the hardware studies). It was intended to 
develop the design approach for a thorough study of the RNS. In the intervening 
period, much careful studies & developments have been conducted. It will 
suffice to reference these contributions in this section. 
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Noise performance has also been evaluated. Their findings have demonstrated 

the feasibility of implementing high speed digital signal processing with RNS. 

The structure of digital hardware (using arrays of identical ROM's) also 

simplifies control logic and the use of latches with ROMs provides automatic 

pipelining with little increase of complexity in the control logic. 

Soderstrand and Jenkins, on the other hand, exploited both the ROM's and 

microprocessors. Soderstrand utilized the high-speed addition and subtraction 

of the residue number and avoided multiplication by a fraction in residue 

numbers. Instead, a table-lookup for high-speed multiplication by a 

fraction was adopted. Comparisons had been made with the Peled & Liu's 

approach of implementing filter functions by table lookup techniques. It 

was concluded (105) that Soderstrand's approach offered improvements over 

that of the Peled & Liu. Prompted by this, Jenkins investigated and showed 

(118) that full precision (unrounded) integer multiplication in the residue 

code was simpler and faster than an equivalent full precision integer 

multiplication in the 2's complement code. However, with rounded multipli-

cation, residue multipliers became more complicated because of the need for 

scaling. Whereas, the 2's complement multiplier tended to become simplified 

as precision was sacrificed. 

Jenkins and Leon proposed a hybrid algorithm that combined features of a 

combinatorial vector multiplication technique and a residue number architecture 

(113) for both recursive and non-recursive digital filters (116). The vector 

multiplication eliminated general multiplication and the residue structure 

decomposed each operation into simpler subtasks that were appropriate'for 

multiple microprocessor implementations. The hybrid algorithm could be used 

for recursive filters although the need to choose the moduli for efficient 

scaling limited the choice of possible residue systems. On the other hand, 

the algorithm appeared to be ideal for non-recursive structures where there 

was more flexibility in the choice of moduli. 

In conclusion, the feasibility of applying RNS to implement digital filters 

have been demonstrated by developments of a number of authors (103-121). In 

some cases, such as unrounded integer multiplications,offer advantages over 

the conventional number-systems. As semiconductor technology continues to 

develop the implementation of digital signal processors with RNS will become 

more attractive. On the other hand, the extended dimension and added 
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flexibility for digital filter or signal processor implementation reinforces 

the need for design aids for system designers. To this end, CAD approach 

may gradually become a necessity. 
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Chapter 6 	CONCLUSION 

6.1 • SUMMARY & CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the last few chapters and their associated appendices we have presented 

our efforts in providing a computer-aided approach for implementing digital 

filters. The object of this chapter is not to reiterate the discussion 

already presented but endeavour to highlight the salient features and to 

place our research into perspective. The chapter concludes with a recom-

mendation for future works and related studies. 

The objective of devising some aids to assist digital filter designer 

prompted our attempts in rationalizing the activities of a digital system 

designer. This has resulted the formulation of an "Interactive Model" 

which in turn has led to the development of a "Top-down Design Approach". 

The success of this Approach, however, rests heavily on computer analyses 

and simulations; and the formulation, design and implementation of a good 

design software package(s) for this purpose is therefore of paramount 

importance. To this end, the criteria of designing suitable computer aids 

and the bases for the evaluation and comparison among computer programming 

languages have been treated at great length. 

APL (A Programming Language) has been found to be the most suitable 

language for our "Top-down Design Approach". The advantages and disadvantages 

of choosing APL are discussed. This is followed by a review of. available 

APL processors and their implications on the design of CAD systems. In 

this connection, a CAD system based on a subset of APL is proposed and 

the implications of it are carefully considered. To ensure an economical 

use of the CAD system, we have discussed and proposed methods of interfacing 

APL with non-APL processors which may provide facilities lacking in APL. As 

a measure of sharing the cost of developing and maintaining a CAD system, 

we have proposed a method for a multi-user environment for the CAD system. 

As an effort of providing subsystems for the "Top-down Design Approach", 

two extensive packages have been developed -- DISPIC's and SIMLOGS. 

DISPIC's facilitate the design and simulation of programmable digital 
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filters (and signal processors) at the functional and register transfer 

levels. While SIMLOGS provides the tools for analysis and simulation 

of logical circuits/systems at the gate/logic level. Possible extensions 

for these packages are indicated in the pertinent chapters. 

Within the framework of the Top—down Design Approach, we considered the 

mathematical and algorithmic studies of the residue number system to 

.implement digital filters. Hardware studies of such implementation, aided 

by computer tools developed, such as LOGMIN, are conducted. Significant 

progress in this area by other researchers is briefly reviewed. 

Our efforts have demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the 

proposed Top—down Design Approach. With the limitation of resources (human, 

material and financial) it has not been able to fully implement and thoroughly 

evaluated the Top—down Design Approach. However, it is not too bold to claim 

that we have made a starting point and a step towards the right direction for 

such a system. It is hoped that in its present form it will assist designers 

and that efforts of others will enhance the usefulness of the Top—down Design. 

Approach. 

6.2 	A RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

The results of the present research have laid a foundation for extended 

studies which could proceed in several directions. The following represents 

a number of items which have arisen but not addressed or adequately con-

sidered during the present studies. 

6.2.1 	Further Developments of the CAD System (fig. 19)  

In section 2.6.1 (chapter 2), we have considered the syntax and semantics 

of a subset of APL that is useful for a hardware design language. In the 

light of this, we have developed a collection of APL (and non—APL) programs 

which are presented in the appendices. To enhance the usefulness of the 

design system, a library of standard components should be extended to 

provide devices such as a variety of buses, multiplexers, coders & decoders, 
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channel adaptors and interrupt devices. The library should be supported 

by an auxiliary software system which provides facilities for inquiry, 

archives and retrieval of components. 

Having implemented such facility, a pre-translator may then be fully 

specified and implemented. Ultimately, a scheme for automatic translation 

within (and hopefully between) levels of design and the generation of 

discrete event programs may be improvised. As discussed in section 2.6.3 

(chapter 2), the discrete event program may assume various forms; that is, 

problem oriented languages or APL may be adopted. The evaluation and a 

subsequent choice of the discrete event programming language is in itself 

an important research topic. 

	

6.2.2 	Subsystems for the  Design Approach 

LOGMIN, DISPIC's and SIMLOGS have been developed to provide subsystems 

for the CAD system; hence the Top-down Design Approach. Other important 

subsystems are — micro-assembler, and a universal microprocessor cross-

assembler & simulators for associated microprocessors. The purpose of 

these has already been discussed in connection with DISPIC's in chapter 

three (section 3.3.3). 

	

6.2.3 	Interface with Non-APL Processors and Application Packages  

In section 2.6 of chapter 2 (echoed at various places in the thesis), we 

have indicated the use of non-APL processors and application packages. It 

is uneconomical to develop the entire CAD system using only APL. Despite 

the power and capability APL provides, yet like any other language there 

exists some deficiencies. In time, these may be reduced, however it is 

essential to provide the capability to communicate or to invoke the faci-

lities offered by other non-APL processors and application packages, This 

will provide an efficient use of computing resources and derive benefits 

from existing and established application packages. We have discussed 

the technical feasibility of such arrangement; however, for the purpose . 

of meeting user requirements (e.g. ease of assimilation) and consistent 
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operating procedure, a precise interface should be carefully studied ' 

and specified. The definition of such interface must not be confined 

to a particular operating system or computer installation. 

	

6.2.4 	Evaluation of the Top-down Design Approach  

Our research has been motivated by the objective of providing some aids 

to assist the digital system designer. To this end, we have proposed and 

implemented the Top-down Design Approach within the constraints of 

available resources. In the absence of substantial evidence pointing 

to the contrary, we believe that the Design Approach will provide the 

intended aids. However, it is important that this educated opinion should 

be proven. For this, we. recommend extensive efforts expanded on item 

one (i.e. section 6.2.1) above and. followed by conducting a program of 

evaluative research. With "unbiassed subjects", one may assess the ture 

usefulness of the Design Approach. 

	

6.2.5 	Application of RNS to Implement Digital Signal Processors 

In chapter 5, we have reported on the efforts of studying the implementation 

of digital filters using RNS. At this time of writing, sufficient evidence 

has indicated the feasibilities and in some cases the advantages of apply- 

ing RNS to implement digital filters. Much efforts are still required to 

exploit the properties of RNS to provide high-speed signal processing. Pro-

types of a complete system need to be constructed and controlled field 

trials conducted.to evaluate the performance of an RNS digital filter.. 

Redundant RNS codes could be (and have been) used for error detection and 

correction. It will be interesting to apply jointly the parallel structure 

and error detection & correction properties of RNS to digital signal pro-

cessing. With the capabilities of semi-conductor technology, such as 

read-only-memories and microprocessors, there seems to be a possibility 

of achieving economical but sophisticated high speed digital signal pro-

cessors. 
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On the other hand, design parameters and techniques for the implementation 

of RNS digital signal processors are involved and not easily assimilated 

by designers; in particular industrial designers who are working with 

tight schedules. Computer-aids may be devised to assist designers in this 

respect. Indeed, this has motivated our research on a computer-aided 

design for implementing digital filters. 
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1 Extracted from: Sandra Pakin(1968), "APL/3G0" Reference Manual" 
(2nd edition), Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1972. 



An APL Keyboard 

Explict Result No Explict Result 

Niladic ORF— NAME V NAME 

Monadic V R F— NAME X p NAME 	X 

Dyadic ORF-Y 	NAME X V Y 	NAME X 

APL Function Types  

Monadic form 	f8 	_ f Dyadic form 	AfB 

Definition 
or example 

Name Name Definition 
or example 

*8 .4 

-B •+ 

*8 •+ 

68 	... 

B 

0+8 

0-B 

(8>0) 

1+8 

(B 

-(B<0) 

LB 

Plus 

Negative 

Signum 

Reciprocal 

Ceiling 

Floor 

Exponential 

Natural 
logarithm 

Magnitude 

Factorial 

Roll 

Pi times 

Not 

+ 

- 

* 

+ 

f 

L 

* 

a 

1 

! 

? 

o 

- 

A 
v 
a 
r 

< 
s 
= 
a 
> 
* 

Plus 

Minus 

Times 

Divide 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Power 

Logarithm 

Residue 

Binomial 
coefficient 

Deal 	..r 

Cl 

Circular 

And 
Or 
Nand 
Nor 

Less 
Not greater 
Equal 
Not less 
Greater 
Not Equal 

2+3.2 .+ 

2-3.2 	•+ 

2.3.2 	.+ 

2+3.2 	•• 

317 ~. 7 

317 	.-+ 

2*3 •• 

As8 .* 
Aa8 .+ 

Case 

5.2 

1.2 

6.4 

0.625 

3 

8 

Log B base A 
(.B)*.A 

AIB 

_3.14 
3.14 

*B .. 

a*N .» 

3.14 

to .. 
:B 	•.. 
or :B 

?B •+ 

oB .. 

-1 •+ 

4 
3 

N 

— 

1 
B*: 
.+ 

Random. 
from 

0 

(2.71828..).8 

B.3.14159... 

3 
4 

.... 	.eN 

3.14 

-1 
Gamma(B+1) 

choice 
+B 

-0 •+1 

A*0 
A=0,Ba0 
A=0,B 

A!8 
2!5 

A Mixed 
Table 

See 

A B 

<0 

.+ 

.+ 

Table 

AAB 

B-(IA)
8 
Domain 

10 

2) 

at 

Av8 

(:B)+(!A)•!B 

Function 

*LB 

3!5 

left 

A*8 

error 

+IA 

-A 
.. 10 

(See 

AvB 

( -A)oB A AoB 0 	0 
0 	1 
1 	0 
1 	1 

if 

Relations 
Result 
relation 

0 
0 
0 
1 

it 
357 
753 

0 
1 
1 
1 

is 

does 
.+ 
.. 

1 
1 
1 
0 

1 	if 
holds, 
not: 

1 
0 

1 
0 
0 
0 

the 
0 

(1-8*2)*.5 
Arcsin B 
Arccos 8 
Arctan B 

(-1+B.2)..5 
Arcsinh B 
Arccosh B 
Arctanh B 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

(1-8*2)*.5 
Sine B 
Cosine B 
Tangent B 
(1+B*2)*.5 
Sinh B 
Cosh B 
Tanh B 

Table of Dyadic 0 Functions 

Table A1.1 : Primitive Scalar Functions 



Name Signs Definition or example2 

Size 

Reshape 

Ravel 

Catenate 

oil 

VpA 

.A 

V,V 

oP «* 4 	pE «« 3 4 	p5 +* 10 

Reshape A to dimension V 	3 40112 +* E 
12pE +« 	t12 	OpE «.. to 
,A 	«+ 	(x/pA)pA 	,E 4-«t12 	0.5 +. 1 

P,,2 	«+ 2 	3 	5 	7 	1 	2 	'T'.'HIS' 	+« 	'THIS' 

Index34 

V[A] 

t1[A;A] 

A(A;.. 
..;A] 

P(2] .+3 	P[4 3 2 	1] 	+«7 	5 	3 2 

E[1 	3;3 2 	1] 	«« 	3 	2 	1 
11 	10 	9 

E(1;] «« 1 2 3 4 	 ABCD 
E[;1] +•• 1 	5 9 	'ABCDEFCHIJKL'[E] +• EFGH 

IJXL 
Index 
generator3 

Index of3 

IS 

VtA 

First S integers 	14 «« 1 2 	3 4 
10 «w an empty vector 

Least index of A 	P13 «+2 	5 1 2 5 
in V, or 1rpV 	PIE «~ 3 5 4 	5 

4 	414 	«-. 	1 	5 	5 	5 	5 
Take 

Drop 

V'A 

t/4,4 1

Take or drop 	IV[I] first 	2 	36X ++ ABC
zo 

	

(V[1]) 	or last 	(VCI]<0) 	EFG 

	

element- of coordinate I 	-2rP «+ 5 7 
Grace up35 

Grade down35 

AA 

VA 

The permutation which 	AS 5 3 2,«« 4 1 3 2 
would order A 	(ascend- 
ing or descending) 	V3 	5 	3 2 «« 2 	1 	3 4' 

Compress5 

Expands 

V/A 

V\A 

	

1 	3 
1 0 	1 0/P «« 2 	5 	1 	0 	1 	0/E +« 5 	7 

	

"9 	11 
1 	0 	1/(1]E +« 1 	2 	3 	4 +•. 	1 	0 	1/E 

9 	10 	11 	12 
A BCD 

1 	0 	1\t2 ++ 1 	0 	2 	1 	0 	1 	1 1\X «+ E FGH 
I J.KL 

Reverses 

Rotates 

OA 

A0A 

	

DCBA 	 IJKL 

	

OX «« HGFE 	0[138 «« OX «« EFGH 

	

LKJI 	OP +« 7 5 3 2 	ABCD 
_ 	_ 	BCDA 

	

30P •« 7 2 	3 5 «+ 	10P 	1 0 	148 «+ EFGH 
LIJK 

Transpose 

VOA 

9A 

AEI 
Coordinate I of A 	2 1O.( «« BFJ 
becomes coordinate 	 CCK 
V[I] of result 	1 	10E «• 1 6 11 	DHL 

Transpose last two coordinates 	OE ++ 2 10E 

Membership AEA 

	

9 	1 	1 	0 
pWEY «•• pN 	EcP «« 1 	0 	1 0 
P.14 	«» 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

Decode 

Encode 

VII/ 

VrS 

10117 	7 	6 	«+ 	1776 	24 	60 	6011 	2 	3 	«• 	3723 

24 	60 	601-3723 	«+ 	1 	2 	3 	60 	6013723 	«+ 2 	3 
Deal3 S?S W?Y «-. Random deal of W elements from ,Y 

Table A1.2 : Primitive Mixed Functions 

(sec notes on next page) 

1. Restrictions, on argument ranks are indicated by: S for 
scalar, V for vector, M for matrix, A for Any. 	Except as 
the first argument of SIA or SEA], a scalar may be used 
instead of a vector. 	A one-element array may replace any 
scalar. 

2. Arrays used 	 1 2 3 4 	ABCD 
in examples: 	P «+ 2 3 5 7 	E ++ 5 6 7 8 	X «+ EFGH 

	

9 10 11 12 	1J81 

3. Function depends on index origin. 

4. Elision of any index selects all along that coordinate. 

5. The function is applied along the last coordinate; the 
symbols /, t, and a are equivalent to /, \, and 0, 
respectively, except that the function is applied along the 
first coordinate. If (S] appears after any of the symbols, 
the relevant coordinate is determined by the scalar S. 

Notes to table A1.2 



SYSTEM COMMANDS 
	 System commands -- continued 

evaem 

Activates a clear workspace (160) `. 

Terminates a work session and stores 
the active workspace in CONTINUE 
(171) 

Like )CONTINUE, but holds the dial-up 
connection (171) 

Copies all functions, variables, and 
groups from a stored workspace 
(163) 

Copies a function, a variable, or a 
group from a stored workspace (163) 

Sets number of significant digits to 
be displayed 	(169)  

Deletes a stored workspace (161) 

Erases objects listed (167) 

Lists names of defined functions 
(152) 

Defines a group NAME whose members 
are LIST (162) 

Disperses group NAME (153) 

Lists members of group NAME (153) 

Lists names of groups (153) 

Lists names of workspaces In 
designated library (1S4) 

Activates a copy of a stored 
workspace (155) 

Sends tent to designated port; 
keyboard locks (170) 

Like INSG, but the keyboard 
unlocks (170) 

)0P£ lock 

)OFF HOLD lock 

)0PR text 

)OPR:Y text 

)ORIGIN 0-1 

)PCOPY WSID key 

)PCOPY WSID key NAME 

)PORTS 

)PORTS CODE 

)SAVE 

)SAVE WSID lock 

131 

1srv 

)SYM5OL number 

)VARS letter 

)NUMBER key 

)WIDTH 30-130 

)WSID 

)WSID NAME  

Terminates a work session (171) 

Like )0FF, but holds the dial-up 
connection (171) 

Sends text to APL operator; keyboard 
locks (170) 

Like )0PR, but the keyboard unlocks 
(170) 

Sets Index origin (168) 

Like )COPY, but protects the 
contents of the active workspace (166) 

Like )COPY NAME, but protects 
the contents of the active 
workspace (166) 

Lists port number and associated user 
code for all terminals signed on 
(170) 

Lists port number(s) associated with 
designated user's code (170)  

Restores a copy of the active 
workspace (155) 

Stores a copy of active workspace 
(1551 

Lists state Indicator (121) 

Lists state Indicator plus local 
variables (122) 

Sets size of symbol table (170) 

Lists names of"global variables 
(152) 

Sign on (140) 

Sets width of output line (169) 

Identifies active workspace 
(160) 

Changes Identlficatron of active 
workspace (160) • 

cOMHgI1O 

)CLEAR 

)CONTINUE 

)CONTINUA HOLD 

)COPY WSID key 

)COPY WSID key NAME 

j01Cl7'3.1-16 

)DROP WSID 

)ERASE NAME(S) 

)PNS letter 

)CROUP NAME LIST 

)CROUP NAME 

)GRP NAME 

)CRPS letter 

)L78 number 

)LOAD WSID key 

)MSC PO'IT text 

)MSCN PORT text 

NOTE : 

1. Object indicated by capital roman type is 'a required 
part of the command; object indicated by lowercase 
roman type is an optional part of the command. 

2. Number in parentheses refers to the page on which the 
command is discussed in Sandra Pakin. 
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LOGdIN : A LOGic MiNimization  Package Imolcmented in FORTRAN IV1  

General Description of the Package 

Package LOGMIN consists of a main program LOGMIN, a subroutine MINTE 

and a function IAND. All programs are written in standard FORTRAN IV 

codes; but IAND is in "extended FORTRAN" code and is therefore a 

compilier-dependent function. 	IAND is accepted by two compilers, viz. 

FTN & MNF, at the Imperial College Computer Centre (ICCC). All programs 

of LOGMIN will run on the CDC 6000 and CYBER series of computers and 

under the operating system KRONOS and NOS. 

LOGMIN examines the logical "True", "False" and "Redundant" (i.e. "Don't 

Care") minterms that describe a single-output combinational function. 

These minterms are coded, in order as stated, as "1", "0" and "-1". 

Subroutine MINTE is based on a programmed algorithm developed by 

Carroll and Jordan (1) and modified by Rhyne (2). 

Prime implicants describing the single-output function are generated and 

essential implicants are selected by the program. When cyclic condition 

occurs, an approximate selection technique developed by Bowman and McVey (3) 

is used to select a suitable set from the cyclic set. Although the 

approximate method does not guarantee minimal cost, yet it offers a 

reasonable compromise between computational expense and reduction of 

gating cost. 

Source code for LOGMIN is included and information for using the 

package is detailed in the next section. For brevity reason, detailed 

description and flow-charts of LOGMIN are not included. At this time 

of limiting, LOGMIN is dimensioned for a maximum of six variables for 

the J1 (instant turn-around, and time sharing) job catagory and a 

maximum of ten variables for catagories such as J4 at the ICCC. An 

option is available for performing both "Sum of Product" (SOP) and 

"Product of Sum" (POS) minimization in one computer run. 

Information for using LOGllIN  

1) Program Card Structure 

Card Structure for the program deck is as follows: 

a) With source deck 

JOB card 
PASSWORD card 
FTN(OPT=0,R=1) 
LOG. 
END-OF-RECORD card 

LOGMIN source deck 

END-OF-RECORD card 

Logic (state-table) Data deck 

END-OF-FILE card 

b) With object deck stored as permanent file (on disc)  

JOB card 
PASSWORD card 
GET(LOGdIN1) 
LIBRARY(FTNLIB) 
LOGMIN1. 
END-OF-RECORD card 

1 Extracted from a writing of this author; entitled "Logic Minimization 
and a FORTRAN IV Program for Logic Minimization", Internal report, 
RNS-CAD/25-4-74, Electrical Engineering Dept., Imperial College. 

Logic Data deck 

END-OF-FILE card 

( Note : Version LOGMIN1 is dimensioned 
for a maximum of 6 variables & 
stored as a private file ) 



2) Input data format 

The first card specifies the number (N) of variables of the function being 

minimized and the option (OPT) for "SOP only" or "SOP and POS" minimization 

in one computer run. Each of the next and subsequent data cards specifies 

a minterm of the single—output combinational function. The last data card 

also indicates end of data card (NCARD) deck. Data card formats are: 

a) First Card (specifies "N" & "OPT")  

Column 1-2 	N; integer decimal numbers 1 to 6 
punched on column two. 

Column 8 	OPT; blank for "SOP only" , decimal 9 
for "SOP & POS" 

b) Subsequent data cards (specify minterms and NCARD)  

Column 1-2 	minterm codes with, 

1 = True 
0 = False 
—1 = Redundant or Don't cares 

Column 6 	NCARD, blank except the last card 
on which a decimal integer 9 is 
punched. 

2) Boolean minimization program table  

Headings of the table is self—explanatory, The first 
set of listing corresponds to the minterms of the 
truth table, i.e. minters number = minters". 

3) Prime Implicant table  

The first column (No.) indicates the number of prime 
implicant generated after minimization. The second 
column shows the corresponding cost (first—level 
gating cost). The next "column" of the table is the 
prime implicant matrix. Columns of the matrix 
correspond to Boolean variables and labelled as A, B, 
C, 	, etc.; with A corresponding to the "most 
significant bit" depicted by a truth table. Each row 
of the matrix corresponds to a prime implicant. The 
last column of the table indicates all essential  
implicants and chosen implicants when a cyclic 
pattern exists. 	- 

4) Constraint table  

When a cyclic pattern arises, a constraint table is 
printed indicating all the cyclic implicants and 
their minterm being covered. From the table, one can 
construct the cyclic—TER—as an aid for branching 
method to "check" the computer solution. Alternatively 
one can use the Petrick's method (4) for the same 
purpose. 

3) Output of LOGMIN 

NOTE : For easier interpretation of 
output, order of minterm entry is 
recommended as that on the truth or 
state table. 

b) **SOP & PUS** Option 

Two outpus are given, with the first corresponding to 
**SOP** and the second corresponding to the **POS** 
minimization. Interpretation of both outputs are as 
that described in section (a) above. 

Limitations of LOGMIN 

LOGMIN has been designed to utilize computer resources as efficiently 

as possible; however, this does result some restriction on the application 

of LOGMIN. It is advisable to bear these limitations in mind when using 

LOGMIN.  
CD 

1) The present version of LOGMIN handles a maximum of six 
variables for the time—sharing version (i.e. LOGEIIN1); 
while 10 variables for batch—mode operation. This 
restriction can be removed by re—dimensioning variable 
arrays in the source version of LOGMIN. 

With reference to example one (see section on examples), segments of the 

output are :— 

a) **SOP** Option only 

1) Input data in array—D for **SOP** minimization 

All input data cards, each corresponding to a 
minterm, are listed in form "number of data 
card = minterm code" 



2) Particular case, like example four — full adder design, 
cannot be minimized by LOGMIN. In fact neither the 
Kanaugh Map nor the Yuine-McCluskey method will minimise 
such function. Special technique, such as the use of 
EXCLUSIVE-OR function, is required to solve this particular 
case. 

3) A short-coming of the hanaugh Map and the Quine-McCluskey 
method is that both minimize the boolean function for 
A::D/GII logic. NAND/NOR logic subsequently has to be 
derived from a minimized AND/OR logic function; the 
solution is not necessarily a minimal solution. Hence 
LOGMIN will not guarantee minimal NAND/NOR minimization. 

4) Many combinational design problems have multiple-outputs. 
The simplest approach to multiple-output design problem 
is to consider each output separately — minimize and 
implement each individually. This approach ignores the 
the possibility of some "common terms" which can be shared 
by all outputs to yield further reduction in cost of 
implementation. Further reduction, however, can be 
accomplished by informally comparing the various output 
functions and identifying the common terms. Again this 
process is tedious and error-proned; hence computerized 
assistance is desirable. LOG:'•1IN in its present state 
unfortunately does not handle multiple-output minimization 
problems. 

Some Illustrative Example - LOG:IN solutions 

Example one : Function F(A,B,C,D,E) =E (0,3,4,6,7,15, 

21,23,26,28, X2 X8, X12' X14' X17' X24' X31
) is to be minimized. The 

computer solution is, 

= A BD + B D E+ A B C E 

+ADE +C 0E+Afl DE 	} 	CHOSEN IMP. 

1 A cyclic pattern which exists is indicated by "CHOSEN" and "CONSTRAINT 

TABLE" in the computer printout. From the constraint table we can 

derive all covering sets by the Petrick's method, so that 

Covering set = (1+2)(1+2+4)(5+6)(8+9)(6+9) 

_ (1+2)(5+6)(9+6.8) 

= 1.5.9 + 1.6.8 + 1,6.9 + 2.5.9 

+ 2.6.8 +.2.6.9  

The cost units  (c.u.) for all these covering sets turns out to be the 

same for this example; viz. 10 c.u. LOON has chosen the set (1.6.8). 

Example two : This example demonstrates the option **SOP & 

POS** minimizations. Function F(A,B,C,D) = E'(1,4,6,7,8,9,10,15) is 

to be minimized. 

(1) For the **SOP** solution 

F = BB C.DD+ 5 B D+A B+B C D 

ESSENTIAL 	CHOSEN 

Covering set = (3+4)(4+6) 

= 4 + 3.6 

Cost units for (4) is 3 c.u., while (3.6) has 6 o.u.; 

hence (4) should be selected and this was in fact the 

solution of LOGMIN. 

(2) For the **1.05** solution 

F= A B D + A B C+ B C D+ A B D 

By the DeMorgan's Theorem, 

F = (A+B+D)(A+B+C)(B+C+D)(A+B+D) 

Since the SOP solution gives a total cost of 11 c.u. and 

that for the POS gives 12 c.u., the former solution is 

prefered. 

Example three . Comments and interpretations are as those 

for example two. Example three is included to show that LOGMIN also 

handles the "Don't care" terms. 

Example four . Full Adder. This is a special case where 	c4 

formal minimization fails. This example is included to indicate careful C3  

interpretation of results is advisable; when printout shows all prime-

implicants are essential, one should check whether they are identical 

in form and in number with the input minterms. 

ESSENTIAL IMP. 



1 
2 
3 

0 
1 
0 
1 

Encoding in Binary 

Binar 
Residue 

Example five  : Modulo-4 Adder. The operation table for a 

modulo-4 adder and the encoding of residue codes in binary codes are 

shown below. 

REFERENCES 

0 1 2 	3 

0 1 2 	3 

1 1 2 3 	0 

2 2 3 0 	1 

3 3 0 1 	2 

ADDEND AUGEND SUM 

A B C D C1  CO  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 . 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

0 1 1 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 0 1 1 1 

1 0 1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 0 

1  Carroll, C.C., G.E. Jordan (1968) ; A Fast Algorithm for Boolean  
Function Minimization,  Technical Report, No.AU—T-3, Project THEMIS, 
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama, December 1968. 

2 Rhyne, V.T. (1973) ; Fundamentals of Digital Systems Design,  New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1973. 

3 Bowman, R.M., E.S. McVey (1970) ;"A Method for the Fast Approximation 
Solution of Large Implicant Charts", IEEE Trans. on Computers,  Vol.0-19 
No:2, February 1970, pp.167-173. 

4 Petrick, S.R. ; A Direct Determination of the Irredundant Forms of a 
Boolean Function from the Set of Prime Implicants; Technical Report 
No.56-110, A.F. Cambridge Research Centre, Bedford, Mass., April 1956. 

COMPUTER OUTPUTS & LISTINGS 

Computer outputs for the above examples and source listing of LOGMIN 

are shown below. 

With binary encoding, the complete output table for the sum of modulo-4 

adder is shown below. 

The computer (or LOGMIN) solutions are: 

For C
0 
 output : 	CO = B D + B D at 4 c.u. 

    

For C1  output : 	C1  = ACD+ABC+AB C D+AC D 

+ABC +ABC D 

or 

C1  = BD(AC + AC) + (B + D)(AC + AC) 	
N 

at 20 c.u. 
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CONSTR6INT 71,Lr 

CrVF.PED 	CCT^TNI P^THE 
MIN'EOi 	I'I^LICTV'R 

	

0 
	

1 	
4 

	

15 	5 	R 

	

71 	9 	9 

	

23 	5 	9 

 

0 

0 

0 

0 
INPUT DATA IN ARRAY-0 FOR ••SOP•• MINIMIZATION 

1 = 
6 = D 

2 = 1 
7 • 1 
12 = 1 

3 * 0 
T = 1 

13 = 0 

4 = 0 
9 = 1 

' 	14 = 	0 

5 .= 1 
10 = 1 
15 = 0 

• 

THE FOLLOWING IS 1 LIST nF THE PRIME IMPLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL ^911r IM,LIC.ANTS ARC SC LABELED, AND 
PRIME IMPLISA'ITS SELFrTE7 FAO' 4 CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LA9[LEO ES (HneEtl, 

NO. 	COST 	PRIME IMPLICANTS 
1110 

1 	3 	X n 0 1 ESSENTIAL 
2 	3 	7 I. X r ESSENTIAL 

	

3 3 	O t 1 x 
4 	3 	X 1 1 1 CHOSEN 

	

2 	1 1 X X ESSENTIAL 

	

6 3 	1 X 4 1 

1 X INDICATES A 00110'15 'JA^IA^LE,T INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIA?LE AND 1 IND 	 , TROE V4R'.1111. 
THE 44517171; 7S ' - 	•'I -(n 17 THE 530 CF 90TH THE 
ESSENTIAL ANO TNE '71141 DRIME IMPLICANTS. 

U 
	CONSTRAINT T1'LE 

••• BOTLEfN MINIMIZATION PROGRAM '•• 

-THIS FJ'CTIDN CONTAINS 	4 YAP0lA9LES 

A LISTI'IO 0' THE INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE MT'ITrR45 = 1 
FALSE MINT'D"T = I 
RfOCvI07IT MTNT'PMS (DONT CAFES) _ -1 

3 • 0, 
A 	1, 

13 • 0, 

	

1 = 1, 
	

2 = 0, 

	

6 = 1, 	7 = 1, 

	

11 • 1, 
	

12 * 0, 

4 • 1, 
9 • 1. 
14 • 0. 

.3 

J 

• J 

Cfl1-rt1 	COJr't'Ic 
Mf1lTfRM 	P."1_1'7 1 415 

7 	1 	4 
15 	4 	6 

0 
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INPUT DATA IN AZRNY-0 FOR 	••SOD'• 	MINIMIZATION 

5 = 	1 
6 = 	. 	7 . 1 ' = 	1 	9 	r -1 to = 	0 

11 	= 	n 12 	• '1 03 = 	-I 	14 	• 	n 1s = -1 
16 	' 	1 17 	' n '' 	' 	-

4
1 	19 	= 	0 

26 ' 
7 27 	= 1 7r = 	0 	29 • 	1 30 -0 = 

31 	• 	0 32 	• -1 

'J 
••• 90'1LF1N MINIMIZATION PROGRAM ••• 

TFIS FUV^.T11N 1ONTAIN5 	5 VARIABLES 

A LITT/NI Or -Pr IDIPNT DATA FOLLOWS 

(11NT CARES) _ -1 

4 	• 1. 
= 	1, 
= 	'1, 
= 	-Sr 

3 
13 
19 

= 
• 
= 

0, 
0, 

9 	= 	0, 
11« _ -1. 
19 	= 	0, 

= 	1, 
23 
28 
• 
= 

1, 
1, 

24 	• 
29 	• 

-1, 
0. 

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF TNE PRIME IMPLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED 'UNOTi9`1. 

T=UT HINT' D,.,r = 1 FALTO MT.JTr've = 
REALNBONT MINTFlMS 

16. 01.55.Js9(U'Er(12 I,J1~ 16.01.E5.P.K.M.L2I 
16.01.E0.'ARS.O9 
16.01.5A,COMNFNT. VERSION ONF OF +•LOGMIN•• 
16.'1.5°.CnM•I,E, ICT, 	(M'X. SIX VARIABLES) 
16.0 t.F.I.CflOM'NT. 

16.^1.E9, rl '9~
nT.r rxA,DL' ONF (••SOP•• CNIY> 

16.r2.:".FTN(OI>T.2MR=It1 
16.12.19. 	4.219 C^ Sr C'NOS COMPILATION TIME 
16.02.I9.CATOLOG(LEO) 
16.02.15. 	40ILO~ 

511'7V°Lrr'4 CONTENT OF A FILS. 
16.MZ.19. 
16.'2.1^.'ENTNO(LGC) 
16.02.19.SAVE(LGC=LCGMTNI) 
16.02.21.LL). 
16.92.24.STOP 
16.'7 5.C. 	4.91. Sr 
16.'7.26.19 	0.01? 5W'. 
16.02.25.Nr 	0.56' '"1). 
16. ^7.25.U❑ 	7.nn', uNTTS 
16.03.24.LP 	0.619 KL'). 

ESSENTIAL OPI•l" T"CLTrtNT5 APE SC LA'ELFO, ANO  
PRIME IPOLTr A'ITS S'LFPTEO FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LABELED Ac rulSF'I. 

	

NO, 	COST 	PRIM' IMPLICANTS 

1 	3 	
A 	

Y 	x X 	A CHOSEN 	 Example 1: Minimization of Function 

	

2 3 	n n X X 0 

	

3 	3 	4 	0 	X 	1' X ESSENTIAL 	 F(A,H,C,D,E) - E' (0,3.4,6,7,15,21,23,26, 

	

5 	3 	'111%1  	-  	 28, X2, X8, X12' X14' X17' 

	

6 	3 	X 0 1 1 1 CHOSEN 

	

7 - 3 	X 1 X 0 0 ESSENTIAL X24.X31) 

	

9 	4 	1 n X 0 1 CHOSEN 

	

9 	4 	1 	n 	
1 	

X 	1 
11 	4. 	t 1 	X D ESSENTIAL 

X Iv0Tr00YF' A 7YA•7IC "A?T11LF11 TNOI'ATES 4 COMPLEMENTED 
THE) A"LE ON^ "1S T 77C

k!'erf4' FOT BY TN' SU, CF BOTH THE THE NTI
FUNCTION I E IROSEV PRIME )4IPLIC0L1S, ESSENTIAL ANO THE  

•• MOOIFIEO OATS 	IN ARP•4Y-C FOR • •POS+• NINIMIZATIONTION •• 

1 = 1 2 • 0 	3 = 	1 	4 = 1 5 = 0 
6 = 1 7 = r 	!1 • 	0 	9 • 0 10 	• 0 

11 • 0 12 • 0 	13 • 	1 	14 • 1 15 • 1 
16 • 0 

I' 

•_" 903LECN MINIMIZATION PROGRAM ••• 

THI0 P0051I144 CONTAINS 	4 4ARIAPLES 

A L7STI'I T Or 1411 INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE MINTFP"S r 1 
FALSE MIATFR45 = n 
REDUNDANT MINTFRMS (00NT CARES) = -1 

L 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

V 

L 

v 

U 

U 

U 

W 

0 • 1, 
5 • 1, 
10 * 0, 
15 = 0,  

1 	r, 
6 
11 = 0, 

2 • 1, 
7 • 0, 
12 • 1, 

3 • 1, 
e • 0, 

13 • 1, 

4 • 0, 
9 • 0, 

14 • 1. 

THE FOLLOWING IS 4 LIST OF THE PRIVE IMFLICAMTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL PRIM' IMPLTrANTS ARE SC 1401110, ANO 
PRIME IMPLICANTS 3ELFITE0 FROM A CYCLIC CHART APE 
LABELED 45 CHOSEN. 

	

NO. 	COST 	PRIME IMPLICANTS 
A 	9 	Cl 	0 

	

L 	3 	n 0 X 0 ESSENTIAL 
2 	3 	1 X ESSENTIAL 

	

3 	3 	X 1 0 1 ESSENTIAL 

	

4 '3 	1 l X 0 ESSEN'IAL 

	

5 3 	1 1 0 X 

X INOIC4TES A rLi1T7lG 20RI11f-.1 IIITICA TES A GOMP[E9SN'E0 
VARIAt:LE AND 1 P1ITlAT'Y A TRUE 1ARAT?L':. 
THE FUNCTION IS RF'?ES'NTFrI BY Ir' SUM CF 00TH THE 
ESSENTIAL ANO TAE ^.HOSFI( PRIMI IMPLICANTS. 

E0r,am'I1n 2 , Minimization of Function 

F(^,B,C,D) - E (1,4,5,7,8,9.10.15) 



	

2• 1 	3• 0 	4= 0 	5 . 1 

	

7 . 1 	F= I 	9= 1 	10 • 1' 

	

12 * 1 	13 • 0 	14 = 0 	15 • 0 1 	1 
6 	1 
11 • 0. 
16 • 0 

2 • 0 
7 = 0 
12 • 0 

3 = 1 
F • 0 

13 = 1 

4 • 1 
9 = 0 
14 • 1 

5 • 0 
10 • 0 
15 • 1 

0' 

2 
7 
• 1, 
= 0, 

1 = 
6 

11 = 12 = 1, 

0, 
" p  
0, 

3 • 1, 
A • 0, 
13 • 1, 
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INPUT 0011 IN 47R4r-7 FOR *•SCP'* MINIMIZATION 

f 	9 	i 	i 	9 - i 1 n= PP  
0 	12 	^

33 
	1i' 	-1 	lo : I 	20 ' 001 

	

27 	1 	2a 	0 	29 = 1 	30 • 0 
0 	32 	-1 

11 
16 

Pb•  
31 

16.^1.5S.J042UNrrf21,Jl1  
16.01. E5.P.K.M.LA1 E.E. E

0r• 

16.01.=S.PA7SHOR 
16.01.E 9.00'1'IEST. 	VFoST94 n5r OF •*LOGNIN•• 
16.'1. ^.L)'1'1[NT, 	(4'0. ;TX VARI'InLES) 
16.f1.09.C1'1Nr'7. 
16 . 01.E 0.71MHrIT. 	7Y(-11Lr ONT ("•107•• COLT) 
16.^ S.E.9.f'I"'l(LISPĪ 2(7 
16.,,,.'.FINCOPT*2 R=•1 	• 

4 = 1, +6.'2.19. 	4.219 cP 9'19495 CO'IPILATION TIME 
9 = 	0, 	16.02.10.00.C AIILIL f_. 1) 

	

19 = -1, 	16.97.1 1. 	AFALlS ;IV'; TV( fONTENT OF A FILE. 

	

19  = 0, 	16.97.17. 	CANIl(LG  T94'L FTE. 

	

24 = -0. 	16.'2.1 9.DIVR(L(LGCI 

	

29 = 0. 	16. 02.21.S1V7(LCC=LCG4IN1) 
16.92.21.LGn. 	 .. 
16.92.24.STOP 
16.' .*6.FP 	4.91' SF'. 
16.''.25.CM 	0.717 KWII. 
16.07.25.41 	0.667 K^2. 
16.97.25.UN 	1.954 UNITS 
16.03.24.LP 	0.615 KIN. 

Example 1 : Minimization of Function 

F(A,B,C,D,E) - £, (0,3,4,6,7,15,21,23,26, 
28, X2,X0.X

12,X14.X17.  

X24,X31)  

C-. 

C- 

C 

C 

C 

C 

0 

0 

0 
0 

••• 9n3LrfN MINIMIZATICN PROGRAM ••• 

TFIS FUNITT3N 1057119S 	5 VARIABLES 

A 2.17.T I4^ f',  -H' INPNT DATA FOLLOWS 

	

T=V' PT'IT
r 	

- 1 
'1 F'LI' 'V Trw1''  1 

RE3Uti914T MToTF^MS (DONT CARES) • -1 

1, 
	0 	1 , 	7- i' 	ē= -i; 

0, 	11 • Dr 	12 = -1, 	13 = 0, 
1, 	16 = A, 	17 = -1, 	10 = 0, 
Or 	21 = it 	22 = (1, 	23 = 1, 
0, 	26 = 5, 	27 = 0, 	28 a  1, 
0, 	31 = -1, 	. 

17 
15 

34 

TFF FOLLOWING IS 4 LIST OF THE PRIME IMFLICANTS OF THE
MINlYIZEP FUNC7I94. 

F5SE':TIAL FRIT PTTCTCANTB ARF SC LABELED, ANO 
PRT 4r 16R1ISA'ITS 911FCT77 FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LADELED AS 591774. 

NO. 	COST 	PRIMF TMPLICANTS 

1 	3 	4 x X A • CHOSEN 

	

2 3 	n n x X 0 
3 	3 	n 0 X 1 X ESSENTIAL 

	

4 3 	n X 1 X 0 

6 	3 	X K 1 1 1 CHCSEN 

	

1 3 	
x n 1 	
IAC 

9 	4 	1 	 0 1 CHCSEN 	
--  

	

9 4 	 A 	X 1 

	

1f I- 	Z 1  

X T1 TCATF9 A YTS'.*Vf.r&?TA'1Lr, 1 INS'CATES A COMPLEMENTED 
Ti 	

T 	5 7' S O 	R 	L  CF 

	

FE FN9.',TION II 	^7S'WTF0 PY TH7  SUM 	90TH THE 
ESSENTIAL AND THE "90SEV PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

i J 

O 	CONSTRAINT TABLE 

C'VTRrn 	CCNSOTT2c PRIME 
HINTERM 	I'1'L SfANTS 

0 	1 

15 	5 	6 	
4 

?3 	0 	ā 

 

• O 
U 

C) 

V 

INPUT CAT& IN ARRAY-0 FOR ..SOP.* MINIMIZATION •• MODIFIES IAT) IN ARRAY-C FOR ..PDS.* HINIMIZATIONTION •• 

 

••• 0011"?N MINIMIZATION PROGRAM ••* 

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST Or THE PRIME IP•FLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

0 = 0, 
5 • r, 
10 • 1, 
15 • 1, 

THIS 7U4111ON CONTAINS 	4 VARIABLES 

A LISTIN: Or THr INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE MTNT.RmS = 1 
FALSE MNT0'29 • 0 
PEOUNn41T HINTFPMS (00VT CAFES) • -1 

1 
	

2 • 0, 
	

3 • 0, 
6 • 1, 	7 = 1, 

11 • 1, 	12 • 0, 
	13 • OF 

0 • 1, 
5 • i, 
10 = 0, 
15 = 0,  

4 • 0. 
9 • 0, 
14 • 1, 

4 • 1. 
9 • 1, 
14 • 0, 

••• 103LTIN MINIMIZATION PROGRAM ••• 

THIS FUVSTI3N CONTAINS 	4 VARIABLES 

A LISTI4' Or TNF INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE MI'TF''S = 1 
FALSE HI9TF917 • 4 
RfO4W0A37 MINTFRHS (DONT CARES) • -1 

SSENTIAL PRI.1' IMPLICANTS ARE SO LAPELEO, AND 
PP,IIr I✓PLIIA'ITS SELFITED FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LABELED A5 CMnSEN, 

120. 	COST 	PRIMF IMPLICANTS 
4 	3 	1' 	0 

1 	3 	X 0 0 1 ESSENTIAL 
2 	3 	" 1 x r ESSENTIAL 
3 	3 	0 	1 	1 	X 
4 	3 	0 1 1 1 CHOSEN 

	

2 	1 1 X X ESSENTIAL 

	

6 3 	I X 1 1 

'X INDICATES A MISSING VAIIAPLE,O INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIE7L5 AND 1 IN1T777E7 , TRII1  VARAIRLE. 
-1WE FUNCTION IS P-. • 	'N FD 17 THE S'J✓  CF BOTH THE 
-ESSENTIAL AND THE '49509 PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE PRIME IMFLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL PRIM' IMPLICANTS ARE SC LA9ELE0, AND 
PRIME IMPLICANTS >ELFfTEO FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LABELED AS OHOSEN. 

NO. 	COST 	PRIME IMPLICANTS 
A 	1 	rt 	0 

1 	3 	4 0 X 0 ESSENTIAL 
3 	^ 	1 X ESSENTIAL 

3 	3 	X 1 0 1 ESSENTIAL 
4 	3. 	1 1 X 0 ESSENTIAL 
5 3 	1 1 0 X 

X INDICATES A MIS7146 veRrAILE,t INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIArLE ANT 1 INITCIT'F A TRUE VARAIRLE. 
THE FUNCTION IS RC''SES'NTFn RY  INC SUM OF BOTH THE 
ESSENTIAL AND THE CHOSEN PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

CONSTRAINT T4'LE 

COVLR70 	COV71/'1C PR1M0 
MINTERM 	II'^LI'INTT 
73 	4 
15 	4 	6 

Example 2  2 Minimization of Function 

F(A.B,C,D) • ET (1,4,6,7,8,9,10,15) 



1 	• 1 2 	• 0 
6 	• A 7 	• 1 

11 	• -1 12 	• -1 
16 	= -1 1 • 0 

6 = 1 
11 • -1 
16 • -1 

3 • 1 
A = 1 

17 • -1 

' 4 • 0 
9 • 1 

14 • -1 

' 5 • 1 
10 - 0 
15 • -1 

2 • 1 
7 • A 

12 • -1 

5 • 0 
10 • 1 
15 • -1 

7 • 0 
A • P 

13 • -1 

4 • .1 
9 . 0 

14 • -1 

A LISTT t D' THE INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE MINTERMS = i 
FALSE MVIT'RRS = 0 
REDUNDANT MINTFRMS (DONT CAERE) • -1 

1 • 0, 
6 • 1, 

11 • -1. 

2 • 0, 
7 • 0, 

12 • -1, 

3 • 1, 
6 • 0, 

13 • -1, 

1 

, O 

0 

THE FOLLOWING IS 4 LIST OF THE PRIME IMPLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL PRIM' PI'LTNAITS ARE SC LAPELEO, ANO 
PRONE IMPLICANTS SELECTED FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

	

NO. 	COST 	'PTA' IMPLICANTS 
A 	1 	I' 

	

1 	3 	1 1  P ESSENTIAL 

	

2 	3 	1 1 1 ESSENTIAL 

	

3 	3 	1 D 1 ESSENTIAL 

	

4 	3 	t 1 0 ESSENTIAL 

X INDICATES A MISSING VAPIABLE,T INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIABLE AND 1 INCT^AYES A TRUE VARAIBLE. 
THE FUNCTION IS RS'eEs''lTPD BY  THE SUM CF ROTH THE 
ESSENTIAL AND THE CHOSEN PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

C 

C. 

C 

C 

L 

234 
INPUT DATA TM ARRAY-n FOR ...SOP.* MINIMIZATION •• MODIFIED nAT1 IN ARRAY-C FOR ••FOS•• MINIMIZATIONTION •• 

••• AODLEAN MINIMIZATION PROGRAM ••• 

THIS FIICTTON FONTAINS 	4 VARIABLES 
•_• ROOLFAN MINIMIZATICN PROGRAM ••• 

3 • 0, 
5 = 1, 

13 • -1, 

F • 1, 
5 • 0, 

10 • -1, 
15 • -1,  

4 • 0, 
9 • 1, 

14 • -1, 0 • 0, 
5 • 1, 

10 = -1, 
15 • -1,  

	

1 • 1, 	2 = 1, 
E 	", 	7 • 1, 

	

il • -1, 	12 • -1, 

4 • !r 
9 = 0, 

14 • -1, 

THIS FUN:TION CONTAINS 	4 VARIAPLES 

A LISTTN' 0' THE INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE HINTPR45  = 1 
FALSE MINTFRMS = 0  
REOUNDANF MINTFRMS (DINT CARES) = -1 

THE FOLLOWING IS 1 LITT OF THE PRONE IMPLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL PRI,1' IMPLICANTS ARE SO LAPELEO, AND 
PRIME IMPLICANTS ;ELECTED FROM A CYCLIC CHART.ARE 
LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

'R10. 	COST 	PRIME- THPLICANTS 
A 	1 	I' 	0 

.., 	 1 	4 	D 9 0 0 ESSENTIAL 
2 	3 	X 0 1 1 ESSENTIAL 

3 
	3 	X 1 1 0 ESSENTIAL 

4 	2 	t X X 1 ESSENTIAL 

X INDICATES A MISSING,  VARIAILE,0 INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
:% 	VARIAPLE AND 1 TN1TC5TEt A TRUE VARAIPLE. 

THE FUNCTION IS RS'OSsSNTET 9Y THE SUM CF BOTH THE 
ESSENTIAL AND THE ^.NOSE• PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

THE FOLLOWING'IS 1 LIST OF THE PRIME IHFLICANTS OF THE 
MINIMIZEO FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL PRIM= IMPLICANTS ARE SC LABELED, AND 
PRIME IMPLICANTS SELECTED FROM A CYCLIC CHART APE 
LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

NO. 	COST 	PATHS IMPLICANTS 
A len 

1 	3 	n X 1 1 ESSENTIAL 
2 	3 	X " 1 0 ESSENTIAL 
3 	2 	0 1 P X ESSENTIAL 
4 	2 	X 1 X 1 ESSENTIAL 
5 	2 	L 	X 	X 	0' ESSENTIAL 

X INDICATES A MISSING AURTUALE,1 INDICATES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIAPLE AND 1 INOTCAT'S A TRUE VARAIELE. 
THE FUNCTION IS RE'RES'N-FD /AY THE SUR CF BOTH THE 
ESSENTIAL ANC THE 0HOS_N PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

C 

Example 3  , Minimization for "Dectecting 8421 BCD codes Divisible by 3" 
F(A,B,C.D) • F, (0.3.6.9, 

X10,X11•X12,X13•X14,X15) 

0 

n 0 

0 	INPUT DATA IN ARRAY-P FOR "SOP.* MINIMIZATION •• MOCIFIFO DATA TN ARRAY-C FOR ••FOS•• M2NIMIZA7SONtION •• 

	

rj 1 • 5 	2 • 1 	` • 1 

	

6 . 0 	- 	7• 0 	5= 1 
4 • 1 	5 = 1 

6 • 1 
2 • 0 	3 • 0 
7 = 1 	 a • 0 

• 1 	5 • 

0 
++• BOOLEAN MINIMIZATICN PROGRAM ••• 

  

THIS FUNCTION CONTAINS 	3 VARIABLES 
••• DOTLEAN MINIMIZATICN PROGRAM •••' 

A LISTING O' THE INPUT DATA FELLONS 	 THIS FUNCTION CONTAINS 	3 VARIA"LES 
TRUE HIMT'E,YY = 1 
FALSE YPITFBYS = 0 	 A LISTING OF THF INPUT OATS FCLLOWS 
REDUNDANT UI•TF0M5 (004T CARES) _ -1 	 TRUE HINT°PMC • 1 

FALSE HTNTERIC = 0 
- 0 • 0, 	1 • 1, 	2 • 1, 	3 • 0, 	4 • 1. 	 REOLNOANT MIUTFPHS (DONT CARES) • -1 

5 • 0, 	E . 1, 	7 . = 1, 	 . 

7 	 5 • 1, 	1 = A, 	V . 0. 	
3 • Sr 4 • 0, 

C 

t. 

O THE FOLLOWING IS 1 LIST OF THE PRIME IMPLICANTS OF THE -  
MINIMIZED FUNCTION. 

ESSENTIAL ''IM' TM"L TEANTS ARE SC LAEELFD, AND 
7 	PRIME IMPLICANTS SELECTED FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 

LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

D NO. 	COST 	PRIME IMPLICANTS 
1 1 C 

- 	
1 3 	" 1 	 ESSENTIAL 

	

2 	3 	 1 	ESSENTIAL 

	

3 	1 ' 	ESSENTIAL 

	

4 	3 	1 1 1 ESSENTIAL 

% INDICATES A MT'SINt JIOIA ICE,- I'IOICCTES A COMPLEMENTED 
VARIABLE AND 1 E',I7C1T'^, I TOUS VARA ISLE. 
THE FUNCTION I5 FI1OEENTFT FT THE SUM CF BOTH THE 
ESSENTIAL INC THE ^WOSEN PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

• Example 4 , Full Adder (Only The Sum Output is Considered) 
-- note the "cyclic result „  



••. 'OOLFAN MINIMIZATICN PROGRAM ••• 

• 

0 • 0, 
5 	

n, 
15 • 1, 

THIS FNN:TTOPI CONTAINS 	4 VARIArLES 

A I151T9G nr  TI'F INPUT DATA FCLLOPS 
TRW,. mT ITF''l' = I 
FAL°° Mlvrr'H[ = 0 
REDUN0ANT 01NTERMS (TONT CARES) 	-1 

	

6 . 0, 	2 . 	0 , 	A . 1, 

	

11 • 0, 	12 • 1. 	13 • 4, 

4 • 0, 

14 • 0. 

THE FOLLTWI'II TS 1 LIST OF THE PRIME IMPLICANTS OF THE. 
MINIMITEO FUNCTIO4. 

ESSENTIAL 'RIM'S TMPLYC5HYS ARE SC LAPELEO AND 
PRI,TE RPLICANTS SELECTED FROM A  CYCLIC 1:HAAT 	ARE 
LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

	

NO. 	COST 	PRISS JMPLTCANTS  
ASCD 

	

1 	3 	0 	X 	1 	a ESSrNTTO L' 

	

2 	3 
4 	

0 1 t x '1T'NTIAL 

	

3 	 1 0 1 . 	 L . ^-NTT, 

	

4 	3 	4 % 0 R F`;SrNT T:I 

	

5 	3 	0 0 X E'TSFTIT4 C 

	

F 	4 	1 1 1 1 E3.īNTTAL 

X INUTC;TES A YTS^'Nr,  03 R'A"LC 0 INTT.'1TES A Inn. LE4ZNTE0 
VARIA6LE AND 1 INn'^,T'' P TR'.. VRAI ELF. 
THE  FIINCTIO)1 IS PEnRE^'NTT RY THF Std,  CF T1T'1 THE 
ESSENTIAL ANC INC INnE:N PRIME IMPLICANTS. 

2 = 0, 
7 • 0, 

12 • 1. 
3, 

1 = 1, 

11 • 1, 

0, 
0, 

5 . 

a : 
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INPUT 05TA IN ARRAY-D FOR ...SOP.. MINIMIZATION 	 INPUT DATA IN ARRAY-D FOR ••SOP•• MINIMIZATION 

1 	P 
6 	0 
11 • 0 
16 • 0 

1 7 
12 • 1 

	

3
3 
 . 0 	4 . 

	

13 • 1 	14 s 0 
5 • 

1.1 • 
15 ■ 

I 2 

16 • 1 

7 . I 
12 • 0 

3 • 

13 • 

4 • 

14 • 

5 

15 

••• 'OILF?N MINIMIZATION PROGRAM 

T DIS Ft/N:TION rnFITAINS 	4 1APIA°LES 

A LISTTN(. nE THE INPUT DATA FOLLOWS 
TRUE NINTERMS r 1 
FALS 
REDUNDANT T  'lINT'T4S (SONT CAPE!) • -1 

3 . 1, 	4 • 1, 
S • . 0, . 	9 • 1, 

13 . 0, 	C. • 1. 

A  
MINI F'.LLO6TNT  ITO ,

LIST OF THE PRIME IMFLICANTS OF THE 

ESSENTIAL , PRIME TM°LT^ ANTS ARE 50 LAFFLED, 000 
PRIME MPLICANT-  SELFCTFD FROM A CYCLIC CHART ARE 
LABELED AS CHOSEN. 

PRIMF T'IPLTCANTS 
ASEn 
 .0 X I ESSENTIAL 

X 1 x 0 ES.ENTLL 

X St'n111T0T A M•SSINA VA^T,."LE,O -  INITIATES 4 COMPLE.lENTED 
HYOL"LT. FM(' 1 TIMT44T=; I T°IF VYk1T ^LE. 
T. F:P:^TION IE R• » F[?NTr,I rY TH,. SUV CF POOH THE 
ESSENTIAL A00 THE .-,4 TSER FlIME IMPLICANTS. 

NO. COST 

2 	2 

Example 5(a)  : Modulo-four Adder 

(Sum output = Co) 

Example 5(b)  : Modulo-four Adder 

(Sum output = C1) 

C 

C 
C 
C 
r, 

LOrMIN 	 COC 6400 FIN 03.0-P340 OFT=2 74/04/24. 16.12.02. 	FACE 	1 

PROGRAM LOGMIN(I NPLT,OUT°UT, TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT) 

C 
C 
C 

8 

LOGIC MINIMIZATION CI SET ON CUINE-MC CLUSKEY METHOI 
••NOTE•• 

THIS VERSION IS 0I"ENSIONEO FOR 
A MAXIMUM OF SIX VARIABLES 

r INTEEFR Cf6l.1,0(E4),CPT 

ft 	••P TO EIISURB PRW1111 1 LINTS/INCI USE FORMAT 5007 
•••• FOR 6 LINES/INCH USE FORMAT 5101 

r' 	w°TTF(6 r.-') 
5i.";i1T) 

r,  
5001 FIRNAT(1H5) 

C 	Rr11 INPUT 041.". 	'fl' AND 'ARRAY-C' 
PEAU (9! ('00) N C:7 	- 

101n rlxl.rYYR,Cx, i1) 
Tr" 

SA 	
1 ^ (i

n 
0 1,00 l) C(I),NCARO 

l:r
f1 

10n) EDYH,^1V13x 01) 
,c TC 1 ,  w'TTr,,..,7') 

3000 ri'NAT(1111 //11x,•]N'JT DATA IM ARRAY-0 FOR ...sc... MINIMIZATION') 
w'TTr(6/21 111) (IJ,C(J)),)=1 I) 

31') r174PT(.x // 5 )15,0H = ,[2,3%),1x1 
w?TTr (5, 1 317 

305'1  FOD4,T(' 	 'I  

DFKEOPH •' 500 •• MINIMIZATION 

CALL MIl)TE I'1,9) 

TEST O°TIMI SECTICN II.E. ..SOP.. OR •• SOP ANC P0S ••) 
IF (1°1.10.0) GO IC 20 

ot.yOcm .• ;OS •• hINIMIZATION 

•'• TNTEPCHSNGE 1'S ANT 0.5 IN ARRAY-C 

on 1, JE1 I 
IErr1(J11 3'•,71,32 

11 lllJ11t 
Al Tn 30 

1? C(J1'n 1' -.WY-lIIt . 
w'TTr (5,4191) 

400? FOD4,"()11,//)?Tr'•• '+Cnlr tr0 DATA IN APVAY-C FOR ..POS.' 
1 	NTllTfOAT,Cg• '•'//) 

w'.TTr(6 ;.3111) 	IIJ,C )J)I.J=1x11 
WIT'S (%,)017) 

C 	TITdFIAl4E GOMPLFYOE, DEfr0PM **nos.. 

CALL Y •NTE ('I,C) 
7P '11N711110 

5TYP 
FNn 

HMIINEZATID tf 



C 

5 

12'+ J .  

n 

0 
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O . 	COG 6400 FIN V3.0-P340 OPT=2 74/04/24. 16.02.00. FACE 	1 

i 0 

i 0 

S!onnuTTN7 "TNTCIN C) 
'0)1'.'4) TY(512) 

T'ITrr.rR 	X(1O3,X1 12 X1,!1Tr ff  X'(3),XCf3),Y(10) 
TNrrrr9 C(64) 4T41164) MIM(64) 
TM'Cr-R PRIMh ('SE)  P°fMJ(156),COST1256),T(256) 
T4TrrrR 	TA4I(520),f AOLE(6250) 
00,4401 TA)LF 
n0'0 XI/4H X / 

10 n"r 07/4H I / 
n+T. X1/44 	/ 
OlTA Yr /4HESSF,4HMTIA,4HL 	/ 
n4'A XC/4HCHOS)41•EN4H 	/ 
PA'? Y /4H A ,4H 9 ,GH C ,4H 0 ,4H E ,4H F ,4H G 

15 	 9 	49 H ,4H I ,4H J / 
4'=ALnG(2.0) 
Nr.7'•N 
M<= r 
M=0 

2O 	 n1 175 1=1,NT 
TA-T(T)=1 
Irf1(II.E(1.0) GO TC 125 
M1 IT H  
M(.)=I-1 

25 	1•' 	n 
^r7°r3 LINES •••• 

U'ITr)c,45 n0) 
N'TTr(6,9n5) N 
4°= 
nn 1 T=1,W' 30 

I N'TTF(6,7'1) (40'(I),C(I),I=1,NT) 

J5 	 S,ivr COR PRIME IMFLICANTS 

I. N'1= N,'.1 
60 	 4 C11'TNNF 

6 r.nqTpqIC 
IST=TC NT HI 

C) 	 9 T0(N)I.EO.0) GO TC 5 
IFIMP.E0.0) GO TO 10 

0 

0 

I▪ r,MINTII) 
MI =M-T.1 
01 S J=1,M1 

40 	 N'1= n 
J1= 1,1T('1-J.1) 
Ir (IAIIn1II,JJ).NE.II1 GO TO 5 
e1+1.I .n 
ntr=J.1-IT 

45 	 I( (efJJ*).G.01.  ) 	N)I.1 
I' frr.E  0.  1 . GO. TI 	NN=1441 
IrfOTr.EO. 01 GO TC S 
H1. 

7
111=1/    

50 	 n1 4 K=1 II 

ĪrfT7.FO.0) (  GOI  TCO EF) 
I1p= TrnT 
nn A L=1 IC' 

55 	
44)9 (TTir )=OUM(L),I2 

I,
''IfIl) T' HTI.l 

I IC CLL)) 6,5,30 

L 

SUOROUTINE MTHTF COG 64n0 FTN 93.0-P14r OPT=2 74/04/24. 16.02.00. PAGE 	2 

0 r 

0 

0 	65 	 nn 11 1.1,9P 
r('PIMJ(L),IT.JJ) GO TO 11 
r(TPNO(PRInJ(L),JJ).NE.JJ) GO TO 11 O 	 TF(TAN5(PRIMIII),II).EO.PRIMI(L)) GO TO 5 11 G1NT1NUF 

. 	70 	 in H,r4P4.1 
P,THT)HP)=II 
P'TMJ(HP)=JJ 

O 	 T(4P)-0 
/71'1 .LOG(CIST)/A2 

	

75 	- 	M".•(M0)=N-ICOST 
S ■TyT79I1E 

0 	 TrrlCTh1).LT.0) GC TO 4 
T4'I(I)=4K.1 
11 17 L=1,HP 

	

60 	
F(TOi'('Ī 	.T 	. P TH M rIt)NE.PRI?TCL))  GO TO 13 

Tr)T-6I(F'I0J1L),I1).Nc-.Ir) GO TO 13 • 4K:41(.1

85 	 11 rn0 1I , lr)=l 
71 - T ('+1) '5K41 
I-..HK-TA111 I1 

3 	 Tr(Tr.E0.0) GO TC 15 
A=TP 

	

9n 	 TX(T)=1.0/4 G1 TO 4  
F 	SU FSSEMTIAL TERN 
C 

`' 	95 	 15 T(J)rLl(T AII(I)1 
)(il(') =Pp.fN2fJ) 
11_rNU(4 (1)•I 

(LL) =-I 3 	300 	T'''-) 
nTr ,P?IHJ)J)-PRIMI(J) 
n1 14 K.10 
TT:T7N1(21`(K-11 0(r) 
ir(T7.T.n.n) GO TC 16 

	

105 	 nj 17 r 	1 L' t,ICT2 
T7NT=T^NT.1 

3 	 l'i10IIG)T1.N14(L).R 
LL=HlwfIC4T)*1 

110 

 
/ 	17 CILL1=-1 

'S -1,1T'NIIE 
3 	 4 CI)ITTNUF 

ALL PPIHE IN°LICANTS ARE FOUND -- CK FOR CYCLIC CHART 

	

115 	 C 
LL =" 01 7 7 L=1 M 
Irf"(MINT(L7.1)) 21,27,2S 

25 LL'Ll•1 
NI4 1LL)'1 

17 01511 )NE 
IF(LL.E0.0) GO TC 31 

C 

C 

C 

I. 
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0 	125 

0 

O 

7 

130 

135 

140 

0 	145 

f 

I O 

3 

3 

155 

161 

1651 

.J 

ISO 

170 

175 

107 

is 

i9^ 

155 

0 
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C)  

SUP.ROUTIN'_ MTNTr COC 6440 FTN V3.0-P34" OPT=2 74/04/24. 16.02.01. PAGE 	3 

c ( 

0 
g 	

SOLVF CYCLIC CHART 

1TX=P.)' 

Tr(1TV.CF..Tx(6UM(1))) GO TO 26 
rT x=TO(VN'1(I) ) 
IIr0(4(l) 

+~ r1NTTNUF 
4S n1 40 i01,55 
40 

11 r0 t'
n 
S,LL

• 

I-:Tf1I('1(9(I)) 
JT.1001(194(I1.1)-1 

TY
r 

('A^L0(J) )=TY(TAELE(J)1.TX(NUNCI)) 
04 ^.'(NTTNUF. 
Sc 9TY=r.n 

It.T A^I(IT) 
1'1 

5F
J

(TT ♦,T -1 
T=(TN(TA0LI(J)I-EIY) 60,56,57 

05 IFfOTY.E0.0.4 1 GC TO 60 

Trf.InST(JJ1.LE.CCS1(TAILEIJ))) GO TO 60 
57 

 
IIY=TY(TAOLE(J)/ 
J1=TA1LF(3) 

5" ^10TT4UE 

r,H'1O"r PRIME INPLICANT 

T(JJ)=1 
OTX=r.n 
n1 R. -1 LL 
IJ=HIM (NO0(I1) 

Tr (P°I4J(JJ).LT,IJ( CO T0 61 
1Ir1T1NT1(00 4.l(JJ),iJ).NP.IJ) GO TO 61 
Tr(TAN1(PP TNI(JJ),IJ).'(E.PRIMI(JJ)) GO TO 61 
Tx( e0r,(D))= ,.r 

51 tis'Tx.GF. 
X( U4(1))) GO TO 65 

55 ^ONTTNUE 
IF(r IX.NE.0.0) GC IC 46 

11 OONTINUE 

N?ITF CUTPUT 

C •• 	ski. 3 LIVES ••'+ 
• WIT" (6,4^II) 
4N3r( 6,1070) (Y0K),Ko101 
n1 4r J=1,4P 
TT=nPT'T(3) 
KT0P0I'J(J)-I3 
n1 Tc K=1,4 
KIVK_. 
Xfv-v1).x/ 
trf10NlfI1,2•'(1).61.0) X04-0(10=12 
T"(TO\01K3,2" K11,61.,) X(N-K1)=X1 

TS -1')1. T15(0 
Tr (0(J)) 35 37,31 

17 H'TT'(" 100J) J,CCBT(J),(x(I),Zo1,NI 
r.3 Tn 4 0 

.' f1I T F( 6I I'll) J,Ce5T(J),lx)D ,i=1,N),XE 

4" !̂'N-Tr
6,1033) J,CCII (J),(x(r),1.1,1 ),XC 

w,00=(4,7011) 
=(Ll.C9.•) PETUAN 

C 	SKI,' 5 LINES 
N^T-'(0 MI71) 
1+'i'r(6,1004) 

JT'T0'))!•((-1 
ICt" (0151(I)+1).61.0) 

1 J=TT,JT) 71 ^1NTTN'Ir 
200 	C 	

,MATS F19 SUnCCUTINE MINTE 

5$ F1F"OT(7{X • '• 'CCLEAN 4I47017ATTON 2005'40 •••, 
I /// 160,'11110 FCN"T10v LES[t 

I05 	2 	 0, 'A LISTING CO IMF II(CUT IOTA FOLIONS'0/1
/ X 15 T0' 

	

J 	 1 ' jr "74rc4C = 1',/ 160. TMLSL 0(410405 = 	'r 	, 
4 '^rn'iI,VT TIv10''S (0MN"1 CAOES) _  

?SA
( 101" F0TfF(',Y'ft HC_ ~ FCLLCHI'(G 75 I LIST OF 1.E 00IHr .I  

	

-' 	210 1 	i,'rCA,IT5 nF THC'1 / aX 'NI`l IIII2F0 FOIST106.',// 
2 11Y.'FIS'VTIAL 0110_ T`t0t7CAVT5 ARC 1 L1 ?'.LET,, 100', 
3 / 100,'r'I4r 	S'L"S!t! F^0t1 A CYCLIC C113, 
4 	^T A^r' / 100 'LA"FLc1 AI 54050').'.1/ '0' 	NO.., 
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215 	5 	.1,,10A4?i)

Xr~~v l;,r II.^LICA(ITS',/ 

11,1 E3"4("(1N ,00,I4,70 14,40 1304) 

	

,, 	 2111 r1r'IA'((II ,/ FX 	Y Ī NgICAI7S A "IE0003 VA'T OMIT,' PP 
• 1 	'nS'AI'S 1 5O G FLEYFNTFS',/ SX, VARIA"LF AN) 1 '031C., 
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U 	 /0,4 r1,IA,(10X,• C^,(c 1 000'1T II IL'',// B1 'CMV, 
1 .r^-1' 4K,'COVEA(AG 	 { vT%PV1 

'n04T1'J 
225 	11'' F10"0•!1H 19 I5,116,157fi,9l/,7%,75I5j) 

	

V.% 	 41'' r174oT(SX,///l 

FUNCTION 	t141 

	

0 	 FJ'!^'iM) IA N1 I2l0 S2) I 	 t4'~1=T1. A'19.I2 
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2'!n 
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A NOTE ON THE BACKUS-NAUER FORM (BNF) EQUATION FOR SYNTAX DESCI:IPTIOI' 



A rote on the Backus-Nauer Form (ENF) Equation 
for Syntax. Description 

The Backus-Nauer Form (BNF) is a metalanguage due to Backus & Nauer whom 
pioneered the practical description of Computer languages. The symbols & 
conventions of BNF may be summarized as follows (see below for examples): 

1) Certain symbols have special meanings in the metalanguage: 
a. -i means "is defined as." 
b. <> is used to delimit a string that is the name of another string. , 
c. ( means "or else," i.e., separates alternatives. 

2) All symbols except those above denote themselves. 

3) Symbols or strings or names in any combination that follow in succession 
implicitly specify the operation of concatenation. 

4) The order of application of the operations in the metalanguage is first 
concatenations, then alternatives, then the definition arrow. 	. 

5) Unless otherwise stated, the syntax equations shall be applied to strings 
in left-to-right order. 

Example 1: 

(1) <DIG> -3 0111213141516171819 

May be read "the object named DIG is defined as the string 0 or else 1 
or else 2 	 or else 9." 

Example 2: Consider Eq. (1) along with the following equations for the 
syntax of integers, fractions, and numbers: 

(2) <INT> -p <DIG> I <DIG>I<DIG> 

(3) <FR>-).<INT> 

(4) <NUM> -a<INT> I <FR> I <INT> <FR> 

Using the five rules of the metalanguage, we can interpret these four BNF 
equations as a grammar for recognizing 1 - or 2-digit integers as INT or up 
to 2 digits following a period-es FR, or any instance of INT or of FR or of 
INT followed by FR as (numbers) NUM. 

Each alternative term of a syntax equation is called a production. The 
problem of recognition can then be described as a sequence of searches of 
the productions for matches to the string to be translated, both directly 
and by means of intermediate named classifications that are matched to 
productions and then used to form later matches. We shall see examples of 
this presently. 

It often happens that strings of indefinite length are of interest. For 
this purpose, the metalanguage permits recursive statements as illustrated 
by 

(5) <INT>.--)<DIG> I <INT> <IG> 

This equation is recursive because it defines INT and INT also appears on 
the right side of the arrow. To see the power of this kind of equation 
consider the string 

23473658 

The first symbol, 2, is found to match an alternative in Eq.(1) so 2 is 
classified as DIG. Using DIG as an argument in Eq.(5), it is found to be 
an INT. Consider now the second symbol, 3, which is also first found to 
be a DIG. The string 23 is at this point then classified as `INT> <DIG> . 
This matches the second alternative of Eq.(5), making the string an INT. 
This process of using Eqs.(1) and (5) continues and clearly may be used to 
recognize a string of any number of digits. Also, Eqs.(1),(5),(3), and (4) 
are then able to recognize numbers of any length. 

With the specification of the property of recursion, we have completed the 
informal definition and illustration of the BNF metalanguage. It is worth 
noting that although strings of arbitrary length can be handled, there is 
no provision for simple specification of strings of a definite or of 
maximum length like "names can be up to eight characters long." There are 

W 
to 



Syntax Ecuation Meaning 

Add-operator symbol is + or - 
Multiply-operator symbol is 
* or / 

A variable symbol is A or 
B or C 

A factor is <V> or left paren 
then EX then right paren 

A term is <F> or term then  
<MOP> then < F > 
An expression is < T> or <EX> 

then <AOP><T> 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 <AOP>--) + -
KMOP>-* / 

<V>4AI BI C 

7-4<V> I (<E)) 

<T» F> I <T><MOP><F> 

<EX>-9 <T> <EX><AOP><T> 

(a) An arithmetic-expression grammar.  

Successive 
Classifications* 

Equations 
Used 

Compiled 
Subexpression 

1 A+B*(C+A*C)+B Original expression - 

2 V+V*(V+V*V)+V 3 - 

3 V+V*(V+T*F)+V 4,5 - 

4 V+V*(V+T)+V 3 T1=A*C 
5 V+V*(EX+T)+V 4,5,6 - 

6 V+V*(EX)+V 6 T2=C+T1 
7 V+V*F 	+V 4 - 

8 V+T*F 	+V 4,5 - 

9 V+T 	+V 5 T3=B*T2 
10 EX+T 	+V 4,5,6 - 

11 EX 	+V 6 T4=A+T3 
12 EX 	+T 4,5 - 

13 EX 6 'T5=T4+B 

versions of BNF that can conveniently specify properties such as thesel. 

Figure A3.1(a) shows a set of syntax equations that define a grammar typical 
of arithmetic expressions. The expressions may be of any length and include 
parenthesized subexpressions to any depth. Although names are here 
restricted to the single letters A,)3, or C, it is easy to modify the 
syntax to permit multiple-letter names. One important property of this 
particular syntax to permit multiple-letter names. One important property 
of this particular syntax is not obvious; the usual precedence rule that 
multiplication (*) is done before addition (+) is built into the syntax. 
This occurs in the following way: consider the string A+B*C. In the left-
to-right scan, the substring A+B will initially be classified, but this 
classification (as an EX) used with the following string *C will be found not 
to match any production. The scan must then abandon the tentative 
classification of A+B as an EX and seek another sequence of classifications 
which can be found as A is an EX, B*C a T, and finally, the entire 
expression is an EX followed by + followed by T which is found to match the 
last alternative of Eq. (6) of the figure. Thus in this expression, B*C is 
recognized as a legal operation while A+B is not. The chart of part (b) 
of the figure shows some key steps in the analysis of an example statement. 

Using the technique described above, it is possible to determine whether 
any given string representing a program or a statement is a legal one of 
a given syntax. Since the string is recognized by a sequence of patches 
of its substrings with the syntax productions, this process can parse the 
string, i.e., identify the "parts of speech" such as operators, variables, 
product and sum terms, indexes, etc. Parsing is a major task of a language-
translator program such as a compiler. 

1  see Lee, J.A.N. : "The Anatomy of a Compiler", New York : Reinhold 
Publishing Corp., 1967. 

NOTES 

  

 

1) In this example, AOP is + 
2) Enq.(3) of (a) is used to 

symbols by V. for clarity 
brackets are omitted. 

and MOP is * 
replace all variable 
on this chart, angle 

(b) Example of use of syntax equations 



B2T is a valuable way to start the orderly design of a compiler. However, 

this first step must be followed by a host of other difficult judgments 

such as: 

1. Does a given set of L'ttF equations consistently and unambiguously define 
a grpnmnr? 

2. If the grammar is unambiguous, precisely how are the equations to be 

scanned with the string to be translated? This depends on how the 

equations are represented. 

3. The semantics of the language must somehow be specified so that the 

compiler can compile object instructions when it recognizes the productions. 

Fortunately, most semantic rules are rather simple, but the fact remains 

that there is no instrument as powerful and as widely accepted as BNF to 

specify semantics. There is also the issue whether the semantics, which 

usually take the form of a list of object instructions for each kind of 

production, should be applied just after each recognition or whether 

pointers to the substrings should be kept until the scan is complete and 

the object instructions assigned at the end. 

4. Syntax errors are naturally detected during the syntax scan. However, 

in order to keep enough information about errors to best communicate the 

place where they occur, careful attention is required in the design of 

the compiler. 

5. The many efficiency questions are of two classes: the efficiency of the 

compilation process itself and the efficiency of the object code produced 

by the compiler. By efficiency we mean storage space and time. 



Appendix 4 

A COLLECTION OF APL FUNCTIONS FOR DIGITAL FILTER 

ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION 

Note 

This suite of programs require plotting 
routines which are included in the 
appendix 5 
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FIRN 

FCOtiTINUE 

INFIR 

OUTFIRN 

ELPFIR 

ECON 

EVFIRLP 

OUTFIRN 

FILT 

DBS 

FUN1 

F2 

AR 

AI 

BR & DI 

PHS 

FILT1 

DBPHS 

COSUM 

SINSUM 

APL functions for Digital Filter analysis and simulation  

A conversational program for the analysis 
of an Nth order FIR filter 

A "house-keeping" function, calling appropriate 
functions to analysis an Nth order FIR filter 

Compute the time response of an Nth order 
FIR filter; called by FCONTINUE 

Tabulates outputs; function called by INFIR 

Compute the time. response of an Even-order 
FIR Linear Phase digital filter; 'data input functi 

A "continue funcion" for ELPFIR 

Compute the time response, called by ECON 

Tabulates outputs for the EVFIRIP; called by 
ECON 

Compute the frequency response of an Nth order 
digital filter; calling functions — DES, PHS 

Compute the amplitude response; called by FILT 
and calls function — FUN1, F2 

Compute the real part of the ratios of two 
polynominals; called by DBS 

Compute the imaginary part of the ratios of 
polynominals; called by DBS 

Auxilary function called by FUN1 and F2 

-do- 

(comments as AR, AI; "duals" of these) 

Computes the phase response; called by FILT; 
and calls FUN1 & F2 

Computes the frequency response of an Nth order 
filter; a more compact version of FILT. FILT1 
calls functions: DBPHS, COSUM, and SINSUM 

Computes the amplitude and phase characteristics; 
called by function FILT1; calling COSUN & SINSUM 

Computes the "cosine terms"; auxilary function 
and is called by DBPHS 

Computes the "sine terms"; auxilary fucntion 
and is called by SINSUM 

(This collection requires the plotting routines) 

✓ FIRN 
[1] 

t 

[2] 'ENTER ORDER OF FIR FILTER:' 
[3] N+❑ 	 - 
[4] 'ENTER COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER AS AN ARRAY STARTING WITH A(0):' 
[5] A+❑  
[6] 'ENTER SIGNAL SAMPLES AS AN ARRAY. AT END OF LINE, TYPE' 
[7] 'CARRAGE RETURN (CR) THEN TYPE.... X+ X, (REMAINING' 
[8] 'SAMPLES) FOLLOWS BY (CR). REPEAT THIS AS REQUIRED.' 
[9] 'AFTER SIGNAL ENTRY. TYPE... FCONTINUE .. TO RESTART.' 
[10] x'-D 
[11] ' 

V 

VFCONTINUE[❑]V 

✓ FCONTINUE 
[1] Y+INFIR X 
[2] OUTFIRN 

V 

VINFIRC❑]V 

✓ Y+INFIR X;IX;I;J;M 
[1] X+pX 
[2] Y+KpO 
[3] M+N+1 
[4] IX+MpO 
[5] I+0 	_ 
[6] KLAB:IX+X[I], 1+IX 
[7] J+IY+o 
[8] NLAB:IY+IY+A[J]xIX[J] 
[9] J+J+1 
[10] -+(J<M)/NLAB 
[11] Y[I]+IY 
[12] I+I+1 
[13] -(I<K)/KLAB 

V 

VOUTFIRN[❑]V 

V OUTFIRN;I 
I 	t 

t t 

'TIME RESPONSE OF';' ';N;'-TH ORDER FIR FILTER:' 
I 	t 

t t 

SAMPLE';' 	';'INPUT SIGNAL';' 
	

';'OUTPUT SIGNAL' 

I+tK 
❑+I AND X AND Y 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6)  
[7)  
C8) 

V 



SAMPLE 

0 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
V 

[1]  

[2]  
[3]  
[4]  

[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  

V 

OUTFIRN;I 

I+'K 
0.-I AND X AND Y 

'TIME RESPONSE OF';' ';N;'-TH ORDER FIR FILTER:' 

SAMPLE';' 	';'INPUT SIGNAL';' ';'OUTPUT SIGNAL' 

✓ ELPFIR 

)ORIGIN 0 
WAS 1 

FIRM 

ENTER ORDER OF FIR FILTER: 
0: 

2 
ENTER COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER AS AN ARRAY STARTING WITH A(0): 
0: 

1 0.5 0.2 
ENTER SIGNAL SAMPLES AS AN ARRAY. AT END OF LINE, TYPE 
CARRAGE RETURN (CR) THEN TYPE.... X. X. (REMAINING 
SAMPLES) FOLLOWS BY (CR). REPEAT THIS AS REQUIRED. 
AFTER SIGNAL ENTRY. TYPE... FCONTINUE .. TO RESTART. 
0: 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

FCONTI NGE 

TIME RESPONSE OF 2-TH ORDER FIR FILTER: 

INPUT SIGNAL 	OUTPUT SIGNAL 

1 	 1 
1 	 1.5 
1 	 1.7 
1 	 1.7 
0 
	

0.7 
0 
	

0.2 
0 
	

0 
0 
	

0 

C1] 

[2]  
[3]  

[4i] 

[5]  
[6]  

[7]  
[8]  

[9]  
[10]  

V 

i 
'ENTER ORDER(EVEN) OF "FIR" FILTER:' 
N+0 
'ENTER COEFFICIENTS OF_FILTER -- STARTING WITH A(0):' 
A+❑  
'ENTER INPUT SIGNAL;END OF LINE. TYPE CARRIAGE' 
'RETURN (CR). THEY TYPE 	, X+X.<RF.MAI?DING I?!PUTS>' 
'FOLLOWED BY (CR). REPEAT AS REQUIRED.' 
'AFTER SIGNAL ENTRY, TYPE ... ECO?J .,, TO RESTART.' 
X+0 

✓ ECOIJ 
[1] Y+EVFIRLP X 
[2] OUTFIRN 

V 

✓ Y+PVFIRLP X;IX;IY;I;J;If 
[1] X+pX 
[2] Y+KpO 
[3] IX+(N+1)p0 

[4] M.N+2 
[5] £+0 	_ 
[6] KLAB:IX+X[I]. 14IX 
[7] IY+J+0 
[8] NLAB:IY+IY+A[J]x(IX[J]tIX[N-J]) 
[9] J+J+1 
[10] -.(J<M)/HLAB 
[11] Y[I]+IY+A[M]xIX[M] 
[12] I+I+1 

[13] -'(I<K)/KLAB 
V 



' ELPFIR 

ENTER ORDER(EVEN) OF 'FIR' FILTER: 
0: 

4 
ENTER COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER -- STARTING WITH A(0): 

1 0.5 0.2 
ENTER I'!PUT SIGNAL:END OF LI'.'E, TYPE. CARRIAGE 
RETURN (CR) , THEY TYPE 	. X+X , <RE'!AI'!ING INPUTS> 
FOLLOWED BY (CR). REPEAT AS .REQUIRED. 
AFTER SIGNAL ENTRY, TYPE .,. ECOPI ,,. TO RESTART, 
0: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ECOPI 

TI."T RESPONSE OF 4-TH ORDER FIR FILTER: 

)GRP FREQGP 
FII,T 	PBS 	PPS 	FUN1 	F2 	AR 	RR 	AI 	BI 

vFYLT[07v 
V FII,T 

[1] 'CHECK ORDER OP COEFFICS ' 
[2] 'FILTER ORDER = COFF, ORDER - 1' 
[3] O+XX+pA 
[4] f1+Yy+03 

[5] 'SPECIFY FILTER ORDER' 
[6] I,T,+rl 

[ 7 1 	L+1,r,+1 
(8] 	'N0, OF POINTS IN HALF SAMPLING INTERVAL' 
[o] NN+n 
[10] N+2xNIl 
[11] 'SPECIFY POINTS TO BE EVALUATED' 
[121 I+fl 
[131 ' ' 
[14]  
[15] OUT+4((2,(RI))p(DRS.PHS)) 
(16 ] ' GAIN 	PHASE' 
[171 0+OI1T 

V 

SAMPLE INPUT SIGNAL OUTPUT SIGNAL 
v 

VDRS(0]V 
ZZ+nn,s 

0 1 1  [1] T.7.+t0 

1 1 1.5 [2] 7Z+20x100(((FUN1*2)+(F2*2),)*0,5) 
2 1 1.7 V 

3 

5  
1 
1 

2.2 
3.2 VPHSr07v 

5 1 3.2 V 7,+PHS 
6  1 3.2 [1] Z+tO 

7 1 3.2 [2] Z+(180+01)x(-30(F2+FUN1)) 
8 0 2,2 V 

9 . 0 1.7 
10 0 1.5 VF11)I1 rely 

11 0 1 - V ZR+FUN1 
12 0 0 [11 ZR+10 

[21 ZR+((ARx0R)+(AI.xBI)) +((BR*2)+(BT*2)) 
• V 

VF2Ill]V 
V ZI+F2 

[1] ZI+to 
Note : origin zero is assumed [21 7,I+((AIxBR)-(ARxRI))+((RR*2)+(RI*2)) 

V 

VAR[011  
V NR+AR;K 

[1]  K+0 
[2]  NR+0 
[3]  NR+NR+(20(Kx2xo1xI+N))xACK+1] c [4]  .3xLI.?K+K+1 

V 

a 

- 

vfR r[)]v 
DR+RR;K 

[11 K+0 

r2] PRI-0 
[31 DR+0R+(20(Kx2x01xI+N))x 8(K+1] 



✓ NI+AI;K 
[1] K+0 
[2] NT+o 
[3] NI+NI + -1x(10(Kx2xoixy+N))xA[K+11 
[4] - 3xT,[ X+K+1 

v 

✓ Pl+RI;K 
[1] 	K+0 
:21 	PT+O 
[3] PZ+0T+-1x(lo(Kx2xolxl+I1))xf[K+1] 
[4] -.3 J,T, zK+K+1 

V 

)GRP FRF.PLOT 
A 	R 	GAT11 

	
PRASE 

A 	TRESE ARE VARIABLES 

A 
1 5 15 20 15 6 1 

Y. 
33.7972 0 26.284 0 3.8596 0 0.0592 

GAIN AND PRASE 

0.090000000E0 
2.290839616E-7 
6.541330341E-7 
1.751120504E-6 
2.630158485E-6 
2.9695683-22E-6 
5.295166529E-7 
1.699963104F. 5 

-1.108613062E-4 
5.474544472E-4 

-2.360222237E-3 
9.335028011F_3 

_3.426702472F_2 
1.186365836F_1 
3.075334407E 1 
1.163624230E0 
3.010216658E0 
6.28827432211.0 
1.068674926E1 
1.569471807E1 

--2.1. 0471566011.1 
2.6168533275E1 
3.264755730E1 
3.902109172F] 
4.593319310E1 
5 -6  

-7 
-8 9  
1.207922001E2 

.356234332F.1 

.216728931E1 

.2145782.35E1 

.416058302E1 

.945041498E1 

0.000000000E0 
_1.007859871E1 
2.102932490E1 
3.292671603111 

-4.425035533E1 
5.588800910E1 
6.793,166280111 
0.1521105725'l 
0.02177776411 
7.209902000E1 
5.687814432E1 
4.020706301E1 
2.157329133111_ 
1.830322472E-1 
2.510824463.71 
5.541414757E1 
9.090000000E1 
5,541414757111 
2.510824463E1 
1.030322472E-1 
2.157329133111 
4.020786381E1 

_5.607034432E1 
7.209982000E1 

-8.621777764E1 
8.052310572E1 
6.793996280E1 
5.588800910E1 
4.42503553311.1 
3.29267160311.1 
2.1029121;91E1 

)GRP FRF.?GP1 
FILT1 PRPRS COSIIM .SINSUM 

VFIT,Ti [[I1 V 
✓ FTT,T1;XX;YY;FIT,ORPA; N;I 

[.1) 	'CRECK ORDER OF COEFFICIENTS' 
121 	'FILTER ORDER = COFF. ORDER - 1' 
13] 	[14XX.- A 
[41• 	[1+YY+pR 
[5] 	'SPECIFY FILTER ORDER' 
[01 	FTT,ORPA+C) 
[7] 	'NO. OF POINTS IN PALE SAMPLING INTERVAL' 
[0] 	N+[l 
19] 	N+2x11 
[10] 'SPECIFY POINTS TO RE EVALUATED' 
[11] I+rl 
[12] I-I-I I' 
[13] DPPRS 

v 

vP0Pl1,Srfl]v 
✓ PRPNS;AR;RR;AT;RI;AR1;AT1;PF.N;F1;F2;OUT 

[1] A PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION: (ARxRR).(ATxRI). 
[2] A 	 (RR*2). AND (RI*2).ETC. 
[3] AR+COSUM A 
[4] RR+COSIIIf P 
[5] AT +STNSIIM A 
[6] Rl+SIIISUM R 
[7] AR1+(AR=RR)+(AIxRI) 

'Co] 	All.+(AIxRR)-(ARxRI) 
[0] 	 fF.tl4- (RR*2)+(RI*2) 
[10] F1+AR11-PEN 
[11] F2'-ATl+PFII 
1121 A COMPUTE GAIIl.P11ASE AND OUTPUT RESULTS 
[13] GATP+20x10ee(((Fi*2)+( 7,2 *2))*0.6) 
[141 PRAS11+(180+oi)x(-30(F2+F1)) 
1151 	' 
1163 ' 	GAY?! 	 PRASE' 
[171 ' ' 
110] r)+OUT.- ((2.(pGAIN))p(GAIN.PRASE)) 

v 

5CoSumrniv 
✓ /,+-COSIIM A ; K ; WT 

[1] A COMPUTE THE SLIM OP COSINE TERMS (0-ORIGIN) 
[2] K+7,+0 
[3] WT+2xo1xI+N 
[4] LAB: Z,+7,+(20(WTxK))xA[K] 
[5] -•(FIT,ORPAZK+K+1)/LAR 

V 

vSINSUMr[11 V 
✓ Z+SrNSU/f R;K;WT 

[1] 	K+7,+0 
12] WT+2x01x1+N 
[3] T,AR:7.+Z -(10(WTxK))xR[P] 
[4] 4.(FILORPA?K+K+1) /LAE 

V 



VA RS 
A 	B 

A 
1 6 15 20 15 6 

R 
33.7972 0 26.284 0 3.8596 0 0.0592 

TILT 
C/PEC., ORDER OF COEFFICS. 
FILTER ORDER = CUFF, ORDER - 1 
7 
7 
SPECIFY FILTER ORDER 
0: 

6 
.'10. OF POINTS IN HALF SAMPLING INTERVAL 
U: 

32 
SPECIFY POINTS TO BE EVALUATED 
0: 

0031 

CAIo 	PHASE 
O.0O0000000E0_ 0.000000000/.0 
2.2908396161; 	7 1.007859071111 
8.6413303415 	7 2.182932490.01 
1.751120504E_6 3.292671603111 
2.630158485E-6 -4.42503553351 
2.969568322E-6 -5.53800091051 
5.2951665295-7 6.793966280111 

-1.699963104E-5 8.05231057251 
1.1086130625-4 8.621777764/.1 
5.474544472Z-4 7.209982800!51 

3 _2.368222237. 5.68783443251 
_9.33 55 8250115_3 4.020786381'. 1 
3.426702472E 	2 2.15732913351 

_1.186365835E_1 1.830322472P-1 
3.875334487E 	1 2.510824453/.1 

_1.163524230/.0 -5.541414757E1 
3.010216658/.'0 9.00000000051 
6.28827432250 5.5414147571;1 
1.06867482651 _2.510824463/1 
1.569471307/.1 1 _1.830322472!:' 
2.134715660.1 _2.15732.91335.1 
2.668533275111 4.02071638151 
3.264755730111 _5.6878344321'1 
3.90210917251 7.20998280051 
4.59331931051 8.621777764/.1 
5.35623433251 8.05231057251 

_6.216728931/.1 6.79396620051 
_7.21457823551 5.5888009151 
8.416058302111 4.425035533.71 

_ 9.94504149851 3.29267160371 
_1.20792200152 2.18293249151 
1.570417299E2 1.087853913E1 



Appendix 5 : 

248 

1 
APL PLOTTING ROUTINES 

1  Extracted from : P.K.II.Lai, "A Set of Graph Plotting Functions 
for the CYBER*APL at Imperial College"; Internal Report, Electrical. 
Engineering Department, Imperial College; September, 1975. 



(A) Multiple plot, dyadic function Without explicit result 

PLOT Plots one ore more graphs simultaneously; 
it permits automatic scaling so that the 
graphs will fit approximately within the 
scale dimensions specified by the user. 
Origin 1 is assumed. 

Syntax : 	scalesize PLOT Numbers 

scalesize : may be one ore two numbers. 
The first number specifies the approximate 
size of the vertical axis and the second 
number does the same for the horizontal axis. 
If only one number is supplied, it is applied 
to both axis. 

AND 	Essentially a column catenator; i.e. permits 
two matrices or a matrix and a vector to be 
joined. 

VS . 	Essentially a column catenator, similar to 
AND except that the right hand argument must 
be of rank smaller or equal to unity. 

(AND C VS, may now be superceded by the 
formating funct OM) 

11. C4 	7'(1 PLOT B;C;D;F;G;N;I;J;L;T;Y;NZ;NB;VT;PT;ST;ISV;U;$S;PS;S ;ST 
' [1] 'PQ'''o*.ve❑' 
1 [ ]  
[3]'..-,• 7•-•-.1 2 5 
[4] ",• •-• 	10 

.C53 	+1(0=x/(2pA),pB),3 2 1<ppB)/0,PL7,PL1,PL2 
C53" 	4• PL2,13B+4(2.D)p(tD+p,B),B 

,[7] 	?• L1:B+B[1;;] 
[̀8]- "PL2:Y+1+1(pB)[2]-1 
[9] .C+((f/f/B[;Y])-L/L/B[:Y]).([/B[;1])-L/B[;1] 
(107" • F+I(2pA)+C+(C=0)x8[1;2 1]+B[ 1;2 11=0 
; 111 1 ' F+(ST[+/( L0.0001+Fx10*-G)•.2SZ])x10*G+L109F 
.112] .G4-(51P F)xL((L/L/B[;Y]),L/BCx1])xF+5ldr16LS1.11 4 
1[13] 51 ;1]+10.5+F[2]xB[;1]-G[2] 
7[14] - B[;Y]+L0.5+F[1]xB[;Y]-G[1] 
- [15]-'B+SPfxf((1/f/B[:Y]),[/B[;1])+SIf 
1[16] 'NB+G[1]+(SM[1]+F[1])x0,tH[1]+Sl_f[1] 
[17] RZ+G[2]+(SM[2]+F[2])xO,jH[2]+S!_f[2] 
[18] OpST+6p-ISV+1xU+9 

j[i9] PL3:VT+v/o>NB+NBx10*_U-ST[6-ISV]+I+1+f/110.I(NBxo)/NB 
.[20] .PT+L1+10IPT-1IPT+1E 5+(INB)•,+10* 1+01U 
~[2l] •L+U+1-(4)((C+pNB)pl)A.=PT)10 
,[22],.*((U>T+VT+[/I,(L+LxI),(I50)x2+L-I),ST[2-ISV]+ST[2-ISV]vLU-VT+L>I) 

/3 2+126 
i [23]' +(-1+126).pST[4-ISV]+I+1 
[24]' 4.PL3,pNB+21[1+-ISV]x - 1+tC 
.[5] 'PT+(-VT+011-I)4PT 
[26] •PT+(,PT)xJ+,4(41oPT)0(,4(1xPT)v.A(0)•.SaTfI-1). 

(CxU+l-I.VT+I[ISO)p1 

,[32] 1.(-£SV)/PL6 
1[33] • L+1,R[2]pOxC+H[1] 
1[34] ,PL4:L+(LxRSxCxO)(1,H[2]p0 
,[35] LC1+(Dx0)/11C;1]]+(Dx0)/D+(C=B[;Y])(.xY 
4 [36] 4-(Cx0)/PL5 
1[37] L+L10=(SM[2]+2)I0.01[2] 
. • [38] PL5:PT[((pPT)[1].1+C+Sd[1])[1t0=0[1]IC];].(' I'.(0Y)p5S)C1tL] 
5 [39] . 4.(05C+C-1)/PL4 
[40] ..(U=U+SM[2]-"'ISV+"ppNB+.11Z)/PL3 

[41] , PL6:(SI_f[2]-9)4(.(0 0.(U-1)p1)\PT).' ' 
[42] ..*(ST[1 3 2 4],1)/1 3 5 7 10+226 

-1[43] '''ORIGIN AND SCALE FACTOR FOR ORDINATE:';G[1],+F[1] 
.[44] +(O=ST[3])/2+126 
1[5] ''SCALE FACTOR FOR ORDINATE:';10*ST[5]-1 tv 
r[46] +(O=STC2])/2+126 
1[47] 'ORIGIN AND SCALE FACTOR FOR ABSCISSA:I:G[2].+F[2] 
1[48] ,;7(O=ST[4])/0 

[49] ''SCALE FACTOR FOR ABSCISSA';10*ST[6]-1 
[so] ;0 

1 [51] PL7:'TIIE RIGHT ARGUMENT OF PLOT MUST BE OF RANK 53.' 
V 

APL Plotting Routines  

Two versions of plot routines are available; one these these is 
specially written for the CYBEP.*APL. 

'[27] --(^VT)/2+126 	-  

,[28] 'PTC(U+-/(C,U)pJ)+Ux_1+tC]+11xNB<0 
,[29] 'PT.(-(tU+J)e(I+J),t 1+J+U-T)\(1 0+C.U)pPT,UpO 
1[30] .PT[1.0;I+J]+12 _ 

1 [31] t PT+' 0123456789 .'[1+PT[;tU-1]] 

.1. 



L-A AND B:C;D 
-0(((2<PPA)v3<p0B),Oxp0R)/ 17 3 
B+.B 
-+(((3=epB)A1x1P0B).2=ppA)/ 17 7 
A-.A 
.(A/((pA)x1.D).1*D.1P 24)pB)/16 
A+(((DxpA)LDIPA),1)pA 
-+(1xppR)/9 
B.-(((n3)[(1=pB)xlopA),1)pB 
y((A/Dx1,laoA).1xD«1p-24)PR)/ 16 11 
3+(((3=oOB)o1).(1ppA).10(t.oR)03 
-.(3=00/0/14 
L+(((,17 +1ptpA)00 ),(1P4),B)p1)\B 
-).0xPpL[;tC]+A 
L+(1,((C.-locW)p0),( 1t10pB)p1)\B 
-'OxppT[;;it,C]+A 
.0.pn..'ARCU'fENTS OF AND ARE NOT CONFORMABLE.' 
'AN A GUM NT OF AND IS OF IMPROPER RANK.' 

V 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[61 
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  
[11]  
[12]  
[13]  
[14]  
[15]  
[16]  

[17]  
V 

V ¢f+A VS B;C;D 
Cl] 	-$(((ppB+-,B)<ooB).2 1 0<opA)/8 8 4 3 
[27..A4-(03B),1)pA 
[3] A+-((x/pA),1)0A 
[4] y(A/(pB)x1,1p0A)/9 
[5] M.-(0,(1p0QA)pl)\A 
[6] MC;t1]+B 
[7] +OxppM+'(1.eM)pM 
Ce] 	.0=p0+-'AN ARCUMANT OF VS IS OF IMPROPED RANK.' 
C9] 	'ARGUMENTS OF VS ARE NOT CONFORMABLE.' 

V 

QPLOT 

PLOT 

SPLOT 

(B) Single plot; dyadic function with explicit result (i.e. the 

graph may be saved as a variable) 

The plot function PLOT in section (A) was unable to be executed on 
the CYBER*APL (Ver.1, level 6). The reason being the expand 	and 
encode 	primitives for this implementation of APL appeared to be 
incompatible with APL/360. The plot rountines described in this 
section were written to enable this author to continue with his 
research. (see documentation : P.K.M. Lai, "A Set of Graph Plotting 
Functions for the CYBER*APL at Imperial College", Internal report, 
Electrical Engineering Department, Imperial College, 25th Sept.,1975). 

The routines are grouped under PLOTGP and GRAPH. The general syntax 
is: 

curve 	scalings 	Plot function name depending variable 

VS 	independent varaible 

e.g. Z 30 50 SPLOT Y VS X. An error message of *** DATA ERROR 

(ARRAYS NOT CONFORMATBLE) *** 	is issued when X and Y are of 
different lengths. 

1) PLOTGP group  

Enables a plot without labelling of vertical 
and horizontal axes. The ranges (i.e. the 
maximum and minimum values) of these axes are 
printed. A title heading of the graph may be 
printed as an option. The title heading is 
predefined as a blank line in the workspace 
and is stored as a global variable called 
TITLE. 
This option permits a quick plot of the graph 
computed. 

Enables a plot with axis-labelling; title 
option is also available. Plotting time 
is about 1/3 slower than QPLOT. 

Enables a plot with axis labelling and saves 
(optionally) as a variable. Title option is 
not available. SPLOT is the slowest among 
the three plot functions. 

NOTE: QPLOT, PLOT, SPLOT display negative numbers as ten's 
complements; i.e. 

-0.65 will appear as 9.35 (i,e. 10-0.65) 
Corresponding functions in group GRAPH overcome this 
difficulties. 
Auxilary functions called are: DIGIT,RESHAPE, & VS 



SYNTAX OF **PLOT'S**: 
• A OPLOT (0 VS 1P0) 
A 	PLOT (0 VS XPU) ; 	Co VS 1,0). = D Z' A SPLUT (B VS le0) 

MAY ALSO DE ANOTHER VANIADLE 'C' ) 

WHERE 
A ** TWO-ELEMENT VECTOR; 

THE FIRST ELEMENT SPECIFIES SCALE .OF 
THE VERTICAL AXIS 

THE SECOND ELEMENT SPECIFIES SCALE OF 
THE HORIZONTAL AXIS 

D 	TWO-NY-N MATRIX 
THE FIRST COLUMN BEING THE DEPENDENT 

VANIA:'LE (VERTICAL) 
THE SECOND COLUMN BEING THE INDEPENDENT 

VARIABLE (HORIZONTAL) 

FUNCTIONS ARE GROUPED AS: 
**OPLO;** : OPLOT RESHAPE 
** PLOG** 	PLOT RESHAPE 
**SPLON** : SPLOT RESHAPE 

TO CONSERVE ACTIVE WORKSPACE, 
BEFORE PLOTTING; 

CR 

VS 
VS 
VS 

DIGIT 
DIGIT 
DI+3IT 

TITLE 
TITLE 
TITLE 

ERASE DESCRIUE 

NEGATIVE NUM =ERG 
NUM3ERS; I.E. 

APPEARS AS 

ARE DISPLAYED AS **1.i'S C0.'.PLEMENT** 

( 1;i-I7.4s)=✓.35 

)LOAD PLOTOP 
PLOTGP 	SAVED - 76/0U/12. 	12.45.52. 

)OAS 
FNS 

DESCRT_ON 	DIGIT 	PLOT 	OPLOT 	RESHAPE SPLOT 	VS 
VAR:, 

T 	TITLE 
GIPS 

PLOG 	OPLOG 	SPLOG 

UESC •I 	0 

THIS WORKSPACE CONTAINS FUNCTIONS FCR PLOTTING ONE-VARIABLE GRAPH 

THE : AIN FUNCTIONS ARE: 
**CPLOT** 	QUICK PLOT 	(No SCALING ON AXES) 
** PLOT** 	•• 	NORMAL PLOT 	(SCALING ON AXES; BUT SLOWER) 
**SPLUT** 	-• 	SAVE PLOT 	(SAE AS **PLOT'S; 	TITLE NOT 

AVAILABLE, PLOT IS SAVED) 

ALL FUNCTIONS REQUIRE: 	RESHAPE, 	DIGIT, 	AND 	VS 
FUNCTION 	**VS** 	IS USEU TO PREPARE DATA FOR **PLOT'S** 

ONE-INI EX ORIIGIN IS ASSUMED 

TITL_ 	(OPTIONIL. ,LORAL VARIABLE): 
_ 	HEA.'1Ifl, OF PLOT 	IS STORED AS CHARACTER VARIABLE: 

CALLED 	**TITLE** 	AND IS DEFINED AS BLANK, 
UNTIL ALTERER BY USER. 

TITLE 	' 	<HEADING OF PLOT> ' 

R LISTING OF WORKSPACE 	**PLOTGP** 

)GRP OPLOG 
DIGIT 	OPLOT 	RESHAPE TITLE 	VS 

V 	Y OPLOT 	X:A:C;0:MAX ;'.".AXX:MAXY:t.1INX:MINY;XD:X 1;X4;YD:Y 1:Y4;T 

[ 1] X4.-X[ (TX[ : 1] )[ 1, (PX) [ 1] ] : 1] 
[ 2] MINX-X4[2] 	- 
[ 3] MAXX•X4[1] 
[ 4] Y4•-X[ (VX[ :2]) [ 1 , (PX) (1] ] :2] 
[5] 	MINY.-Y4[ 2] 
[ 6] 	I :IAXY-Y4[ 1 ] 
['I] 	C.-RESHAPE((MAXY-61INY)+Y[ 1]-1 ) 
(d] 	YD.-(C[ 1]+1)x14*T 
[5] 	D*RESHAPE ((MAXX-MINX)+Y[ 2]-1 ) 
[1.1] 	XD-(D[ 1]+1)x14*T 
[ 11] Y 1. 1+L ((X[ :2] -MIJIY)+YD ) 
[ 12] X.1.1+L((X[ ; 1)-t.1INX)+XD) 
[ 13] A* (Y[1]xY(23)P ' 
[ 14] A[1(L(Y[2]+U)xS)]*(L(Y[21 +51xS)P' 
[ 15] A[ 1.1+(Y[2]xl(Y[ 1]-1))]. 	1' 
[ 1 t; ] 	A[ ((Y1-1)xY[2])+X1]*'o 
[ 17] 	A.- 	(Y[ 1] ,Y[ 2] )PA 
[ 14] 
[1s] 	TITLE 	 ' •' (MIN.)' ['24] 	VERT.:';'  	' ;MAXY:' 	'(MAX.)' 	

, 	; MINY : 

[21] 	HORZ..•.' 	' :MAXX;' 	':.(MAX.)';' 	';MINX;' 	':.(MIN.). 

[ G2] 
[ 23] 	A 

V 

V A.-RESHAPE X;N;I 

[2] MAX.-X[ (TX)[ 1]] 
[3] T*L100MAX 
[4] X.rXx1„*(3-T) 
[5] •(1<N•PX)/L1 
[6] A*(10 13 10 10TX) 
[7] •4 
[d] L1:A-(14 10 14 14TX[I.1]) 
[ J] L2:A*A.(10 10 10 1OTX[I*I+1] ) 
[10] .(1'J>I)/L2 
[11] A•(((PA)+4).4)PA 

V 

V z*N DIGIT X 
Li] ' Z*' 0 123456789' [ 1+X] 
[2] 	*((PPZ)=1)/L1 
[3] 	Z.-Z[:1]...'.Z[;1+1N-1] 
[ 4] 	-.0  
[6] 	L1:Z.-Z[ 1]..',Z[ 1+1N-1] 

V 

V A1.-X VS Y:A 
[1] •L1x1((PX)*(PY)) 
[2] A«(2,(PX))P.Y,X 
[ 3] 	A 1•~A 
[4] 	•t1 
[5] L1: *** DATA ERROR ,(ARRAYS NOT 

7 
CONFORMABLE) 



VY PLOT X:r44:Y2;H:K;T:C;D:X4;Y4:Y3;G;Y1;X 1 ;N:01;YD;XD:MAXX:MINX:M 
AXY ; MIIJY ; A ; MAX 

(TX[ : 1 ]) [ 1, (PX) [ 1 ] ] ;1] 
MItJX-x4( 2] 
MAXX•X4[ 1] 
Y-:•X[ (7X[ ;2] )[ 1,(PX)[ 1]):2) 
r.IINY.Y4[2] 
r.tAXY.Y4[ 1] 
VI 1]+Y[ 1]+1 
C.-RESHAPE ((MAXY-MINY)+Y  [ 13-1) 
YD.-(C[1]+1)x10*T 
0•1ESHAPE((MAXX-MINX)+Y[2]-1) 
XO•(D(1]+1)x14*T 
Y1.1+L((X[ :2]-MINY)+YD) 
X1--1+L((X[ ;1]-MI8X)+XD) 
A•(Y[1]XY[2])P' ' 
A[l(L(Y[2]+5)x5)]•(CfY[2]+5)x5)P' 
Al1,1+(Y[2]xl(Y[1)-1))].-'I' 
Al ((Y1-1)xY[2] )+X1]-''O' 
A•e[Y[1].YM)PA 

TITLE 

rJ -84'-J 
Y2.-MINY+(YDx5x (0.1 (LY[ 1]+5)) ) 
Y2-.4 DIGIT RESHAPE Y2 

L1:8.-8+1  
K-K,Y2[8:].' E'.('0123466789'[1+1P10TT]).32P' 
+L1xl(8:;L(PA)[ 1]+5) 
(e((PA)[1].8)PK).A 
Y3--1+L((PA)[2])+10 
X•MINX+ 16xXDx (J ,1Y 3) 
0 -4 DIGIT RESHAPE X 
L4:84,.84+1 
H-H 2 O[N4; ] ,' E'. ('0123456789' [ 1+1F1OT7]). (2P' 
•L4x1 (rJ4<Y3) 
4P' ':H 

V 

[ 1]  
[ 2]  
[ 3]  
[ 4]  

[b] 
[6] 
[ 7]  

[ 8]  
[9] 
[ 
[ 11]  
[ 12]  
[ 13]  
[ 14]  
[ 16] 
[ 16]  

[ 17]  
[ 18]  
[ 19]  
[ 2J] 
[21]  
[22]  
(23 ] 
[24] 
(26] 
[26] 
[7] 
[26] 
[29] 
[34] 
[31]  

[32]  
[33]  
[34]  
[36] 
[ 36] 

)GRP PLOD 
DIGIT 	PLOT 	RESHAPE TITLE 	VS 

)G3P SPLPD 
DIGIT 	RESHAPE SPLOT 	TITLE - VS 

7 Z--Y SPLOT X:;:4:Y2;H;K;T;C;D:X4:Y4;Y3;0;Y1;X1:N;01;YD;XD;MAXX;rAI8 
X;;.'AXY:MINY:A;MAX 
X-:. :[ (TX(: 1]) [ 1, (PX) [ 1 ]) : 1] 
rS.It:X.X4(2] 
. AXX.- :[ 1] 
Y-;-x[ (TX( ;2) )( 1,(PX)[ 1]) :2] 
MI:JY-Y4[2) 
t1A Y-Y•t( 1) 
Yl).-Y[ 1]+1 
C.-RE',HA;'E ((MAXY-HINY )+Y ( 1 ] -1 ) 
Y0-(C(1]+1)x1J*T 
D-RESHA1'E (("AAX-rAI::X)+Y[ 2] -1) 
X0-(D[ 1]+1)x 1J*T 
Y1-1+L ((X( ;2]-'1INY)+YD) 

((x[ : 1]-!1_TNX)+XD) 
(Y[ 1]xY( 2] 

)P' 

A[ 1(1(YHJ+6)xD)].-(L(Y[2]+5)x5)P'• 
A( 1, 1+(Y( .:] xl (Y[ 1)-1)) J.-' I 
A[((Y1-1)xY[2])+X1].'0' 
A-. (Y[ 1] .Y( 2) )PA 

Yc-' INY+(YDx'Jx(0.1(LY( 1]+6))) 
[ 22] 	DIGIT RESHAPE Y2 
(.:J] H-K.̀,  . 

( - :) L 1 - .,-N+1 
E',(0123456769[1+1P1OTT]),32P' 

(2_i) 	--L 	(t'A)[ 1 ]+D) 
[.71 	Z--(9((PA)[ 1].d)PK).A 
[2d] 	Y3.- 1+L((PA)[2] )+14J 
[:2] X-'1I8X+1,JxXDx(J,1Y3) 
(:3 ] 	C---: DIGIT RESHAPE X 
[31] L4:84.8,:+1 
[32] HaH.G[G4;],' E'.('0123466789'[1+1P14TT]).(2P°  ') 
[ 93) -.L.:xl(N4<Y.3) 
[34] Z-(Z.((r'Z)L1],(4+(PH)-(PZ)[2]))P•  ').[1](4P' '),H 

7 

01 



) sI5:2 
GRAPH 

FOS 
DESCRI:: 
TEST 	TEST1 

VAS 

DIIGIT PLOT1 RESHAPEI 	ROUNDOFF 
VS 

GHPS 
PL031 

).;tW °Lft?1 
C_T ;IT 	PLOT 1 	RESHAPE 1 	ROUNDOFF 	TEST 
VS 

TEST 1 

DSS~:•:IU 

THIS 4ORKSPAE CONTAINS FUNCTIONS FOR PLOTTING ONE-VARIABLE GRAPH 

THE MAIN FUNCTION IS : **PLOT1** 

SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS ARE: 
TEST, TESTI, RESHAPEI, DIGIT, AND VS 

FUNCTION **VS** PREPARES INPUT DATA FOR **PLOT1**. 

ONE-INDEX ORIGIN IS ASSU"ED 

SYNTAX OF FUNCTION: 
Z - A PLOT1 (B VS \PO) 

WHERE,  
A 	TWO-ELEMENT VECTOR; 

THE FIRST ELE:ENT SPECIFIES SCALE OF 
7H- VEiRTICAL AXIS 

THE SECOND ELEMENT SPECIFIES SCALE OF 
THE HORIZONTAL AXIS 

B •+ (£3 VS \;'D); Tao-BY-N MATRIX 
THE FIRST COLU''t: E3EING THE DEPENDENT 

VANIA`:LE (VERTICAL) 
THE SECOND CUL1300 OEING THE INDEPENDENT 

VERIAC•LE (HORIZONTAL) 

[ 'IPB' MAY ALSO BE ANOTHER VARIABLE .'C' ] 

NOTE: 

**PLOT1** IS IDENTICAL TO **SPLOT** IN WORKSPACE 
•**PLOTOP**; EXCEPT THAT NEGATIVE NUMBERS ARE DISPLAYED 
INSTEAD OF .10'S COt'PLE'ENT' NUMOERS AS BY **SPLOT** 

TO CONSERVE ACTIVE WORKSPACE, ERASE DESCRIBE BEFORE PLOT 

)LOAD GRAPH 
GRAPH SAVED - 7S/d9/10. 1ti.Sti.3ii. 

A LISTING OF ALL FUNCTIONS IN **GRAPH** WS 

V Z•Y PLOT1 X;MAXX;MINX:MAXY;MINY;C;YD;T;0;XD;Y1:X1;A:0;N:Y2:N4:H; 

K;Y3:X3 
[ 1] 	MAXX•X[ ('fX[ : 1] )[ 1] : 1] 
[2] 	MINX X[(!X[:1])[1]:11 
[3) 	MAXY•X[ ('I'X[:21 )11]:2] 
[4] MIIJY-X[ (. X[ :2] )[ 1) :2) 
[5] Y[ 1]••Y[ 1]+1 
[ ti] 	C.-RESHAPE 1 (MAXY-MINY)+Y [ 1] 

['1] 	YD'-(C[ 1]+1)x1,,*T 
[u] 	0-RESHAPE I ((MAXX-MINX)+Y[ 2] ) 
[9] 	X0.-(U[1]+1)x1a*T 
[ 10] Y1'-1+L((X[ :21-1INY)+YD) 
[ 11] X1.-1+L((X[ :1]-MIIJX)+XD) 
[,12] 	A.- ((Y[ 1]+1)xY['2] )P 

[ 	

' ' 

13) A[\(L(Y[_]+-3)xd)]'•(L(Y[2]+5)x5)P' 
[ 14] 	Al 1, 1+(Y[2]x\(Y[ 1) )) ]•' I' 
[1d] 0.•((Y1-1)xY[2])+X1 
[ 16] 	A[U].- 'O' 
[17]• A- YPA 
[1u 	. 

	

] 	,  

[19] N.-N4.-6 
[24] 	Y2.-MItJY+(YDx5x(0,1(L(Y[ 1)+1)+5))) 

[ 21]  
[22] L1:N••N+1 

	

[ 23] 	H•.il'' ' 
[24] K•K,(TEST Y2[N]),44P' ' 
[20] +L1x\(NSL(PA)(11+5) 
[26] Z.-(e((PA)[1),11)PK),A 
[27) Y.1.1+L((PA)[2])+1.1 

	

[ 2ti] 	XJ•MINX+16xXD <(11, %Y3) 
[29] L4:N4•04+1 

	

[3,]] 	H•H, (TEST 1 X3[N4] ),' ' 

[31] ~L4x\(1J4<Y.3) 
[32] Z-(Z,(()Z)[11.(4+(PH)-(PZ)[2]))P' ').(1](49' '),H 

V 

V K.-TEST X;N:Y 

	

[1] 	X•-,X 

	

[ 2] 	K« 	' 

[3] N•U 
[4] L6:N•N+1 

	

[ 01 	~0x1(N>(PX)) 

	

(6] 	+((X[N]>0).(X[N]s0))/L7.LB' 
[7] L7:-((X[N]>1),(X[N]51))/L1,L2 
[b] LU:*(((IX[N])>1).((IX[W])s1))/L4,LS 

(9] L1:Y.-4 DIGIT RESHAPEI IX[N] 
[1u] K•K.Y, E'.('01234567o9'[1+1P10TT]),2P' 

[ 11] 	*L6 
[12] L2:Y•4 DIGIT RESHAPEI IX[N] 

[13] K•K,Y. E ',('0123456709'[1+1P147TIT]),' 

(14] *L6 
[15) L0:Y•4 DIGIT RESHAPE1 IX[N] 
[10] K•K,'-,Y, E '.('01234667H9'[1+1P10TIT]) 
[I'1] 	L6 
[Id] L4:Y•4 DIGIT RESHAPEI IX[N] 

[19] K•K,'-',(Y), E'.('01234i67139'[1+1P14TT)),' 
[29] •Lti 

V 

(V 

CA 



[ 1] 
[••21 
[ ` ) 

[4] 
[U] 

0 

0 

O 

0 

0 

O 

0 

0 

7 Z-:1 DIGIT X 
Z-'012"J4 ti67dJ' [ 1+x] 
~(WZ)=1)/L1 
Z.-Z[;1]. .'.Z[ :1+LN-1] 

Li: Z--Z[ 1] ..... Z[ 1+1N-1 ] 
V 

0 	0 V Al-X VS Y:A 
•L1x1((PX)#(PY)) 
A-(2.(PX))P,Y,X 
Al-V%  
-.0 
L1:' *** DATA ERROR 
V 

(ARRAYS NOT CONFORMABLE) 

0 	0 

I 	I 	I 	I o0010o t 	I 	I 	
tv 
cn 

O 0 

0 O 

7 
[ 1]  
[ 2]  

K-TESTI X:N;Y 
X•-.X 
K- 

[J] N* J 
( 4]1 Lt3:11--N+1 
[o] •0X1(N>(PX)) 
[ti] •((X[rr]>•J).(X[;J]5R))/L7,Lo 
[7]  L7:•((X[N]>1),(X[N]s1))/L1.L2 
[8]  
[ti) 

LJ:•(((IX[N])>1),((IX[N])51))/L4.L5 
Ll:Y*2 DIGIT 	RESHAPE1 	IX[U] 

R ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLOT=FUNCTIONS 

(1J] K-K,Y.' 	E',('4J12:34667U_Y'(1+1PIUTT] ),2P' 
[ 11] •Lu TITLE ' ** SINE-WAVE PLOT **' 
[1a) L2:Y*2 DIGIT RESHAPE1 	IX[N] 
[1.3] E 	' . ( .012Jc;5M7dU''[ 1+1P1OTITJ):' 
(1.:] •L; 
[ 	1:J] L..:Y-2 DIGIT 	FIESHAPE1 	IX[N] 
(1b] KHK ,'-' ,Y' 	L 	' . (',J1343u7ci9' [ 1+1P1UTIT] ) 
[ 17] •Lti 
[1J] L4:Y--2 DMT RESHAPE1 	IX[tj] P1 *** GROUP OPLOO *** 

(1y ) 
[au] 

Y,~K,- ,(Y),' 	E',('U12346'7d9'[1+1P1WTT]). 
-.Lb 

30 S0.0PLOT T VS \PT 

V ** SINE-WAVE PLOT ** 
VERT.: 	1 	(MAX.) -1 	(MIN.) 

A-RESHAPEI 	X:N:r"AX;I HORZ.: 	37 	(MAX.) • 1 	(MIN.) 

[1]  X 	.X 
[2]  MAX.- X[(TX)[1]] 
[J] T--L 1.:o:.:AX 000 
[4] X-ROUii[UFF 	Xx1J*(3-T) O 	O 

[t) •(1<H--PX)/L1 0 	0 

[ti] A-(10 	1J 	1d 	10TX) 0 	0 

[7] • 
[,+] L1:A--(IU 	10 	1D 	10TX[I.1] ) 0 	 O 

[u] 	, L._':A-A. (1.; 	1:.1 	1J 	1JTX[I--I+1] ) 
[1j] •(' >I)/L2 0 	 0 
[ 11] 	A- (((PA)+ 4),4)PA 

V 

7 Y.ROUrJUOFF' X 
[ 1] 	Y-LX+U.5 

V 	 0 	 0 



PLOT 
1.100 Ed 

7.500 E -1 

moo 
0 0 
O O 
O 0 

O 0 

o , 	0 

O 0,  

O 0 

0.750 E0 

0.4,10 Ed 

0 
0.050 Ed 

0 

9.700 Ed 

9.350 E0 

9.000 Ed 
0.10 

1. 

1.. 

1. 

L_. 

1 

l 

A *** OROUP PL(i1 *** 

PLOT T VS SPT 

** SINE-WAVE PLOT ** 

1.100 E.11 

000 
o 0 

I 	0 	0 
0.7S0 EJI 	o 	0 

o 0• 
1 0 	0 

0.400 EJI 
1 0 	0 

10 	0 

0.050 EJI 
0 	 0 	 0 

0 	 0 
9.700 EJ I 

o 0 

I 	 0 	 0 

9.3:6 Ekil 	 0 	 0 

I 0 	0 
I 
I 	 o 	0 

9.000 Ei I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 000100 	I 	I 	1 

i.10U El 0.900 El 	1,700.E1 2.500 El 3.31)J El 4.100 El 

PLOT- 30 40 PLOT I It VS \PI 

255
s- 

OHOUP SPLGR ~~• 

8 	THE SIRE-NAVE PLOT IS TO SAVED AS **GRAPH.* 

GRAPH∎30 50 SPLOT T VS XPT 

II **GRAPH** IS DISPLAYED AT A LATER DATE 

GRAPH 

1.100 Ed 

000 
0 	0 	 - 	4.000 E"1 O 0 

0 	0 
0 

O o 	 5.000 E-2 

El 

 

0 	 0 

0 	 -3.000 E-1 

	

o. 	0 

	

0 	0 

O 

0 	 0 
0 

0 	0 	-6.500 E71 0 	0 

0 	 0 0 	0 

0 	0 
-1.000 E-0 1 	1 	Ī 	I 	l00000 	I 	I  

O 	 0 	 1.0 E-0 	1.1 El 	2.1 E1 	3.1 El 	4.1 El 

• 0 	0 

0 	0 

1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	000100 	1 	1 	1 
0.900 El 	1.700 El 	2.500 El 	3.300 El 	4.100 El 
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A COLLECTION OF APL FUNCTIONS FOR SIGNAL ANALYSIS 



APL functions for signal analysis 

SAMPLE 

RAN 

MEAN 

FAST 

FFT 

1GRP SIGNALOP 

Generate a normal distribution ; calling 	 RAN 	SAMPLE MEAN 

function RAN (origin 0 is assumed) 
VRANm11 

V R+RAN N;I;TRTAT, 

[1] 	' TYIS GENERATES A PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCE WITP UNIFORM DIST.' 
[2] 	' + 
[3] 	'ENTER "TRIAL" ' 

[4] TRIAL+D 

[5] R+TRTALpO 

C6] 	r 

[7] 	I+1 

C8] LAR:R[I)+7'/ 

[q] 	I;' 	';R 

[10] T+T+1 

[111 -+(TRIAL,>I)/LAR 

I 

VSAMPLR r [1  ] r 

V R+SA/fPLF, X;SIGMA;N;MAX;CI;C2;R1;R2;I 

[1] A GENF,RATION OF NOR'•fAT. DTSTRIDUTION (0-ORIGIN INDEX) 

[2] A 

[3] A 	X IS A VECTOR WITH ELEMENTS.- 

[4) A 	X[01 +-+ SIGMA (STANDARD DEVIATION) 
[5] A 	X[1] +4- 	N 	(NO. OF SAMPLF•TO RR COMPUTED) 

[6] A 	X[2] +-+ MAX (INTERVAL -- RANDOM NO. CROSFN) 

[7] SIGMA+X[0] 

[81 	N+X[1] 

[9] /fAX+X[2] 

[10] R+NpO 

1.111 Cl+eMAX 

[12] C2+o2+MAX 

C131 T+0 

[14) LAR:R1+SrGMAx(`2x(40?MAX)-C1)*0.5 

[151 R2+C2x?MAX 

1 1 6 1 A TNO RANDOM VARIATFS FROM A STANDARD NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

[17] R[T1+P1x2oR2 

[181 I+I+1 
[19] R[I]+R1x1oR2 

[201 I+ī+1 
[211 -'(N>T)/LAR 

Generates a pseudorandom sequence with a 

uniform distribution; function may be used 

individually. 

Computes the arithmetic mean of a vector 

Computes the fast fourier transform by the 

method developed by Cooley-Tukey. FAST can 
performs transformations from the "time to 

frequency domain"  and the Inverse Transform 

or analysis from the "frequency to time 

domain". FAST calls the function FFT 

A = 1 : transform (time to frequency) 

2 : inverse transform (frequency to time) 

R 	: an N by 2 array of the data points, 

where N must be a power of 2 and 

not exceeding 256. B[;1] represents 

the real components and B[;2] re-

presents the imaginary components. 

Z 	: an N by 2 array of the result, where 

Z[;1J represents the real components, 

and Z[;2] represents the imaginary 

components ents 

Performs the fast fourier transforms; and 

the environment is set up by FAST 

(functions FAST and FFT assume origin 1) 

I 

vMFAN[f]]o 

X;TOTAL 

[1] TOTAT+pX 

[2] Z+(+/XxX)+TOTAL 

V 

lv 

y 



Fast Fourier Transform 

C1]  
C2]  
C3]  
C4]  
C5]  
C6]  
C7]  

Cl] 

C2]  
C3]  
C4]  
C5]  
C6]  
C7]  
CO] 
C4] 
C10]  
C11]  
C12]  
C13]  
C14]  
C15]  
C16]  
C17]  
C18]  

pPf-EXF FAST SIG 
A CHECK IF SIG IS A (2ttFsIG)z2 
-I(2= i?.t. S IG)/OK 
A FOFM (2*FSIG) x2  MATRIX 
SIGf-((FSIG),1)FSIG 
5IGf-SIG,0 

OK: FFT E:;F 
P 3IA 

V 

VFFT EXP S;D;E; L;M;N;F;T 
• 1-0i 11024 H .2x -4-C2OltFSIG 
40XFOf- ' 1024 FOI -IT FFT MAXIMUM. 

LO:SIG4-( I,2)TSIG 
SIG4-(2,I'*-PF2)F5IA 
EFM,Tf-0.m-1yMf-20(1-1N44)X02-H 
T/-DFE, C1.5]T,-M 
DI-r-O.5,0 E!-LE,L1 

L1; MF-/sIG 
-)L2Ī l 1TLf-O 1=P0F-1 F OPSIG4-+/SIG 
Ff--/TXM 
I'f'OFMf-E', CI']+/TxmM 

L2;52Gf.SIG,CF+O.57M 
4L/E 

4L1.0-4..T,CF1T4-1 O/CP]T 
LE; Hf-Tf-..E::P'i'1 rfI 

-40x1E:;FF.=-1f0r5IGF.MX(Hr2)rSIG 
5IG<-0SIG 
SIGf--1f3SIG 

V 

MATRIX 
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1  This collection was developed for the study of "rounding" 
in the analysis & simulation of digital filters. 



List of APL functions for binary-arithmetic ("rounding") 

7.56 

7.56 

V SINFA X 
[1] ABX+IY. 
[2] SGNX+OXX-ABX 
[3] INX+tABX 
(4] 	FRX+ABX-INX 

V 

SINFA 	7.56 
ABX;' 	';SGNX;' 
0 	7 	0.56 

SINFA 	-7.56 
ABX;' 	';SGNX;' 
1 	7 	0.56 

V BINX+INBIN INX 
[1] 	BINX+(Np2)TINX 

V 

N+5 
❑+ANSWER+INBIN 

0 	0 	1 	1 	1.56 

❑+ANSWER+INBIN 
0 	0. 	1 	1 	1 

❑+ANSWER+INBIN 
1 	1 	0 	0 	1 

V Z+FfB FRX 

	

[1] 	BFPX+I+O 

	

4.[2] 	MLAB;RB+FRXx2 

	

CB] 	_TB+C RB 	IS 
[4] FRX+RB-IB 
[5] BFPX+BFPX,IB 

[6] I+I+1 

	

...C7] 	,.(I<M) /HLAB 

	

[8] 	BFPX+1+BFPX 

';INX;' 	';FRX 

';Il7X;' 	';FRX 

tut 	
D 7.56 	Tat unoatt -  

7 

& 	21teuo ttt u,'Aen. -ve ; .2 f 
7 	celtervAt 	t.td, 	ums{. 

ō ca. Ī e Ae htx, d 	FR 	 ant 

,d„Ā ,otatmvr1 cae Īt ster,l,tt.1,  
'med:L,;,t tD 	 fFPx + FPg FRX 

Function Name 	Usage 

SINFA 	Separates the sign, integer and fractional 
parts of a signed-real decimal number 

INBIN 	Converts an integer part of a decimal number to 
binary equivalent 

FOB . 	Converts fractional part of a real decimal number 
to binary 

DEBINSM 	Decimal to binary (signed-magnitude) conversion;, 
decimal can be real or integer 

SMON'ES 	Converts signed-magnitude to one's complement 
representation 

SMTNOS 	Converts signed-magnitude to two's complement 

O, ESM 	Converts one's complement to signed-magnitude 

TWOSi1 	Converts two's complement to signed-magnitude 

FSMDEC 	Converts a fractional part of a signed-magnitude 
binary into decimal 

SNBINDEC 	Converts a binary signed-magnitude to decimal 

ONESDEC 	Converts one's complement to decimal 

TWOSDEC 	Converts two's complement to decimal 

DECOtiS 	Converts decimal to one's complement 

DECTWOS 	Converts decimal to two's complement 

(origin zero is assumed; 

also see "listing for Algorithmic Representation 
of Computer Arithmetic" C9] 	Z+BFPX 

V 

M+5 
❑+ANSWER+FDB 0.5 
O 0 0 

❑+AllSWER+FDB 0.25 
O 0 0 

❑+ANSWER+FDB 0.125 
1 0 0 

❑+ANSWER+FDB 0.1 
O 0 

❑+ANSWER+FDB 0.01 3,  J'24 etoczti.19  t 
O 0 0 0 0 

1 0 

O 1 

O 0 

"16- 



DjBINS'[10] 

 

 1.2 

NQr. 

0 fa". JEBINSM < 	dttw+0.1> 
fl~~Q~ ~ , 	 ' 

 41,112 ` ea"sm. 

uii.
`W'~  

 

DE
n..rt 
arNry  ] a

•
x  

 t. <a rut > DE8Nsn7<  71..> 

7."°1'n" lout aztkrt °^t° 
l j ' R.?.k.) 

O 	
/etuat 	«:-.&tes, 

a: NaRY/tk°nML. liao ixJCrL~ one: 
aIA

/
ec'1 "¢u.a f .0.mer 	 

0 

•O 1 +s 0.15 
•O01 ~' 0 115 

•0•0
000

0 001 
1 

	031
0.0611 

S a►.  
•000001 4-4. 0•D15625 

tV 
rn 

1 0 1 0 0  
O l 

O.St O. /I S - O• 63S 1 7-6S 

v .Z+DEP,INSrt X;ABX;SG?1X;INX;FRX 
[1] n SEPARATE -- SIGN, INTEGER 
[2] ABX-IX 
[3] SCNX+0X.-ABX 
[4] INX+[ABX 
[5] • FRX+.1RX-I'1X 
[61 	A CO^7FRT INTEGER PART INTO 
[7] 	Br?.'. 	('!p2)TIrr X. 
[8] 	n :7077 .RT FRACTIONAL PART 
[11  
[-0] 	M1.:1 7.4 :R3+-PRXx2 
[11] IP+I'?3 
[12] FRX+?N-IR 
[13] RFP +BFPX,IB 
[14] I+I+1 
[15] -•(I<M)/MLAB 
[16] BFPX+-1+RFPX 
[17] A A:;S;??!BI.E BINARY NUMBER 
[18] Z+S::IX,BINX,BFPX 
[19] S:JX;' 	';BIJ1X;' 	';BFPX 

v 

?1+5 
J'+5 

0+ANSNNR+DEBINSM 7,56 
0 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	1 
0 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 

❑+ANSWER+DEBINSM -7.56 
1 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 	1 
1 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 

An updated version of DEDINSM : 

V Z+DEBINSM X;ABX;SGNX;INX;FRX 
[1] 	ABX+IX 	1 
[ 2 ] 	SGIIX+0 xX -ABX 	oR  
[3] INX+[ABX 
[4] F.'?X+ARX-INX 	_ 
[5] RIJJX+(Np2)TII1X_ 	_ 	_ 	

- 

[6] +(?fx0) /,REAL_ 	_ 
[7] Z+F!J."IX ,BIĀX 
[a] 	- o 	_ 	_ _ 	

} 

[9] 	REAL:RFRX+I+0  
[10] 	MLAB:F.RX+FRXx2 	t(\ 
[11] 	IB+[FRX 
[12] 	FRX.+F:?X-IB 
[13 ] 	BFRX+3FILY 
[14] 	I+I+1 
[15] 	-+(I<.M)/:dLAB  
[16) 	Z+SG."1X,BI/X,147-13FR 	

_ 
X 	_ 

V 

AND FRACTIONAL PARTS 

BINARY REPRESENTATION 

TO BINARY REPRESENTATION 

1 

1 

(with illustration) 

;BINX;BFRX;IB;I 

.,74, SAN, rNiEux a*+l F4gcnaNMc 

	

Ca11LW ZN1E4rl~ f ato. a1>~ Z 	(! 

 MIO C.'e..t X i41•u2) ; 6DLrYta1 X +. t4r 

Cw zr 	 :Asti?" X  co,,t 41.4 rat~h i. 	Jd 

/ 	ti; ILL ' Crwot rnAL70441. 

t 	Xsaumb&& ReoLX • 
J 

DNBINSM 7.65 
DEBINSM[1] 7.65 
DEBINSM[2] 0 
DEBIIISM[ 3 ] 	7 
DERI.NSIf[4] 	0.65 
DRAINS?f[ 5] 	0 	0 	1 	1 
DERINSIf [ 6 ] 
DEBIIIS'•f[7] 	0 	0 	0 	1 
DERIIJSM[ 8 ] 	0 
0 	0 	0 	1 	1 	1 

N+M+5 
DKBINSM 7.65 

DRRINSM[1] 	7.65 
DEBINSrt[2] 	0 
DEBINSM[3] 7 
DEBINS?1[4] 	0.65 
DEBINSIf[ 5] 	0 	0 	1 	1 

`DEBINSM[6] 9 .- T34 

	

4DF.B1NStj[9] 	0 
DRB1JJBJl[1O] 	1.3 
DEBINSJ4[ 11 ] 11J 
DEBINSM[12] 0.3 

1 

1 	1 

1 
+49. 

DEBIN SM[ 13 ] 0 	1 ( 
DEBINS?•S[ 14 ] 	1 
DEBINS'f[15] 	10 	03 to  

DFBINSM[10] 0.6 
DE B I N Sr4 [ 1 1 ] l~ 
DEBIIISM[12] 	0.6 
DFBINSM[ 13 ] (0 	1 	01 
DEBI?SM[14] 	2 

G
D'BINSM[ 15] 	10 

DEBIIISM[ 11 ] .) 
DEBIIJSM[ 12 ] 	0.2 
DEBIIISII[13] I0 	1 	0 17 

DEBINSif[ 11 ] 
DERINS.'4[ 1 2 ] 	. 4  

	

DEBINSM[ 14 ] 	3 

	

~
DFBINS?1[ 15 ] 	10 
DEBINSM[10] 0.4 

~0 
DEBIIIS'f[13] lv 	1 	0 1 	0` 

	

DEBINSIf[14] 	4 

	

r1-Df:BINS.'f[15] 	10 

	

L.DCBINS?d[10] 	0.8 
DF.RINSJf[11] Q 

	

DEB£NS't[12] 	0.8 
DEBINSif[13][1-0 0 	0 
DF.BINSM[14] 	5 
DERIIIS?"S[ 1 5 ] 
DNBIIJ SM[ 16 ] 	0 	0 	0 1 	1 	1 

.Q910  	0 	1 	1 	1 	1 1 0 	1 	0 

~ 	• 	 + 
1 

M 
1 

JL par, :11,.1;.tc -at 

Si a- Mgt 	nambe% 

" 



,4 

V Y+S.fO.Y ES X ;SON 

	

[1] 	SG 	-1 tX 	 Vnaa.w4. 	2n.r 

	

—[2] 	..(SGN=O)/POS 
[3] Y+SGN,--(14, X) 	.- 	x repa,;e. 	1

//
4 c.n f/mr.t ; an~t 

[4]  

	

5] 	POS:Y+X 
V 

V 	'4T:103 X ;;;G 

	

[1] 	3C1+1tX 

	

-(2] 	-.(SOJ=0 ) /P0S 
[3] Y+~(14- X) 
[4] Y+((cI)02)T14-(21Y) 

	

J6,t 	2, 	die1une ts £a' ae ce>nG ' 	, 
[5] Y.'S,il,I 
[6] yF s4N, 	((pY)pz)T1 + 217 

	

1+[ 7 ] 	POS:Y+X 
V 

V Y+0?JES'f X ;SGN 

[1] SG '+1 tX 	3 	a 	 H
• 
	pos 	L X w 

[2] •(SG,?'=0)/POS 	 f 	ac 	 3 	1 

	

C31 	Y+ 	(14, ) 

	

['t] 	Y+SGN ,Y 

	

161 	P03:Y+X 	Y 
V 

V 	Y.-T r./OSM X ;SON
• [1 ] 	SON-.1 rX 	

f 
	}~~ 1 Xa ;o1 iJ x <"a 	cū.,e 

[2] 
[3] Y+ 	( 1 t X) 	 e.enri.. e 	Y 
[4] 	Y.((0Y)n2)T1r(21Y) 4--- 	2't 	.Z-  ad. 2f'^ • 	1 Ia y 

[5] 

,Y 
[6] w0 

[7] POS:Y+X 	 , )19 eraue,.tt.,, 7i.4.cCwaly 
V 

'TEST RUNS OF ALL FUNCTIONS****' 

T. ST RU'?S OF ALL FUNCTIONS**** 

X+DEBLV St4 13 
Y+D.°.BINSPf -7 
X 

	

0 	1 	.1 	0 	1 
Y 

	

1 	0 	1 	1 	1 

X 1+S1IONES X 
X 2+SMT:IOS X 	 d X ~ 

	

Y1+S1fONF.S Y 	 Xlx 

	

Y2+SYTWOS Y 	"X1 
X1X.+01?S'•f 71 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 	1 

1; 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1: 

t 
1 

1. 

1 ; 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

X2X+T1/OSff 
Y17+ ONRSM 
72Y+TWOSM 

X 

1 	0 
X1X 
1 	0 
X1 
1 	0 

X2 
1 	0 	1 
X2X 
1 	0 	1 

Y 
1 	1 	1 
Y1 
0 	0 	0 
Y17 
1 	1 	1 

Y2 
0 	0 	1 
Y2Y 
1 	1 	1 

M+N+5 

O+X+DEBINSM 
0 	1 	1 
11+Y+DEBINS1f 
0 	1 	1 

0+X1+SMONES 
0 	1 	1 
0+X2+SMTWOS 
0 	1 	1 

0+X1X+ONBS"f 
0 	1 	1 

D4- xzx+TWOSM 
0 	1 	1 

0+Y1+SMO,VES, 
1 	0 	0 

0+72+SMTWOS 
1 	0 	0 

O -Y1Y+ONES/I 
0 	1 	1 
0+Y2Y+SMTWOS 
0 	1 	1 

X2 
Y1 

Y2 

(tts) 

Onio cnlbtc.,aL 

~ 	I 

(-7) 
l ✓  

Jgei te.+(mc.t 

6 .75 
0 	I 1 	1 	0 	0 

6.75 
0 	1 	1 	0 	0 

X 
0 	7 	1 	0 	0 

I 
0 	1 	100 

X1 
0 	1 	1 	0 	0 

X2 
0 	1 	1 	0 

Y 
1 	0 	0 	1 	1 

Y 
1 l 	0 	1 	0 	0 

Y1 
0' 	1 	1,0 	0 

Y2 
0; 	1 	1 	0 	0 

0 	Sm Au/ 

0 	es.-3m 

0 ✓  c 	Qe Sn1 . 

0>7..-. 

0 (+6.75) ✓  

0 	(+6-7s) ✓  

1 	li (tit 	('SM) ✓  

0 	Ys colt A (Km).. 
0 

0 

X 

X& XI 



✓ Z.-TWOSDEC X 
[1] 	Z+SMAINDEC(D+TWOSM X) 

V 

✓ 2+ONESDEC X 
[1] 	Z+SMBINDRC(C]+ONESM X) 

V 

✓ Z.-DECTWOS X 	• 
[1] 	Z.-SfTWOS(0+DEBINSM X) 

V 
✓ Z+DECONES X 

[1] 	2+SMON1:'S(D+DRBINSM X) 
V 

❑ is inserted for observations 
during the developments of 
the functions; 0 should be 
be removed for final versions 

N.-M+5 

DRCONES 6.75 
O 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
O 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

DECONES -6.75 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 

  

 

 

 

DECTWOS 6.75 
O 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
O 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

DECTWOS 6.75 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

 

a l'ea.E a(px 4_ hu>KGa 

X1.-DECONES 6.75 

1 0 0 1 1 0 _1 1 0 0 0 
X2+DECTWOS 6.75 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
XI 

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 	jĀE u,towd;ni:ue. 
X2 

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
ia c nnw-Zai a. (E 

~.~.)~ -6.7s 
xi. 

;ftitopoidiAtt. Oita.; 	a-r . e 7  

ONF,SDEC X1 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 	X f d, hac) 	amytyAt l,te a.v -rop.r.k 
-6.75 	Leer 	.{. ro dzcu~k- 	

4 
TWOSDEC X' 

' 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
- 6.75 

V FRX+FSMDEC X;I 
C1] 
	

X*-,X 
[2] I4(pX)-1 
[3] FRX+X[I]x0.5 
[4] -.(I=0) /0 
C5] FIIILAB:I+I -1 
[6] FRX.-(FRX+X[I])x0.5 
[7] w(Ix0)/FINLAB 

V 

)ORIGIN 0 
WAS 0 

TAFSMDEC+t9 

FSMDEC 1 
FSMDEC[1] 1 
FSMDEC[2] 0 
FSMDEC[3] 0.5 
FS;fDEC[4] 0 
0.5 

FSMDEC 0 1 
FSMDEC[1] 0 1 
FSMDEC[2] 1 
FSMDEC[3] 0.5 
FS.'DECC4] 
FSMDEC[5] 0 
FSMDEC[6] 0.25 
FSMDEC[7] 
0.25 

FSMDEC 0 0 1 
FSMD1iC[1] 0 0 1 
FS.'4 :7F.C[2] 2 
FSMDEC[3] 0.5  
FSMDEC[4] 
FSMDEC[5] 1 
FS'-1DEC[6] 0.25 
FSMDEC[7] 5 
FSMDEC[5] 0 
FS1IDEC[6] 0.125 
FSMDEC[7] 
0.125  

V L+SMBINDF.0 X;BSCN;BIN;BFR;DBFR;DEBFR 
[1] BSMN4-X[0] 
[2] BIN+14,((11+1)4X) 
[3] -*((N+1)=pX)/XINT 
[4] RFR+(N+1)4K 
[5] *OK 
[G] XIIIT:Z+2111It1 
[7] -.ANS 
[8] OK:Z.-21BIN 
[9] DEBF.R+FSMDEC BFR 
[10] Z+Z+DEEFR 
[11] ANS:.(BSCil=0)/0 
[12] Z+-Z 

V 

X+0.1 0 1.0 0 1 
N+P?+ 3 
SMBINDEC X 

SMBINDEC[1] 0 
S71lINDFC[2] 1 0 1 
SMBINDEC[3] 
S/IDINDEC[4] 0 0 1 
SMBIIm(2[5] 8 
SIISI.NDEC[8] 5 
SHDINDEC[9] 0.125 
SMRINDEC[10] 5.125 
S.MBINDES[11] 0 
5.125 

X+1,1 0 1, 0 0 1 
SMBINDEC X 

SIBINDFCC1] 1 
SIIBINDEC[2] 1 0 1 
S,"4BINDFC[3] 
sMRIDDF(2[4] 0 0 1 
5111117/DSC[5] 8 
SfBINDECC8] 5 
SMBINDECC9] 0.125 
S.VRI7DEC[10] 5.125 
SMRINDEC(211] 
SSIfINDFC[12] -5.125 
5.125 

FSMDEC 1 0 1 
FSMDEC[1] 1 0 1 
FSMDEC[2] 2 
FSMDEC[3-] 0.5 
FSMDEC[4] 
FSMDEC[5] 1 
FSMDEC[6] 0.25 
FSMDEC[7] 5 
FS4DEC[5] 0 
FSMDEC[6] 0.625 
FSMDEC[7] 
1.525 
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APL functions for the Algorithmic Representation of Computer Arithmetic 

(origin zero is assumed) 
BMINUS 

BSUB 

TCBMINUS 

TCBSUB 

MINUS 

SUB 

BTIMES 

TIMES 

DTIMES 

FLOAT 

MULTFLOAT 

RNSPT 

RNS 

CONV 

FCONV 

MCONV 

IMCONV 

=BCD 

BCDEC 

BADD 

BPLUS 

MBPLUS 

PLUS 

TC 

COMP 

RCOMP 

Converts an integer N in base R[0] to its 
representation in base R[1] 

Converts N the representation of a fraction 
in base R[0j to it representation in base R[1] 

Converts N the representation of a mixed number 
form base R[0] to its representation in base 
n[1] 
A mixed number is a real number, consisting 
of an integer part and a fractional part. These 
integer & fractional parts may be of different 
bases. 

As MCONV, except that the left argument is 
such that R[0 1] are the bases associated with 
the integral part and R[2 3] with the fractional 
part 

Converts the representation N of an integer in 
base 10 to its binary coded decimal (BCD) 
representation 

Converts the BCD representation N of an integer 
to its representation in base 10 

Serially add binary streams A & B with a carry 
vector K ; but overflow, when occur, of the 
last carry is lost. It is also assumed that 
there is no carry into the lowest order position. 
BARD may be interpreted as a serial adder. 

Adds two binary numbers A & B in parallel; and 
may be interpreted as a parallel adder. 
Overflow is again lost; as for the BADD 

As BPLUS, except that overflow is retained. 

PLUS is similar to MBPLUS but performs the 
addition operation in any base R. The argument 
AB is a matrix of two rows, the first represents 
the left operand and the second represents the 
right operand of the addition operation. 

Converts a one's complement (as the right argu-
ment) to a two's complement representation 

Computes the R complement of N by additing 
1 to the R-i complement of N. 

Defines the R complement of N. 

   

Computer Arithmetic - continued 

    

Binary substraction with arguments A & B 
being expressed in "sign and magnitude" 
representation; calling auxilary functions 
BSUB & MBPLUS 

An auxilary function of BMINUS 

Performs "radix complement" substraction; 
calling auxilary function TCBSUB and MBPLUS 

An auxilary function of TCBMINUS 

Performs substraction in any base; similar 
to the function TCBMINUS and calls 
auxilary function SUB and fuction PLUS 

An auxilary function of MINUS 

Performs multiplication for the signed and 
magnitude representations. Function calls 
MBPLUS and the multiplication speed is 
increased by skipping an addition when the 
multiplier bit is zero 

TIDIES is similar to BTIMES but performs the 
multiplication in any base R. The argument 
AB is a 2 X-N matrix, the first row repre-
sents the left operand and the second row 
represents the right operand. The operands 
and the results are expressed in the signed 
and magnitude representations. 

TIMES calles an auxilary function DTIMES 

An auxilary function of TIMES, it multiplies 
a digit which is represented by the second 
row of the two rows matrix AB. 

Normalized floating point Add/Substract in 
radix R 

Normalized floating-point multiplication in 
radix R 

Generates a residue weight table; calling 
function RNS 

An auxilary function of RNSPT 01 
01 

(see also section of "APL functions for Binary-arithmetic") 



Algorithmic Representation of Computer Arithmetic  

(assume origin zero) 

Ease (or radix) conversion 

q 4-1:: FCONV N;PEC 

El] 
C2] 

C31 
C4] 
	

DCC,.(DCC;<r.:C13)--11.= 
r5] 
	

-+(r'rC>0)/L 

MCO?>V +l; F; I 

C12 	Iae' CONV t<COi ] 

[2] 	F4-S. FcONV N[1;3 

C3] 	z - (( -(fF)rrt)TI),C-0.5]((rF)rfx)TF 

7=4-11: IMCOUV i !;I;F 

Cl] 	If-F[12] CONV N[0;] 
C21 	F4-PC2 3] rco»V  
C3] 	-4-((-(rF)rI)TI),C-o.5J((fF)rpI)TF 

v 

7=(-DECDCU N 

ZZ4-r"9(4F2)w+ 
V 

7Z(-DCDEC N 

Z4-2.L14(((f>+)=4),4)fi'i 
. 7 

vZ+R CONY N;DEC 
DEC+R[O11N 
Z+(([R[1] ® 2IDEC)pR[1])TDEC 

v 

Addition 

17.4-A HADD B; x; K 
174-K 4-(I4-pA)f0 

L:4((I4-I-1)-<0)/OUT 

K CI-174-(K[I3^A[I])v(K[I]APCI])vA[I]nBET] 
ZC 1 74-1([I] A[I]r'EB[I] 4L 

OUT;ZCO](-KCOD4e[0]rI`C0] 
V 

7=4-A BPLUS B;K;TEMF' 
=4-ATD 
K(-OAB 

L:4 (..v/K) /O 
Z4-(TEMF'4-17.) ~KI-14.K r 0 
K(-Ki.'r CMP 
4L 

7 

9Z4-A MI+PLUS B;K;Pl;OV;TEMP 

144-0", A)rr,B 
74-( 4,(- (-i'i)141 )/C4-(-+NTB 
K( AAD 
OV4-0 

OV(-0Vv14K 
=(- (TCr.IPFZ) 0I K 4-14, K , 0 
K4-KATEMP 

4L 
OUT;Z4-(1+10V),Z 
V 

7ZE-R PLUS AI+;H;OV 
7.4-+/COJAB 
ov4-0 

OV(-OVvl K 

'(0=+/K4-14,K,0)/OUT 
F-K+17 

-L L 
OUT:ZE(1+40V),z 
V 

C1] 

C1] 

Cl] 
[2] 

El] 
C2]  
C3]  
C4]  
C5]  
C6]  

El] 
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
C5]  
C6]  

Cl] 
C2] 
C3J 
C4]  
C5]  
C6]  
C7]  
r8] 
[9]  
[10]  

El] 
C2] 
[3] 
C4]  
C5]  
C6]  
C7]  
C8_] 

tV 
rn 

VZ+DECBCD N 	 GI 

[1] 	Z4-,0(402)T,N 
V 

VZN-BCDEC N 
[1] 	Z+-2i0(((pN(I4),4)gN 

V 



Substraction 

[1J 
(2J 

(1] 

CIJ 

[l] 

[2J 
[31 
[41 
[5J 

(1] 

[2J 
(3J 

[1] 

[2] 
(3J 
[4J 
[5J 

CIJ 
[2J 
C3J 
(J)J 

I,>Zf-TC A;l 
If--l1' A/IfA 
Zf-(NA(I~J),A[I+,(pA)-IJ 

VZf-R COMP H 

Zf-( (pll)pl':-1 )_H 

\7Zf-R FCO'~P 1I 
Zf- R PLUS (R COMP H),C-0.5J(-rH)1'l 

I,> 

t'~i-~ ['M]'NUS ~ 

~«I1'A)/l1'B)/OPP 

Zf-A R.5U[-i Ie 

Z[OJf-Z[OJtA[OJ 
~O 

oPP:Zf-(I1'A),(I~A) MBPLUS I~B 

Q 

"'~f-A T.c5UB [t;OV 

Zf-(I~A) MBPLUS -(I-(pB)rpA)1'ltB 
oV'-(pZ)=(pA)rpI< 
Zf-(_OV),ov=(ov+Z) MBPLUS 0'1 

'V'Z~-A TCBMI/lUS B 

~«I1'A)tl1'P)/oPP 
:::i-A TC'[rsurc Ie 

"[O]<-Z[O]IA[OJ 
~O 

oPP:Zf-(l1'A),(I~A) MBPLUS I~B 

\7 

\"ZE·R M:tHUS AB 

~(I/,AB[;OJ)/OPP 

Zf-R sun (0 0),[1]0 l+AB[(ft/ABC;OJ~'~/AB[;O];J 
~O 

OPP:Z~AB[O;O], R PLUS 0 l~AB 

\7 
\7Z<-'" TCr;.SUB B;OV 

[1] Z~(l+A) MBPLU5 TC(l-(pB)rpA)1'l~B 
[2J OVf-(p~)=(pA)rpI< 

(3J ~OV/L 

[4J ~'-l,TC Z 
(::i] ~O 

(6J L:z<-Od~z 

[1] 

[2J 
[3] 

[4] 
C5J 
[6) 

\7 
'Q'Z f-f;: SUB A:£'; OV 

Zf-R PLUS (1+AI<C09;]),[-0.5] R RCOMP 1 tAB[I;J 
OVf-(l+pA[<)=pz 
~OV/L 

Zf-l,R RCOMP Z 
~O 

L:Zf-Or1tz 
I,> 

[lJ 
[2J 
[3J 
(4J 
[5J 
(6J 
[7J 

[8J 
[9J 
CiOJ-

[1] 

[2] 
(3J 
[4J 
[3J 
[6] 
[7] 
C8] 
[9J 
[10] 
[11 ] 

[1] 

[2] 
[3J 
[4] 
[5] 

[6J 
[7J 
[8J 

Nul tiplication 

9Z~R TIMES AB;T;coUl·'T;Tl;~[';M 

Tf-OT1\1),«1~pM)~Tl"'0t,M~O I+AB)\1 
MDf-(T[O]LT[lJ)~M[TCOJ!TCIJ;J 

z<-«I+pMD)pO),(T[O]r T CIJ)+M[TCOJ(TCIJ;J 
COI.JIIT~- (1 +pA£.) -1 +T[OJ rTC 1 J 

L: -I (0) CmnITf-COUl-/T -1) lOUT 

~(O=-l1'Z)/SHIFT 

~C\I+rMDJf-R PLUS Z[ll+pMDJ,[-0.5J(-I+pMD) 

1'R DTIMES MD,[-0.5](-pMD)1'-l1' z 
SHI/~T; Zf-O, -1 ~z 
~L 

oUT:Zf-«ltAB[O;J)tltAB[l;J),«=tO)ll)~Z 
\7 

QPO~R DTIME5 A~;~;MD;TP;SUM;K 

P['f- I 0 
K ~-O 

If-pMD.-,AE'[O; J 
L:~(O)If-I-l)/OUT 

TPf-(10,R) CON V (RL-l1'ABC1;J)XRL-l1'MD 
TPf-R FLUS TP,C-0.5] (-rTP)1'K 
pr'f-(-l1'TP) ,PD 

Kf-(2=pTP)-f'Tp 
MDf--l~Mr. 

-IL 
ou'r:p[l.f-K ,F"l) 

\7 

QAGi-A ~TrMES B;COUl~T 

ACl<-( (pA)rO) ,1~E< 
COLJ1~Tf- pr. 
L; -I (O"cou'-IT<-cOUllT-l ) lOUT 

~«-l1''''G)=O)/SHlr-T 

ACl[lfA]f-AO[lrAJ MDPLUS I+A 
SHIFT;AGf-O,-I~AG 

~L 

OUT;AGf-«I1'A)tl1'B),(AGll)~ACl 



V A MULTFLOAT B 
[1] 'ENTER RADIX OF SYSTEM:' 
[2] R+0 
[3] 'ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC' 
[4] X+❑  
[5] C+F+3p0 
[6] C[o]+LA 
[7] C[1]+1.5 
[8] F[0]+A-C[0] 
[9] F[1]+B-C[1] 
[10] F[2]+F[0]xF[1] 
[11] -+(0=F[2])/ZERO 
(12] 	C[2]+C[0]+C[1] 
[13] --(C[2]ē3x(K+1)+2)/OF 
[14] -'(C[2]<(K+1)+2(/UF 
[15] C[2]+1- C[2]-(x+1)+2 
[16] LP:-+(F[2]>R* 1)/END 
[17] +(C[2]=0)/UF , 
[18] F[2]+RxF[2] 
[19] -+(0=0xC[2]+C[2]-1)/LP 
[20] ZERO:C[2]+0 
[21] END:'RESULT: 	';C[2]+F[2] 
[22] y0 
[23] UF:'UNDERFLOW CONDITION HAS BEEN RAISED' 
[24] w0 
[25] OF:'OVERFLOW CONDITION HAS BEEN RAISED' 

V 

V A FLOAT B 
[1] 'ENTER RADIX OF SYSTEM: ' 
[2] R+❑  
[3] 'ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC:' 
[4] K+❑  
[5] C+F+3p0 
[6] C[0]+LA 

[7] V[1]-4-LB 

[8] F[0]+A-C[0] 

[9] F[1]+B-C[1] 
[10] D+C[1]-C[0] 

[11] X+D<0 
[12] F[X]+F[X]xR*-ID 
[13] 'FOR ADDITION, ENTER ADD; FOR SUBSTRACTION, ENTER SUB° 
[14] -+(A/'ADD'=XXX+❑)/AD 
[15] +(0=0xF[2]+F[0]-F[1])/AD1 
[16] AD:F[2]+F[0]+F[1] 
[17] AD1:C[2]+C[NX] 
[18] -+(15IF[2])/LP 
[19] -+(OxIF[2])/GR 
[20] -+(0=C[2]+0)/END 
[21] GR:-+((R* 1)5IF[2])/END 
[22] -+(0>C[2]+C[2]-1)/UF 

[23] -+(0=OxF[2]+F[2]xR)/GR 
[24] LP:+(D<C[2]+C[2]+1)/OF 
[25] F[2]+F[2]xR* 1 
[26] END:'RESULT: 	';C[2]+F[2] 
[27] +0 

[28] UF:'UNDERFLOW CONDITION HAS BEEN RAISED° 
[29] -#0 

(30] OF:'OVERFLOW CONDITION HAS BEEN RAISED' 
V 

67.4536 FLOAT 65.8796 
ENTER RADIX OF SYSTEM: 
❑: 

10 
ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC: 
❑: 

99 
FOR ADDITION, ENTER ADD; FOR SUBSTRACTION, ENTER SUB 
ADD 
RESULT: 	67.462396 

67.4536 FLOAT 65.8796 
ENTER RADIX OF SYSTEM: 
0: 

10 

ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC: 
❑: 

99 
FOR ADDITION, ENTER ADD; FOR SUBSTRACTION, ENTER SUB 
SUB 
RESULT: 67.444804 

72.4526 MULTFLOAT 59.7831 
ENTER RADIX OF SYSTEM: 
0: 

10 
ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC 
0: 

99 
RESULT: 	81.35443106 



r 

Residue Nunber 

PNS 

[1] 

lORP RI.'Sr.Prn1v 
WISP; 	AFtfT 

uRl'S r0 l7+ 
Y+ 4N:: /X KT 
' 	' 

RNSPT 

[ 21 'ENTER wmuL,I 	(VECTOR Fnp0')' ENTER NFTGNTS AS VECTOR, F. R, A+<NU'1RF.R> : 
[ 31 MT,-fl 0: 
[4]  ?`.- n'fr t16 
[5]  WT.2*X 
[6]  Y'-(tf,(pX))p0 ENTER tfODULI 	(VECTOR 	FORM) 
[7]  Y+0 [1: 
[R] LOCP:Y[I;3+tfI[T11 f/T. 2+131 
[91 I+T+1 
[io] -•(T<tf)/LOOP 
[11] 

[11 
[21 

[3]  
[4]  
151
[61 
[71 
[6] 
[9] 

[l0] 
[11] 
[121 
[131 
[]41 
[151 
C161 
[171 

' 	' 

171711::PTrn1V 
v RNSPT;MI;Y:TART,E;X 
A 	OENERATES RFSIPUE. WEIGPT TABLE.  
A 	** REQUIRES FUNCTIONS: 
A 	 Rt1S, 	AFU" 
A 	** ASSU"FS 0-ORIGIN 
'• 

' ENTER NEIGPTS AS VFCTOR, I,E, A+<NUMARR>: 
X+❑  
TARLF+ENS X 

• 

' 	*** 	TARLF OF RESIDUE WFLORTS 	*** 	' 
' 
' 
' 	MOD, 	RESIDUE WF.ITRT,S (POWERS OF 2) 
' 	  
' 
'X2.I3,A2,4014' 	AFP'T(tfl;' 	' ;TART.P) " 

v 

*** 

MOD. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

TABLE OF RESIDUE. NFICRTS 	*** 

RESIDUE. WEITPTS (POWERS OF 

1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	2 	1 	2 	1 	2 	1 	2 
1 	2 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	2 	4 	3 	1 	2 	4 	3 
1 	2 	4 	2 	4 	2 	4 	2 
1 	2 	4 	1 	2 	4 	1 	2 
1 	2 	4 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	2 	4 	8 	7 	5 	1 	2 
1 	2 	4 	8 	6 	2 	4 	8 
1 	2 	4 	8 	5 	10 	9 	7 
1 	2 	4 	8 	4 	8 	4 	8 
1 	2 	4 	8 	3 	6 	12 	11 
1 	2 	4 	8 	2 	4 	8 	2 
1 	2 	4 	8 	1 	2 	4 	8 
1 	2 	4 	8 	0 	0 	0 	0 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	15 	13 	9 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	14 	10 	2 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	13 	7 	14 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	12 	4 	8 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	11 	1 	2 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	10 	20 	18 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	9 	18 	13 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	8 	16 	8 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	7 	14 	3 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	6 	12 	24 
1 	2 	4 	8 	16 	5 	10 	20 

2) 

0 
1 
0 
1 
4 
4 
0 
4 
6 
3 
4 
9 
4 
1 
0 
1 
4 
9 

16 
4 

14 
3 

16 
6 

22 
13 

0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
8 
2 
6 
8 
5 
8 
2 
0 
2 
8 

18 
12 

8 
6 
6 
8 

12 
18 
26 

0 
1 
0 
4 
4 
2 
0 
7 
4 
1 
4 

10 
2 
4 
0 
4 

16 
17 

4 
16 
12 
12 
16 
24 
10 
25 

0 
2 
0 
3 
2 
4 
0 
5 
8 
2 
8 
7 
4 
8 
0 
8 

14 
15 

8 
11 

2 
. 	1 

8 
23 
20 
23 

0 
1 
0 
1 
4 
1 
0 
1 
6 
4 
4 
1 
8 
1 
0 

16 
10 
11 
16 
1 
4 
2 

16 
21 
14 
19 

0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
8 
8 
2 
2 
2 
0 

15 
2 
3 

12 
2 
8 
4 
8 

17 
2 

11 

0 
1 
0 
4 
4 
4 
0 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
0 

13 
4 
6 
4 
4 

16 
8 

16 
9 
4 

22 

0 
2 
0 
3 
2 
1 
0 
8 
8 

10 
8 
8 
8 
8 
0 
9 
8 

12 
8 
8 

10 
16 

8 
18 

8 

17 

N 
CO 



Appendix 9 : 

SIMULATION OF A SIMPLE 8—BIT PROGRAMMABLE MACHINE — BCOMP8 

USING APL 1  

270 

1 Extracted form : P.K.M.LAI,"Simulation of a Small 8—bit 
Digital Computer using APL/360", Internal report, Electrical 
Engineering Department, Imperial College, 25th September,1975. 



1 	3 4 	 8 
ADDRESS 

3 bits 	5 bits 

OPERAND 

Simulation of a Small 8-bit Digital Computer 

An 8-bit digital computer called BCOMP8 is designed and simulated to 

illustrate and to investigate the techniques of simulation using APL. 

The topic to be discussed are: 

1) Basic Specification of BCO!LPB, 

2) The Instruction format and Repertoire, 

3) The Architecture of BCO.•IPB, 

and 
	

4) Simulation using APL. 

1) Basic Specification of BCOMP8  

Note : 

(1) A designates the accumulator 
(2) Instruction BRT assumes the loop-parameter being 

placed in location 31 of the memory (M). 
This also assumes that the memory locations are 
labelled from zero to 31. The program sequence 
or instructions for the computer BCOMPB is also 
labelled from zero to 31. 

3) Architecture of the computer BCOMP8  

BCOMP8 consists of one arithmetic unit (a simple adder), a memory of 32 
words (8-bits each), an accumulator (A), an instruction counter (IC), and 
an instruction register (IR). The organization is shown below. 

5 bit 

'Input unit 

,Output Unit 

Memory(M) 
32-word 

(8-bit word) 

Word length 
Number of Instruction 
Memory capacity 
Number of registers 
Arithmetic unit 

• 8 bits, 
= 	8, 
• 32 words, 
• 3 (viz. IC,IR,A) 

A simple binary adder 

Instruction counter (IC) 

3 bit 	5 bit 

Op-Code 

Instruction Register (IR) 

Address 

2) Instruction Format and Repertoire 

i) 	Instruction format : single address  

Control 
Unit 

Accumulator 8-bit (A) 

W '1'  
Arithmetic 

Unit 
(Adder) 

ii) 	Instruction Repertoire 

Description Mnemonic Binary Code 

LDA 0 0 0 Load A from memory according to addess 
STA 0 0 1 Store A to memory location 	 
ETM 0 1 0 Enter from "input" to memory 	 
OFM 0 1 1 Output from memory locaction 	 
PMA 1 0 0 Add from memory (addressed) to A 
CIA 1 0 1 Place constant in A from absolute value 

of the address 
TEM 1 1 0 Terminate program (of the BCOMP8) 
BRT 1 1 1 Branch to program according to the 

address 	rt of the instruction if 

Restrictions of this organization  

1) ,Memory buffer is not shown or incooperated 
2) Control unit although assumed; but is functionally 

simulated 
3) Arithmetic unit consists of only an adder 
4) In the simulation, hence the organization, branching only 

permitted to one point in the program (of the BCONP8, not 
APL) while the test of branch is made with contents of 
the memory location 31. 

The implication is that only one loop is permitted in the 
organization. The index variable to be tested against is 
required to be placed in location 31. 

The memory is partitioned into program part and data part; 
with the former occupying the upper part of the memory and 
latter residing in the lower part of the memory. 

(A) i4 N [3 1 :] 
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4) Simulation using APL 

The simulation of BCOMP8 is at the functional level; i.e. the transfer 

of data and the behaviour of the computer are of interest. The suite of 

APL programs written to simulate BCO:•P8 may be grouped as follows: 

i) BCOMP8 — the machine itself, 

and ii) ASSEM3ER — an assembler for BCOMP8. 

The assembler accepts programs(written for the BCOMP8) written in mnemonic 

codes and translate them into binary codes so that they may be loaded into 

BCOMP8 for simulation. There are two versions for the assember; the newer 

version has the capability of reconverting the contents of BCOMP8 into 

mnemonic codes. This, however, requires information of the symbol table  

which is printed during the first time the BCOMP8 program is assembled. 

Other information is stored as variables (globals) in the APL workspace. 

i) 	BCOIdP8 suite 	 I fi.' ,„rc  
I 

This consists of the function BCOMP8 and PLUS (which is called by BCOMP8). 

Both functions assumes orgin zero. BCOMP8 has the following syntax: 

BCOMP8 M 

where M is any 32 by 8 matrix of 0 and 1 (i.e. boolean matrix) corresponding 

to the contents of the memory BCOMPS computer. 	BCOMP8 is executed in 

two phases: 

(a) FETCH phase : transferring data from memory H into the 
instruction register IR and advancing 
the instruction counter by one for the 
next fetch phase 

(b) EXECUTION phase : the IR contents are decoded and executed, 
a test for "branching" out of the program 
sequence is made and executed. 
Program execution for SCOMPB may be 
terminated by performing TEM in this 
execution phase. 

Flow charts for the main function of BCOMP8 and ASSEMBLER are shown below. 
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LISTING OF AN 8-BIT BINARY COMPUTER **BCOMP8.* 
A 

A 	ORIGIN-0 INDEXING IS ASSUMED 
A 	FUNCTION **PLUS** IS REQUIRED 
A 

VRCOMPerply 

v BCOMP8 M;IC;IR:A 
[1] IC.- 0 0 0 0 0 
[2] FETCH:IR+M[21IC;] 
[3] IC+(5p2)T1+21IC 
[4] A 	EXECUTE PHASE: DECODE + EXECUTE 
[5] »(213+IR)¢LDA,STA.ETM,OFM bPMA,CIA,TEM.BRT 
[6] 7,DA:+FETCH,A+M[213+IR;] 
[7] STA:-+FF,TCH,M[2134IR;]+A 
(8] 	ETM:-+FETCH,M[213iIR;]+(8p2)TQ 
[9] OFM:-+FETCH,0+21M[213+IR;] 
[10] PMA:-+FETCR,A+A PLUS M[213+IR;] 
[11] CIA:+FETCH,A+0 0 0,34,IR 
[12] TEM:-+0 
[13] BRT:4►(A/A=M(310)/FETCH 
[14] A SET COUNTER FOR BRANCHING 
(15] -FETCH.IC+3+IR 

V 

VPLUS[03V 

V Z+X PLUS Y 
[1] 	Z+(8p2)T(21X)+21Y 

V 

r r r . rr ,' r. 	n o n r) n n 	<) 7 ) 0 3 



A **** 	LISTING OF FUNCTIONS IN 	**GROUP DIGITAL** 	** 

(ORIGIN-1 IS ASSUMED) 

VASSEMBLE. [C] iv 
V Z+ASSE BL.E, P;ARG;I;INST;ST 

** 

A 	ILLUSTRATION: 	RUN OP PROGRAM P2 ON **RCOMPB** 
A 

A 	NOTE: 	SET ORIGIN TO ZERO INDEXING 
A 	 ENTER THE VALUE-OF (N) AT n: 

[1]  Z+ 32 8 p0 
[2]  ST'- 	0 	6 	p' 
[3]  I+0 )ORIGIN 0 

[4]  NHXT:+((1+pP)<I+I+1)/0 WAS 0 

CS] INST+PCI;1] 
C6] ARG+P[I;3] 
[7]  ZCI;]+(CODE. INST),RINARY NUMERIC ARG BCOMPB MEM 

[8]  +(INSTe'BC')/NEXT 
[9]  ST+ST WITH ARG (1: 
[10]  Z[I;3+15]+ST ADDRESS ARG 6 
[il] +NEXT 1  

V 1 
2 
3 

VCODE[D]V 5  
V Z+CODE X _ B 

[1] Z+ 2 2 2 T 1+'LSEPACTB'tX 
V 

VBINARYCCI ]V 
V Z+BINARY X 

[1] Z+(5p2)TX 
V 

VNUMERIC[D]V 
V Z+NUMERIC X 

[1] 7.+ 	1+'0123456789'tX 
V 

VWITH[D]V 
V Z+ST WITH NEW 

C1] Z+ST 
[21 •'Ox,v/NEW=STC;1] 
[3] Z+ST,[1] NEW,CRAR BINARY 31—(OST)C1] 

V 

VADDRESSC❑IV 
V Z+ST ADDRESS X 

[1] Z+NUMERIC 1iST[ST[;1]1X;] 
V 

VCRAR C[] ] V 
V Z+CRAR X 

Cl] Z+'0123456789'[1+X] 
V 
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C 

Is A V 
+6 S V 
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ti B~ 
rq T 

AE-o 
M<31> +- (A) 	duet M<31> V 
M<30>r-Q 4/AELt a :Q z(t u+r.b -. 

A- r 
i"l<z9> 4-(A) uluu M<?> = X 
M cz3> 4- (A) ufuu Mas> = Y 
A + (Mua)) 

(A)+ (1)K M<zg> 
M <z 7? 	 > 

X 

(A) 	,4.-7uae.. M<z7 
j  ~ J R+x X 	 24 	iNaW.e  ;;t'" 

A r (M«8>) 
 Muv)•- (Pt ) 	;.e. X+ Y 7Ntsz 

A 4- (M<27>)  
M<23)t- (A) 	Le. Y4- Z 	),sy 

A 4- I 	 iel,ì,m (uc or~w 2 
A 4- (A)+V lr MoI) 	v :a ikea.wL 

M<3i)r- (A) 	 0". 

©;P , 	 , d 	'r 
- A ? 

. in n 	:o 	 mt..  

STOP 

y /7, /I o-' ( + 	io 4 tut 

(A) 	M<3I>) 

New verison of BCOMP8 and ASSEMBLER 

(a) ASSEMBLER : Prints the "symbol table" as a 
result of assembling a program 
of BCOMIP8 

( System function 	EMT is required) 

(b) DUMPGP : The group contains the following 
functions. Note that BCOI•1P8 
is modified as 	to permit a 
run—time program trace. 

MDUMP — to convert the binary contents 
of BCOMPB into mnonic codes 
(i.e. the reverse process of 
assembling is performed) 

PDUMP — to dump the core and contents 
of other registers during the 
execution of BCO:IP8T 

BCOMPBT — to provide a trace of all 
contents of some registers and 
memory contents during the 
simulation run 

i,S (A). (1M1<31>) 
07) (A) P (M <M>) 

i}iio ~a 	:air dr_ai a.. 

(A1=-. 
(M<31)) = V 

DIGIT — an auxilary function called by 
MDUMP and PDUMP, to convert 
a numeric decimal number into 
a character vector 

(some examples are included to illustrate 
the operations of the above functions) 

c A4 corl..,tn. to37/t yaturair 

,iD at 50 /.c7-3 Ic 
07 044. ynvo t 

Z/nt btt t,t2, )c m L A ,.p,,,,,_.. 
io Ate,~, .3, ,Art-, 04 ~ `~' 

?1 RTc+td ~# 2x 	atcrz~ 
J 



NEW VERSION OF ** ASSEMBLE ** FUNCTION 
** SYMBOL TABLE - MEMORY ALLOCATION 
** ARE PRINTED. 

A 

A 
A 

A ILLUSTRACTION OF **ASSEMBLE** RUN 

P2  

fiswauN6 P2 e:4.0 1.o4-nza 
I4rv A)eflcey n1Ein 

MEM+ASSEMBLE P2 
ASSEMBLE COMPLETED. THE SYMBOL TABLE IS: 

SYM. LOC. 

V 

Q 
X 
Y 
Z 

31 
30 

29 

28 
27 

26 

A 

A 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

FUNCTION **MDUMP** TRANSLATES THE. MEMORY CONTENTS 
INTO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
DRAWBACK 0: THE SYMBOLS USED FOR 

VARIABLES ARE LOST 

FUNCTION REQUIRED 0: DIGIT 
ORIGIN-0 INDEX IS.ASSUMED 

VASSEMBLEC[]]V 

VMDUMP[0]V 

V MDUMP M;N;I;Z 

V 
[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 

[1] I 	. [5] 

[2] N+1+pM C6] 
[3] I+0 [7] 
[4] LOOP:Z+'LSEPACTB'[213fM[I;]].' 	1.2 DIGIT 2134M[I;] CO] 
[5] 2 	DIGIT I;' 	';M[I;];' 	';Z [9] 
[6] ;(N>I+I+1)+LOOP [10]  

V [11]  

[12]  
[13]  

VDIGIT[0]V [14]  

[15]  
v Z+N DIGIT X [16]  

[1] Z+'0123456789'[(Np10)TX] 
V aIs n e- 	'+ 	e 	RAcuna+xe, 25te 

oD44; 	7wouly AW4 o,;c, cd ta:*4 

V 

P2 	 MDUMP MEM-0—/ P'74--  mD'X"N• 

C 0 00 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 C 	00.  
S 01 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 31 
E Q 02 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 E 30 
C 1 03 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 C 01 
S X 04 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 S 29 
S Y 05 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 S 28 
L X 06 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 L 	29 
A Y 07 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 A 28 
S z 08 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 S 27 
P 09 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 P 29 
L Y 10 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 L 28 
S X 11 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 S 29 
L T, 12 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 L 27 
S Y 13 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 S 28 
C 1 14 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 C 01 
A V 15 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 A 31 
S V 16 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 S 31 
L Q 17 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 L 30 
B 6 18 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 B 06 
T 19 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 T 26 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
21 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 L 00 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 

aeempmtitQt . 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 

29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 

30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 00 

31 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 L 00 

C 0 
S V 
E Q 
C 1 
S X 
S Y 
L X 
A Y 
S Z 
P X 
L Y 
S X 
L Z 
S Y 
C 1 
A V 
S V 

B 

• 

6 

T 

Z+ASSSFMBLE P;ST;ARG;I;INST 
Z+ 32 8 p0 
ST+ 0 6 p' ' 
I+0 

NEXT:+((1fpP)<I+I+1)/PRINT 
INST+P[I;1] 
ARC:+PCI;31 
Z[I;]+(CODE INST),RINARY NUMERIC ARC 
-+(INSTE'RC')/NEXT 
ST+ST WITH ARC 
ZCI;3+157+ST ADDRESS ARC 
-+NEXT 

PRINT:' ASSEMBLE COMPLETED, THE SYMBOL TABLE IS:' 
' 
'SYM. 	LOC.' 
' 	' 
'X2,A1,X4,I2' AFIfT(STC;1];21NNUMERIC STC; 2 3 4 5 6]) 



n GROUP DUMPGP --- ORIGIN-0 IS ASSUMED 

)GRP DUMPGP 
MDUMP PDUMP BCOMP8TA 	 DIGIT 

vBCOMPRTA[ ❑ ]v 

V BCOMPBTA M;IC;IR;A;ADDR;Z 
[ 1] 	A+IC+ 0 0 0 0 0 

A EXAMPLE SNOWING TNE SIMULATION RUN OF COMPUTER **BCOMPB** 
A 

A 	PROGRAM TO FIND THE FIRST N NUMBER OF TNE 
A 	**FIBONACCI NUMBER SEQUENCE** 
A 

A THE ASSFIMBLFR PROGRAM **P2** (FORMAT •F.NTFRFD AT KEYBOARD) 

[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
CB] 
[6] 

FETCH:IR+M[21IC;] 
IC+(5p2)T1+21IC 
ADDR+213+IR 

 []+Z+PDUIfP TR 
A 	EXECUTF. PHASE: DECODF. + EXECUTE 

P2 
C OS VS. QC 15 XS YL XA YS ZP XL YS XL 7S YC 1A VS VL QB 6T 

[7] -.(213tIR)OLDA,STA.ITM.OFIf,AMA.CIA,TEM,BRT A 	CONVERTING THIS INTO A MATRIX 
CO] LDA:--FFTCH.A+M[ADDR;] 
[9]  STA:+FETCH,MEADDRO÷A P2+20 3pP2 
[10]  ITIf:-*FETCR,M[ADDR;]+(802)TD 
[111 O M;.FHTCIf.f1+21M[ADDR; ] P2 
[12]  AMA:-•PETCN,A+A PLUS M[ADDR;] C 0 
[13]  CIA:-'FF'TCN,A+ 0 	0 0 	,3+IR S V 
[14]  TEM:-.-0 Q 
[15]  ART:.-(A/A=M[31;])/PFTCR C 1 
[16]  A 	SFT COUNTER FOR BRANCHING X 
[17]  +FF.TCN,IC+3+IR S Y 

V L X 
A Y 

VPDUMP[[]]V 
S 	7, 
P X 
L Y 

V Z+PDUMP IR;OP ,S X 
[1] OP+213fIR _ L Z 
[2] 7.+2 DIGIT 	1+21IC S Y 
[3] Z+Z,' 	','I'SEPACTIP[OPl,' 	'.2 DIGIT 213+IR C 1 
[4] 2+Z,' 	',3 DIGIT 21M[ADDR;] A 	V 
[5] 7,+7,.' 	'.3 DIGIT 21A S V 

V L 
B 6 
T 

VDIGITr[j]v 

V 7.+N DIGIT X A 	ASSEMBLING P2 AND LOADING IT INTO MEMORY CALLED IMF'f 
[1] Z+'0123456789'[(Np10)TX] A 	N.B. 

V A 	 )ORIGIN-1 	IS SET 

)ORIGIN 1 
VPLUS[O]V WAS 1 

Ifj,M+ASSFMBLF P2 
V Z+X PLUS Y ASSEMBLE COMPLETED. THE SYMBOL TABLE IS: 

[1] Z+(8p2)T(21X)+211 
V SYIf. 	LOC. 

V 31  
Q 30 
X 29 
X 28 
Z 27 

26 



SCOMPA TA MEM BCOMPA MEM 

00 C 00 160 000. 0: 
01 S 31 000 000 3 
02 30 000 000 1 
U: 1 

3 2 
03 C 01 063 000 
04 S 29 000 001 
05 S 28 000 001 
06 r, 29 001 001 
07 A 28 001 001 
08 S 27 000 002 ?2 	cot7G.{ ctvai 
09 P 29 001 002 j 4ii.t .C'h. 7r '''PJ7 ?le PI [ 1 
10 I, 28 001 002 
11 S 29 001 001 
12 r, 27 002 001 
13 .S 28 001 002 
14 C 01 063 002 
15 A 31 000 001 
16 S 31 000 001 
17 30 003 001 
18 S 06 029 003 
06 I. 29 001 003 
07 A 28 002 001 
08 .S 27 002 003 
09 P 29 001 003 
1 
10 L 28 002 003 
11 S 29 001 002 
12 r, 27 003 002 
13 S 28 002 003 
14 C 01 063 003 
15 A 31 001 001 
16 S 31 001 002 
17 L 30 003 002 
18 B 06 029 003 
06 I. 29 002 003 
07 A 28 003 002 
08 S 27 003 005 
09 P 29 002 005 
2 
10 I, 28 003 005 
11 S 29 002 003 
12 L 27 005 003 
13 S 28 003 005 
14 r. 01 063 005 
15 A 31 002 001 
16 S 31 002 003 
17 r, 30 003 003 
18 B 06 029 003 
19 T 26 000 003 

£CG,'l/'ST petit& 
CL "'tip ° a"'.  
3t0mPt C&4 

, "pr,P2 
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COMPILING COMPOUND EXPRESSIONS W'ITII APL 



A LISTING OF ALL FUNCTION GROUPS 

............ 	... 
Compiling a Compound Expression 

This exercise demonstrates the capability of APL as a useful tool in 

examining the details of a compound expression. A compound expression 

is first decomposed into smaller units indicating the sequence of 

executions for the expression (i.e. the expression is parsed). This 

results a tree-like strzctruc representing the compound expression. A 

parenthesis-free expression or a polish string is then derived from this 

tree structure. Finally, the polish string is expressed as an ordered 

sequence of simple subexprcssion (dyadic form at most); while the execution 

of which will have the same effect as if the original compound expression 

was executed. Therefore, a compound expression has been compiled for a 

simple machine which has the capability of operating at the most simple 
dyadic expressions. 

A set of APL functions capable of compiling a compond expression are 

included below with some illustrative examples. The functions are divided 

into three groups; viz. COMIPILEGP, PARSEGP & POLISHGP. The functions of 

these groups are: 

PAfSEGP 	Parses a given APL expression into sub- 
expressions which are represented by a 
tree-like structure or diagram 

POLISRGP 	 Convert the tree-structure into a polish 
string 

COMPILEGP 	 Order the polish string into simple 
dyadic expression and introducing 
intermediate variables when necessary. 
This results a compiled set of simple 
dyadic subfunctions which are equivalent 
to the original compound expression 

LISTGRP 

GRP NAME: COMPILEGP 

CENTER 
COMPILE 
FUNCTI0NS 
LEFT 
LOCCENTER 
ON 
RIGHT 

V Z+CENTER E 
[1] 	Z+(LOCCENTER E)/E 

V 

V Z+COMPILE E;CE 
C1] CE+CENTER E 
C2] Z+((('+'eCE)*32pE)/NAMES[1],'+').CE[2 1 3] 

[3] NAMES+14NAMES 
[4] -1-Oxt32pE 
[5] Z+Z ON COMPILE(LEFT E),Z[1].RIGBT E 

V 

✓ Z+FUNCTIONS E 
[1] 	Z+Ee'++-x+<5=a>xvA?ep--++t0*e1L1TI' 

V 

✓ Z+LEFT E 
[1] 	Z+(-v\LOCCENTER E)/E 

V 

✓ Z+LOCCENTER E 
[1] 	Z+(tpE)e0 1 2+(FUNCTI0NS E)(.xtpE 

V 

✓ Z+A ON B 
[1] A+(-2+1 1,pA)pA 
[2] B+(-2+1 1,pB)pB 
[3] Z+(((pA)(0 1xpil)+A),[1]((pB)(0 1xpA)+B 

V 

✓ Z+RIGRT E 
[1] Z+LOCCENTER E 
[2] Z+(--Zvn\-Z)/E 

V 



LISTGRP 

GRP NAME: PARSEGP 

  

C 
CENTRALFN 
DEPTH 
FUNCTIONS 
L 
ON 
PARSE 
R 
STRIP 

LISTGRP 

GRP NAME: POLISHGP 

 

CT 
FIRSTCOL 
LT 
POLISH 
RT 

[1] 

[1] 

[1] 

[1] 

[1] 

Ci] 
(2) 
(3] 

[1]  
[2]  

If] 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

Z+C E 
Z+E[CENTRALFN E] 

Z+CENTRALFN E 
Z4-((FUNCTIONS E)AO=DEPTH E)t1 

V Z1-STRIP E 
Z+DEPTH E 	_ 	[1] 	+Oxtix1/DEPTH Z+E 

Z++\(E_'(')-0, 	1iE=')' 	[2] 	Z+STRIP 1 	4.-11E  
V 

Z+FUNCTIONS E 
Z4EE'++-x+<5=2>xvA?Ep-+ito*®[(iTI' 

Z+L E 
Z+(-1+CENTRALFN E)tE 

Z+A 'ON B 
A+(-24-1 	1,pA)pA 
B+( 	2f1 	1,p•B)pB 
Z-(((pA)[0 	1xpB)tA).[1]((pB)[0 	lxpA)tB 

24-PARSE E 
+0xtn/FUNCTIONS 24-STRIP E 
Z+(' 	',' 	',PARSE L Z)ON(C Z)ON' 	',' 	',PARSE R 	Z 

Z+R E 
Z+(CENTRALFN E)+E 

[1]  
[2]  

[1] 

[1] 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  

[1] 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

Z4-CT M 
4-(1=ppZ+(' 	'*FIRSTCOL M)/[1]M) 
Z+.1 	ltZ 

Z+FIRSTCOL M 
Z+,((1tpM),1)tM 

Z4-LT M 
Z+(-v\' 	'xFIRSTCOL M)/[1.1M 

Z+POLISH M 
Z+,CT M4-(v/[1]Mx' 	')/M 
+0x1121+pM 
Z+Z,(POLISH LT M),POLISR RT M 

Z4-RT M 
Z+(v\-14' 	'xPIRSTCOL M)/[13M 

/0 

7 



POLISH PARSE S3 
-+AD++ A+x+BGD+Go1C 

COMPILE POLISH PARSE S3 

n TEST FUNCTION 

PARSE S4 

POLISH PARSE S4 
+ZXX+Y+GD 

COMPILE POLISH PARSE S4 
+GtD 

y+-d 
L-,x p 
Z4-L 

n ILLUSTRATE S3 

S3 
(A+D)-(+A)+(oB+G)xD)+0+1oC 

PARSE $3 
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One cell of shift 
X[I] 	register for right 
-X[I] 	shift 

X[I-1] 

Shift Registers  

Decoder circuits  

✓ R+SDECN X 
[1] A SIMPLEX DECODER 
[2] R+XA.=((p.X)P2)1-12*p.X 

V 

(Simplex decoder; 
an architectural 
description) 

Microprogram for right shift by K positions 

Matrix decoders : 

✓ OUT+DEC IN;ADR 
[1] A DECODING MATRIX, USING: INNER PRODUCT, COMPRESSION 
[2] A 	FOR SIMULATION. READ-ONLY-MEMORY(ROM) IS A 
[3] A 	GLOBAL VARIABLE 
[4] AA ROM(N,M.) 	 (Matrix decoder, using 
[5] ADR+INA.=(pIN)prtpIN 	read-only-memory; 
[6] OUT+ADR/[0]ROM 	 simulation using 

✓ inner product & 
compression) 

✓ OUT+DEC1 IN;ADR 
[1] A DECODING MATRIX, USING: DECODE OPERATOR FOR 
[2] A 	SIMULATION. READ-ONLY-MEMORY(ROM) IS A 
[3] A 	GLOBAL VARIABLE 
[4] Ad ROM(17,6f) 	 (Matrix decoder; 

[5] OUT+ROM[21Ir1;] 	 simulation using 

V 	 indexing) 

VOUR+SDEC2 IN 
[1] 	OUT+INA.=2 2rt4 

V 

(A 2-input simplex 
decoder; an imple-
mentation description) 

✓ X RSHIFT X 	 V OUT+MDECB IN 

[1] P+K 	 [1] 	A MATRIX DECODER (BBIT) 

[2] T+v/p 	 [2] 	A LEVEL 1 (SIMPLEX DECODER) 
[3] TST:-.(-T)/0 	 [3] 	OUT10+SDEC2 IN[0 1] 
[4] RSRIFT1 X 	 [4] 	OUT11+SDEC2 IN[2 3] 	(An 8-input matrix 
[5] P+(6p2)r 1+21P 	 [5] 	OUT12+SDEC2 IN[4 5] 	decoder) 
C6] 	-+TST 	 [6] 	OUT13+SDEC2 IN[6 7] 

p 	 [7] 	A LEVEL 2 (MATRIX AND-GATES) 
[8] 	OUT20+,OUT10 <.A OUTi1 

✓ RSHIFT1 X 	 [9] 	OUT2I+,OUT12 ..A OUT13 
[1] XD+X 	 [10] A LEVEL 3 (MATRIX AND-GATES) 

[2] NXD+-X 	 [11] 	OUT+,OUT20 o.AOUT21 

[3] S+CA0, 1iXD 	 V 
N C4] 	R+CA1, 1~NXD 	 Co ✓ .P 



V RIPPLE4 V ARCHSAVE;SUM 

[1] 
[2] 

A 	TRANSIMSSION AND GENERATION 
T+AxB 

[1]  
[2]  

SUM+X+L +M 
T+2TSUM 	(Carry-save Adder) 

[3]  0-,AAB [3] G+SUM2 

[4]  A 	CARRY PROPAGATION V 

[5]  C+5p0 
[6]  C[4]+CIN V SAVEACC 

[7] 
[8] 

C[3]+G[3]vT[3]AC[4] 
C[2]+G[2]vT[2]AC[3] 	(4-Bit Ripple Adder) 

[1]  
[2]  

K+A 
L+T 	(Carry-save Accumulator) 

[9] C[1]+C[1]vi[1]AC[2] [3] M+1+G,CIN 

[10] C[0]+G[0]vT[0]AC[1] [4] COUT+1tG 

[11] n 	CARRY ASSIMILATION [5] ARCHSAVE 

[12] S+Tx1+C V 

[13] COUT+1tC 
V 

[1] 
V SAVEADD 
A 	DECLARATION 	(Carry-save addition) 

V RIPPLE;J [2] CB+CIN 

[1] A 	TRANSMISSION AND GENERATION [3] COUT+0 

[2] T+AxD [4] A 	TRANSMISSION AND GENERATION 

[3] G+AAB [5] T+A 
[4] n 	CARRY PROPAGATION [6] G+B 	- 

[5] J+pT [7] A 	CARRY PROPAGATION AND ASSIMILATION 
[6] C+(J+1)p0 	 (N-bit Ripple Adder) [8] CONT:P+TAG 

[7] C[J]+CIN [9] S+TxG 
[8] CONT:J+J-1 [10] LOUT +COUTv1+P 

[91 C[J]+G[J]vT[J]AC[J+1] [11] T+S 

[10] +(Jx0)/CONT [12] G+1+P,CB 

[11] A 	CARRY ASSIMILATION [13] CD+0 

[12] S+Tx1+C [14] A 	TEST FOR ZERO GENERATION 
[13] COUNT+1tC [15] NREADY+v/G 

V [16] +NREADY/CONT 

v SXIP100;J 

V 

[1]  A 	TRANSMISSION AND GENERATION V RIPASYNC 

[2]  
[3) 

T+AxB 
G+AAB 

[1]  

[2]  
A 	DECLARATION 
NOA+-A 	(Asynchronous ripple adder) 

[4] A 	TRANSIMSSION FRO GROUPS OF 5 [3] NOB-+~B 

[5] TGS+A/20 	58T [4] NOCIN+-CIN 
[6] A 	TRANSMISSION FOR GROUPS'OF 25 [5] A 	TRANSMISSION AND GENERATION 

[7] TG25+A/4 	5pTG5 [6] G+AAB 

[8] A 	CARRY PROPAGATION [7] NOG+NOAANOB 
[9] J+pT [8] NT+CvNOG 

[10] C+(J+1)p0 	 (Carry-skip Adder) C9] T+-NT 

[11] CCJ]]CIN [10] A 	CARRY PROPAGATION 
[12] CONT:J+J-1 [11] NOC+((pA)p0),NOCIN 

[13] -+(0=51J)/CROUP [12] C+((pA)p0),CIN 
[14] C[J]+C[J]vT[J]AC[J+1] [13] CONT:P+TA1+C 

[15] -.CONT [14] NOP+TA1+NOC 

[16] GROUP5:-+(0=251J)/GROUP5 [15] NOC+(NOGvNOP),NOCIN 
[17] C[J]+G[J]v(T[J]AC[J+1])ATG5[J+5]AC[J+5] [16] C+(GvP).CIN 

[18] -+CONT [17] READY+A/Cvir'OC 

[19] GROUP25:C[J]+G[J]v(T[J]AC[J+1])V(TG5[J+5]AC[J+5]) [18] 4(--READY)/CONT 

ATG25[J=25]AC[J+25] [19] A 	CARRY ASSIMILATION 

[20] -+(Jx0)/CONT [20] NS+PvNTA 11NOC 

[21] 
A- 
 CARRY ASSIMILATION [21] S+-NS 

[22] S+Tx14C [22] NOCOUT+1tNOC 

C23] COUT+1tC [23] COUT+1tC 

V V 



V A BINADD B 
[1] 	S+((Ntl)p2)TC+(21A)+21B 

V 

Z+X BINADDER Y 
'ENTER NO. OF BITS PER BYTE:' 
N+C 

[3] J-4-13Y 
[4] Z+Jp0 
[5] TC+C+0 
[6] LP:J+J-N 
[7] TC+TC+1 
[8] X[P] BINADD YIP] 
[10] C4-S[0] 
[11] Z[P]+(-N)+S 
[12] -.(J>0)/LP 
[13] 'NO. OF ADDER USES=';TC 
[14] 'SUM: ' 

V 

(Adder function; called 
by BINADDER) 

(Addition of binary 
numbers by byte) 

1 1 1 0 0 0 BINADDER 1 1 0 0 0 1 
ENTER NO. OF BITS PER BYTES: 
0: 

2 
NO. OF ADDER USES=3 
SUM: 
1 0 1 0 0 1 

l 	

Byte 
selector 

X[P] I 	 

Y 

Byte 
selector 

F Y[P] 
nr- 

n-bit 
ADDER 

STORE 
Carry bit 

y 	 

Z 

Byte 
distributor 

mal 

Serial-Byte Adder  • 
	 Multiplier with 1'-bit shift  

V ONEMPY 
[1] A DECLARATION 
[2] P+VL 
[3] Q+MR 
[4] R+MD 
[5] A MULTIPLICATION 
[6] W+0 
[7] K+pQ 
[8] A MULTIPLE GENERATION 
[9] CONT: MO+R TWOFOLD 2+Q,W 

[10] A ADDITION 
[11] A+i EXTEND P 
[12] B+1 EXTEND /10 
[13] CIN+CX 
[14] ARCF]ADD 
[15] W...--14Q   
[16] P+ liS 	_ 
[17] Q+( 1+S), 1+Q 
[10] A COUNT 
[19] J+J-1 
[20] -..(Jx0)/CONT 
[21] A RESULT 
[22] PD+P.Q 

V 

✓ ARCHADD;SUM 
[1] 
	

SUM+(21A)+(21B)+21CIN 
[21 
	

S+((pA)p2)TSUM 
[3] 
	

COUT+SUM Z2*pA 
V 

✓ RX+N EXTEND R 
[1] 	RX+R[Np0].R 

V 

✓ MX+R TWOFOLD F 
[1) A DECISION 
[2] ONE+F[0]xF[1] 
[3] A COMPLEMENT 
[4] COM+F[0]xR 
[5] A SELECTION 
[6] MX+ONEnCOM 
[7) A CARRY-IN 
[8] 	CX+F[0]AONE 

V 



Variable Shift Multiplier 
Multiplier with 8-bit shift 

V SHIFTMPY 	 V MX+R TWOFOLDX F 
[1] A 	DECLARATION 	[1] 	A 	DECISION 
[2] P+VL 	 [2] 	ONE+F[1]xF[2] 
[3] Q+1 EXTEND MR 	[3] 	A 	COMPLEMENT V EIGHTMPY 	 V MX+R FOURFOLD F 

[4] R+M D 	 [4] 	COM+F[0]xR [1] A 	DECLARATION 	[1] 	A 	DECISION 

[5] A 	MULTIPLICATION 	[5] 	A 	SELECTION [2] P+VL 	 [2] 	ONE+F[1]xF[2] 

C6] W-0 	 [6] 	M.X+ONEACOM [3] Q+MR 	 [3] 	TWO+((-F[0])AF[1]AF[2])v 

[7] J+ 1+p0 	 [7] 	A 	CARRY-IN [4] DR+MD 	 F[0]A(-F[1])-F[2] 

18] A 	MULTIPLE GENERATION 	[8] 	CX+F[0]A0NE [5] A 	MULTIPLICATION 	[4] 	A 	COMPLEMENT 

[9] 	CONT:MO+P TWOFOLDX 	3fQ,W 	[9] 	A 	NEW BALANCE [6] W+0 	 [5] 	COM+F[0]xR 

[10] A 	ADDITION 	[10] 	WX+(F[0]AF[1])v)F[0]AF[2]) [7] J+(pQ)+8 	[6] 	A 	SELECTION 

[11] A+1 EXTEND P 	 vF[1]AF[2] [8] A 	MULTPILE GENERATION 	[7] 	MX+(ONEACOM[0],COM)vTWOA 

[12] B+1 EXTEND NO 	V [9] CONT: M.7+R FOURFOLD 	3+Q,W 	COM,F[0] 

[13] CIN+CX (10] C7+CX 	 [8] 	A 	CARRY-IN 

[147 ARCHADD [11] M5+R FOURFOLD 34-4+Q 	[9] 	CX+F[0]AONEvTWO 

[15] W+UX [12] C5+CX V  _ 
[16] A 	DISPLACEMENT [13] M3+R FOURFOLD 3t 6tQ 
[17] DP+DISPLACE ( 	11 4+Q),WX [14] C3+CX _ 
[18]P+ P+(DP[0]A 	4+S[0 	0 	0],S)v(DP[1]A-34S[0 	0],S)v(DP[2]A-2+S[0],S) [15] M1+R FOURFOLD 3+ 8tQ 

vDP[3]A 	14S _ [16] C1+CX 
[19] Q+(DP[0]A( 	4+S), 	44Q)v(DP[1]A( 	3+S), 	3+Q)v(DP[2]A(-2tS), 	24Q) [17] A 	CARRY-SAVE ADDITION 	NOTE : 

vDP[3]A( 	1+S), 	14Q [18] K+3 EXTEND 	24P 
[20] A 	COUNT [19] L+2 EXTEND 	2+M7 	EIGHTMPY 	requires auxilary 
[21] J+J-(DP[0]x3)+(DP[1]x2)+DP[2]+1 [20] M+M5 	 functions : 	ARCHADD, ARCRSAVE, 
[22] +(Jx0)/CONT [21] ARCRSAVE 	 EXTEND 
[23] A 	RESULT [22] T5+T 
[24] DP+ 1tP,Q  [23] G4+G 

V [24] K+2 EXTEND 	2+T5 
[25]  L±1 EXTEND 	1+G4 

V DP+DISPLACE F [26]  M+M3 
[1] A 	DISPLACEMENT DECISION (27] ARCRSAVE 
[2] DP.-4p0 [28] T3+T 
[3] DP[3]+(J=1)vF[2]XFE3) [29] G2+G, _ 
[4] DP[2]+(^DP[3])A(J=2)vF[1]xp[2] [30] X+2 EXTEND 	2+T3 
[5] DP[1]+("v/DP[2 	3])A(J=3)vF[0]xF[1] [31] L+1 EXTEND 	14G2 
[6] DP[0]+-v/DP[1 	2 	3] [32]. M+M1 

V [33]  ARCRSAVE 
[34]  T1+T 
[35]  CO+G 

Note [36]  A 	CARRY-PROPAGATE ADDITION 	_ 

[37]  A+1 EXTEND T1,( 	2+T3),( 	2+T5),_24P 
SHIFTMPY 	requires auxilary functions [38]  B+CO 3 C1,(_ 1+G2),C3,( 	1+G4),C5, 	24M7 

ARCHADD, EXTEND [39]  CIN+C7 
[40]  ARCHADD 
[41]  W+1t 	8tQ 

[42]  P+ 8 +S _ 

[43]  Q+( 	8+S), 	8UQ 
[44]  A 	COUNT 	 co 
[45]  J+J-1 
[46]  -+(Jx0)/CONT 
[47]  A 	RESULTS 

[48]  PD+P,Q 
V 
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Description & Simulation of Machine Architecture 

"Architecture" usually means the functional appearance of the system to 

its users. Architecture, which is user– and specification–oriented, 

should be constrasted with "implementation", which is concerned with 

the design of efficient real objccts like circuits and programs that 

give acutal form to the architecure specifications. To an increasing 

extent, machine architecture reflects the results of careful study and 

observation of certain salient features of programs. For examples, it 

has been noticed that most programs exhibit the property of "locality 

of reference", i.e. over a time interval spanning several instruction 

executions, referenes to storage for program and data tend to cluster 

in localised areas of storage. This property suggests that highest 

speed of reference and access may be necessary only to a relatively 

small area of storage. The system, however, must be able to address 

larger storage also but not necessarily at the highest speeds. 

In the following, we shall describe machine architecture features, 

such as indirect addressing, push–down stores and management of 

transmission between mainprocessor storage with the help of APL. 

A) Addressing Modes (Immediate, Direct, Indirect)  

Assume for illustration the simple 32–bit machine and focuss attention 

on how a word is obtained. The instruction about to be executed is 

assumed to be available in the instruction register (IR). The addressing 

is discussed only for the case of obtaining an operand for the register 

called (S) which is 32–bit long. 

i) Immediate (or sometimes literal) addressing : the operand 

is taken as the address part of the instructin itself. Access consists 

of routing the rightmost 16 bits of IR to the data register of the 

processor S. Since S is assumed in this example to be 32 bits long, 

the fits from IR are routed to the lower–order pos itions and the 

rest of S is filled with Os. 

ii) Direct or normal addressing : The rightmost 16 bits of the 

instruction are sent to the memory address register A, and the word 

specified by A is fetched to the processor storage register S. Direct 

addressing is the most essential of the three types under discussion; 

many machines allow only direct addressing. 

iii) Indirect Addressinz : The address part of the instruction 
is first used to fetch a word from storage in the same way as in direct 

addressing. The rightmost 16 bits of the :rod thus obtained are routed 

to replace the address part of the instruction register. The system 

now behaves as if it had just obtained the isntruction; i.e. the address 

is used as for direct addressing. Although indirect addressing may 

appear at first glance to be a strange operation, it is a very convenient 
feature to the programmer. 

Figure Al2.1 illustrates the three addressing types with the aid of 

APL. i  

M 
0 

l  S'ra4Ace 	Notes : SrDRRgE 

II Roy 
0–origin indexing 

S 	— 	Processor Storage register 
IR — 	Instruction Register 
M 	— 	Storage; 	N[I;] = word I 
A 	— 	Storage Address register 
B 	— 	Storage Data register 

1 	7 S 
0 	( 	It 	31 

IR 
V DIRECT 

[1] A+ 	16tIR 
oP 1//A Arel 

[2] B*M[21A;] 
[3] S+B 

V 

V IMMED 	 V INDIRECT 
[1] 	S+(16p0),-16tIR 	[1] 	DIRECT  

V 	 [2] 	IR-(16rIR),_ 16tS 
[3] 	DIRECT 

V 

Fig. Al2.1 : Description of three common addressing 
systems 
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M Czls;] 
M [ 1 +21 S;] 

 

be reduced on the average by increasing the number of registers used 

to implement the top cells of the stack. This can lead to significant 

speed increase because most activity involves the top members of the 

stack. 

Notes 

0–origin indexing 

A,B — Top registers of stack 
S 	— Pointer to stack extension 

in storage 
'•I 	— Storage (bit matrix) 
E 	— Empty indicators of A,B 
BINOP – Binary operator 

(a) Logical stack 
	UNOP — Unary operator 

E[0] 

0 
0 
1 
1 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  

E[1] 

	

0 	A,B 	BOTH FULL 

	

1 	ILLEGAL 

	

0 	.4 EMPTY, B FULL 

	

1 	A,B BOTH EMPTY 

	

(b) 	Empty indicators 

V XBINOP 
-+(B1,B2,33,B4)[21E] 
B1:B+A BINOP B 
E+1,0 
o 

P3:A+B 
STAKFETCH 
-•E1 
B4:STAX.FETCH 
-+B3 

B2:'ILLEliAL STATE' 

V 	(c) 	Binary operator 

V XU :'OP 
-+(B1,B2.B3.B4)[21E] 
El:A+UNOP A 
+0 
B3:F+UNOP B 
+0 
B4:STAKFETCN 
»B3 
B2:'ILLEGAL STATE' 

[1]  
[2]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  

VSTAKFETCH 
B+M[21S;] 	_ 
S+((pS)p2)T 1+215 
V 

V ENTER X 
-'-(B1.52,53,54)[21E] 
B1:S+((pS)p2)T1+21S 
M.[215;]+B 
B+A 

B3:A+X 
-+E[0]+0 
B4:B+X 
-•E[1]+0 
B2:'ILLEGAL STATE' 

V 

(e) 	Stack operations 

V 
(d) Unary operator 

Fir_  Al2.2 : Control of a push–down stack 

B) Push–down Storage, or Stack 

An important illustration of implicit addressing is the control of a 

logical structure called a "push–down store", or LIFO (last in, first 

out) list, or stack. An address specifies a storage location as a 

source/destination of data to/from the top of a list of contiguous 

storage words. Operations implicitly reference the operand(s) at 

the top of the list, and the result operand replaces the operand(s) 

at the top of the list. The structure thus behaves as if an entered 

item "pushed down" the other items. When an operation is performed, 

the result replaces one of the top two operands (at least for binary 

operators); the list is, as it were, pushed up one position. 

Figure Al2.2 refers to a sturcture consisting of two registers A C B 

which constitute the top two cells of the stack and a register S which 

contains the location in storage of the next cell in the stack. In 

other words, our logical push–down store has its top two cells imple-

mented in registers (since these are the most active cells); the rest 

of the stack is in storage. This mechanization permits a size of push-

down store that can be very large without many expensive registers. 

Furthermore, the iternal operations to be described can make this 

mixed nature of the implementation invisible to the users. This is 

done by automatically moving information between the cell whose address 

is given by S and the A and B registers. Information is moved between 

the A,B registers also; this movement is much faster than movement 

between registers and storage. 

Tdo indicators E[1,2] are used to specify whether the A,B registers, 

respectively, contain information or not. These empty indicators can 

have a total of four states; these are listed for reference purpose 

(figure Al2.2). 

The operations described as microprogrcros specify how an entry is made 

to the stack and how operations obtain operands. Depending upon the 

state of the empty indicators and the type of operation (binary or 

unary), it is seen that an operation may require either zero, one, or 

two references to storage to perform an operation. This number may 
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A DOCUMENTATION OF WORKSPACE ** DISPIC1 ** 

DESCRIBE 

WORKSPACE CONTAINS ** VERSION 1 OF DISPIC ** 

ENVIRONMENT : 
WSID - DISPIC1 
WIDTH - 130 
ORIGIN - 0 

** FNS ** 
AFINP AFOUT AMATRIX ASPIN BUILD CLEARFILE QNE CKE1 
m CICO CgZ CNF DESCRIBE DROP DUMP EDIT EXECUTE 
CAD GWA INPFILE INITIALIZE LIST LISTFILE LOAD INFO 
MEMORY ŌPR PATCH QQP QQS -QQSO RENAME RESET RESTART 
RFIX RLOAD RUN STATES TCA ICF TCI TMA TNA TNE 
TNI START 

** VARS ** 
ABS ACC AR $S CR 2Q ERR FIB° HNR IC IND INS 
LIB LINXMAP LOADMAP LF MEM OFF ON QPC RS SORT 
SQRT TABLE TIMER TRACE WA 

NOTE : CR +4- CARRIAGE RETURN 
BS +-+ BACKSPACE 
LF .--. LINE FEED 

ARE DERIVED FROM THE ATOMIC VECTOR (❑AV) AND THEREFORE 
SYSTEM DEPENDENT; OTHER VARIABLES ARE THE RESULT OF 
EXECUTING FUNCTION 'INITIALIZE' WHICH SETS UP THE 
NECESSARY ENVIRONMENT FOR ** DISPIC ** 

ALISTGRP GRPAUXIL 

RK WORKSPACE : DISPIC1 

FUNCTIONS TO BE LISTED: 

INITIALIZE 
BUILD 
RUN 
LIST 

EDIT 
DUMP 
DROP 
RENAME 
LOAD 
EXECUTE 
PATCH 
INFO 

RLOAL 
RFIX 
START 
GOP 
4SFIN 
CLEARFILE 
LISTFILE 

ORIGIN j 0 

** GRPS 	** 
GRPAUXIL 	GRPDISPIC 

** GROUP GRPAUXIL ** 	 (37 	DIG4Q 
INITIALIZE 	BUILD 	RUN 	LIST 	EDIT 	DUMP 	DROP 	RENAME 	LOAD 	[4] 	ĪNDF 10fQBfTIMER(-0N4-ICF0 

LISTFILE 	 [6] 	TRACE4-OFF4-1 

()QS 	TCA 	TC 
	CPR 	Q 
	QAD 	W 

WHERE, 	 C1] 	A NEED B5 (BACKSPACE) AND CR (CARRIAGE RETURN) 

EXECUTE 	PATCH 	INFO 	RLOAD 	RFIX 	START 	QQP 	ASPIN 	CLEARFILE 	[5] 	MEM—LIPEO l3PWAf?~'=FQrcf11f' 

RUN 	LOAD 	EXECUTE 	P 	KF 	CXI 	CKS 	CKZ 	Q-A 	
[9] 	1R'CF32 2f' LDSTADSUMPDIFIFLFAFSFMFDBLBRBMBCCSSEWWRWWBRDSIL 

vINITIALIZE 

(2] 	❑PW4-130 

[7] 	824'0123456789' 

::::::II:XCICXHLSHI 

[117  
[12] 	Ali_! 	Efo 	ilf' 	' 
[13]p INPUT FILE COUNTER 
[14] 	2FCTRF0 
(15] 	MEMORY 500 4714E140" 

** GROUP GRPDISPIC ** 	 C8] 	N=' f' 	+',as,.-OPc***00C18' 

P 	ICI 	TMA 	IgA 	TNF 	T-NI 	AFINP 	AFOUT 	[10] 	 N 	INPUT AMD OUTPUT FILES 

- 



ySUILD;LN)WD;jH 
C1] 	MF1 Sir' ' 
C77 	'ENTER LINES OF DATA SET; PRESS RETURN AT END',CR,MDM 

[3] 	LNFO 
C43 	Aj4(CKS WD4-5 00S(TCA LN),'0')/C,A,S 

CS] 	B:M4-M1[0]11+WD 
[6] 	.A,fLNFLN+1 
C73 	CjLtl-47 GQS'WHAT SHOULD THE NAME OF THIS DATA SET BET 

[B] 	LIB0LIB,CO]M[Oi34.11+,LN 
C9] 	M[;X]FASPIN M[iXF 4+l 1+pM]p RIGHT JUSTIFY ADDRESS FIELD 

[10] A DEFINE THE DATA SET AS SPECIFIED 

[11] 1LN r '4-M' 

[12] 'RR DATA SET j ',LN,' IS DEFINED 
V 

pRUN DS 
0 LOAD DS 

[2] 	EXECUTE 0 
9 

VLIST DS;L;K 

[1] HRt 
[2] 

 
KiOx1-'' 1+11.f DS 

[3] Aj(,TCA K)!' •,,DS[K+1i] 
[4] 9AxL, K4-K+1 

V 

pDUMP ROC 

C1] 
	A CONVERT R TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLES•OF 

[2] R4-10xr0.1KR 

[3]  
[4] 'Itk LAST LOCATION j 	';R 

[5] 4("•C4-0=R)/A0 
C6] 
	

RF (1+1'MEM) -1+C4.0 
[7] AOj' 	'►120P6+HOR,'l ' 

CB] A:4(A/' '=,C1EM[RLC+110i])/B 
[9] 
	(,TCA c),'j',,MEM[RLC+110;]110 

(103 Bj4(R )CFC+10) /A 
V 

10's 

pDROP DS;Z 

[1] 	LIBFLXB[(LIBV.OpsEW ))/11+fLIBi] 
C2] 'KK DATA SET - ',DS[O;],' 	... DROPED' 

C3] zFI]Ex Ds[Oi] 
V 

C1] 

J
S
3
N
I
1
  
1
N
I
a
d
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pN LOAD DS:K;DT 

[1] 	4((1+PMEM))'1+14+Kk•1tf DTF1 0,PS)/A 

E2] 	40,fO4-'MEMORY NOT LARGE ENOUGH' 
C3] 	A: EM[N+1K;]FLT 
C4] 'DATA SET LOADED INTO MEMORY',CE,'LOCATIONS 'ON;' THRU';N+K-1 	- 	 N 
C5] LOADMAPFLOADMAPp[SSFO](D5[Oi]),(fICA N),' TO ',,TCA N+K-1 	

CA
4.0 

 V 



1:2] 
[3J 
[4J 
(S] 

(6] 
[7] 
(SJ 
C9] 
[10] 
Cll] 

1:1] 
(2] 
C3J 
C4J 
C:5J 
C6J 
(7J 
(S] 

(9] 
(10J 
(11] 
(12] 
1:13 ] 
(14] 
C15] 
Li6] 
[17] 
[Hl] 

(19] 

(20J 
(21] 

(1] 

(2] 
[3] 

[4] 
[S] 

[1] 

[2] 
[3] 

[4] 
[5] 
[6] 

, I 

9REHAME DS,HH,OD,ID 

NH~(32+rOD)~~~'WHAT SHOULD NEW NAME OF ,,(OD~(OD~' ')' 

/OD~D5(0~J),' ~E' 

~(O=r,rD~(LI~A.=DSI:O'])/lltfLIB)/A 
~»'fLI~(ID;]~11tNH 

A:LI~~LIB,(O]lltNH 
»:I)S(O; ]~l1tlm 

A R~MOVE bLANKS IN HH; RE-ASSIGN HAMEf DELETE OLD NAME 
HN~(HHj'!' ')/NN 
.f.NN, I +-M I . 

Or:o~OEN OD 
')lilt COMPLETED' 

VEXECUTE IC,N;ER;IS,CAIT,K,SZ 
T~OAI(lJ+K~ER~ltl~(OJ~O . . 
SZHf!!!s!:!) [0] 
~(2400(OWA[0])/A 

-to,rO~oNOT EI/OUGH WS ROOM FOR El(I::CUTION' 
A:IU§~IS~~S!:![!£XO=ER~SZi!S~IC'] 
Et: 1<"K+l 
~(Oi-/IS[4 SJ='I.')/C 
ISC4+17]~4~~g~[~BXO=ER~SZi~B~Qe~;] 
~B 

C:IC~IC+l 

~(32)H~(QESA.=IS[1 2J)11)/D 
N~1+9XER~2 

D: H~QE:B I,' 
~TIMEf':/E 

~(0;t100IK)/E 

'CPU TIME: ',ro.001 XOAI(1]-T;' SECONDS' 
E:-t(TRACEXNXo=ER~r/ER)/A 

(OtE?f<:) /sE:B(ER,] 

1U~(1]; " R2 ';!~~(2J; '; R3 ';!~~C3] 
~(H"O=ER)/A 

'ENECUTION REQUIRED ';O,OOlXOAIC1]-T;' SECONDS OF CPU TIME' 
9 

9"ATC~f N,W 
~(H(1tf!!:!gtD/A 

~O'fO~'MEMOR~ HOT THAT LARGE' 
I'll 'MEMORY LOCATION ',(,I£~ N),' 
Et:~(£!!,W~23 ~~~ 'ENTER HEW WORP 
C:!!:!g!!:![N;]~lltw 
9 

9INFO 
I ;!£ 

0' , ( , !!:!g!:! [t,'I J ) , '0 ' 
0' )/0,9,C 

'IN~TRUCTIOH COUNTER: 
'OPEr.:ATIOII REGI STER 
'ADDR~SS REGISTER 

, ,4-H4-!!:!! 

, ACCUMIJI_ATOR 
'OPERAND REGISTER 
'INDEX REGISTERS 

I ; 98 . 
• ; fH~.£ 
I ,~e 

, ;3tH!!:!!;! 

1:1] 
1:2J 
[3J 
1:4J 
C5] 
[6] 
C7J 
CBJ 
[9] 
[10J 
[11J 
[12] 
[13] 
[14] 
C15] 
[16] 
[17J 
[lSJ 
C19J 
[20] 
[21] 
(22] 
[23] 
[24] 
[25] 
[26] 
[27] 

Cl] 
[2] 
[3J 
(4] 
CS] 
(6J 
[7J 
[B] 

0] 

[lJ 
[2J 
(3] 

(4] 
[5] 
[6] 
[7J 
(B] 
[9] 
[10] 

[1] 
[2] 

". ;' 

9H RLOAD DS,V,ER,K,I,OD,AD,LM 
ER+-O 
v~v/\rV~0,1+'r'=DSC'7] 
DSCV;7+\4]~!Sa N+l !~a DS[VfB+\3] 
H LOAD DS 

~(0=r,I~«LMI:;\S])A,=DSCO'\5])/\ltrLM~LIHKMA")/C 
'~('U'=LM[I'6])/A 

~0'fO~DS[O'\5],' ALREADY LOADED, CLEAR MEMORY' 
A;ADt-1::ftle,LM[I;B+\4] 
LM[£;6,~S+\4]~'D' ,V~,!Se N 

B:OD~,~g~[AD;7+i4] 
!:!f!:![AD;4 S 7 e 9 10]~' ',v 
~("'EOD)/D 

~Et, AI)~1 !!:l9 OD 
C:LM~LM,~OJDS[O;\S],' D '"Ise N 
D;~(v/'~~'j'!~[!:![N;l 2J)/~ 
AD~l Itl9 ~g~[K~N;7+14J 

E;-t(AD.!.K~K+l)/H 

~(O=f,I~(LM(;IS]",=!:!g!:![K'1+15])/11+rLM)/G 
~(OU'=LMCI;6J)/F ' 
~E,r!:!g!!!CK;4 S 7 S 9 10J~' '"LMCI'S+\4] 

F:!:!g~[K;4 S 7 B 9 10J~' .'"LMCI;S+14] 
~E'fLM[I;8+14]~,!£~ K 
G:LM~LM,CO]~~~CK;l+\S],' U '"IS9 K 
~E'f!!:!g!:![K'7+\4]~""" 

H:gE;!'£[ER;] 
O~LINKMAP~LM , , 

9RFIX P5;A;9;V;W;AD 
M~l O+DS 

V 

A oa~ 'WITH WHICH LIHE DO AD~USTMENTS EtEGIN1' 
9~~~~ 'WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE NET CHANGE,' 
W:~/\fV~('r'=M[;7J)AA.!.AD~1 !!:!9 M[;B 9 10] 
AD[W]~AD(W]+9 

M[W;S 9 10]~0 1+VfI£9 AD 
'TYPE: ';«ADj'!' ')/AD~DS[O;]),'~M' 

M~D5CO;],[O] M 

9 S TAR" 
E)<I~CUTE !.£ 

'Io"V~~m~ SIT;X;N 
X~(' '=ltX)+X~(Tvl41T~NX&' " )/X~(3+rS)!!2~ s,' 

AIN~l+(X\' ')LX\',' 
T~(ltS~HtX)E'--' 

~('~'ES~(SE~~"~')/S)/C 

V~V,l -1[TJxl0~Q~\S 

B:~AXO(,X~N"'X 
C:T~10~~§\(1+S\'~')+S ' 
~(O)T~T-S~10~Q~\(S\'~')+S)/0 

v~v,S+\T+l 

~9 

VR~ASf>:tN H 
A R%bHT ~USTIFY X AND RETURN RESULT AS R 
R~(-+/A\41' '=X)41X 

t. , 



VLISTFILE;5;5I Aft WORKSPACE 	: DISPIC1 	 ORIGIN  : 0 

Cl] L0:' 	' 
C2]  QtSt'LIST INPUT/OUTPUT FILES? (CR TO EXIT) 
C3]  5I4-1+(p►s)4,0 
[4]  4(L10L2►L3)C'IO'tSI] FUNCTIONS TO SE LISTED: 
[5]  4L3 
[6]  L1:R LIST INPUT FILE 
[7]  2fLF RUN 
C8] '** 	INPUT FILE 	(AIi_IPF) 	: 	SAMPLES = 	';1TpAIi_!PF LOAD 
[9]  EXECUTE 
[10]  42UPF OPR 
Eli]  CKF 
[12] 41.0 C_KI 
(13] L2:R LIST OUTPUF FILE ['KS 
[14]  2rLF CKZ 
[15]  '** OUTPUT FILE (AOUTF) 	SAMPLES = 	';pAOUTF GAD 
[16]  GWA_ 
[17]  AOUTF GAS 
[18]  TCA_ 

[19]  4L0 TCF_ 

E201 L3:LE TCI 
[V1] '** COMPLETED 	';LF TMA 

TNA 
TNF_ 

vCLEARFILE;S;SI 
T_NI 
AFINP 

[1]  L0:04-54-'CLEAR INPUT/OUTPUT FILES? AF OUT 
[2]  sI4.l+(p►s)y0 
C3] 4(L1pL2,L3)C'IO'I SI] 
E4] 4L3 	================imm 

[5]  Lj:R CLEAR INPUT FILE 
[6]  LINFF4-0 	lip' 	' 
[7]  IFCTR4- ► 0 
C8] .'** 	INPUT FILE (AIUPF) 	IS CLEARED' VRUN DS 
[9] 'ALO • [1] 	0 LOAD DS 
[10]  L9:R  CLEAR OUTPUT FILE C2] 	EXECUTE 0 
[11]  pDUTF4-10 V 
[12]  '** OUTPUT FILE (AOUTF) 	IS CLEARED' 
[13]  -*L0 VN LOAD DS;K;DT 
[14]  L31'** COMPLETED' 

V [1] ►((i?p 	EM )) 	1+N+Kf1+pDTt1 0yDS)/A 
[2] 40,f04- 'MEMORY NOT LARGE ENOUGH' 
C37 	A:MEM[N+iK;]fDT 
[4] 	'DATA SET LOADED INTO MEMORY' ► CR ► 'LOCATIONS ';N;' 	THRU';4+K-1 
E5] 	LOADMAF+LOADMAP►[RSfO](DS[O;]) r ( ► TCA N) ► ' 	TO ' t► TCA  V 



'[lJ 
[2J 
C3J 
Col) 
CSJ 
[6J 
[7J 
CSJ 
[9J 
[10J 
[11J 
[12J 
[t3J 
[14J 
C15J 
C16J 
(17J 
(18J 
(19J 

(20J 
[21J 

C1J 

[1J 

Cll 
(2J 

[lJ 

(lJ 
'[2J 
, C3J 

[1J 
(2J 
[3J 
[4J 
[SJ 
[6J 
[7] 
[SJ 

, I 

9EXECUT~ IC;H~ER~IS'CA'T'K'S% 
T~aAICIJ+K~ER~X~~(OJ~O 
SZ~(f~~~)COJ 

~(2400(DWA[OJ)/A 

~O,fD~'HOT ENOUGH WS ROOM FOR EXECUTION' 
A:!U2~IS~~~~[!£XO=ER~SZi!£~ICIJ 
E<:K~K+l 

~(Oi-/IS[4 5J='I.')/C 
IS[4+17J~4.~s~Ca~XO=ER~SZia~~Qa~;J 
~E< 

C:IC+-IC+1 
~(32)H~(QESA.=XS[1 2J)ll)/D 
1~(-1+9XE"'~2 

D:N+-!2EE N 
~TIMER/E 

~(0;>!100IK)/E 

'CPU TIME: '~rO.001XDAIC1J-T;' SECOHDS' 
E:~(TRACEXNXo=ER~r/ER)/A 

(O;>!ER)/!f~~CER;J 

'IC ';,!S~'; ',!tH!>': AR '~a!H" ACC ',ass," WA "l!!e",Rl " 
!H~[lJ;'; "'2 ';!~~[2J;'; R3 ';X~~C3J 
~(N"O=ER)/A 

'EXECUTION REQUIRED 'IO.OOIXDAI[lJ-TI' SECONDS OF CPU TIME' 
9 

9Z~S.!1! C 
ER+-ERr7xNZ~A/(C(OJ&'+- '),(l.C)EQQ,' , 

9ZH;;:J1E C 

ER~ERr8XNZ~A/(C[OJE'+- '),(C[lJ&'+-'),C(2+19Je~Q,' , 

9R+-CI<S W 
~2X(/2tR+-«'E'=ltW)v('&'EW)vO=fW),(A/'+- '~ltW),l 
!fBB[3;J 

9Z+,£.!1;:; C;T 
Z+-«A/CC1+ll0J&'0 ')X HT )V(A/C(4+17Je'0 ')XT~C[lJe'+-' 

9AH~tH!;N 

9 

A~l I~a CA+--4t IS 
~(O=N+-!HQ(l I~a,IS[6]J)/0 
CA+-,!se A+-A+H 

9W~Q~a 

f!B+-!H~!;! 
~('I';>!IS(4J)/A 
W+-I ',CA 

~o,ER~ERXER;>!1 

A:W+-' 
~(aBiSZ)/E< 

-f~:~OxER+-l 

E<:w~~s!:![aB;] .. 

[IJ 
[2J 
[3] 
[4J 
[5J 

[6J 
[7J 
[8J 
[9J 
C10J 
Cl1J 
[12J 
[13J 
[14J 
[15J 
[16J 
[17J 
(18J 
[19J 
[20J 
(21J 
[22J 
(23J 
[24J 
[25J 
[26J 
C27J 
[28J 
[29J 
C30J 
[31J 
[32J 
[33J 
[34J 
[35J 
[36J 
[37J 
[38J 
[39J 
[40J 
[41J 
[42J 
[43J 
[44J 
[45J 
[46J 
[47J 
[48J 
C49J 
[50J 
CSIJ 
[S2J 
[S3J 
[S4J 
[55J 
[56J 

9R~Q~B H,C,V 
R+-I 
~«HE8+\4),NH&2+\4)/FL,OK 

~OKXR~(S.!1! aSS)AS.!1! ~f!~§~a 
FL:~OKXR~(£~E e£S)AS.!1E ~a~Q~e 
OK:~(a,~,S,Q,~,E,Q,~,X,~,.!1,6,~,~,e,~,~,B,~,!,~,~,~, 

~'~'~'~'~'~,~,r,;:;)[HJ 

a:~O'ff!£S~~a~Q~a 
~:~0'f~a~~!f!:!caBxO~E"'~SZieB+-Qa~;]+-«7XC)" '),(7xC~XS[3J='A').f!SS 

. s:~o'fas£+-I£!(I~! aSS)+I~! ~a 
~:~o'fa££~IS!(I~X as£)-I~! ~e 
~:~O,ras£+-IS!(IH! eSS)xIHX ~a 
E:-f(O=H~IH! ~e)/Ll 

~O,raSS~ISXL(IH! aSS)+H 
Q: (Nf;:~S.!1E aSS) /0. 
~o,fa£S~IS! IUE as£ 

~:~(NR+-£.!1! ass)/o 
~O,ra£S~ISE IHX ass 
!:~O,reSS~ISE(IHE eSS)+I~E ~a 

~:~o'faSS~ISE(!UE as£)-IHE ~a 
.!1:~o,raS£~!SE(rHE aSs)x!UE ~a 
b:~(O=H~I~E ~a)/Ll 

~o"a££+-ISE(!U~ as£)+H 
Ll:~R~OxE~~9+2xER=11 

~:!H~C5 !He,IS[3J]~IC 

~:~o,IC+-a~,~QaQ 

Q:~O,IC~(ICXNN)+(a~~~a~)XH+-('-'=e££[OJ)A-£.!1~ ass 
~:v+-«eSG[OJE'--')ANH),N~G~~ ass 
~0,IC~(ICxNH)+(aB~QaE)XH~v/(2 2 2T6 I~8,ISC3l)xV,(a££[OJ&'+ ')AHH 
g:~«(S~! eSS)AS.!1! ~e),(£.!1E eSS)AS.!1E ~8~Q~8)/al,a2 
~R+-OXER~12 . 

Ql:~Q3+0xC~(IU! a£S)-(IU! ~a)+ER~o 
Q2:c~(IUE e££)-(IUE ~a)+ER~o 
Q3:-f0,IC~(ICXNN)+(IC+l)XN~v/l2 2 2T 6 I~a,IS[3])x-l 0 1 -XC 
B:-fO,IC~(ICXHN)+(IC+l)XN~A/ass=~a~§~a 

~:-fO,rO~'D',~a~§~e 

I:~(£~i ~a~1 gg~O'? D',12r~~)/Tl,I,Tl 

Tl:~0,r!:!s~[a~xO;ER~SZ!eB+-QeE;J~~e+-l1t~a 

W:~AFOUT ft OUTPUT TO A9YIE 
vO:!§::!::H3;] 
~:~AFINP ft INPUT FROM A!~~E 

ft vl:~(V/Af'+- ' •• ;>!,5 ItV~5 12r60tV)/VO 
ft ~ o,f~e~,l I1t~~!:![VxO=ER+-sZiV+-(aB~QaR)+\5;J~ 0 l~v 

-l!!:~0'f~!§::~ca~xo=E",~szieB;J~~a~(7t~8~Q~f!)"ISe !~~(5 I~e,IS[3]] 
~:~(0=c~5 I~e,IS(3J)/0 
~(Xl,X2,X3,X4,X4,X5,X5)[H-23] 

xl:~0,!H~[cJ+-5 IUa -4t~a+-Q~a 
X2:~0,!H~CCJ+-!U~[CJ+5 rua -4t~a+-Q~a 
x3:~0,!tlEccJ+-I0000IXU~[cJ-5 rue -4t~e~Q~a 
X4:~(0;!tlE[cJ)/x6 

-f0,IC+-(ICXNN)+(e~~Qa~)xH+-v/(IS[2J='XI')X(_H),H~0=!~~[CJ~!~~CC]-l 

XS:~(HS~! ~a~Q~e)/x7 

~0,IC~(ICXHH)+(IC+l)XH+-v/(IS[2])='XI')X(HH),H+-!UE[cJ=I~! ~a 

x6HR~OXER+-4 

X7: -ff':~OxE"'~7 
r!.!s~aB~QeE 
Yl:~f;:~O 

'~:eS£[I+ll0]+-(Cxl0)t«eB+-Qe~)xC~1+-2x'R'=IS[3])~I~a£S 

9 



; 

, / 

[lJ 

CIJ 
C2J 
C3J 
(4J 
(5J 
(6J 

[lJ 
C2J 
(3J 

CIJ 
[2] 
(3J 
[4J 
[5J 

CIJ 
C2J 
(3] 

[4J 

CIJ 
[2J 
[3J 
[4] 

ClJ 
C2J 
[3J 

CIJ 
[2J 
C3] 

[1] 

C2J 
[3] 

(4] 
C5] 
[6] 
C7] 
[SJ 
[9J 
tiOJ 
[l1J 

o;>Rf-!£8 N 
Rf-«r,H),4)'40.10000IN 

o;>Rf-!£E N;E 
Rf-'++OOOOOOOOO' 
... (H=Ol/O 
"'(71lI3-Ef-LIoe,N)/A 
... OxERt-10 

A;Ef-i+LIOe(I Hl+I0_-S+E 
Rt-'+-'(O>H,EJ,(2 0~IE),7 0~LO,5+INxl0~7-E 

o;>Rf-!£.! N 
"'(99999999991 1Nl/A 
Nt-OXE:Rf-10 

A:Rt-'_ +'Cl+xHJ,10 O~IN 
'9 

'9Ht-K !!:!~ c 
",(I\/,Ce!!Q,' 'l/A 
... Hf-O ~ ERt-1< P::R 

A;kt-fC 
C[(' '=Cl/I,Cf-,CJt-'O' 
~1f-lO.1.!!§I!llK,C 

'9 

vtlt-I< !Ha C 
",'A/Ce!!!!,' ')/A 
... 1~t-OxERf-1< r ER 

A;e(' '=Cl/lr,C]f-'O' 
11\'1'0' ,C 

'9 

<;>Ht-!!:!t:: CiE 
"'<751Ef-!U.! cCl 2 3Jl/A 
... Nt-OxER\·10 
A:"'«SI~ C)vO~Hf-<!H.! C[0,4+17])XI0~E-7 )/0 

ERf-11 

VHf-!Ul C 
C[I' '=ltC]t-'+' 
C[<' 'ccl/lfCJt-'O' 
Nt-.tC 

VRf-N QQz S 
ft PRXNTS STRING S AND ACCEPTS IHPUT ON SAME LINE 
C1f-S 
RHr, SHI:! 

V 

. VAt-AF XHf>; 11; I~ 
Af-O 
vt-~!!:t-~a~ 
"'(II~Ol/Ll 

!FCTRCOJf-IIf-iFCTR[OJ+l 
Ll:A CHECK END OF FILE REACHED 
"'(Rf-lIiNf-ltrAl~~E)/L2 
"'0",ERf-13 

L2;a££t-(ra££)tA!U~E[V_l;J 
",(II(N)/O 
ft RESET THE INPUT FILE COUNTER 
!FCTRt-,O 

' .. 

(!FCTR=O) 

[lJ 
C2J 
[3J 
[4J 
[5J 
C6J 
[7J 
[S] 

[9J 
[10] 
[l1J 
[12] 
Cl3J 

9 Af-AFOUT,1I1,1I 
ft OUTPUT CONTENTS OF THE ACCUMULATOR <e££l TO THE AQ~IE 
Af-O 
ft CHECK XF A££_ Is FLOATXNG 
"'(O=£IEl e££l/L1 
ft CONIIERT CHAR, FLOATING TO NUMERIC 
Vf-£tJE a££ 
... L2 

Ll:lIlf-(e££='-')/l"e££ 
lIf-a££ 
1I[1I1Jf-'-' 
1It-1<,lIlt(V~' ')/" 

L2:AQ~IEf-AQ~!E,1I 
'*- ONE SAMPLE IS WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE •• , • 

0;> 



[1] 
12] 
(3] 
[a] 
[57 
[67 
[7] 
CB] 
[9] 
(10] 
[11] 

yRf-ABUILDi IH ~++ ) N1 
0I0(-0 
Ul4-(A3EIC17P1),0,eIET_L3]r1 
R4-(0r-1.+N4-1++/&IFT)r' ' , 
'1t* PLEASE ENTER: CODE,SPACE,ADDRESS 

(AIFTNAFI- ),' 'r&IFI(37P 1 0' 
L1:-►('a'=1+INt0)/END 
RFR~[07H1/N~ 2 

4L1 
EIiD: ' ' 
'A* COMPLETED 

... (4 TO END)' 

V 

&eDEFINE 
C1] 	pp IC = INSTRUCTION COUNTER S MA = MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER 
[2] AA 	IR = INSTRUCTION REGISTER, MD = 
[3] ne 	MEMORY = MEMORY 
[4] ICtMA4-AMZC4]p0 

[5] IR+- 4D4-pMZC27P0 
[6] NEMQRY.&MZCS 2]r0 
[7] a DECODER3 AND DECODERS NEED SE DEFINED 
[B] 	'A* MACHINE DEFINED ... READY TO RUN' 
C97 	A DECLARE OPCODE AND ADDRESS FIELDS 
C10] QP4-&IFI[1] 
(11] ADR4ATETC3] 

DOCUMENTATION OF WORKSPACE ** DISPIC2 

DESCRIBE 

WORKSPACE CONTAINS ** VERSION 2 OF DISPIC ** 

** 
ALISTGRP GRPAUXIL 

** MIORHSEACE = DISPIC2 	QBIRIIU+ : 0 

ENVIRONMENT : 	- 	 FUNCTIONS TO BE LISTED: 
WSID - DISPIC2 
WIDTH - 130 
ORIGIN - 0 	 &BUILD 

&DEFINE 
** FNS •* 	- 	-  

APARAMS 
eBUILD ADEFINE APARAMS ASOURCE ASYMTAB ADDL BRANCH 	asouRcE 
COUNTER CPU1 DECODE DECODE4 DECODES DINIT1 DISPIC1 	eSYMTAB 
ENCODE EXECUTE FETCH INTERRUPT LOAD MLTL OPCODE 	STATES 
STATE WITH 

** VARS ** 
e1 2 AIMOP AEZ AQPTAB AQPT AST ACC ADR BUFFER $ST 
CC PST GRPAUXIL GRPDISPIC1 IC IR MP001 eg Mg MEMQRI 
OP P001 P2 SMP001 

** GRPS ** 
GRPAUXIL GRPDISPIC1 

WHERE. 

** GROUP GRPAUXIL ** 
eBUILD ADEFINE APARAMS ASOURCE eSYMTAB STATES 

** GROUP GRPDISPIC1 ** 
DINIT1 ADEFINE DISPIC1 LOAD CPU1 BRANCH INTERRUPT 
EXECUTE FETCH COUNTER OPCODE DECODER4 DECODERS ADDL 
STORE DECODE ENCODE MLTL 

NOTE : 

THE ASSEMBLER GROUP IS CONTAINED IN **WSID DISPIC3** 

== 	=N============== 

V 

DR+ASYMTAB X$FMT$NX 

NXh2.0V01'IXCiA2T_[O]+IA T_C1]] 
((eST[0]-3)r' '')/ 'NAME 	LOCATIONS' 
FMTt'X21 1 .(enSTC07).'A1.X4.I'at&s_T[1] 
FMT QFRMT(X t' il A5T[0]]jNX) 

V 



I 

" I 
, I 

[1] 
(2] 
[3] 

[4] 
[5J 
1:6J 
[]] 
CS] 
[9] 
CI0] 

[11] 
[12) 
(13] 
Cl4] 
(15] 
[16] 

[1] 

[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[5j 
C6] 
C7] 
CS] 
1:9] 

[1] 

(2] 
(3] 
(4] 
CS) 

176 PARAMS; DIO H=!:: 
.CIO+-O 

D+-bE:+-DllVCl OJ 

, , 

_.--0.. ____ . __ . 

'1. !~~~B~S~I~tl E:~~Me~ : LABEL, OPCODE, INDEX REG., ADDRESS' 
6!EI l;oIEI;bE 

'2, ~:!!:!~~b I9!:!hlJ:: YARIASLE NAME, MEMOR'( LOCATION' 
lIaI • ; 6§! ; bE: 

'3. Itl§!BYS!lQU/QE-£Q~g bgUQ!~ "(6QEI) : ';6QEI;bE 
'4. ~~~~Bl §l~g : HO, OF MEMORY, HO. OF WO~DS, WORD LEHGTH, 
OPCODE FIELD, ADDRESS FIELD' 

6!!!~ • ;A~~;!:E 
'5. QE-SQQ§ !9!b§ (6QETAS) : ' 
6~ETAI<;bE: 

'6, 1~!:!gE19!g ~E~B9!I~U SQ~~~ (61MOP) t' 
61Mop 

VSTATES 

, •• STATES OF THE MACHINE ~A' 

'IC tile 
'l~ 1;1R 

'!!!8 laMA ,--
'ME • ;!:!!2 
'MSW ' ;MSW 

V6S0URCE P;FMT" 

(6IEI[1)r'C'),' ',6!E:![3Jr 'C' 
FMT+-(~61EI(1]),'Al,Xl,',(~61E:!(3]),'Al' 

FM"T OFRMT P 

6LISTGRP GRPDISPICl 

FUHCTIOHS TO BE LISTED: 

DINITl 
6DEFINE 
pISPICl 
LOAD 
CPU l 
BRANCH 
XHTERRUI"T 
EHECUTE 
FETCH 
COUNTE~ 

OPCOI'E 
DEC(Jt'ER4 
J:,ECODE R5 
AI'PL. 
STORE 
DECOI'E 
E/'/CODE 
MLTL 

====================-== 

VDIHITl 
61E:!+-0 4 0 5 
tI§!+-5 5 
6QE:!1-4 
6t:!;l-l 24 9 4 5 

9BI!!U! : 0 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
CSJ 
[6] 
[7] 
CS] 

A~ETAB+-9 4r'HLT LAD STO IHP OUT ADD CST BRH MLT • 
AIMOP+-2 4r'BRH CST ' 

Cl] 
[2] 
C3] 

I [4] 

[S] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
[11] 

A DEFIHE THE BRAHCH ON CONPITIONS 
~STI-O 

96DEFHIE 
A6 IC ~ IHSTRUCTXON COUNTER, ~a = MEMORY ADPRESS ~EGISTER 

X~ ~ XNSTRUCTIOH REGISTER, !:lE = 
A6 t:!~t:!QBl = MEMORY 
XC+-t:!9I-At:!£;[4]rO 
I~+-t:!~+-6t:!;1;(2]rO 
MEMOR~I-AMZ[1 2]rO 
;--;~~OD~;3 AND DECODERS HEED BE DEFINED 
'A~ MACHINE DEFINED ••• READY TO RUH' 
A DECLARE OPCODE AND ADDRESS "FIELDS 

QP+-61EHl J 
ElDR+-61EIE 3] 



1 

C1] 
(2] 
(3] 
(43 
(5] 
C6] 

Cl] 
(23 

(1]  
(2]  

(13 
[23 

Cl] 

Cl] 
C2] 
C3] 

C1]  
[2] 

C37 

L1] 
C2]  

£13 

[1] 

C13 

VRtDRANCH; BR 
4(0=Rt(PR4-MSW11)01BT)/NEXT 
4(BSTEBR)/CD1 

CD1:1 	HALT CONDITION 	1 
RR SET INTERRUPT FLAG RR' 

ESP(-1 
NEXT: 
V 

9R4-INTERRUPT 

A IF INTERRUPT FLAG (FSP) 	SET 	HALT 
R4-1AFSP 

V 

VFETCH;SW 
SWEDMZ[13+DECODER5 MA 
MDtr SWfMEMORY 

V 

VR(-N COUNTER IC 
A N 4-4 +VE UP COUNTER, —VE DOWN COUNTER 
R4-((Prlc)P2)TN+2~Ic 

V 

9R4-OPCODE OP 
Rt (1TPAOPTAB) •(•DEcooER4 OP 

V 

9R4-DECODER4 ADR;SW 
SW*ADRe.=O 1 
R4-swC09]•.ASWC1;]e.ASW[2;]•.ASwC3;] 
Rt r R 

V 

OZtL1ECOL1E R5 ADR;SW 
sw7ADRe,=O 1 
ZtSWCO;]e.ASW(1i7e •ASW FC2i3•.psW[3;3..

wswC4i] z.4-,7.7. 
v 

V STORE OBJECT;SW 
sW7LiEc0UERs MA 
MEMORY'[SWt1i7tMD7OBJECT 	 — 

pZ7A ADDL D 
C1] 	z4-A#$ 

7ZtDECODE OUTPUT 	 [2] 	C4-AAI. 
Z4.21OUTPUT 	 (3] 	i(CA.=O)/O 

v 	 (4] 	A7z 
B4-iyci0 

9 Z7EHCODE INPUT 	 (6] 	il 

Z7(9P2)TINPUT 	 V 
v 

pPtA MLTL B 
k7((PA)P2)T(2,LA)X(2iB) 

v 

C 

C1] 
C2] 

[3] 
(4] 
[5] 
(6] 

[1] 
C2] 

(1] 
C2] 
(3] 
14] 
C5] 
[63 
[7] 

CB] 
(9] 
C10] 
(11] 
(123 
(133 
(14] 
[15] 
(163 

C13 
[2] 

C3] 
(4] 
(5] 
C6]  
C7]  
un 
C9] 
Ci07 

(11] 
C12] 
[i3] 
(14] 
C15]  
C16]  
1173 
.118] 
(19]  
(20]  
[213 
(22] 
CL33 
1243 
(25]  
(26]  
CV7] 
C2A] 

VDISPIC1 PROG 
A 	LOAD PROGRAM INTO MEMOgY 
0 LOAD PROG 

A 	RESET FLAGS (FST = BRANCH ON CONDITION) 
FSP(-0 
A RUN PROG 

cPU1 

v 

ppUR LOAD PROG 

ICt(PIC)P0 
MEMORY[ADR+t11prPROG;34-PROG 

V 

VCPUj;MSW 
A SET MEMORY ACCESS REGISTER AS IC 

NEXT: i INTERRUPT/HALT 
MA4-IC 
FETCH 

IRFMD 
MAtOP4IR 

A INCREMENT COUNTER 

IC41 COUNTER IC 
A DECODE OP—CODE 
MSW4-OPCODE OP+IR 
A BRANCH ON CONDITION SPECIFIED BY BST 
9BRANCH/NEXT 

A EXECUTE INSTRUCTION 
4(1=EXECUTE M5W)/HALT 
4NEXT 

HALT: 

v 

9R4EXECUTE MSW 
k0 t 
4MSW/(HA,LO,ST,IN,OU,AD,CO,BR,ML) 
HA:A SET FLAG TO HALT 
4..R4-1 
LO:FETCH 
ACC4-MI1  
4NEXT 
ST:STORE ACC 
4NEXT 
IN:ACCF.BUFFER4-ENCODE p 
4NEXT 
OU:FETCH 
04-DECODE BUFFER4-ACC4-MD 
4NEXT 

AD:Fr-_rCH 
ACC4-ACC ADDL MD 
4NEXT 

.CO:ACC7IR 	- 

AccCO 1 2 3 434-0 
4HEXT  
BR:MA4-(AM2[47P2)TA cl]-1 
FETCH 
CC7ACCA.=MD 
4(cc=1)/NEXT 
Ic4-44.IR 
4NEXT 

ML :FETCH 

ACC -ACC MLTL MD 

-  

Gt 
CD 
0 



ALISTGRP ORPASSEMBLE 

** WORKSPACE : DISPIC3 	Q$IElt : 0 

A DOCUMENTATION OF WORKSPACE ** DISPIC3 ** 

DESCRIBE 

WORKSPACE CONTAINS ** VERSION 3 OF DISPIC3 ** 

ENVIRONMENT i 
WSID 	- 
WIDTH - 
ORIGIN - 

** FNS ** 
ABUILD ADEFINE AGRPS ALISTGRP .APARAMS ASCOURCE ASYMTAB 
ADCODE ADDCODE ADDL ADDRESS AINIT AINIT1 ASSEMBLE 
BRANCH COUNTER CPU CPU1 DECODE DECODER3 DECODER4 DECODERS 
DINIT1 DINIT2 DISPIC1 ENCODE EXECUTE FETCH FETCH4 IMOPR 
IN INTERRUPT LOAD MACHINE MLTL OPCODE QPCODE STATES 
STORE WITH 

** VARS ** 
GCOL AFMT AIET A)MOP AV AMZ2 AOETAB HOST AST ACC 
ADR BUFFER BUFFER BST CC FST GRPAUXIL GRPM0001 
GRPASSEMBLE GRPDISPIC1 IC IR MP001 MP011 ea  SVD  MOM 
OP P001 P2 SMP001 SMP011 XX1 

** GRPS ** 
GRPAUXIL GRPMC01 GRPUTIL GRPASSEMBLE GRPDISPIC2 

WHERE, 

** CROUP GRPAUXIL ** 
ABUILD ADEFINE APARAMS ASOURCE ASYMTAB STATES 

** GROUP GRPMCO1 ** 
ADEFINE MACHINE LOAD CPU FETCH4 DECODER3 DECODERS ADDL 
STORE DECODE ENCODE 

** GROUP GRPUTIL ** 
AGRPS ALISTGRP 

** GROUP GRPASSEMBLE ** 
ABUILD ASOURCE APARAMS ASYMTAB ASSEMBLE OPCODE IN ADCODE 
IMOPR WITH ADDRESS AINIT AINIT1 DINIT2 

** GROUP GRPDISPIC2 ** 
DINIT1 ADEFINE DISPIC1 LOAD CPU1 BRANCH INTERRUPT EXECUTE 
FETCH COUNTER OPCODE DECODER4 DECODERS ADDL STORE DECODE 
ENCODE MLTL 

( The assembler group is listed on the next page) 

FUNCTIONS TO BE LISTED: 

&BUILD 
&SOURCE 
APARAMS 
ASYMTAB 
ASSEMBLE 
OPCODE 
IN 
ADCODE 
IWOF'R 

. WITH 
ADDRESS 
AINIT 
AINXTI 
DINIT2 

=5===S S=55=5===5=OD=5=5 

VR(-ABUILD)IN;NfN1 

Cl] 	0104-0 
E2] 	j1t-(4 SFTCi]F1)rOrpIFTC3]P1 
C3] 	R4-(0,-1+Ut-1++/AIEI)P' ' 
[4] .** PLEASE ENTER: CODE,SPACE,ADDRESS 	(4 TO END)' 

[5] (AIEI[1]f'c'),' ',AIFTC3]f'0' 
E63 L1:9('41 =i+rm}0)/END 
(7] 	RaR,[0]L41/NTIN 
C8] 	9L1 
[9] 	END:' 

[107 	'** COMPLETED r.. I 

£11] 	' 
v 

VASOURCE P;FMT 

C1] 
	I I 

[2] 
C3] 
	

(AIFIC13f'c')5' ',pIFTC37P'0' 
[4] FMTf(TAIFT[1]),'A1,X1►',(TAIFI[3]),'A1' 
[5] FMT OFRMT P 

V 

VR(•ASYMTAB X;FMT;MX 

Cl] 
C2] 
	

N:<4-24.1i001'IXCiAST_CO]+IAST_Cl]] 
[3] 
	

((AIIC0]-3)P' '.)r'+ti9ME 	LOCATIONS'  

[4] 
	

FMT4-'142,',(TAIICO]),'A1FX4rl'rTA2?C1] 
• ES] 
	FMT OFRM7(XC►lA5TCO]]0X) 

V 

DISPIC3 
130 
0 



C13 
C2] 
E33 
[43  
C53 
Cb] 

[7] 
CB3 
C93 
C10] 

'C11] 
C123 
C13]  
C14]  
[15] 
C16] 
C17] 

C1]  
C2]  
(3] 
C4]  
C5]  
[6] 
C7]  
C8]  
C9]  
C10]  
C11]  
C12]  
C13]  
C14]  
C15]  
C16]  
C17]  
C18]  
C19]  
[20] 
C21]  
C22]  
C23]  
C24]  
[25] 
C26]  
C27]  
C28]  
C29]  
[30] 
C31]  
C32]  
C33]  
C34]  
C35]  
C36]  

C18] 

p6PARAMS:010:LF 

C►IO4-0 
Of6FfUA'[10] 
'x11 PARAMETERS OF THE ASSEMBLER/MACHINE DATA FORMATS Rft' 

'1, _ 	INSTRUCTION FORMAT 	: LABEL, 	OPCOI'E, 	INDEX REG., ADDRESS' 
' 	6T.FT  

'2. 	SYMBOL TABLE ; 	VARIABLE NAME, MEMORY LOCATION' 
' 	6ST 	'i65116E 
'3, iINSTF:UCTION/OP-CODE LENGTH 	(6OPT) 	')60PT)LF 
'4, MEMORY SIZE : NO, OF MEMORY, NO, OF WORDS, WORD LENGTH, 

OPCODE FIELD, ADDRESS FIELD. 
' 	60J.= 	';6MZ;LF 
'45, 	DATA MEMORY 	NO, OF WORDS, WORD LENGTH' 
' 	AM-2 	';AM 2i6F 
'5, OF-CODE TABLE 	(6OPTAB) 
AOPTAB:LF 
'6• 	IMMEDIATE OPERATION CODES 	(6IMOP) 	:' 
61MOP 	 - 

V 

9R4-ASSEMBLE P)AFG)I;IN5T;x1)X2iSTj5(,WRD 
Rt- t0 
A CHECK IF MEMORY SPECIFICATIONS ARE CONSISTENT 
A F'RGRAM MEMORY CHECK 
-)(AM?C2]=+/ 2+AMZ)/OK1 
'$$ INCONSISTENT WORD LENGTH FOR PROG, MEMORY ,,, ABORT' 
40 

OK l:-/(6M=2[0]-2AA4[4])/oK2 
'$$ INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS TO REFERENCE DATA MEMORY;,,, ABORTED' 
-10 
A CHECK IF FROG, 	) MEMORY 	 - 

OK2:.4(ALiZG1J)itfP)/OK3 
'$$ PROGRAM EXCEEDS MEMORY CAPACITY ,,, ABORTED' 
40 
A CHECK IF MEMORY ) ADDREDS FIELD 

OK3,o(AM=C1]-t( 2aAHzE4])1GK4 
^'$$ ADDRESS FIELD INSUFFICIENT TO ADDRESS MEMORY 	ABORTED' 
40 
OK4;X1E0+l6IFTC3] 
X23-(+/3t6IFT)+16IFT[3] 
wKGE('2B6M=C1] 
Rt-6MZ[1 	2]1'O 
ST3-(0,+/AST)F' 	I 	 - 
I3-0 

L1:4((11rP)C X4I+S)/L2  
sMS74-P[S-jE)A] 	 - 
ARG3-P[I-1;X2] 	- 
R[I-1;]t-(OFCODE INST),ADCODE ARG 
4((IMOPR 	INST)vA/ARG.' 	')/L1- 
4(A/ARG E'0123456789  
ST€ST WITH ARG 

R[I-1:LMZ[3]+16MZ[4]]fST ADDRESS ARG 
4L1 

L2:04-54-'SYMBOL TABLE NAME? 

'1,1t END OF ASSEMBLING 
V 

£1] 

C1] 
C2] 

[1]  

C23 

C1] 

C23 

C1] 
[2]  
C3] 

C4] 
C5] 
C6] 
[7] 
C8] 

C97 

C1] 
C12] 
[13] 

Cl] 
C2] 
C3] 
[4] 

C53 

C13 
[2] 
C3] 
C4] 
C53 

[6] 

C13 
C2] 
E33 
C4]  
C5]  

[6]  
[7]  

[8]  
C97 

[10] 

9R3-0PCODE X 
R3-,(pLiz[3]l2)TAOPTAH IN X 

V 

QRfTAB IN XON 
N4.-14fTAB  
R3-R/1PR3TABA,=NtH 

V 

vRtADCODE X 
X3-(' 	'f'X)/X A REMOVE SPACE 
Rf(6M_C43f2)T10~10I'0123456789'lX 

V 

9RfIMOPR Xj)•! 

N3--34'PAILi0f 
Rf+/AIMOPA,c)I+X 

V 

pRfST WITH HEW;ADR  

REST 
A RIGHT-JUSTIFY NAME 
NEW(' 	'ANEW)/NEW 
NEW3-AsT[O]fHEW 
4Oxty/ST[iI657G0]3A,=NEW 
A CHECK IF DATA MEMORY CAPACITY EXCEEDED 

-►(AM_2C0]>_ADRf1+(PST)C0])/oK1 
'$$ DATA MEMORY CAPACITY EXCEEDED ,,, ABORTED AT : 	' 

,(tI),• 	',PCI-1i] 	pASwsTi 
A RIGHT OUT 	[1] 	AZFT3-0 3 0 3 

	

 eoPT 3
C2] 	5 

      6

1I4-3  

	

OK1:ADRf(WRDf2)TADR
C3] 	

eM fl 3 2 8 3 5 AORf'01'CA=RJ 	C4] 	
6OPTAB-9 3P'HLT LADSTOXMPOUTADDCSTBRH' 

RI-ST,[O]NEW,ADR 	[5] 	

AIMOF4-2 3p'BRHCST'
p 	

[6] 
 

9R4..ST ADDRESS ARG:ADR 	.v 

. A RIGHT-JUSTIFY ARG 

ARGtAsT[O]'P(ARGpE' 	')/ARG 

ADRFST[1lAST[0]]IN ARG 
ADR3-ST[ADF:JASTC014,1+/AST] 

R3-'0i23456789'tADR 

V 

VAINIT 

AIETf0 1 0 2 
As73-1 	5 
A9F•TF1 
A:0.f1 32 8 3 5. 
AOPTABf9 1p'HLSIOACB' 

A1MOP3-2 	1r'BC' 

VDINIT2 

AIETf0 4 0 5 	 O 
AET4-5 5 
AgPTf4 

0M1:3-1 24 9 4 5 
A' PARAMS OF 2ND MEMORY (DATA) 	- 

AMZ24-20 9' 
pOF•TAB4-9 4f'HLT LAD STO SNP OUT ADD CST BRH MLT 

AIMOF'4-2 	4r.BRH CST 	' 

A DEFINE THE BRANCH ON CONDITIONS 

f'STfo 



Appendix 14 : 

SOURCE-CODE LISTING OF "SIMLOGS" 1  

303 

1  This is the basic version of SIMLOGS; i.e. this version 
may be executed in any installation which supports "basic 
APL". 



A 	DOCUMENTATION OF WORKSPACE 	** SIMLOGS ** 

DESCRIBE 

WORKSPACE CONTAINS 	** S LJU L AT O R FOR EOQIC SYSTEMS (SIMLOGS) 

ENVIRONMENT 
WSI D 	- SIMLOGS 
WIDTH 	- 	72 

ORIGIN 	- 	1 

** ENS ** 
ADDER 	AND ASSIGN 	BIN 	CIRCUIT 	CLOCK 	CNTR 	CODE 	COMPILE 

CYCLING DEC 	DELAY 	ENC EXC EXOR 	FILL FIND 	FORM 	FUNC 	GE 

CO 	GRAPH 	HAE 	HOLD 	INPUTDATA 	INPUTS 	JX1 	JK2 	LE LOGIC 

ME 	MONO 	NAND 	NOR 	OR 	OUTPUTS 	PLOT 	PRINT 	PR8 	RANDOM 

READ 	ROM 	SELECT 	SET 	SETTIME SHE 	SHOW 	STIR 	5118 	SN5420 

SN5472 	SN7401 	SPACING 	STACK 	TCE 	TIE 	TIMINGS TRANSLATE 

UPDATE 	WIPE 	WRITE 

** 	WARS ** 
ADDRESS AV DATA D2 ELEM EXIT FP FROM NE NG 11H NJ NM NS NT Q 
QQ RN TYPE X 	XXX 	Z 	ZZZ 

** GRPS ** 
GRPICS 	GRPSNPX 	GRPSIMLOG 

WHERE, 

** GROUP GRPICS ** 
ADDER 	CHI!? 	EXC 	EXOR 	FNC 	MONO 	PRO 	SH8 

** GROUP CRPSNPK ** 
SN5420 	5N5470 	51/5472 	SN7401 

** GROUP GRPSIMLOG ** 
AND ASSIGN 	BIN 	CLOCK 	CODE 	COMPILE 	CYCLING 	DEC 	DELAY 

ENC 	EXOR 	FILL 	FIND 	FORM 	GO GRAPH 	GE 	HAE 	HOLD 

INPUTDATA 	INPUTS 	JK1 	JX2 	LOGIC 	LE 	MONO 	ME 	NAND NOR 

OR 	OUTPUTS 	PLOT 	PRINT 	PRO 	RANDOM 	READ 	ROM 	SELECT 
SET SETTIIE 	SHOW 	SHR 	SHF 	SPACING 	STACK 	TCE 	TIE 

TIMINGS 	TRANSLATE 	UPDATE 	WIPE 	WRITE 

S.E. 	THIS IS THE BASIC VERSION OF **SIMLOGS** 
I.E., THIS VERSION WILL RUN ON ALL 
INSTALLATION SUPPORTING 	BASIC :APL 

** 

(1] 
[2]  
[3]  

[1] 

C1] 

[1] 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  

[1]  
[2]  

V Z ADDER X 
INPUTSt17 
(17t16)HAE(1 	2 	10),,C3 	7)p(19+2x-1+17),(3+-1+17),11 
OUTPUTS(18+2x-1+18),33 

V 

V Z AND X 
Z GE 1.X 

V 

V ASSIGN 
TX«ELEM[(ADDRESS1X+(10*2xRN)IA V)J 

V 

V RR«BIN X 
RR«X+.x2*(-1+pX)-t 	1+pX) 

V 

V CIRCUIT 
INPUTS 1 2 
3 EXC 1 2 
OUTPUTS 3 

V 

V RR«A CLOCK B 
FORMFLAG«1 
PP«(A+B)ITIME 
RR4-(PP>A)+Pp=0 
INC-4-INCIA/MRR=0)xA-PP)+RRx(B+4)-PP)x(PP>1)xPPaeAt1  
-+(STEADY=0)/0 
INC«INCLSPACE-CYCLES 
TIME«TIME+INC 
CYCLES«CYCLES+INC 
INC«0 
RR«(A<(A+B)ITIME)+0=(A+B)ITIME 

V 

V Z CNTR X 
INPUTSI3 
4 5 	6 7 JX1 	12 1 12 3 2 4 	1 4 3 2 
8 9 10 11 AND 5 7 4 7 5 6 4 6,CODE 0 
12 NAND 3 
OUTPUTS 8 9 10 11 

V 

V RR«CODE XX 
DATA«XX 
RR4-t0 

V 

+-1t17 

W 
O 



V COMPILE 
(1] 	NT-o— H4-NS+NE+-fJ+l.'M+AV+f1C+RN+EXIT+O 
[2] ELEI!+ADDRESS+FROM+t 0 
[3] FP+1 	

V Z EXOR X 

[4] CIRCUIT 	 C17 
	
2 Cg 34X 

[5] •EY.IT/L1 
[6] 	FILL 	 V FILL 

[1] •+(RNxO)/ERE [7] —EXIT/L1 	
[2] L1:Q+(ELEM=O)/tpELEM [8] 	GAA+(NC,5)pO 	
[3] 	*(0=PQ)/0 [9] 	GAB+NGp 0 

(10] GAC+r'1Cp0 	
[4] QQ+ADDRESStFROM[Q] 
[5] 	-'(v/(pELEM)<QQ)/L2 

[11] JAA+(NJ,S)p0 	
[6] +(A/ELEM[Q]=ELEM[QQ])/EE1 

[12] JAtt+(t1,',2)p0 	
[7] ELEMCQ]+ELEMCQQ] [13] J.4D.-JAC+(NJ,1)00 	 [0] -+L1 

[147 MAA+(Ndl,7)p0 
[157 I.AB+(Il::,a)po 	 [9] 	L2:'IMPROPERLY DEFINED LEAD ' 

[10] (FROM[Q])[(QQ pELEM)t1] 
[16] M4C+(IIM,1)pO 	 [11] -+0,EXIT+1 
[17] SI?,;+(?S ,7)80 	 [12] F,RE:'DEFN,ERROR IN CIRCUIT OR MODULES' 
(18] Si?B+(NS,4)p0 
[19] SHD+(NS,2)80 	

[13] +O,EXIT+1  

[20] HAA+(11H,3)p0 	
[14] ER1: IMPROPERLY DEFINED LEAD ° ,ENC ADDRESS[1+QQ] 

[21] N.AB.(N11,2)p0 

 
[15] EXIT+i 

[22] TOA4-(IT,6)p0 
 

[23] TCB+(11T,4)p0 	 V RR+FIND XX;Q 
[24] MEM+((1+Nhfx64),8)p0 	 [1] Q*((FROM=O)AELEM=XX)/ADDRESS 
[25] PARAM+(NE,6)pO 	 [2] 4.(1xpQ)/L1 
[26] D.iTA+NT+fIH+NS+FP+NE+RN+NC+NJ+NM+AV+EXIT+O 	 [3] 	RR+ENC Q 
[27] CIRCUIT 	 [4] -'-0 
[2 8] TIE 	 [5] 	L1:'NOT FOUND' 
[29] WIPE 	 V 
[30] TIMEINGS NOM 
[31] FORM 	 V FORM 

[32] +0 	 [1] si+JAA[;1] 

[33] L1:'MAKE CORRECTIONS AND COMPILE AGAIN' 	
[2] 	+JAAC:2] 

V 	 [3] $+JAA[;3] 
[4] 	,2+JAA[;4] 

[5] R+JAA[;5] 
V RR+CYCLING 	 [6] 	JAA+tO 

[1] -*FORM+IFLAG/L1 	 [7] Q1+JAB[;1] 

[2] QLOCK-o 	 [B] Q2+JABL;2] 
[9] JAB+tO [3] FORI;FLAC+1 
[1°3  MEN+,O 6+MAA [4] Li:RR+fLOCK+(CLOCKA STEADY)VSTEADYA LOCK 	 [11] MAA+O 11MAA V 
[12] SC+-SHA[;5 6] 
[13] SM+@(4,NS)p,SRA[0] 

V RR4-DEC MA [14] SHA+0 3+SHA 
[15] TC1+,TCA[;5] 

[1] RR++/MAx10*2xtp,MA 	 CA(;6] [16] TC2+,T v  
[17] TCA-4-0_0 2iTCA 

V 
V N DELAY T 	 V Z G X 

-4-1+X  [1] TD[RO[RROtN]]+PARAM[RO[RROtN];T] 	
[1] 

V 	 [2] X+1+X 
[3] Z+,Z 
[4] *(—FP)/L1 

V RR4-ENC AV 	 [5] 	TRANSLATE 
[6] 	-+L2 

[1] RR+1001L100xAV+10*2xt[0,5x10eAV 	 [7] L1:ASSIGN V 
[8] 	STACK TYPE,1 5,DATA 	a 

V Z EXC X 	 [9] 	+EXIT/0 
[1] INPUTS 1 2 	 [10] GAA[NG+tp,Z;]+A 
[2] 4 5 SN5420 1 1 3 3,2 2 3 3 	 [11] GAB[NG+tp,Z]+,B 
[3]• 6 3 SN5420 4 4 5 5,1 1 2 2 	 [12] GAC[NG+tp,Z]+,D 
[4] 	OUTPUTS 6 	 [13] PARAM[NE+tp,Z;]+C 

[14] L2:11G+NG+p,Z 



✓ INPUTS XX 
[1] -(RNx0)/3 
(2] X+XXX+XX 
[3] AV*- 1 
[4] L3:RN+RN+1 
[[5]] 
	

AV(+AV+
))1
[[0*2xRN-1 

[7] -+((p,X)xp,XX)/L4 
[8] ADDRESS+ADDRESS,AV+XX 
[9] FROM+FROM,X+(10*2xRN-1)JAV 
[10] ELEM+ELEM,(p,X)p0 
[11] +(RNx1)/0 
[12] ELEM+tp,X 
[13] FROM+(p,X)p0 
[14] NE+NE+p,X 
[15] -+0 
[16] L2:-*(RNx1)/0 
[17] NE+NE+p,X 
[18] 4.0 

[19] L4:'INPUT LENGTH ERROR IN MODULE ';1iNEC AV 
[20] EXIT+1 

V 

✓ Z LEX 
[1] TYPE+X[1] i 
[2] X+1+X 
[3] Z+,Z 
[4] +(-FP)/t1 
[5] TRANSLATE 
[6] *L2 
[7] L1:ASSIGN 
[8] STACK TYPE,2 5 0 
[9] *EXIT/0 
[10] JAA[NJ+1D1;]+A 
[11] JAB[NJ+tD1;]+B 
[12] JAC[NJ+tD1;]+D 
[13] PARAM[NE+tp,Z;]+C 
[14] L2:NJ+NJ+(pZ)+2 
[15] NE+NE+p,Z 

V 

✓ Z Mf X 
[1] *(-FP)/E1 
[2] TRANSLATE 
[3] -+L2 
[4] L1:ASSIGN 
[5] STACK 0 8 7 0 
[6] -+EXIT/0 
[7] MAA[NM+tD1;]+A 
[8] MAB[NM+tD1;]+B _ 
[9] MAC[NM+tD1;]+NM+ 1+t(pZ)+8 
[10] PARAM[NEttpZ;]+C 
[11] L2:NM+NM+(pZ)+8 
[12] NE!-NE+p Z 

V 

✓ Z JK1 X 
[1] 	Z LE 1,1 

V 

✓ Z JK2 X 
[1] 	Z LE 2,X 

V 

✓ GO 
[1] EN+NE 
[2] TIME,+CYCLES+RF+STEADY+0 
[3] L1:TIME+TIME+1 
[4] INC+1000 
(5] 	CF+RF 
[6] CYCLES+CYCLES+1 
[7] INPUTDATA 
[8] LOGIC 
[9] UPDATE, 
[10] +(RFx0:CP)/L2 
[11] -#(0:((CYCLES2PRESET)ATIMEFLAG)v(STEADYm-FORMFLAG) 

vSPACEFLAGACYCLES2SPACE)/L1 
[12] PRINTOUT 
[13] CYCLES+0 
[14] •(STEADYA-FORMFLAG)/0 
[15] -+L1 
[16] L2:-.PF/L1 
[17] PRINTOUT 
[18] -+L1 

V 

✓ RR+GRAPH XX;X1;K2;KV 
[1] RR+,CM[1+GVt2xXX;] 
[2] GV+XX 

V 

✓ Z HAE X 
[1] -+(-'FP)/L1 
[2] TRANSLATE 
[3] *L2 
[4] L1:ASSIGN 
[5] ST(1CK 0 2 3 0 
[6] -+EXIT/0 
[7] HAA[NH+1D1;]+A 
[8] HAB[NH+tD1;]+B 
[9] PARAM[NE+tpZ;]+C 
[10] L2:NH+NH+(pZ)+2 
[11] NE+NE+pZ 

V 

✓ N HOLD T 
[1] TNCRO[RROtN]]+PARAM[ROCRROtN];1+T] 

V 

✓ INPUTDATA 
[1] X[3 41+0 1 
[2] X[2]+20 CLOCK 20 

V 
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[1]  
[2]  

[3]  

[4]  
[5]  

[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  
[11]  
[121 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  

[1] 
(2] 
[3]  
[4]  
[5) 
[6]  
[7]  

[1]  
[2]  

[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  

[a] 
[2] 
[3] 

V PRINTOUT 
4-(PF)/L1 
STATE+'0f1+*'[((—LVV)xCNT50)+(2xLA—V)+(3xLAVACNTs0) 
+(4xVA--L)+5xRF] 
i£VF/L2 
+PA£/L3 
20p' 	';STATE[SSX];' 	';STATE[SSS];' 	';STATE[SSZ]; 

';TIME;' 	';' 	*'[1+v/RF] 
+0 
L1:GRAPR V[GP];TIME;' 	';' 	*'[1+v/NF] 
-.0 
L2:STATE+STATE,' 
20p' 	I ;STATETEP]:50' 	';TIME;' 	';' 	*'[1+v/RF] 
+0 
L3:20p' 	';STATE;' 	';TIME 

V 

V Z PR8 X 
INPUTS(t8),17 18 19 
(8+t8)NAND(t8),CODE 0 
(19+t16)JK1,05 	8p08),(8p17),(8+t8).(8p18),8019 
OUTPUTS 2x9+t8 

V 

V RR+RANDOM 
RTD+,PARAM[;3 5] 
RTH+,PARAM[;4 6] 
TD+RTD[(NEx(NETNE)2NE+2)+tNE] 
TH+RTH[(NEx(NETNE)zNE42)ttNE] 

V 

V READ X 
4.((54x(1tA)-1)21+pMED/L2 
-*((p,X)=1)/L1 	 V Z ROM X 

MEd[(64xX[1]-1)+2+1+X;] 	[1] 	Z ME X 	- 

4-0 	 V 

L1:MEH[(64xX-1)+1+t640 
+0 
L2:'DOES NOT EXIST' 

V SETTIME XX 
V 

El] 	PRESET+XX 
[2] 	TIMEFLAG+XX>0 

V 
V SELECT XX 
Q+(DEC XX)=100x[ADDRESS+100 
Q0100IQ/ADDRESS 	 V Z SHE X 
R0+(Q/ELEM)[QQ] 	[1] 	•(- FP)/L1 
RRO+100I(Q/ADDRESS)[QQ] 	[2] 	TRANSLATE 
+0xR0 	 [3] 	-*L2 
'MODULE NOT FOUND' 	[4] 	L1:ASSIGN 

V 	 [5] 	STACK 0 4 7 0 
[6] -*EXIT/0 
[7] SHA[NSt1D1;]+A 

V A SET B 	 [8] 	SHB[NS+01;]+B 
A4ROURO1A] 	 [9] 	PARAM[NE+tpZ;]+C 
LEA)*V[A]+B>0 	 [10] 	L2:NS+NS+(pZ)+4 
CNT[A]+PF[A]+0 	 [11] 	NE+NE+pZ 

[1] 

[2] 

[1] 

[1] 
(2) 
[3] 
[4] 
[5] 
[6] 

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  

[1]  
[2]  

[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  

[1]  
[2]  
[3]  

(1] 
[2] 

V SHOW 
' 
ADDRESS 	ELEM 	FROM' 
q(3,OELEM)OADDRESS.ELEM.FROM 

V 

V Z SHR X 
Z SHZ X 

V 

V Z SH8 Z 
INPUTSt10 
11 NAND 10 
12 13 AND 5 11 10 18 
14 OR 12 13 
(14+18)SHR(t4),9 	9 	10,(14 	6 7 	8),9 	9 	10 
OUTPUTS 14+t8 

V 

V 
 INi'UTSiB X  
9 10 NAND(t8),CODE 12 8 6 4 22 	15 
OUTPUTS 9 10 

V 

V Z SN5470 X 
INPUTS19 
12 14 AND 11 	3 4 	6 7 15,CODE 10 0 0 0 20 
10 11 15 16 NAND 1 2 8 9,CODE 0 
13 AND 5 
19 20 AND 17 18,CODE 27 18 10 10 50 	50 
17 	18 JK1 	12 13 14 10 16 
OUTPUTS 19 20 

V 

V Z SN5472 X 
INPUTS19 
10 12 14 NAND 1 5 9,CODE 0 
11 13 AND 2 3 4 5 9 1 5 6 7 8,CODE 16 25 
17 	18 AND 15 16,CODE 16 	25 10 10 25 40 
15 	16 JK2 11 12 13 10 14 
OUTPUTS 17 18 

V 

V Z SN7401 X 
INPUTS 2 3 5 	6 8 9 11 12 14 7 
1 4 10 13 NAND 2 3 5 6 8 9 11 12,CODE 35 
OUTPUTS 1 4 10 13 

V 

V SPACING XX 
SPACEFLAG+XXx0 
SPACE+XX+1000xXX=0 

5 

10 

8 

10 

16 4 

25 

45 

40 

15 

V V V 



✓ WIPE 
[1] EN+NE 
[2] L+CNT+V+PP+ENp0 
[3] STATE+ENp' 
[4] SETTIME 1 
[5] SPACING 0 
[6] FORMFLAG+0 
[7] INC+1000 
[8] STEADY+O 
[9] GV+10p0 
C10] PLOT 0 
[11] PRINT 0 
[12] MAX+2+MIN+2+NOM+1 

V  

✓ A WRITE X;Q 
-. ((64x (1,A)-1)z1+pME¢j) /L2 
+(1=p,A)/L1 
4+(1+A)-1 
ME![(64xQ)+2+11A;]+(((PA)-1),8)pX 
+0 
L1:ME+([(64xA-1)t1+t64)0+64 Bp,X 
+0 
L2:'DOES NOT EXIT' 

V 

17; STACK XX 
C1] 	D1+(p,Z)tKK[2] 
[2] 	+(D1x1D1)/HR$ 
(3] 	D2+(p,X)*D1 
[4] +(D241.D2)/ER$ 
[5] A+4(KX[3],D1)p,R(D1,D2)0TX 
[6] B+(D1,KX[2])pNEttp,Z 
[7] C+((p,Z),6)p3iXK 
[8] D+D1pKK[1] 

[9] -+0 
(10] ER$:'INPUT LENGTH ERROR' 
[11] Z;' 	PUNC ';X;' MODULE ';1+ENC AV 
[12] +0,EXIT+1 

V 

V 
[1]  
[2]  
[3]  
[4]  
[5]  
[6]  
[7]  
[8]  
[9]  
[10]  
[11]  

V 

Z TCE X 
-+(-FP)/L1 
TRANSLATE 
+L2 
L1:ASSIGN 
STACK 0 4 6 0 
+EXIT/0 
TCA[NT+01;]+A 
TCB[NT+iD1;]+B 
PARAM[NE+ipZ;]+C 
L2:NT+NTt(pZ)+4 
NE+NE+pZ 

✓ TIE 
[1] SELECT 0 
[2] SSX+RO[RRO1XXX] 
[3] SSZ+RO(RROiZZZ] 
[4] SSS+RO 
[5] X+(pSSX)p0 

V 

✓ TIMINGS XX 
[1] TD+PARAM[;XX] 
[2] TH+PARAM[;XX+1] 

V 

✓ TRANSLATE 
[1] ELEM+ELEM,NE+tpZ 
(2] 	D2-4-p.2 
[3] ADDRESS+ADDRESS,Z+(10*2xRN)IAV 
[4] FROM+FROM,D2p0 

V 

✓ UPDATE 
[1] R+0<CNTxN+L=V 
[2] STEADY+A/NA-R 
[3] -+(A/(.-Rv( ,̂N))vRA-SRP)/L1 
[4] INC+LINCI(SPACE-CYCLES)Ll/((LA-V)xTD-CNT)+((VA--L)xTR-CNT)+1000xN 
[5] CNT+((CNT+INC)x-N)+(CNT-INC)xRxCNT>INC 
[6] TIME+TIMEtINC 
[7] CYCLES+CYCLES+INC 
[8] L1:V+((LA V)xCNTZTD)t((VA.-L)xCNT<TH)+LAV 
[9] CNT+((CNT+1)x(LxV))+(CNT-1)xR 
[10] RF+RACNT>0 

V 



Appendix 15 : 

FUNDAMENTALS & ALGORITIthIS FOR RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEMS'  

Note 

This appendix is subdivided into the following 
sub—sections : 

I . A Review of the Fundamentals of the 
Residue Number System (RNS) 

II 	The Mixed—Radix Number System 

III . Macrocoefficient and Macrocoefficient 
Extraction 

IV 	Base Extension and Alogrithms 
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1 This appendix is extracted from a report of this author; see 
reference 16. 



I: A Review of the fundamentals of the RNS  

SECTION 'I  

A REVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEM (RNS) 

(Notation, terminology, 

identity and theorem) 

In this section, we shall introduce and review most 

of the notations, terminologies, identities and theorems of the 

residue number system (RNS). More specialised concepts will be 

.defined and discussed in other sections and the text of chapter 5 

report. For conciseness, Proofs of identities and theorems are 

omitted but their origins will be indicated. This section is 

compiled from references 54 through 102. 

Theorem I.1: Division algorithm(77-80) 

. For every integer x and m , provided m i‘ 0, there 
exists an integer q which will produce such a remainder r that 

X = /Pt +A. (I.1) 

a/ 

where 04J1.<11,11 . lml denotes the modulus or the absolute value 

of integer m. 

Definition I.1 t Congruence (77-80) 

In terme of the concept of congruence, theorem I.1 

,-can be expressed as If x, r and m are integers, m 0, then x is 

-said to be congruent to "r modulo m", if and only if x and r have 

the same remainder when divided by m. Symbolically, 

7C = It >•ted m 

 

(1.2) 

Notation I.1 : (sometimes known as the Fundamental identity of  

residue arithmetic) Equation (I.1) is commonly written as, 

where 
X =tn~mit lxlm 

(I.3) 
o4IxI,w4rr-t 

t denotes the largest integer lees than or equal toy x—,1 , and 

I xlm, n, is the least positive residue of x modulo m.1x1„is called a 

residue of x, with respect to m which is itself termed the modulus. 

Notation I.2 s Residue codes  

Instead of one modulus m, we can define an n-tuple of 

moduli St z(py,ms,••,7nn) with a corresponding ordered n-tuple of 

least positive residues [A,,A,,,-•,Asi to represent integer x. The 	W 
n-tuple of residues constitutes a residue code of x. Symbolically, N 

we write, 
h 

,il - Cm" ,...,7n.) 	(M;)ā•I 
{n,.n;. .., A.n} f, (1X1,02r 



Definition I.3 : Prime, relatively prime and composite  

An integer p is a prime if p is not zero or +1 and if 

p is divisible only by +1 and 	. 

Two integers a and b are relatively prime (or co-prime) 

if they have no common divisors except +1; that is (a,b)=1. 

When (a,b), 1, then they are said to be composite. 

Some useful identities : 

Some important identities are stated below without 

proves. They can be derived from equation (I.3) or their proves 

can be found in references 81, 85, 87, 97 - 99. 

(a) Residue of multiple m (m being a modulus)  

IK mIm e 0 	for all integer K 	(I.9) 

From this and equation (I.3) we can derive the following: 

(i) I x i =0 

for all integer K 

(iii) (KxI„= KI%Im 	for all integer K 

(iv) (i?"-i= 0 	if and only if 050.4m. 	
(I.13) 

i.e. m does not divide a except when a=0. 

(v) IIx1TMI,, = I z „, 	 (I.14) 

(b) Addition of multiples of m 

also 

I x tmKlm~txl~n for integer K (I.15)  

(I.16)  

(c) Additive inverse modulo m  

(d) Addition and subtraction modulo m  

Ixtō t„i
= lxl,,tlālmlm _ 11x1,0 ylnt 

in general, 

 
(e) Multiplication modulo m  

Lit 	1xz 	, iit 1-z1”, 

Ix• wIM = II'lt ±Iml,„„ = 1 11.q IM 
in general, 

n 	
n I xy L_ (Eli Ixj, m 

(ii) 
l Knu L n 

(I.17)  

(I.18)  

(I.19)  

The number system corresponding to these residue codes is called 

the residue number system (RNS). 

Notation I.3 : The square bracket function of an integer Z ā (Z) 

denotes the largest integer less than or equal to Z. Often during 

manipulations of numbers in RNS's, we require the residue of a 

square bracket function I[ZJ,,,,which is more conveniently denoted as 

I[Zll m = [z),n 	 (1.5) 

Furthermore, the residue of the form IIX4,4
ā
can be denoted by: 

~IX ~n:Īm.= 1x Imp,„. 	 (1.6) 
S 

Theorme I.2:'U Unique representation theorem  

Two integers It and x' have the same residue 

representaticn in a residue number system defined by the n-tuple 

of moduli (m,,r a, ••. , m,,, ) if and only if (x-x') is an integer 

multiple of the least common multiple of the moduli, denoted by M. 

This theorem is proved in references 81, 82, 87, 99. 

The interpretation of it is that the residue number system is 

periodic and the period is M. This means if representation is 

unambiguous in computation, we must restrict ourself to the use of 

a single period; hence 

O < x < M -1 	(I.7) 

The periodicity of the number system can be pictured as a residue  

rinn or numbers on a circle shown below, 
0 

Definition I.2 : Range 

The range of a number system is defined as the interval 

over which every integer can be represented by the system without 

having two numbers with the same representation. 

For an n-tuple moduli, NI'', where're: are relatively 

prime, the range is given by 
n 

M 	m; 	 (I.8) 
L•1 

The range M is also known as period or interval of definition. 



is an integer Y, with 0 4 Y 4 tnl,-1 

such that 

(I.27) 

0 : X. M-1, 

Theorem I.4 : 

If.the multiplicative inverse of b modulo a,16{m , is 
I o.Im. 	then 

Theorem I.5 : Composite Modulus Theorem 82,89,90,100-102) 

['kin Iblm . 

(f) Multiplicative inverse  

(i) Solution of linear equations 

For integers a, b and x, 

(a) Ix+elm = Iblm 
	 (I.21) 

has a unique solution given by 1x1= I b-elm 

(b) 	10.x I, = ib In, 
has a unique solution iff (a,m)=1 and.is given 

by (see Theorem 1.3), 

Ixlm= Iblm• Rim 	(I.22.a) 

(ii) Cancellation law of multiplication  

For (K,m) - 1, if IKa1m=I1(bI, then 

I0.1 m Ib I, 	 (I.23) 

(iii) Multiplicative inverse  

If O:S o. On and Iabl,n 1 , "a" is called the 

multiplicative inverse of "b mod m" and is denoted by 

or sometimes simply written ae I d 
tq. 

(iv) Operations with the multiplicative inverse  

Theorem I.6 : The Chinese Remainder Theorem (77-82,97-99) 

If the moduli (1n n*,•••, ms) are pairwise relatively 

prime, i.e. (mi,m4)=1 for SAj, then the integer X represented by 

~n!, 	 •••.nni 	or (IXIe;))
n
.iie given by, 

I X1 
_ n 

tk 
IkIM denotes X being bounded by 

The Chinese Remainder Theorem forms a basin for conversion between 

the RNS and the positional number system. For computational purposes 

the theorem is lees useful because the residue computer is equipped 

to perform arithmetic operation modulo ml and not modulo M . A 

better method is the use of the Mixed-radix conversion which will 

be discussed in section II. 

(I.22) where 

1 	1 	 1  
• Ib ( ab 	 Tag1TM l m (I.24) Alternative forms of the Chinese Remainder Theorem: 

  

Theorem I.3 : The Existence of multiplicative inverse  

The quantity Kin 
exists if and only if (b,m) 1 and 

(blm # a . In this case ~ōlm 
ie unique. 

(The proof can be found in references : 77-81, 85, 87, 97-99). 

(I.25) 

When one modulus is some multiple of the other, i.e. in K =Are 

when k is an integer, then 
I xI K,inl - 11XIKI,n~ 

using the Composite Modulus Theorem, we have 

I X I k,,,,i o I 1 x 1„ 1,,; = ()ON 
	

(I.26) 

(1)  

(2)  

When x is known 

equation (I.27) 

x 

Auxiliary functions 

to lie between 

can be written 

n 

0 and M-1, then 	I XIM X 	and 

as, 

f 	for 04 X: M-1 
M 	 (I.28) 

defined_so that the Theorem 

1.1 TZt I :ni n; 	i 

I 

are sometimes 

appears in a form without the modulo-M operator, thus: 

n 	n~ i X 
= In4 I — M A(x) 

where 

( 
	x) 

* * * * * * * w 
This concludes the review of the fundamentals of 

residue number system. In subsequent sections we shall discuss 

other more specialised concepts. 

,I XImz.m.Ixt  d 4 I I V 

1' 1 I ' mj } (1.29) 



'II s The Mixed-radix Number Syetem(S187,93-99). 

SECTION II  

TH3 MIXED-RADIX NUMBER SYSTEM 

II.1 t The Mixed-Radix Number System 

1I.2 . Conversion of ENS to Mixed-radix Number System 

II.2.1 : Two useful identities 

II.2.2 : An alternate form for equation (II.12) 

1/.2.3 : Interpretation of equations (II.12) & (II.16) 

II.2.4 : A numerical example (Conversion from Residue 

to Mixed-radix representation) 

The mixed-radix number system is a weighted number 

system; in which the radix changes from column to column but 

positional significance is maintained. The fixed-radix number 

system, such as the decimal and binary number systems, can be 

considered as a special case of the mixed-radix number system. 

The mixed-radix number is significant because:- 

(1) The conversion from residue to mixed-radix is relatively 

fast in a residue computer; 

(2) Thie conversion is a fundamental operation from which 

other important operations such as base-extension, 

sealing, relative magnitude compariaion, sign determination, 

and fractional multiplication can be derived. 

,In this section, we shall discuss the mixed-radix number system 

and its relation (and conversion) to residue number systems. The 

derived important operations, numerated in (2) above, will be 

considered in other sections and the text of chapter 5. 

II.1 t The mixed-radix number system  

A number X may be represented in mixed-radix form:- 
- 	 n-i 

	

X -p,~(iiR,)+• + 133 R.R4 +PP Q,+'P, 	 (II.1) 

where R;, are the radices and Pi are the mixed-radix digits and are 

bounded by 04 $ < R;, 	For a given set of radices, X can be 

represented in mixed-radix form by: 

X H <pn, -Pni, •-•,P> 	 (II.2) 

where the digits are listed in order of decreasing significance. 

	

AA positive integer X. within interval (0, j1T~ 	), is uniquely 

represented by equation (1I.1) and (II.2). The constant multipliers 

for digitell are the mixed radix weights and for RL the weight is 
i-1 

and 	
for i ¢ l 

for i-1 

Thus the decimal number system is a special cane of the mixed-

radix number system where R,,-i0 for all 1,11; hence the weights 

-;-,are powers of: 10. 



I1.2 : Conversion of RNS to mixed-radix system 

n 
The n-tuple moduli,(m4:; , of a RNS can be chosen so 

that rt;.R;, where Rjare radices of a mixed-radix system. Under 

this condition, the two systems are said to be associated and have 

the same range given by, 
n 	ri 

We can generalise the results of this example for equation (II.5), 

thus, 

P,= 1XIM, 

P, = ( 1x15,1-p, 
I m' m 

M = 	*n;, 	or- 	~ R; 	(11.4) 
Equation (II.1) can now be written as, 

n-~ 
X= PT, 1T_T'

1
m; +••• 	+P3 m,m1 +P.'n+1 	 (1I.5) 

wherel.are the mixed-radix digits and are bounded by, 

0 4 hi < rt1- 	(Ii.6) 
Taking the residue 	of equation (II.6) modulo 7+1: and solving for 

Pi. (starting with i=1, then i=2 and so forth until 1=n), we can 

express Pi, in terms of the residues of X modulo mi. 	Illustrating 

this process by a simple example, consider 

X = P3 mi nt. tFix m, 	 (II.7) 

P3 = 

in. - 

I XIm3-p, 
P a 

hi3 

- Pa_, 

(II.12) 

7n 

m, 
7nz 

I 	I 	P, 

• 

m, 

• 
• 

Mn-1 

where O415. < in,z 

Take residues of (I1.7) modulo a1, (1=1,2,3) and solve for 
Ixl = IPm m1,+"rxtn,+ Film, 

~IP,mm11,2, +IP,~,Im,t IP~Ie,IM, 
From equation (I.9) of appendix I, i.e.IKa"l.r0, therefore all terms 

on the right are equal to zero except Wm,. Furthermore, by the 

definition of residue (I.3), we have 
0S IP.I=, 4m,-1 

and from equation (11.6), 

'P, _ `R ~m, = I XI„,, 

Pow, equation (II.7) can be expressed as, 

.  X-P  	p3mx + Pz 

With similar arguement as for?, , take modulo7nx of equation (II.9) 

and solve for Px , 

_ bR a,-  
La 

	

 I
ix 

7R, 	 (II.10) 

Similarly using equation (II.9) we can write 

	

p3 
= Vp; ~m3 I 

(1.) 
Z 	

I irt3 

Ixl,,,,-P, .p 
- 	tn, 	i 

	

mz 	M3.  

Equation (II.12) can be expressed in a more useful form by using 

equation (I.3) of section I and two other identities which we 

are'first to derive. 

II.2.1 : Two useful identities  

(1) 	I IX 	 -

.f. 

	

I- 

mill e r elm 	
(II.13) 

ma 
 

i.e. P3 

rnt, 	k 
where k and L are dummy subscripts. From (I.3) of seotion I, 
we have, 	

f ii IXI
mk = X -m& `mjI 

I X Into. -IX1mi  f 
I 	~R 	I T10. 

and IXInie X -mt[4) 

X- M k[nI -X +D [,)  I 
rti 	mk 

t 	( 1 
MA~,k 	11mk+ ImR LTM'RJIMk 

 

   

Ink 

    



But, net ft  x 	(x1te 
n 	it 

By the same procedure, the general term for the mixed-radix 

/L i  
n i.e. 

(II.16.a) 

x 	+ n 
coefficient is, for i > 1, 

771, mx •.. Mk-1 171 

[`') ° [ n ] 
Proof: Let X be a number, then it may be represented by 

X=[xJ+e 	where 0:e<1 

By the Division algorithm, equation (I.1), the integer [)() may be 

expressed as, Lx j= nQ t n 
for some integers n, q, r such that 051i5(n-I) or we can write, 

Cxn) - ~t 
Ti 

[ C 	

o 4Jt<I 

n]]= 	 (11.15) 

Since 04 Ji4 71-1 , hence 

0 11+9 4 

ln~' 

Comparing this with.equation (II.15) thus, 

tt i J -Cn1` b 

n+I)+e  < 1 

, as required. 

I X Im, 
	 p m ~ 	2 

m3 

[U]=J-  LmlJma 
Mz 

CVT.] m; m 

x 1 m 	
. 

ti 2 m3 

• IXim,- I X Im,L X 
ml '^41T^i 

M2 

using equation (II.13) 

using equation (II.13) 

using equations (II.14) 
and (I.5) =[ 

Hence equation (II.12) can be represented by 

X  
M, ma, ... Mn-I )Mn 

Pn- ~ 

:. Pa 

Since P■ = Ixhsr4 
for T2 in (I1.12), 

_ Ilxlmj- IXIn,  I _ I 

'm, 	mx 

= I1MlJlma 
by equation (I.3) 

=
i4 
	by equation (I.5) l J
M
s 

• P3 = 
ins 

M3 

MA 

IXIM„-ixl,~~ 

Prom (I.9), 

I XImL - IXImi 
7n3 

by (1.20) 

by (I.5) 

(2) If "n" is a positive integer then, 

II.2.2 s An alternate form for equation (II.12)  

, substituting this for 1 in expression 

x - I x l,r,,  
LI: PI' 

Now substituting for P1 and P2 in the expression for P3, 

"Pi = IXt.n, 

r ° m`I mz 

11 - 
PlOn4 

• 

J 



1 

Z 

3 

II.2.3 s Interpretation of equations (II.12) and (II.16)  

The process by which equation (II.12) is transformed 

into (II.16) is the conversion process from a residue to a mixed-

radix representation. The process is a sequential one; i.e. P1 

is found first and used to compute P2. P3 is then computed from 

pl and P2; and so forth, until Pn is calculated. One can expressed 
the conversion process in tabular form (or a diagonal matrix) 

shown in equation (II.17). 

3 	 Ti- 

►~,=lXl„,~ 	Ixlmx 	Ixlm3 
 2L 

	

~tz- [2̀.—.1„1,. 		L
ii
in'JTa3 

'pn_ lm~,n3m3 

ri 

(Equation II.17) 

Comparing the conversion of (II.12) to (II.16) with the tabulated 

	

form (II.17), the latter shows: 	except for modular 

entries for each step are obtained by subtracting the 

hand entry of the preceding step from all entries of 

dividing by its associated modulus. Interpreting the 

as a diagonal matrix A, each entry of the former is 

is the row and j the column. The diagonal elements 

mixed coefficients Pi. The formula for calculating 

aid = I  0.L_,,i 	ai-I1-1  

	

7:12-1 
	I M~ 

I 
I 
mi., II • 10. 

-1 ~d 	d~-1 rt-1 

Imā lmd 
mHH 

iff 

Given all terms in one row, then all terms in the 

following row can be computed in one modular step if n adders 

are available. The complete conversion process requires.(n-1) 

modular steps. 

To conclude this section, a numerical example is 
used to illustrate the procedure. 

II.2.4 : A numerical example (Conversion from Residue to 

mixed-radix representation) 

For 21.8, m2=5, m3=7, and m4=3, find the associated mixed-radix 

digits of {3,4,4,1} 	, where the mixed-radix expression is 

A%oD.tAR 

X - P4(8 x 5 x 7) + 

I Res /Dos  OPeMT/ONg 

P3(8 x 5) 

in, 	In. a, 
8 	s 

+ P2(8) + P1 

i7:3 	in+ 

7 	3 I 
. L 

I* 
X IN REs ,DU, Cora 	I :3:° 4 Z 1 Ixt 	= 3 

I 	Scaraacr P, •3 	 1 3 3 3 0 
i 0 1 6 1 

I M+cnp.y Si ĪE1n2 	I .2 1 z 
z, I `z 6 z P=` (')s=z 

1—S 3S,ancT Pa. I 2 z z 
I _ 0 4 0 

fiuu,ocy ay !tip,: 	I I 3 z ~ 
• t 5 0 3 V-'017' 	?V` s 

Soem?MMT 1S • S 

t 	 1 0 
I ,inar,Ply By f+Inr 1 
j 	 1 
I 	 I (1} E;)S=1 

The mixed-radix representation of X is thus, 

X .'(l,5,2,3> 
From this, X in the decimal system is found: 

X . 1(8x5x7) + 5(8x5) + 2(8) + 3(1) - 499 
Note: 

(1) -Mixed-radix conversion requires 2(n-1) residue arithmetic 
operations; split equally between subtraction and 
multiplication. 

(2) The multiplicative inverses are predetermineble constants. 

Modular Ste ̀  	Modular Entries (i.e. column) 
(i.e. row) 

step one, all 

extreme left-

that otep and 

tābulation 

aij, where i 

aii are the 

nij 3s: 

(I1.18) 

where „d ie the multiplicative inverse of Mi., and it exists 
(m1-1, mj) - 1. (see section I). 



III s Macrocoefficient and Macrocoefficient Extraction  

(references: 84, 89, 90, 100-102) 

The mixed-radix conversion, discussed in section II 

is useful for residue arithmetic and operations. Many advantages, 

however, can be gained by adopting its implicit form based on 

macrocoefficients computation, known as macrocoefficients  

extraction.  (89,90,100-102) Macrocoefficients and macrocoefficient 

extraction were empirically discovered at Scope Inc. 

further investigated at Honeywell 
(89,90,100-102) We shall review 

the theory and algorithms of macrocoefficient extraction in this 

section. 

III.l.s Macrocoefficients and their associated RNS'a  

From section I, given an n-tuple moduli, (r4)17:,where 

the moduli are relatively prime, the range of an RES is given by, 

M=ne m; 
How, choose the first q moduli, with 1<n. and define 

Ke l m; 

If we now define an integer "a" which can be positive or negative, 

SECTION III 

MACROCOEFFICIENT AND MACR000EFFICIENT EXTRACTION 

III.1 s Macrocoefficients and their associated RNS's 

II1.2 :. Some special (K,K-l,K+a) RNS's 

III.3 s Macrocoefficient Extraction 

III.3.1 s The Preliminaries 

III.3.2 s Correspondence Theorems 

III.3.3 : Two Residue Base-Extension (TRB-E) 
and Algorithm 

III.3.4 s Macrocoefficient extraction algorithm 

such that 

then, we have 

Now define, 

(III.1a) 

These are called macrocoefficients; the associated systems are 

the (K,X-1,K+a) residue number systems, the combinations of which 

form various residue number systems. For example, with X bounded 

by 0 S X S N;(1<-1)-1 	or 	0 4 X 	M- 1 	so that . X 

is uniquely represented in the following number systems (K's being 



K 
= K - 1 
- K + a 

m2 
m4 
m6 

} 

defined as in equation III .5): 
Number system A 

Number system B 

Number system C 

(K,K+a) .-a 
(K ,K-1) +-a 

(K-la g+a) .-. 

(ml,m2, 

(m1,m2, 

(m3,m4, 

ms,m6) 

m3,m4) 

m5,m6) 

(III.3) 

Now using the macrocoefficiente, by equation 

represented by: 

X = K + ō. 
x = (Kto.)R +. S. 
X - (K-1)13x t e. 

Therefore any one of the pairs, which are called macrocoefficient 
pairs: 

	, (('y ,S,) , (fx,E'x) 

uniquely represents X and the macrocoefflcients themselves can 

unambiguiously be represented as residue numbers. Observe that 

the third equation of (III.4) can be derived from the second by 

writting a. -1. Hence the first two equations, i.e. the (K,K+a) 

RNS's, form a"general case"eo that all results obtained can be 

applied to other RNS'e (e.g. the (K,K-1) ) by making appropriate 

substitutions. 

III.2 : Some Special (K,K-1,K+a) RNS's  

Macrocoefficients can be defined in any RNS; for reasons 
of system design economy (84,102), the number of moduli in an RNS is 
chosen with n=25 moduli where N is some positive integers: so that 
n - 4,8,16, etc. 	Further economics result if the relatively prime 

moduli are related as followe:(84,99-102) 

ml • 
m3 . 
m5 . 

where K is an integer relatively prime to a and (a+1); ml< m2 
m3< m4 

end m5<1116. 

(1) The K(K-1) N-RRRS  

A non-redundant residue number system (N-RRNS) known as 
K(K-1) RNS's is defined as: 

K - ml m2 
and K - 1 - m3 m4 

where moduli are relatively prime, also al< m2 

The four basin macrocoeffieients are defined se: 

Off = ō(X) = ek, 	 SK m S (X) = IXIK 

ex _ ecx)° IXI,-, 

The range of X is given by 

-NI- K(K-I)=m,mxm,m4 

so that X can be represented by, 

X = KW. 	Sx 
X = (K-I) 	Glc 

	} 

(2) The (K K-1.K+a) RRNS'e 

a useful Redundant Reeidue Number S
ystem (RRNS)_ is defined by 

equation (III.5). The associated macrocoefficiente are given by 

equation (III.3). Whereas the range of X is the same as that for 

the K(K-1) RNS's -- i.e. equation (III.6.b). Integer X is 

represented in the RRNS's by equation (III.4). 

For error detection and correction applications,
(100-102) 

 

(3) The general case : K(K+a) RNS's  

As stated in section III.1, the K(K+a) RNS's is the 

general case for the (K,K-1,K+a) RNS's and their combinations. 

For subsequent discussion, we shall consider the K(K+a) RNS's. 

The relevant equations are restated for later reference: 

The macrocoefficients: 
X s SQ) IX IK 

fix = Zf(A) ~ [ is ~ 	~ ōz 	=  

R = r()V 1i c ) ' Se= SO)
s IXIK+o. 

Representation of X: 

X ° K lxrd+IxIK - K
15. t ax 

X °(K{0.)[K+a]+ IX' K+e. ̀  (Kt o)R + Sx 

Range of X: 
0C X M- 1 

where 

M = K(KtO.)m m,mx'1'l5'1'26 

and a3< a4 . 

 

(I.3), X can 

} 



Macrocoefficient pairs: 

(x,&) and ( `x , ✓K ) (III.10) 
The bounds of the macros efflciente: 

Since X is defined for interval 04 X 4 M-1 we can 

calculate the corresponding intervals for the macrocoefficiente. 

Prom (III.8), and the definition of residue (i.e. equation I.3), 

0 < dx = IXIK 
and 	

0 4 Sx = I)(1ecrl 4 (K+a)-1 

Substituting (II1.8) into 

of (III.11), hence 
0 4 

and from (III.9), 

.. 	0 4 
Le. 	0 

(III.9) and using the firet equation 

	

K?fx 	4 M-K 

Kōc 6 K(K+a)-K 

	

XK 	6 k+a -I 

I 

	
(III.11) 

Residue representation: 

Within these intervals, the maerocoeffioiente are 

uniquely represented by residues: 

  

Px 	( I ri, m, 3 11 1,1,,,., 

~x t! (I s•I N,..,' 

(III.13) 

   

Similarly, 	O 5 	Px 

Summarising, the bounds are: 

4 

0 5 āK S 
0 dx 5 

0 .< Pm S 
0 4 S x S 

(K-1) 

} 

(III.12) 

I1I.3 s Macrocoefficient Extraction  

The process of computing̀ unique residue representations 

of a particular pair of mecrrcoeffioiente from a sequence of 

residues (1X1,,,)'.̀•i 
, which uniquely represent X, is called macro-

coefficient extraction. The heart of this process is the Two 

residue base-extension (TRB-E) which is based on the Correspondence  

Theorems. These theorems are easily proved if we first prove two 

lemmas and introduce the term identically phased. We shall discuss 

these concepts, in reverse order, in the following subsections. 

As macrocoefficient extraction and mixed-radix conversions are 

• closely related. theoretically, we shall discuss this relationship 

in section 1II.3.1 entitles the preliminaries. 

III.3.1 : The Preliminaries  

Lemma III.1  

The quantity }Qli(x)=IIXI1-IX644 has the same value for 

all X in the interval Im44X4(I+')n4 I where I is any integer. 

Proof: Let X,. Ir and X; .6 I,.,a+ R where 0' R t ma - I 

satisfying interval Ir..5 X4(I+I)nia-1 
Since lImaly„„= 0 from equation (I.9), 

. I I %ulna -'X110 ,1 ° I I Imelmi - I1m+K1TM 

= 
I IM„IrN; 	

J 

IlkilnJ IXaIn,.I*,a 	 IIt"+RI-lRll a 
As 0 4 R $ m.,-I hence IRI,. = R 	, and by equation (I.19): 

I I Xxlny - I XeliriaI 	a I Imm+ R - 1z In . 

Consequently, 	

na 

	
d 

I
-1)(11n41,1 - IIXaln,-IX.I.t„, 	= IIM.I*a 

since X2 can be chosen at will within interval I ne. S X _c (I+I )mā I , 

this proves the lemmas now define 

ip.X3 (X) 	114,4 "• IX►.J1Ri 	 (III.14) 



If the lemma was false, then there exiet X1,X2 et. 

IIX4,-13(44.a 1x.1na -IXxlnn{ma 

i.e. 	1INa1Imy- INon.la.l n ° lNiTn.Ir.a -INxfKI),...1 
d 	 TMd 

I N.n.1,.= (N1TsIm.= 0, 

I IN,M&Ir,--INzm>Inlh 	- 0 , 

i.e. 	IIN,- Nalea .ITfalmd 
	=0 . 

by (I.9), 

Lemma III.2  

The quantity ia\+d 00' Iixl*;-ixl^-Leis unique for all 

X ' Nma where N ' 0, 1, 2, ...,(m,-1). 

Proof : Let X,=N.m,, and Xx'MA,. with N1 	N2 and 

0 4 NI, Nz .4 ma -1 , 	(These intervals of N1,N2 ensure condition 

N=0, 1, ..., (m,-1) in the Lemma.) We shall prove the lemma by 

contradiction. 

Since (ma,mj) - 1, i.e. relatively prime therefore Iiffal»,d # 0 

consequently, (N,-Nalene = 0 . But we postulated that N{ N2 and 

that 04 N,,Nm : M8-I ; hence this contradiction proves the lemma. 

Notice that lemma III.2 implies that for 04 X < N Ma 

or 04 X 4 m4mi. -1 , sQy)will assume "j" distinct values. This 

follows from the definition of residue (see equation I.3) and that 

ja%x(X)is a residue modulo m,. 

Definition III.1 : Identically phrased  

Two quantities Q1(X) and Q2(X) are said to be identically 

phrased lf when tabulated side by side Q1(X)=e1 and Q2(X)=d
1 

for the first "n" values of X and Q1(X)=c2 and Q2(X)=d2 for the 

next "n" values of X, and so forth throughout the range of X; 

where ci and di need not be equal. 

Relationship between l.acroeoef2lc1ent Extraction and Mixed-radix  

Conversion  

In this particular discussion we shall assume the 

K(K-1) RNS's; but the results are perfectly general because m3 

and m4 can be substituted for m5, m6 to give the K(K+a) RNS's. 

From equation (III.6a) we have: 

X = K[K1+IxI, = KāR + sx 

where K=m1m2 and 041 x1K , Sx.< mnn= I . In terms 

radix number system ( section II), using equations 

(II.16), X can be represented by: 

X = P. + MxPm + M,et,,P3 + mroM..m,•P3 

From (III.15) and (III.16), 

	

x h,,, 	, 
P4 • mons. m4 
	l 

P, = IXIm, ' Isxlm, 

P3 't l f*.ma 1 Jms= K Jms4 1 641 

	

x 	tI X 

From (II.13) of section II, we have 

L
K 1 _ IXlnp-IXIn~) 
fntlmp` I 	nt 	wq 

Pa 

	

z I. x • 	- I  Ixb,,~-Ixlm,  
f,i Ma 	 iR, 	tnx 

From the Composite Modulus Theorem (I.25) in section I, and 

equation (1II.15): 

.. 	I Si( I mz= 1 1 XIRIm;, = I X Im~ 

where 1=1,2 (because K=m1m2). Therefore, 

Px 	t,i]w; I  IXImyn
1Klr,,  Irn I  1s.1M 'IŌaI.,. (TMx 

To find the relationship between macrocoeLficienta and P4, consider 

equations (III.15) and (III.16), 
X 1 `tm,Px tm.?',.33 +th,m,wbl4) 

i.e. 	X. = ( 	+ Mx +• P3 t 1113P., 

Since P1 and P2 are residues of m1 and m2, i.e. P1 and P2 are not 

dlviaible by ml, m2 or ml} P1 and m2\ P2, consequently the 

"square bracket function" (see notation I.3 of section I) give, 

= P3 +m31)+ 

where 
} 

(III.15) 

of the mixed-

(II.5) and 

(III.16) 

(1II.17) 

(III.18) 

:a 



=1 
Ōnlm4 - lā. im3 l 

wq 	 
P = [  X  ] - 

ākl 
4 	i~l, rrt. nr3 m4 	Yr13 rt4 

I 

Ps = I ā im3 

17i' I m4 - i 1/x631 

M3 	I rr, 4 

(III.20) 

Summarizing the results, 

= IXIm , = I8xlm,  

=š

1XIm,,mi X1,.,,I
M

_ 1 1ō.Im 1 1 C~.I tti,

I x 	Ms 

assumes ma distinct values for X in 

the interval 0 X ē m,mb-1 

takes on at most 

for X bounded by 

iff (mb,md) - 1. 

and distinct values 

OSX mbmd-1 

restricted to 0: X 4 mamb-1 , then d4Ā4(X) 
values if rtd 3 M a ; or fewer 

If the range of X is 

will assumes at moat ma distinct 

TR,. 
mz I m'p= IM 

t '.Iml- I ō.Im, 
m, 

By the _definition of mixed-radix, P4 lies in range 0:P4<(w4-1) 

and by equation (I.3), 
k 7,3 + M3p4 	I iix Im3 + m m 3 	;j 

= 	
„4 

From this we have, 

Pa = lāxlm3 
mX ] . 	,mI 

"3 m4 	Th3 m+ 

" 

Now using 	equation (II.13),- 

II1.3.2 : Correspondence Theorems 

Correspondence Theorems are the bases of the residue 

base-extension algorithms; such ae_the THB-E. There are two 

parte in the Theorems and we shall call them Correspondence Theorem 

One and Correspondence Theorem Two. Theorem one shows that the 

MI called transforms, can be calculated from "identically phased" 

)1'3 and a one-dimensional table which is computed empirically. While 

Theorem two, due to Hastings and Moore,
(89.90,102) expresses the 

transforms in closed forms. 

and from eqn. (III.16) 

Correspondence Theorem One : 

Given the moduli ma, mb and and where ma and mb are 

relatively prime and the residues of an integer X, IXI, and IXtSb 

with 0N'S X4 (M,016-1) ; the quantity daNa(X)=11XI"yi'IX6,1m4 can take 

on V values and these can be uniquely determined by the value 

b?blx)=l IXI„b- IXIm,I,,,b and a one dimensional table, where V is 

the smaller of the integers ad and ma. 

(equation II1.22) 

Proof: From lemma III.1, 

Now, solving equations of (1II.20) for P'e, we can express the 

macrocoefficient pair, (b..,S.), in terms of the mixed-radix digits 

(or P's); e.g. for P2, 

=I1,3.1,..'1&x lm.I tixx 

by the definition of multiplicative inverse (see section I). . 

Further algebraic manipulation gives, 

I S.ltu.= lIōxla+mIPz 1an 	qR ,P, +miPAlM; 

(III.21) 

i 
This concludes the preliminaries and we are in the position to 

discuss the concepts of macrocoefficients,extraction. 

has the same value 
bed11,(X)= 11Mlmb IXlrtoi mb 	over the range 

ImaS X 4 (I+1 )m,~ 1 
where I ie an integer. 

d(2))d(X)= IlXlmd-IXlmal,,,d 

Since both expressions have the same form and contain the common 

term NI., , therefore baNb(x) and d4%d(X) are identically phrased. 

From lemma III.2, we observe: 

Similarly, we have: 

_ 13, 
I E.Imx ='P. +m,PL l,, z 
I .,Im, _ P~ 

1b1m4= IP3 +m31141M 4 

also, 

-- do -- 

k 1 
7Yt, mtm3 J », 

n 

ba?■b (X ) 

Furthermore, 

da)%d(X) 



da!td(x)=11x1„,4-1 xl,,, 
0. 

& 	6a )11,(x) = I IxIMb- lxlma l mb 

can be expressed as: 

(equation III.23) 

Proof: 	In terms of the mixed-radix notations, .a number X 
in interval 0 X 4 maMb-f 

I x IXI'^alm b i.e. 
mal MaIMb• ba)1 (X)1M 

and 
available the residues of X, IXIM& and IXIMb are 

Md 
(III.25a) 

hab(X) IMb 

and 

by definition 

(eqn. III.24). 

distinct values if and < ma. 

Now, because da\d(x)=Iixi,.,ā IXI,y'mdand ba)lb(X)-1IXIn6- lx1„.ln1b 

are identically phrased and because 4,A4,00 can take on at moet m 

values, a one-dimensional table can be constructed matching the a 

ma values of ba>'b(X) with the at most ma values of da (X). 

Consequently, the quantity bnlb(X)=lIXImh-lxb.,olmband the 
table uniquely determines 

darld (x) = IIXI,, - (xI"w l r 	and 

This proves the theorem. 

Correspondence Theorem Two: 

Given that m
a 

and mb are relatively prime, 
Q < X InaMb-1  
then, 

daXd (x) = 
I 

ma 

X = P. (X) + Mapz(X) 

where 0 5l(k)5na-1 and 0 5 P~(x) S 	; assuming 

equation has the same form as (I.3), hence 

TUX) 	f x l ,,,n 
P; (x) _ -0) 

Invoking equation (III.20), 

T (x) 	( X 1 	I 	
lJnt► mb 

	

ji m,,1m 	6a\6(X)Irn6 

Hence equation (II1.23) becomes, 

% ix)I %( 	Ī X Imo + mal I mwlMb ba b 	Mb 

The left-hand side fo this expression is defined as daXd(X) and 

this proves the theorem. 

Comments on the Correspondence Theorems: 

A useful interpretation of the Correspondence Theorems 

is that: If an integer can be uniquely represented by two residues, 

then the Correspondence Theorems imply that it is possible to find 

the residue of that integer modulo any other modulus. This inter-

pretation is the basis of the Two residue base-extension (TRB-E) 

algorithm which we are to discuss in the next section. The 

difference between the two theorems was stated at the beginning of 

this section. 

III.3.3 : Two Residue Base-Extension (TRB-E)  

Two residue base-extension (TRB-E) is the operation of 

computing residues of an integer X modulo and -from the information 

contained in two residues of X,IXIma andlxlmb which uniquely re-

present X; i.e. X is within range o4 X S 1rl0.7111.- 1 . 

The validities of the Correspondence Theorems permit 

TRB-E operation; Theorem One shows that IXhndcan be computed using 

the Ns transforms and a one-dimensional table which existe, while 

Theorem two gives the table in a closed form. Let us consider the 

Theorems and see howlXlmd can be computed; from equation (III.23), 

\t0° = ~ Trio I I "ulm b 

daad (X)= IXIM4 - I Xlmalmd 

baO■b(X)= 11 xl'^6- 1 x1 "`alTnb 

than m 
a 

04 X 4 Main b -1. 

where, 

Mb 

(III.24) 
m < a This 

b? b(X)I 
1b ,nc! 

in
° ms. b 

(III.25b) 

(II1.25c) 



The computational steps are: 
	 2) Compute da^4(X)  

Use the ba'b(X) just computed as an address to a one- 

1)  

be computed 

2)  

which 

that 

Compute 	ba Nb(X) 

3)  

dimensional table to obtain, 

da)1d (X) 	• I1X6,4- 
If higher speed of computation is not required, equation 

(III.25a) can be used to compute 	4 	t (X). 

Compute 	tXind 

Since lXlma and IXIm, 	are given, hence 0,0\00 can 

using equation (III.25c). 

Compute 	ds)j1(x) 

In equation (III.25a), Ma 	andimkimb are constants 

can be pre-determined. 	ba'X b(X) has just been calculated eo 

da,Xd(X) 	can be computed. 

from 
lXlmd : 	1IXl ma+ da%d(X) I nd . 

4)  Exit. 
3) Compute 	1 X iris. 

Equation (III.25b) can be expressed more conveniently 

as, 

Since 
Ixlr,d 	IIX1na+ da)\d(x)let, 

ixl,y and daXc((X) 	are given and calculated respectively, hence 

(2) TRB-E as building blocks for other residue base-extensions 

The results of section III.3.3 are applicable to the 

1XImd can be found. 

Ae (TRB-E) algorithm in used extensively, let un 

summarize the procedure of it; but it must be emphasized that the 

procedure is valid only if the residue uniquely represent X; that  

(K,K-1,K+a) RNS's where each has two moduli as factors. With 

similar argument we can construct "Three RB-E", or in general 

"q RB-E algorithm". In appendix IV, we shall discuss algorithms 

for three residue base-extension (3 RB-E) and four residue base-

extension (FRB-E). However, these algorithms can be constructed 

is 	d: Xs~''ia'b- I. 	 using TRB-E algorithm as a building block; i.e. arrange the 

TRB-E in cascades. 	The resulting base-extension algorithms have 

(1) The Two Residue Base-Extension (TRB-E) Algorithm 	 been shown(900.00) more economical than these based on explicit 

X 
Ixlx° 

mixed-radix conversion. 

IXI7 
Two RES/DUE 
f~AiE— 

F. [7ENSaN 

AtEcR,TNn, 

RES/Dl'E 

Tel ACO IhIna 
0$: X 	T '"Ē I With the knowledge of the foregoing subsections, we 

can now discuss macrocoefficient extraction operations. 

Input: Two residues of an integer X which uniquely 
represent X, 1X15,,. and IXlm b. 

Assuming: (m
a,mb)=1, 	ma< mb , and 04XSrt„nb-1 

for unique representation of X. 

Output: The residue of X modulo another modulus; i.e. 

Procedure: 

1) Compute ba'b(X) 

from  

III.3.4 : Macrocoefficient Extraction Algorithms  

Macrocoefficient extraction is the process of computing 

the complete residue representations for the maorocoe1fioientn for 

a given RES; given a sequence of residues (160 ..1 which uniquely 

represent X. 

In section III.2, we discussed the (K,K-1,K+a) RNS's 

and saw that (K,K+a) RNS was a general case for the (K,K-1,K+a) 

RNS's and other RNS's formed by combining the (K,K-1,K+a). We 

shall discuss procedure for calculating ōx, Sx, i': & St 	in the 



K = ml m2 
K + a 

- 
m5 m6 

O S X. M-1 and 

(K, K+a) RES. The TRB-E algorithm is ueed for the macrocoefficient 

extraction. In the (K,K+a) RES, we have: 

1 moduli are relatively 

1 prime; r1,4rnk q ms<ma 

where M = K(K+a) 

also, 	
(xxē.) , (~,5.} 	are the macrocoefficient 

pairs. 

(1) To compute complete residue representations of (1C,&)  

From equation (III.B), integer X is represented by, 

X = K [4] + IXI,c = K ōr + dr 

o 	S. 	IXIK S K- 1 
0 . Ōa 9 ,t] 	(K+0.)-1 

Invoking Composite Residue Theorem (1.25), 

IS.Ir,~ = jtXIK~ = [XII% 	, x = 1,2 
R 

and 1151.1% uniquely represent &x . Since ~Ixl,. ~t~0 are given, 

therefore, I$,I„i` 	for i=1,2 are known. Because Ibrlx,l , i=1,2 

uniquely represent X and they are known, we can use the TRB-E 

algorithm to compute C5.I,,,c where c=5,6. 

From equation (III.26) we can write, 

y _  X -S.  
x 	K 

Since 	0: 2(.x b ( K+o.)- 1 	, taking modulo in (c-5,6): 

.. - I 
XK~x  

I 	I ~clrio I IXI mc- I a. gclfic
l
nl 	(III.27) 

e 

In this expression, IK 
Imc are constants which can be pre-determined, 

IXIm, are given; and Ia.I,1, have just been computed, therefore 

we can compute I ār l,,,,, 

Now, OS ICY, S(Kta)-1 , therefore.IŌr1m= (c=5,6) uniquely 
represent 	and we have just calculated IĪ4r . Hence we can 

use the TRB-E algorithm to compute Ix.Im; (1=1,2). With this 

computation, we have the complete residue representations of 

(6,(,&). Summarizing, the procedure 

Procedure to compute 0(=,Sx)  

1). Compute lō■I.,c where c =5,6  
z 

Since I6Ir,i= Ixlrni where 1-1,2 , therefore use (Ia.l,,;))y ae 
inputs to TRB-E to obtain I&rlms , 150164 . 

(N.B. Furthermore we can compute Mink where mkle any other 

modulus as desired.) 

2) Compute IXrlmt where c = 5,6  

With the knowledge of ISAms and 'MN and equation 

(III.27) compute IŌ.Ims , IYx1r4. 

3) Compute InIelz where 1=1,2  

Use (ōxlms and IōxIM6ae inputs to TRB-B and calculate 

jōxl,ny IK I„,z (and Iir•Imp; k being any other modulus). 

4) Complete residue representations obtained; exit. 

(2) To compute complete residue representations of (P1 ,5r)  

The reasoning is identical in principle as for (  

From equation (III.8), 

X = (Kt0.)Ī'x +S. 
where 	 (III.27) 

0 4 Sx 4 (K+Q) -1 

0 .< Ī~x S K-1 
Now, !SA,: IXImc where c=5,6 are known and they uniquely 

represent S. . Therefore Is.In,; (i-1,2) can be found in using 

TRB-E algorithm. 

From equation (III.27) we can write, 

taking modulo mi where 1=1,2 we obtain: 

I K I~,4•'IXImj IS.Inj) 	(I1I.28) 
; m2 

1 
Kim, and IXImI are predeterminable and given; also ISKI,,;have 
been found, therefore IĪiI, can be computed. With IRIni , which 

uniquely represent Ii. , we can use the TRB-E algorithm to 
obtain IrtI„LC where c=5,6. Let outline the procedure. 

where 
(III.26) 

X -Sx} 
I,n1 



Procedure to compute ( Ī?, , S.) : 

1) Compute Is.I,.;where 1-1,2  

Since I54„t=lx6, where c-5,6; therefore with them as 

inputs to the TRB-E algorithm to compute IS,I.̀ where 1.1,2. 

(N.B. We can compute, if desired, I$J,,,k  where :nk is any 

other modulus.) 

2) Compute If In, where 1=1,2  

With the knowledge oftS.imi and equation (III.28) VRlmc  
where c=5,6 can be calculated. 

3) Compute IRdm where c=5,6  

UseIPcls (1=1,2) as inputs to the TRB-E algorithm to 

obtain INN  (also N„k  where 1''!Q is any other modulus). 

4) Exit. 

This concludes the discussion of macrocoefficlents 

and macrocoefficient extraction. 

SECTION IV 

BASE EXTENSION AND ALGORITHMS 

IV.1 	Base-extension 

IV.2 : Base-extension algorithms 

IV.2.1 Base-extension using mixed-radix conversion 

IV.2.2 : Base-extension using macrocoefficient extraction 

IV.2.2.1 : General Case 

IV.2.2.2 : Three residue base-extension 

IV.2.2.3 : Four residue base-extension 



11 _ 
where 

IV : Base - Extension and Algorithme(82'84'87'89'90,93-102) 

IV.1 : Base-extension  

Extension of bases or base-extension is the procedure 

of finding the residue digits for a new set of moduli frith„ Mn,z, 

..., )R," ), when the residue digits (Ix607:, relative to 

another set of moudli (m:i, are given. The new base (or set 

of moduli) is often an extension or enlargement of the orginal 

base. 

Base-Extension is often required for fractional 

multiplication algorithms and error detection and correction 

algorithms. There are two approaches for base-extension: One 

uses the mixed-base conversion and the other employs the macro-

coefficient extraction techniques. We shall discuss these 

approaches in the next section and its subsections. 

IV.2 : Base-Extension Algorithms  

IV.2.1 : Base-extension algorithm using mixed-radix conversion  

(references: 82,84,87,88,93-99) 

Mixed radix number system was discussed in section II; 

from equation (II.5), an integer X can be expressed in the 

associated system by: 

X = PR ,I I M;, + .. • t Pg7n, Mz + P; M, + 1 ~ 
a•t 

where 

O 4 X 4 M-1 

M

`1

= 1,21 m~ 	 (IV.1) 

04 Pi 4'm -t 

Now, required to add an extra mixed-radix coefficient Pc 

corresponding to a modulus me (c=n+l, n+2, ..., n+r),which is 

relatively prime to M, to equation (IV.1) where X is still 

bounded by 04 X 4 m-1 	, so that:  

Since X is still restricted to range 04 X4 M-I , the coefficient 

Pc must be equal to zero. This fact is the basis of the algorithm. 

From equation (II.12), Pc can be represented by: 

        

   

m, 

   

Pc = 

   

Ma 

   

     

-Pm 

  

    

mn 

 

7RG 

       

which can be expressed as, 

+Q c1c e 

(IV.3) 

M = Tr, m;, 

C , + mir"': + •.. + m~...mMpn l - - Q= 	M 	J M 

Because P- 0, hence from equation (IV.3) we can solve for IXI„c 

iff (M,mc)=1. Since the moduli are relatively prime, therefore 

(M,mc)=1 is satisfied. 

Pc = I 
IXln4 

+ Qc l
= 0 

„ I M 

a, I 	c M a 0 

IX 	= I-MGclmc- I1-MImc.IQt~Iv, 
-MI„ff ffgi a oonetant which can be predetermined, hence we are only 

required to calculate IQcJ„,c to determine tXI, c . 

Observe in equation (IV.3) that Pc is obtained at the end 

of a mixed-radix conversion process, therefore the quantity at 

the me digit position (or in the me adder) is 

Pc = I 	
+Qclmc 

Therefore, if we initially set me adder to zero and perform the 

mixed-radix conversion process as if Pe was to be computed; then 

and 

and 

X = Pc V,in: + pnIT 	+... tP3m,m;+P;m,+p, 

ADDcD 
'Team 

(IV.2) 



obtain P4). P4 is unnecessary (i.e. multiplication by ISI7 to 

Hence after subtraction at step 3, we can write: 

~ IR17•I3I7•I517•1x17+15176 17 	0 
Multiplying by 5, 

11117.1*17• 1xx17 -1- 6 11= 0 

Ilō17•lxI7I7 = 1-6 17 OR 1 117 

both sides by "2 modulo 7", Procedure : Multiply 

the contents of adder me at the end of the process is 1Qc1.,, 

Multiplying this by I-Mltnc we obtain IX l,rti . Alternatively, we 

can use table-lookup technique to obtain IXlmc from 	back.. 

We shall illustrate this algorithm with a numerical 

example and concludes this subsection with an outline of the 

algorithm. 

A numerical example for base-extension using mixed-radix conversion 

Given the residue 

the base with moduli 2, 

to include 	m4 •• 7. 

PIODdWR ~ 	RsS ,DRE OPERATIONS 

representation 

3, 	and 5. 	Find 1X17 

m, 	mz 	Mj 
z 	3 	5 

ma41 1,1,31 	for 

; 	i.e. extend base 

m4 
7 STOPS 

I R<f/D✓E 	l'!p'&SFNiM110N 
OF X 

i 	Svasnta T P.: 1 

Psvo.oil By IfIn1  

z 	I Sv6srmer 7i=0 
I 

1,4(1444 By 1 3IA' 

3 
1 

IX17+0 
1 	P■ = I 

O O 
2. 

2 
3 

1 )07 + 6 
4 

ō. 

0 0 
41X17 + 3 	Pax 0 

0 
1 
z 

41x17+3 
s 

3 	i su8srracr -6. z 

T'✓tnacy By l s l n; 

zolx17 + 	P3 -2 
2. 

0 40 POT + 6 
3 

P4 a I60k17+417=11117-1317•1317•1X17*417=0 

PXXOETERF,A0Ate 
CONSTANT 

FOOLS 1 āo 17 

II3oI7'1x1744I7= 0 
or Iz•IXI7+417 =0 

1;•IX1717 w 1- 417 oa 

Observations: 

1) In carrying out the "base-extension" process, the 

multipliers (viz. Tf17 11}17+1#17) are independent of the residues of 
X, i.e. { 1,1,31 . These multipliers are used in the last stage 

of the process (see line pA ). Hence they need not be carried 

along in the residue operations (i.e. the table). 

This is why 1601 7 was left un-operated upon through 

out the conversion process to indicate that : 

16017 =11i17 • {āI7'I6i71 7 	OR 
Hence the conversion can be directed from step 3 immediately to 

line © , missing out steps ® through ® , 

i.e. 	1 X 17 = 	z x 1-417 I7 = 12 3 17= 
2) The last step of the base-extension process to obtain 

.. 1x17 : 1 6 .1 1 7 = 6 
which yielde the correct result. This shows that IX17 can be 

obtained immediately after subtraction at step 3 by writing: 

IX 17=IIzx317x 1-6 1717 
= 16X117,= 6 

mom 

Outline of the base-extension algorithm using mixed-radix conversion  

GIVEN : "n" non-redundant moduli 1?2,,m4,•••,,rtn 	and 

"r" redundant moduli r1y/01,mma•••. m,,,,L ; we wish 
r♦w 	 n 

to compute (Ik1,,.)s/1" from the given residue (1X 
C 	1 m-  •~0 

1017° 1=17 

1317 

IX1";1n the corresponding moduli mi Enter residues 

adders. 

Set modulo me adders to zero. 

(x17 = Iz "317 =6 1 ) (a) 

(b) 



2) (a) Subtract P,•IXIn, modulo ma, where 	a=1,2, 	..., n+r, 

from the contents of all the adders. 

(b) Multiply the contents of the adders 

modulo m 	where 1 - 2,3, 	..., n+r. 

(r04.2, by hu,„ 

3) (a)  Subtract Pe[,K—„]„. 	modulo mi 	where 

from contents of all the modulo mj 

j 	- 2,3, 	..., n+r 

adders. 	P2 was 

the content of modulo m2 adder after the multipli-

cation at step 2(b). 
nrn 

(b) Multiply the contents of the adder (TM'k)kos by 	I*inslma 

modulo mk 	where 	k - 3,4, 	..., n+r. 

n) (a) Subtract 	p 	:[tn,",iX„m.1J",„ modulo at 	, where 	j. - n, n+l, 

n+2, ..., n+r from the contents of the modulo mq adders. 

Pn-1 was the contents of modulo mn-1 adder after 

multiplication at step (n-l)b. 
n~a 

(b) Multiply the contents of adders (ii•n by 

modulo mq where q = n,n+l, ..., n+r. 

n+l) (a) Subtract Tn'tm,,,:!_ m„_ WIMR modulo m, where q - n,n+l, 

n+2, ..., n+rr from the contents of the modulo mq 

adders. Pn was the contents of modulo mn adder after 

multiplication at step nb. 

(b) Multiply the contents of adders 
(mn+1' mn+2' '''•  mn+r) 

by 	modulo me where c = n+l, n+2, ..., n+r. 

n+n 

Final step : compute sequence Clkl'"6Ic=n.i  

lUma are the contents of modulo me adders after the 

multiplication at step (n+l)b. Multiply the contents of each 
w4P. 

modulo me adder by 1-MJme modulo me results the sequence (IXIN) 

being stored in the m
c 

adders. 

IV.2.2 s Base-extension algorithms using Macrocoefficient  

Extraction (ref.: 89,90,100-102) 

Algorithms presented in this section are less general 

than that of section IV.2.1 : base-extension algorithm using 

mixed-radix conversion is applicable to any number of moduli, 

whereas those using macrocoefficient extraction are limited to 

number systems with integers uniquely represented by only four 

moduli. We shall consider some algorithms of the latter type in 

this section. 

The systems under discussion are the (K,K-1,K+a) RRNS, 

where a> 0 and X is bounded by 0. X < K(K-1). From this 

RBNS, as discussed in section III.1 of appendix III, any of the 

following three RNS'e uniquely represent X, 

System A: 

System B: 

System C: 

Using base-extension, for a given representation of X in one 

system we can compute the residue representation of X for the 

remaining two moduli in the (K,K-1,K+a) RNS's. For example, 

given the (K,K-1) residues of X we can find the (K+a) residues. 

As observed in section III.1, we need only consider the "general 

case"; that ie,given an integer X uniquely represented in a 

(K,K+a) RNS, where 

K -ml , m2 , 

K'+ a = m5 . m6 , 

with moduli being relatively prime and X bounded by 

0$ X; K(K+a) - 1 

we wish to compute the residue of X modulo mk, where mk is 

any other moduli relatively prime to ml and m2. A comment on 

other base-extension algorithms is to follow. 

Two residue base-extension (TRB-E) algorithm, which 

is the basis of macrocoefficient extraction, was discussed in 

section III.3.3 of section III. It was indicated therein the 

1!,q residue base-extension" (qRB-E),•with `q" greater than two, 

could similarly be constructed as TRB-E. Alternatively, we 

could realise qRB-E using TRB-E as basic building block, 

m eYt 

} 
(IV.5) 



ItxIMr where 1 - 5, 6. 

Now take residue modulo mk of equation (IV.6) therefore, 

I K Imk IKŌx +& I MA 

IIK Im~ IXxlmk+ 141N1,4k 

81aoeIKl„k is a constant and predeterminable, we only need to 	
w 

compute IXxi*k , ISxI mkto obtain IXIr„k. Let us outline this process 	O 

which is known as (3RB-E) algorithm. 

(IY.1O) 

i.e. cascading TRB-E blocks. Herein, we shall discuss the 

"general case" of base-extension, described in the previous 

paragraph, and two other special cases; viz. three residue base- 

extension (3HB-E) and four residue base-extension (FRB-E). 3RB-E 

is useful for fractional multiplication and FRB-E is useful for 

error-correction and detection applications. 

IV.2.2.1 : General case -- compute the mk residue of X given the  

(K,K+a) residues of X  

IxI„1 

?I& is Amy Cawat Mawsu, 

(MA,K)=1 

Prom equation (III.8), integer X is uniquely represented by, 

x = K 3x + bx 	(IV.6) 

Taking modulo mk of (IV.6), 

IXImk = I KŌx+Ōxlmi = 
IIKI„k•IXxI„k+ I64mk15 	(IV.7) 

IK w is a constant which is predeterminable; hencel?Iwk can be 

found if IreI„k and ISxlnk are computed using the TRB-E discussed 
in section II1.3.3 of section III. Let us outline the procedure 

for this general case of base-extension. 

ISxlx,.heve just been found in step 1. Therefore, we can 

obtain, 

3) Compute 11(=17%  

Since 0444  (K+a)-1 therefore I3xI,nI (i-5,6) 

uniquely represent ōx ; thus can use TRB-E to obtain Iōxl„a, 

4) Compute IXI„k and EXIT  

IŌxĪmk and IS"Imk are now known, therefore we can 

calculate IXImk using equation (IV.7). 

IV.2.2.2 : Three residue base-extension algorithm  

Three residue base-extension (3RR-E) is defined as 

follows; given an integer X bounded by range 0. X4 mbmdme 1 

and uniquely represented by 

JXir,b , IXImd f IXIm• 

where the moduli are relatively prime. Find the residue of X 

modulo mk (where mk is relatively prime to the moduli). 

The number system is "similar” to the (K,K+a) RAS is we 

x = K[K] + IxIK = KŌx + Sx 

K = tn bmd 

dew - El K 
I 1 RCL FFFK

∎aNT 
/ENT 

(K, Kra) 

0 X S K(Kru)-1 

define, 

f 
Procedure : To compute mk  residue of X given the (KtK+a) 	 Since 0 6 X 6 mbmdme - 1, and from (IV.8) therefore, 

residue of X 0 4 S.. 4 K - 1 oR rrt bmd—i 
1) Compute 	where i 	5,6,k 	 but 	0 	i~x 	me - ( 	(IV.9) 

	

Since 0 6 Sx.< K -I 	, therefore by Composite 	
eo that 	rōxlTee 	

6tt 

Modulus Theorem (I.25), IS■I m,. IXI,,, and IŌxI,, IXIx~ and the 
residues uniquely represent X. Hence use IJ'xIrl, and IŌxlmyas 

inputs to a TRB-E to obtain. 

IŌxlmi 	where 1 = 5,6,k 

2) Compute Iāxlmt where i =5,6  

Rewrite equation (IV.7) as 

'MN =lt-idm4•IIX61z
-16°NIm ,Im` 

a constant and predeterminable, IXk are given, and IKIRL 



b,d,e 

p < X nt bmd me-1 

TNREE RESIDUE 
BASE 
F <7ENS.e N 
ALGU:IIN M 

1) Compute 0)1cj (Sx)  

From equation (IV.9) we have 04 Oxo mbmd -  1 therefore 

ox is uniquely represented by Iā.Lb , ISxin,d. By the Composite 
Modulus Theorem (I.25), 

Procedure of Three residue base-extension algorithm 
	

4) Compute Ib.xlma g irk  

Taking modulo me of equation (IV.B), 
I 	ōx 

Iāxl' 1 
X
K 	Ime 

Ōx= I ōxl,ma = IIKI 	11x 	I5.►gl,,,.` 

(
1 
K Ir„e is a constant therefore predeterminable; I Xlme and 16".1 5, 

are respectively given and found in step 3. Hence we can 

calculate L. 141,e. 

That is, 

(IV.l6) 

(IV.11) SA IN= Ix I mb 	and, 	IaxlTM.ī' IXInd. 5)  Compute 	Ixxln0. 

The 	)1 - transform, using equation (II1.14), ie given by, Since 	ix 	is found from step 4, we can compute residue 

& modulo "ink; i.e. 	This can be obtained using 

dbl 4(X.) = IEdrna- 	Iāwl,,,t lmd combinational logic. 

IIxI— I xlxk I,4 	
(IV.12) 

6)  Compute !kink and EXIT 

Since IXI„It. and IXI„Ati are given therefore d671da4 is computable. 

2) Compute 'kb4(~x) and eb\e (S)  

Again from equation (III.14) we have, 

Ōb.),\J (Fe.) = IIō"I,,,k — I Ō ,tbl,̂ i e g = 1t,e 	(IV.13)  

Take modulo mk of equation (IV,8), 

IXImk = IKI 	Iiixlhk+ IE I„klmk 	(IV.17) 

Since 11(1,08 a predeterminable constant and Ii m& , Writ, 

are respectively found in steps 6,3 hencelOnk ie obtained 

as desired. EXIT. 

3) 

Equation (IV.13) can be computed by using 	d6)%d(ax) as an 

address to a one-dimension table as stated by Correspondence 

Theorem One (III.22). Sacrifying computation apeed, we can 

alternatively use Correspondence Theorem Two (III.23) to 

obtain 3b)1i(Ōx)j 	so that

) 

write (IV.13) as: 

i6X3(SO=lmb'I ,.. db)1d(ax) 1tn 	(Iv.14) 
3 

Compute 	Ishii 	, . 	= k,e 

IV.2.2.3 : Four residue base-extension algorithm, 

X. 

III. 

Four residue base-extension (FRB-E) is the process of 

computing 

Taking 

the (K+a) residues of X given the (K,K-1) residues of 

Relevant equations are stated in section III.2 of appendix 

From equations (III.B) and (III.5) we have 

X = KL-]+IxiK = KTx t ce 
K = m, x MI 	 (IV.11) 

K +4 = 'MS* m6 

modulo 	me , c = 5,6 	of equation (IV.11), 

Ix 1..c- I K xx + dx l „~ 

(IV.12) 

From equation
` 

I J'x I,~. 

Since 46NaZ) 	and 

and (Iv.11), therefore 

(III.23) we can express I&I, ae 

I ' 7\. (s.) + I āxlmb ~m 	(IV.15) 
d 

Iāxlml, 	are known from equations (IV.14) 

we can find 	Id'xl 	. 



c=5,6 
(IV.15) 

a3,4 

By Correspondence Theorem One (III.22) we can obtain equation 

(IV.15) by using a,)1e(Sx) , computed in step 1, as address to 

a one-dimension table. Sacrifyir.g computation speed, we can 

alternatively use Correspondence Theorem Two (I1I.23) to 

obtain equation (IV.15) so that:

t 
CI ~c(S.)=lMilkin 2i Nz(aO I~` c=5f 6 1 

(a)=lm,m mi.21 Xl(~x)I d 	
3,4   1 

(IV.16) 

(IV.19) 

(IV.2O) 

table- 

(IV.21) 

(IV.22) 

IK[acie a predeterminable constant, we only need to find 'n111/4, ISxI=̀  

to obtain Ma,. The process, i.e. FRB-E algorithm, is detailed 

below. 

Procedure of Four residue base-extension algorithm 

3) Compute TS'xImcJō.Ini. 

From equation (III.23), we have 

1ō.ITMC - Ici)1c(s)+ I S.Im, I,,,c 3 c -5,6 

& 	IS.Im3 = Ib,As (Sx)+ ISxIm, I m. ; =3'4 } (19.17) 

)4s are found in 

and I Sxlmi. 
Z. I,z,3.4

• o 	K(K-1)-;  

Fait REs,bue 
Bins- 

F11FN]I ON 

AiGaR,n,ni 

IXI~e 
_r 

c=5,6 

at kx(SA)  

Since 04 Ex K-1, therefore Sr is uniquely represented 

by Ibxl,.;, where 1-1,2. By the Composite Residue Theorem (I.25) 

we have, 

1 8=Im4 = IX d, 	; 1- I.2 	(Iv.13) 

The %1-transform defined by equation (III.14) is,' 

dl)+~(~x)= ll~xlm~ I~Ir,I„ 	Ilx lm= IXIm,Imx 

Since IXim, and May are given therefore 21X(3) can be found. 

2) Compute adte(Sx) and Oi(Sx) ; c=5,6 and j=3,4  

From equation (III.14) we have, 

clTc(ct,) = (Iaxi,,~—ISxIT ìl"~C 

Since IS*Ii, IXIm, , equation (IV.13) and 

(IV.16) therefore we can compute ISxlmc 

Compute I Z(xIr,j ; 1=3,4  

Rewriting equation (IV.11) and taking it modulo 

x-ō   x-6;'Ind I 	(IV.18) 
 

FL1 is a predeterminable constant; IXImd and IS;Im+ are 

respectively given and found in step 3, therefore I1:qmd 

computable. 

Compute 43))4(ōx) 

Similar argument as step 1, we have 

43)\40-x) = Il2f.l„4 I~xIA;`"ia 
= IIXIm4- I xlmslm4 

since 04 ā.$ (K-1)-1; hence 43X4(4). 

6) Compute ca)1c(&) ; c=5,6  

Corresponding to step 2, we can write 

C3%1C (Āc) = Ilōxlmc Iōxli,3lnae 

therefore c3)Ic(10 can be obtained using 43):4() and 

lookup. Alternatively, compute 03X (yr) 	by: 

C3'c OW= I M3 I m3lr,c 43\(4) IN 

7) Compute Mime ; c=5,6  

Similar to step 3, we have 

= IC3Nc(G)+IŌ'IM3 C 

Since Oqōx- (K-1)-1, therefore IŌxIm3 and IY4Im+ uniquely 
represent )jX . By the Composite Residue Theorem (1.25), 

Ilf,Iw3= IXIM3 and IōxI1%eMsw. 	I'1m3 and IX64 	are given. 

cNr•) were computed in step 6, therefore I(*Imc can be found. 

4)  

5)  

1) Compute 

(IV.l4) 

are 



8) Compute 1X1T^c ; c-5,6 and EXIT. 

Take modulo me of equation (17.11 

IXlnuc = ItCYx+&Im 

11K1%.( "mc f ~ōxirxc l„ 
	 (Iv.23) 

Ws, is a predeterorinable constant, 11"•1,a, and Mim are 

respectively found in steps 7 and 3. Consequently JXlmc are 

computable. 	EXIT. 

Observe that steps 1 through 3 and 5 through 7 

parallel the TRB-E algorithm. This concludes the discussion of 

base-extension using macrocoefficient extraction and the appendix. 



Appendix 16 : 

A STUDY ON TIIE ARITIIIMETIC LOGIC FOR 

RESIDUE ADDITION & MULTIPLICATION 
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Digit 	Coda 

0 	0 0 
1 	0 1 
2 	1 0 

Arithmetic Logic for Residue Addition & Multiplication 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of using residue number systems, 

it is of interest to determine how much logic (in terms of logical gates) 

is required to implement the required arithmetic operations. Addition & 

multiplication for moduli 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, and 23 have been 

chosen for our study. CAD techniques developed have been employed for 

our study. These CAD tools are presented in appendices 2 & 8. Methods 

employed for Addition & Multiplication are discussed separately and is 

followed by the results obtained for - .01. Finally the findings are 

summarized in tables A15.4 & A15.5. 

A) Residue Addition Logic 

In order to develop the logic for this operation it is convenient to 

specify first the coding for the residue digits and for the flip-flops 

in which they will be stored. The residue digits will be coded in 

ordinary binary form so that if a number system consisting of residues 

of 2, 3, 5, 7 is assumed, then 9 bits of storage are required for each 

word. The two numbers which are to be added together will be stored 

in two flip-flop registers which will be called the addition register (AR) 

and the multiplication register (MR). The individual flip-flops will be 

coded for reference as AR1, AR2, AR3, etc. The logic which will be 

developed will permit the contents of the MR to be added to the contents 

of the AR with the sum appearing in the latter. To illustrate the procedure 

for determining the proper logic, consider the addition of residue of base 3. 

The addition table and the coding for this base is shown in table A15.1. 

Mod 3 	MR 
+ 	0 1 2 

	

0 	0 1 2 

	

AR 1 
	1 2 0 

	

2 	2 0 1 

Table A15.1 : Base 3 Addition Table 
and Binary Coding  

The residue base 3 addition table is obtained using APL functions in 

appendix 6. The sum of the two base 3 digits will appear in AR2 and AR3, 

where the latter will be in the MSB (most significant bit) and the former 

the LSB (least significant bit). The logic to generate the two correct 

sum bits in the two flip-flop has a complementing input, may be complement 

logic. The complement input for the flip-flop A112 will be coded as CAR2 

and for AR3 as CAR3. The required logic for each flip-flop then must be 

true whenever its state must be changed. These conditions can be determined 

by referring to the'addition table and bearing in mind the coding for each 

digit. LOCMIN has been used as an aid for logic minimization (appendix 2). 

Thus, the resulting equations for AR3 and AR2 are given below. 

CAR3 = AR3 AR2 (MR3 MR2) + AR3 AR2 (MR3 MR2) + 

AR3 AR2 (MR3 MR2 + MR3 MR2) 

CAR2 = AR3 AR2 (MR3 R2) + AR3 AR2 (MR3 MR2 + MR3 14R2) + 

• AR3 AR2 (MR3 MR2). 

Logic for the addition of residue digits of other bases may be developed 

in a similar manner. The logic for the addition of residue digits of 

bases up to 23 are given in section D. As might be suspected the logic 

becomes increasingly complex for each greater base so that as more residue 

digits are used the expense increases exponentially. It is thus desirable 

to use the smallest base number possible and only as many as is absolutely 

necessary. 

B) Residue Multiplication Logic 

The logic required for multiplication is developed in very much the 

same way as for addition. In this case the two registers which will be 

used will be called the multiplication register (MR) and the memory 

buffer register (MB). The flip-flops will be coded in a manner similar 

to that before. The logic which will be developed will permit the 

contents of MR to be multiplied by the contents of MB with the product 

appearing in the former. The multiplication of residues digits of base 

3 will be developed here. The multiplication table and coding for 

base 3 digits are shown in table A15.2. 



CAR1 = B 

1. Mod 2 Logic  

AR1 = A 	MR1 = B 

2. Mod 3 Logic 

MR9 = D 
MR8 = E 
MR7 = F • 

4. Mod 7 Logic 

AR9 = A 
AR8 = B 
AR7 = C 

Mod 3 MB 
X 0 1 2 Di it Code 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MR 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 

2 0 2 1 2 1 0 

Table A15.2 : Base 3 Multiplication Table 
and Binary Coding 

As for addition, complementing logic results in the least number of 

gates, so this form of logic will be used. Thus, referring to the table 

the logic for MR3 can be written as: 

CMR3 = MR3 MR2 (MB3 b'.B2) + MR3 MR2 (MB3 MB2 + MB3 MB2) 

and the logic for 1382 would be: 

CMRR2 = MR3 MR2 (MB3 !.B2 + MB3 :032) + NR3 MR2 (MB3 MB2) 

These may further be simplified to: 

The logic for multiplication of residues digits of other bases is developed 

in a similar manner. The logic for multiplication of residue digits up to 

base 23• is given in section D. 

CAR2 = BC + ĀD + AC. 
CARS = AD + EC + BD 

C) Logic Equations for Addition Logic (Base 2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23)  

The logic equations have been developed on the assumption that a complementary 

input is available on each flip—flop. The numbering of the flip—flops which 

will store the sum in AR is shown below. The numbers of the flip—flops in 

MR and Mn are analogous. For brevity a letter code will be used in the logic 
equations. 

Storage scheme used in addition register are depicted below: 

CAR4 = ĀEF + ABF + BDF + CDE + ADF + AEP + BCE 
CARS = BCDF + CEF + BCD + AD + BE + CEF 
CAR6 = ED + BCEF + AE + ECEF + BCEF + AF 

CART = ACE + ABET + ADF + BCDF + CDE + BDE 
+ ADF + ABF + EDEF 

CARS = ACD + BCD_E_+ ABDE + ADEF + NE; 
+ ACE + CDEF + CEF + ADF + BDF + ABEF 

CARS = BCD_+ AC~Ē_t Riff + ACRE + BCF + ABF 
+ BEE + BDEF + AEF + CEF 

AR3 = A 	MR3 = C 
C5LR2 = MR3 MB2 + MR2 t•033 	 AR2 = B 	MR2 = D 

CMR3 = MR3 MB3 + MR2 M82 
3. Mod 5 Logic  

DIGIT 

Flip—flop 

AR I AR AR 1AR  AR AR I . . . IAR  AR AR AR AR I 
2 	3 	5 	23 

1 	2 3 	4 5 6 	28 29 30 31 32 

MSB 

AR6 = A 	MR6 = D 
AR5 = B 	MRS = E 
AR4 = C 	MR4 = F 



6. Mod 13 Logic 

AR17 = A MR17 = E. 
AR16 = B MR16 = F 
AR15 = C 

	
i•IR15 = G 

Alt14=D MR14 = H 

8. Mod 19 Logic 

AR27 = A MR27 = F 
AR26 = B MR26 = G 
AR25 =C MR25=H 
AR24 = D !1R24 = J 
AR23 = E MR23 = K 

7. Mod 17 Logic 

AR22 = A MR22 = F 
AR21 = B MR21 = G 
AR20 = C 	I•III2o = H 
AR19 = D MR19 = J 
AR18 = E I2118 = K 

ACĒFGH + ADĒGH + ACĒGR + BCFGH + AEii +-
AFEI + CEG + ĀCĒ61I + BEER + BEFH + ABCH 
+ AĒĒH + BCDFH 

ADEG + DGH + BCFGH + ACGH + CDEG + BCDFG 
+ ABDEG + ĀBDGIĪ + AF.i)SGi1 + BDEG' + CDEG _+ 
AEH + BEH + AFGII + BDFG + ADFG + AEFGH 

AECDE + BEG + AEGII + BDEGII + ACEG + 
ACLFG + ADFG_+ CDĒ_FII + ACF_G_+ BF + ĀDFGH 
+ ĀFGII + CDFGH + ACFII + ACFG 

BCDE + BCEG + BDEGII + BCDEFII + BCĒFG + 
ADIG + BCFE + BCFG + BDFGII + BDFGII + BDFGH 
+ ACEG + ACĒII - + AF + BCDFH + BGDFH + AGH 

CAR10 = 

CAR11 = 

CAR12 = 

CAR13 = 

5. Mod 11 Logic 
	 7. Mod 17 Logic (Continued)  

AR13 = A MR13 = E 
AR12 = B MR12 = F 
AR11 = C MR11 = G 
A310 = D MR10 = II 

CAR14 = ACDGII + AEG1I + AEH + AGH + ACFH + ADFH + 
CDEG + BCDFĪ{ + ABDFE + ARE-GM + ABEH 

ABEH + ĀEFEI + BEFGII + ABCĒFII + ABEGH + 
ECEGII + BCEH + EDER + ACEH + ACEF + 
DEF + AFGĪ{ + BEF 

CAR15 = ACDFGH + ABEGH + BCDEGIĪ + AEFGH + E_DEF + 
CLEF + _DDFGH + ADEGII + ADDGII + AEGH + 
DGM + ABDG + DGH + BĒFGH + AFGH + AEGII + 
BEGII + BCFG + CEGII + ACGH 

CARIB = CDFGII + ACFG + ACEFG + ACEFG + CDFEII + 
ADL'FG + BDEFG + BEG + ABFH + BCEFE + 
ABEG + AEEH + BEEH + CDEF + ADEFG + 
ACEFG + BCFGH + ACDF + A_CFGH + BDEFH + 
CDFGH + ĀCĒFG + ĀĒFGH + ACEFH 

CAR17 = ACDF.G + BCEF + BCDE + BEFG + DCDEFH + 
BCD::FiI + A_CĒGII + BCĒFG + ABEG + CDEFEN 
+ ABEH + BCFG + BCDFH + ACEF + BEEF + 
BEEF + AFII + BDĒFĪI + ADEF + BDFGII + AFG 
+ BDEFGIE 

CAR18 = ECDEJK + BCEH + BGJK + BCDHK + BDEHJK 
+ BEGR + BDGK_ + BCHJK + CDEGHK + CGHJK 
+ AJ + CDGIIK + BCGK + BF + DF + CF + 
EF + AIIiC + AF + AGE + BC1)EK + ABCDI( + 
ĀĒCĪiK + ABGK + AEDGIIE + ABCJI( + ACGH + 
BDGKK + APR + ĀCGJK 

CAR19 = BC_DEHJK + BCEGSK + BDEGJK + E GIIJK + 
ABCJK + ĀBIIJĪ( + ABGJK + Ā6ĪIJ1 + ĀC6JK + 
BCDEJ + BCHJK + BDHJK + CGHJK + CDGJK + 
BGJK + DGIIJK + ZEGJK + ĒCEJIC + LEER + 
BEER + BEEJK + DEER + AĒFH + AEFH + CĒFH 
+ EJK+ĒJK 

CAR20 = DFIIJK + CDGHJ + BEIIJK + DEHJR + Ē{DĪiJ + 
DGIĪJ + DIIJR + BCEIIJK + CEGHJK + BCDIIK 
+ BGGl1Jr + EERJK_+ DEIBC + BDGIIK + BCHJK 
BDEIIK + AEF + DEC!Ii + DI{JK + CGHJK + 
BCH3K_ + CDEF + BEEF + ;MIR +_ĀDIIJE_ + 
AGHJK + BCDEGIUK + REILTIZ + EHJE + EH3K 

CAR21 = BCDG + CDGJ + ABCEGK + CGII + DGIIJK + 
DGIIJ + CDGE11C + CGIĪJ + BĒGIIR + CDĒGK + 
BDGIIK + DEGIĪK + CEGJK + EGI1J_K + ACGJI: + 
BCGJ + _CDEEK + DEGHK + ACEGJ + DGIIJK + 
BGIIJ + EGIIJI: + BGDEG +.AEF + BDEGJK + 
AGILJK 

CAR22 = BCDEGHJK + BCDEGIIJI( + BCDEGHJK + BCDEG.'{JK _ 
+ BCDĒGĪLJĪ: + BEDĒGHJiC + BCDĒGIIJR + nn-526-1317 
+ BCDEGHJK + MUG + BCDE + G_HJ_li + ECDEGILJK 
+ ĒCDEGĪIJK + BCDIiG11JK + BCDEGHJK + i3CDEGHJR 
+-All + AG + AJ + AK 

CAR23 = ABCDK + ABCFK + ACFGK + ABDFJK + ABEL: + 
BCGK + BCEIIJK + CDGIIJK + DCDHJli  + BDGJE + 
BCDEHK  + ABFGK + ĀFGIĪK + DFGIIJK + BDGEIJK + 
ACDFIIJK + BDEGĪ: + CDEGIII: + BEGJ1i + BGH + 
ADJK + AGE + AIiĪC + CEGi1JR + CFR + BFK + AFK 
+ DEER + DFJK + EFJ + AEJK 

CAR24 = AEEIIJ + ABCEJ + ABCFJ + AIIFGJK + ACFGJK + 
ĀFGIĪJI: + ĀBFIĪJK + ĀD_EGJ + ĀCEGJ + AEGMMJ + 
BCDII3K + BDGJK + ADJE + BC_GJV. + CDGI:JK + 
AGJK + BGIIJK + AGHJK + CFK + DFK + BFK + 
AFK + AEGJ + BCEGJ + BCDGJ + CDEGIIJ + 
AEEIJ + BCDEIIJ + AEFJ + BEFJ + CEFJ + DEFJ 
+ EJK + EJK 

CAR25 = ABDFIIJ + ADFGHJ + BCDEGIIK -M ASDH + ADEGIB( 
+ ADIIJ + BCGIIJ + Ā1iJI. + CDGIIJ + DEHJK + 
BDGHJ + BDEGH + ĀGIIJE + ĀBEĪIJK + AHJK + 
CGHJK +DEFGIĪK + BCDGHJ +BDFGJ + ĀEGĪIJK + 
ABDIIJ + DEILJK + BDEFHK + BGHJ_E + BDGHJ + 
AĒDGĪIJ + BDEGII + CDGHK + CDFJ + BCEILJ + 
ADFJ + AGĪIJK + BCEGIIJK + BĒFJK + ADEF + 
BBEF + CEFJĪ( + AFJIC + CLEF 



9. Mod 23 Logic 

AR23 = A MR32 = F 
AR31 = B MR31 = G 
AR30 = C MR30 = H 
AR29 = D MR29 = J 
AR28 = E MR28 = K 

2. Mod 3 Logic  

R"R1 • A 

HB1 = A HR1 • B 

HB3 = A 	ē"Ii3 a c 
HB2 -• E3 ]SR2 = D 

. CHR2 • AC + HD 

Cl R3 = AD 4 /C 

3. Mod 5 Logic  

8: Moll 19 Logic (continued)  
9. Mod 23 Logic (continued)  

CAR26 =BCDFJ + ADFJ + CGH } AFJK + CDFGT + ADGEJ 
+ BCGJ + ĀDGHK • AGH + ĀCGĪI + BGH + ADGJ 
+GDG1L + BDlGK + CDEFGK + BDGJ + ĀBCFGJ + 
TEEN + ADGK + ADEGH + ĀEGĪIJ + ĀCEGJ + 
ĀGĪIJĪ: +BEGJK + BCEFJIC + ECF + AEGJ + 
CDEGJK.+ CEGJK + ĀEGHJK 

CAR27 = ECDFGIIJ + ECDGHJ + BCDGHJ + BCDG_HJ + 
BETTOR +13-50.7+ BCDGIIJK + BCEGIIJK + 
ECDEF + BCDFJ + ECDEGII + BCDEGIU: + ECDGHJK 
+ECDGIIJ + BCDGIIJ + BCEFJĪ: + BCDEGIIK + 
ECDEFCR:C + BCJ)EG11K + ECDGGJK + BLGHJK + 
BCEGIIJK + ECEGI~JK + ADFK + ADFJ + AG 
+ AH + AEPJ + AJK  

CAR32 =ACEFJ + BCDFGJ + BCDEF + _BCGIĪ + BCFGH + 
ACF_H_+ BCDGJ + ECDEGK + BCFGH + BCDEFGK 
+ BCDFJ + tDFHJ + ACF_J_K + ACDFJ + ECGH + 
BDI•'GIIJ + ADEFH + AEGEJK + HDGH.J + BDEGĪ13 
+ AF:FIiJ + BCEGJK + CEEIUJK_+ E'DEGEK + DCJGJ 
+ ECi:FJE + BCEGJK + BDEJJ ti + ACDFK + BDEFGIJK 
+ ACDTN + L'DLFGHK + AG + ADFIIIC + AIIJK + 
+ ECE:MK + BCDEGE + ADFJIJ + EDGĪIJ + BEFHKJ 

CAR28 = ABFK + ACFHIC + ABCDK + ABCIIK + AF GK +  
ZFEEiC + ACDFKI + CDFGJK + BDFHJK + DFGHJK 
+ Ā flJIC + AGAR + ACDFJK + BFIi + BCDGJK 
+ ADHJ1 + BCEGJIi + EDGIIJK_ + BDEGIIK + 
BCGHIC + ADEHK + AGIC + AFK + BEGHJIC + 
CDEFJK + CDFJĪC + CEFJi'. + CFIIlC + DFIIJK + 
DEFIIĪ: + AEIIJI{ + EFHJ 

CAR29 = ABCEJ + ABCHJK + ABEFJ + CĒFGHJ + ACEFHJ 
+ AI:GIIK + BDEGIIJ + CDFJK + ACIDIC + ACHJIC 
+BDGHJK + BCDGJK + DCGI:JK + BFJK + CFHK 
+ DFHK + AFJK + ADIIJK + AGJK + AEGJ + _ _ 
BCDECJ + BCEGHJ + CFCH_JK + ĀCFHJI: + AFGJK 
+ AEFGJ + ACEIIJ +ADEIIJ + CDEFJ + AEFJ + 
BEFJ + CEFHJ + DEFHJ +EJR + EJĪC 

CAR30 = DIII_+ ALFCILR + ACEIIJ + ECEGĪJ + ĀBDGHK + 
1-517.H+ ĀBDEiI + AEFHJ + CEFEJ + BEFEJ + 
BCGIĪJK + ACIĪJK + BEEGH + DEIIIC + DHS + _ 
ACDiU + AEEFHJ + BC_DGIĪK + ADGĪLK + AFGHJK 
+ ADEGĪI + ECDEG:J + ABFHJIC + BDEFil + CDEFH 
+ ADEFH + BDFHK + CDFILK + ADFIHC + CFKJ + 
AFJK + BFJK + EFJK + EHJ1 

CAR31 =.ACDI•'GJ + ADFGHJ + ACFCH + ACDEF + AEFGH 
+BDF_GHJ + ACEG + BCDEF + ĀDGĪIK + ĀBCFH 
+ ĀCDGIIiK + ACDGIIJ + BG + AGHJK + ACGH + 
AGHJE + ACGJ-C + ĀCEGJ + ĀCGII + ECDFJ_+ 
AEGHJ + ACDGH + AUFS + ADGIIJ + ADGHJ + 
ADFG1l + ADGIIE + ĀDEFGHK + ĀDGĪIJ + CDĒGĪIJK 
+_E_EEFĪIK + ABEGEIJIC + DEHJE + ACDEGJ + 
ADEFIIL + CDEGAJIC + ĀCEFGIIJK + AFĪIJK + 
ACEFJ'h + BCEFJK + BEFĪLJK 

D) Logic Equations for Multiplication Logic 

( Base 2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23 ) 

The method is simlar to that for the Addition Logic; the numbers of flip—flops 

in register lIR AND MB are analogous to those for the addition logic. 

1. Mod. 2 Logic  

• HB6 = A HR6 = D 
HBS • B :SRS s E 

_' 41B14. • C 	!illy • F 

- • CHR, • BŌD 1 BCE t AE t Cf?? + BCF r.AD 

CMR5 • ,1E8 4 BDF + AE? + BE? + BEE' 

CIR6 = AE ♦ CD + BD 4 AF 



C)B17 = 1BCDE + ACDFGH + ACDEGH + ĀBDEP 4 ABDPGB + 

-. 	ACDEG 4 ECDEG + ACD PH + CDEGH + āCDFCH + 

BCDFB 4 BCDEd } BCEFGH 4 BEM + BCDFJi 4 ABDEGH i 

BCHifi,$ +. ABCEPCiH 4 ABFO_4_1GDE11_+_ ACDrGH..4_ 
BCDPGH + ABCEH 4-ACEGH 4 $CDPGH + CDFCH + 

6. Mod 13 Logic  

NB17 = A- MH17 • E 
MB16 • B M10.6 • P 	 I• 
1i31$ • C Md15 • 
M1311 = D 	FSHllF • 

4 AEGH } AEFGfl '$ B 76H 4 BDFG1i + CDR} 4 
~. 	•..B~DEPG 

• ACBPGE 4 BCEPGH } ĀECDFB 4 BCDJ.'i•H } ADEPGH 

ABP • 4 ACDFGH 4 BCBE6 } ABE 4 ABCEPOH 4 

ACDEFGg - 

CHB1$ • ACDEF 4 ĀBCDō?G + BCDFG 4 ACDF + ACDEH 4 

• 
BCFV. + ABE611. 4 ACDPG + ABCEGH 4 ABCJEF 4 

ĀCDII 4 HCEGH 4 ĀBDE B 4 ADH + ĀCDEGH 
-- 

.ADEPOH + BDPO 4 ĀCDGFH 4 ADEGH 4 BCE3 + BCPH + 

----'.--II GH-+jHEP6H 4ABGFP5H } kBEGH 4.CWT.. — - ,`-- 
7•C1:816 = BCDFY.rH 4 BCDEFB 4 ABC10 B♦ ABCDGH 4 ACFGH 4 

• 'CDEG 4 BC➢EGH + ADM; + BCDEGH + ACDGH 4 

CDPGH'4 ĀBCDF 4 ACDFG 4 BCEP 4 ACEF3H 4 

_'ABEGFI + ADFGH 4 BCD + ACDEFH + Ba?GH + 
• ' CDFGH 4 BCEF 4 ABFCH 4 ĀBFGH 4 BC-E-FH 4 ĀCPOH4, ' 

- 	'ACM + ABDFG 
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7. Mod 17 Logic  

1322 = A 	1,1.122 •.P- 
Y521• B -I.21 =G • 
Y320: =.0 	1220 = B .. 
Y519 -=-D 	1•.:19 • J . 
Y,318 =E r3.18 •E 	• ~' 

1- OMB . 13-6-DEGH-4 BCDEGfiJ-+v"G3HJA#cDECiiJ-1

BCĒGHJ 4 BDEaJĀ + BCDHJE•4 BCEHJn + 311.EGJII. ' 

BDEHJE + CDGHJE + C17EJE 4 CDE55J 4 _BCD.,vā E + 

BD GHJE.+ BCDEvBJ +- 3CA;HJE + BCD033-E + 

jDGHJE + 3CDFGHJ + 36D GBE + BDE-GTā + - 

BDE'JJE + Cb-E3-1 +.BDE111JE + DEGHJ + BCDGHJE + . • 

BEE-J-11 + BCDGHJE . BCD J 4 BDr.1BJ + BCDHJE 4 

BCĒGE 4 11CDEE + CDEGHJE + BD EGiiJJ 4 BDG3JE- + 

BCDEGHJE 4 Dh•.P } Ha' + AP + CI" . Eaa.rx '+ 

AG 4 AB + AJ

• CMa9 = BCDEGH + ĀBŌDEJ 4 cDEGHE + CDDGJX - CEGHJ 4 - . . 

BDEHJE + BCDFHJE 4 BCDOJE + BD.EEJS-+ • CDGiiT 4 . 

SCDGHJE + BCĒGH * B3D_=2JE + BCDEG EJ + • 

'CDEGHJE 4 BCDGH.JB 4 BCGHJE 4 CDE3JE 4 B7353J •} 

.BCDĒGHJ 4 ADEGHJE } CDE3J4.+ HCr:IEJ +  
BCEGHit 4 SCDGHSK + BCDEGHJE + ECF.GEJE + 

CDĒGJE + BCDGHJ'n.+ BO0HJ + A CEJJĀ + BCDGJE + 

., BCBEGHE 4 BCDGHJE4 GEED Ia + BCDECSJ +•- 

• ICDGHSE + ACDEGJE } SCDe;.:HE } BE53JE +,. 
BDEGHJB } BDFSiJH.± DIVE BD?G3JE + EBī.1HJE.4 

,c 	 -BEG1iJE-+—HEE3E E : 	  

} ACDPG 4 ADSP3 } i•nCDEH + BCDJFG + . 

:.A5CD36 4 BCDEPG 4 BCEGB 4 ACEH + ACDEGH + 
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MITI 4 E%CDEGHY 4 BCDDK + BDEGHJK 

DCEGJK } UCri,HJ + °CE.GHJK 4 BCDEGHJ + ..-

Ā3DĒGHJ 4 BC✓551J 4 CDEGHJK + BCDEAK f 

A?EGRJK .4BDEGHJR 4 3D538J + CDE3HJ +.CEHJK 4 

CGĀJK- } BCGiiJK 4 CDEFZZL 4 DEGHJ17 + BEGY.JK 

9fDHJK4 3CE:GEJK •4 AJ • 
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7. Mod 17 Logic (continued) 	 8. Mod 19 Logic 

CYR2O .R BUDI.'Z'FiJ + BDECJT.•.4 ICE^si{K + BCIX'iT. + ĀBCDEA +  

• BCū.^JK. a BD£.;N1S + BCECHT • BCDEriJK + BDEGNJK 4 

BCEvJ { CDZHJIC 4 D JY_} BCDEGHJ { 96DEGK r - 

	

C 3JK 4 CDi6HJK -4 CDF 	4 
 • 

 CD D 	CD? 4 BDEGJK 4 	- 

- DEGHJK a CUEHJK + BCL JK 4 BCD3H.K 4-136E G  

°DF~ UJK ♦ 

 

CMR21:* BCDgĀJK f BCDĀJK ♦ ōCDHJK'4 BCDEGH 41.3651-11 4 

CDEGJK +•DCD? + .CDEHJK 4. BCDAJR + BCDEEJK 4 

BEEEG.TK 4 BDEOHJK 4 CDEG:JK 4 CDGHJK t CDGHJK + 

DiGH3K.4. BCEGHK + BCEGHJK 4 BCDEGJ 4 BCDEGRJ:4 

CDEGHJY. t BDEGDC 4 8D? 4 D GHJK 4 BCEGHJK 4 
CDEGJK + BCDEGHK + 661QJK 41-3c.? + DIsGRJK 4 

BCDEJK 4 BJHJK + BDEGHJK 4 HCDEHJ 4 BDEGHJK 4 

CDEGHJK + AEGNJK 4 BDEG3JK 4 BCDGHJ'4 CDEGHJK 4 

CDEGHJi 4 9DSGHJK 4BEOĀJK 4 BEEdHJĒ + 

BCD CY. . BDF. HE: 4 BCEGHJK +.AJ 4 AH 

cXB22 	4 BCDDG3JK 4 BCDEGHJ$ + ĒCDEGUJK 4 

BCDEGHJiC f BCDEGHJK + HCDECHJK f eCDEORTII f 

BCDEGHJP.~~BCDr-avHJK t BCDEGHJ$ + BCDEGHJ$ 4 

BCD25HJb 4 BCD HJK 4 AQBJK 4 CP 4 BF'+.D? 

AZT'• A 	7,..7:27 ~ p - 
/M26 . B - 2.1126 • G 
E:r_7 '. - 	KF..2$ • H 
1 2y _.~ 	!~2 `• J.  
EB23- ° E ' 1DD23 • K. 

CHB23..,-BCFGHJK-4_ECE5HJK-4-DCD JF.-.4  

BCDEH 4 ĒCDa } ECD JE 4 CD13Jū + BCDG3JS +;; 

BCD IJK.+ BCEI3JK 4 BCDEZE{ 4 -BCDEGHJ'4 

BCDEHJ 4 BCL E."•HJ 4 BCDGEJ1 4. ECr._EJK 4: 

ĒCDF.TĀ 4 BCDHJY. + BCD3EJE + .ĀECD + EGD,,JE: 

CDEG"ĀJK 4 ECD3.K i ĀDEGĀJK + ECD JK 4 

BCDEGHJ 4 HCEFJS + BCD 	4 SCFS:4 CDEuHJ + 

BDFK 4-A775JE + BDGHJB 4 31.17' 4• BCDEGHJ 

AW + AE? i AGEK 4 AD. t AczT + DdITIR 4 

A BJ7 4. DGIJK + BE?DHK 4 BCEr } BDtr K + • 

ĀCEFGJK 4 AEGJK' +'CE3HJK + C GHJh' 4-.B FJ'4. i 
CDEFK + AM' 	4 BDEGHJK 4'45JK 4EīrGHJB`• - 

Mod 19 Logic (continued - CMR24) 

CPD424 • BCD3EJ$ + ECDEFOirt-4 B55ERJR  BCDZER 

-1g51.1. 4 BCDv"HJK 4 .BCDwJ 4 CD::.,J3 t• BCDHI + 

BCGHTX + BDEGHJS + BCDEJK + EDEH.Iii + ECDEGJK + 

BCDGHJR + 8.6911.18 . 4 BCEGRJK 4 BCDr'H + 

BCDGHJK 4 3CGSJK-+ BCEGĀ + CDE:JS + ECD,̂,HJō'+ 

• 135.D3HJK 4 ĒCDEGEX +.Halt + BCD:u! + • 

BCDGHJK .+ BCDEFGJK + 	4 CD:,EJS }' 

. BCE J 4. CDEFJ } BDi°JK + D ū1JS 4 kW} 

:CDEFGH.} DFJ 4 CEG1JĒ + CEJ 4 CcL:iJ3 

lteJR 4 AĒJSJ 4'BDw3J 4.c12TED T i•Īl}dJ:i 4 

	ABJK-4,-AĒGK-4-.1 	BCE?GHJ-{-DE•z } ABPK-i 

BCE?J + ADEFJ + CDEGHJK 

CY.Fi2$ • BCFDHJK 4 A9DPGHJA + BCDGHJK 4 ADECJK + 

CY$26 • BCDEGH 4 BCDĒDJK + BCGIJ$ 4 BCDEHJ 4 'MEEK 4 T 

BCDGHJ 4 BDE.°.J% 4 BDĒa9K 4 CDFUHJB + BCF7,IHK 

BCEFHK 4 BāGJS + BCEHJB + BCEGHJ + ALB + CDEGHJE 

BCDEHJ 4 ABEGHJK + BCGHJK 4 ABDEGJ 4 BCEGJK +: 
_ 

'. BCDFJ' 4 BCDEGT6-f BCDEFGK 4 CDEGHJ { ĀCE3JK:•+ ^.'~,-"r, 

•AEGH 4 CDGHJK. 4- DEGBJX, 4 

BEG E 4 BDEGfJ +.BCDGHJ i BDEGHK"+ BCDEGE '4.r. 

CDEūHJK, 4 AE3EJ + AEDHJ + BCECAJ 4 .1D9BJK--4...-

BCBJ.WK 4 Clin . 4 ĀDCEvB 4 CDEGHJK 4 BCDGHJK'+" ., 

BCFJ 4 BC?J 4 BDĒHJK 4 ECDFd } BDEGHJR'} ..'••. 

•CDEGHJ 4 BCEFK 4 ĒCārTJ 4 AR-Mix 4.1DĒ„HJK {= 

ADEM/ 4 BD2.535 4 ism-HJK:+ AEGAJK' 

C}!1127 = BCDHGR•JK 4 BCāEG K 4 BCDEGJS }BCDEGHJ$ 4. 

- 	CDEGHJR + CDE38JE 1. BCDEGHJ$ + 8 DE3EK } ` ! 

1BCDEC1i5 ., B DsDJ + BCDEGHJ$ + ADir1J 4 

ADEGRJK + t3CE± JK + BCDEGJK 4BCEGHJK.+ 

EDF.GHJK 4 ōCDEGJF. + HCDEHJ$ }I9CDEG:WK 4. 

BDE GBJK 4 'BCDE3"HJK 4 AEGAJ (CDEJSa + 

BCDEGNJK } AGrJK 4 BCDxHJK + BCDEGHK + 

ADHGHJK + ifiFK 4 BD?K +.CFK 4 BCD? + CD?JK 4.' 

BDFK 415 + BCF,T a CFJ j AP"4 EBJK _ 

BCDEJR 4 BCDEGHJ 4'ADEFOOJ1 + AE.7aIr + BCFOH 1• 

	C5EGHJR-4 CDHJK -4 CDHJK 4'BCDGJK P -BCDĒGHK 	} 

EC!iJK 4 ĀHDFK + BCEGHJK + BEGHJK + BEGHJK 

71.BCD18 4 13CDEJJK + BDEHJK + ĀBCDEFD"HJ + ADFK 4, 

CDEGHJ + CDEGHJ 4 CDEHJK.4 CDEGJK + ABEGHJK 4  

BD'aGHR 4 BCDGJK 4 BCDEDJK + HDEGHB 4 BDETEBT 4 

mama.* BCDEGHK 4 HCE4JK 4 CDEGB:K } ACDEOHJ 4. . 

BZDEOK 4 ECDEGHK 4 CDEGHJ 4 ADEG!iJK } CDEOHJK +' 

AEGHJ 4 CDEGHJK + CFJ 4 AEGHJ 4 BDEGJK +, 

CDEDHJ 4 CDEGHJ 4ĀBCEGHJ • SCDEGJK } BCEOJK 4 

______.BEECHJK 4 ABEGHJK 4 CFGHJK,4 BDEGRK 4 ĀBCDEFJ} 	- 

BCDFK + BCDEFJK 4 BCDFĀ 4 BDEFJK } AEFJ 



• 
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9. Mod 23 Logic 

4332-i A MR32 • P 
11331 • B 	41E31 • G 
H830 • C N93!1 • H 
K829 • D 4B29 • J 
1026 s E HR28 • K 

7"0.P1128 • AĒD AI - AC:IiHR -4 ĀBC55: " 4 BCDFJR- 4 ACFRC -

CDEFJR 4 BCDGJK + BCDGJK 4'19CDEOBJ + 

ACDEGHJ 4 ADEGF:K 4 BCFGJK + A-51-5E HX 4 BCFG!iJE + 

AECDEOHX 4 ARCDEFHJ 4 BCDFi?JZ 4..BDEOJK + 

ĀBDT.Z3EK + BDGHJli + BCFJR + BEDZJ& 4 ACDGRJ + 

74.8D ' EF. a RDEGJK 4 A CDY..^R + ACEGK. + ACE 	4 	- 

=L ADEGHJ 4 BDGHJR 4-BCiĒ:7CJ + ACEGRR t BCDĒGHJ 4 

ōBCD?GBJR + BCDEFRJ + BCDEJE + ABCEGK"+ ADMIN. 4 

• ADEGRK + ACDvG:iJ 4 P.CEG2IX 4 BCDEFHJ 4 BŌDEF'fiJK + 

BDEGJK 4 Ā BDē.GH + BDEGHJK 4, 

ACE3'•'JK̀ 4.AF17J1 4 BCEGEJK 4 ACDEGJ 4 

BCDĒ{TdYR 4 ACDEFFJ a BCEF7f3K 4 BEFGHJR 4 .' 
CDEFGRJR + ADEG$K 4 BCD HJ t A913EFJK 41 

CEGHJK +.!3CDPHK 4 ACDFF7. + BCPJR 4 ADEHJX 4 

A:3DEG1J + BEFHJIi 4 - BCEGHTR 4 AD?JK 4 AD?1JK + 

BEPG3K ."BCDEr13HJ + DGHJK + A5CDFBJR + 

CDEFHJ6 + ACDĒFJK 4 AZ;EF&J$ 4 BCDEFJX. 4 AFHK 

CFBJK' 4 EFGHJK 4 BCEFHR 4 DGCE + AFPRK + 

~'. 8E?RJ + CPGHJK 

C:.fB29 •'ACDFL JR 4 ĀHCDEJK 4 ACDK 4 ĒCOHJE 4 ECDKJK 4 

ADĒOEeX +.A EGJK 4 ACGJR 4 Ā3CEG3J + BDFG'u'JK 4.•7 

1CG3K + ADDEFCEŪC 4 ABSENJ 4 BCDFHJ 4, 

ACDEGHR- 4 CDEGHJ 4 ABCDE'1K 4 BCGHJK 4 

. • BCDGJR 4 Fc cog a rig C 'J-5 4 e1CDEGr1 4  

BCDĒGRK 4 BCDrHHJ 4 ACK3J a ECDīGrr. + XCEDCEER +" 
1CDa•'Fi3JE 4 'Hv^r c?JS 4 Ā3LL ac + hHCi. w } AJ* 

• ACDgFii. 4 ADOHJā'+ ADEĪg k 4 c5E-: J + CDE1 813S- .4 
r . 

AZ;EGRJK 4 BD.FHJR' + ACDF + Āei;:iTii + Bīe_ dT7 4 

BCFJIC + BCEF7IJ4 'BIIDFii7K 4 BCDĒHJ + HCD:2JS .4 

ADĒOHK + BDEFHJ 4 OEāTn' + 7,3C5F.i%:,:'Z 4 

BCEFGHJ 4 BZ:Dī 11K 4 ATEGait 4 AD`.GiiJR 4 . 

ĀBCD
1
EJR 4 BCDEFiiJR 4. BCF.cHJ + Ā5DEFRK + AFTiHJE .i 

ADOHJK 4 ĀCDEGJR 4 ĀōCD.E GR 4 BDEGHJK 4 	_ 

C13E01178"4 CDEGHJK + ĀUDEGHJR 4 BCEGīiJ 4 DF3JS 4 

BEFGRJK 4 E 5JK 4 Ē7.3i3J17 + CGHJS + AFJR 4.: • 
.AEFR- 4 BĒF`IK 4 D'r0HJK + 70CEG1JF. 4 

CHR30 • ACDĒG-+ BZ:DEFFiK + A7D~Jn + ACCE:uiJK 

• ĀBCDSG.YR 4 Ā1.7CDEOJK + Ā:97Eal 4 ADs7113X 

ĀCDEPHJR + ACDE0v K 4 ĀiiCD.=H& 4 AcflJ i 4 BCD H3K •t 

BCGHJK 4 BCGlJX +, ABCD; 3 4 BCr+G .ē s ACEFX ' 
ĀCDEFGHJ 4 BCi.GEiJR 4 cD LLC + Ā`D JeT 4 ' 

BCD&ORR a ECPFiJ1C 4 BCDGEJK t•AODJ 4 dĒDEēGJf4 
CDEFH 4 ĀECDEG 4 BCDEFri + ECDwo•K 4 ACLS + 
Ā• BCDrHJR a BBrGHT6+ Ā3CDādJ + ti CDEG.:{ - ' 
B• CDFHJK- 4 ABED EGJ3 4 A.DiiJK + BCC?J 4. ACi:t 3 
Angait 4 . CDKFDK1 ĒCDE:'J:T. 4  BCDEc i3K . 
BCDSGHJR '4 BCD 33K a ACDc,GKJX 4' AD •K 4 .• 

• BS JR 4. AD&03J 4 IC-LT7Z + i.EiūfT 4 ĈD_GāJ l 
• = An`MIL + BiiJK 4 BD :'Sg:E + ICG FT{ 4 A0117.1g 
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9. Mod 23 Logic (continued - CMR30, etc.) 

:.,'' . -.. D10HJR 4 ACE?OHJā + CDiF119J 4 AD3JR + ADE711J1C {' •' 

D?HK + CF'G?JE + ACFHJK + BEGHJK 4 Ē' -TEITC + - 
'ECGHJE + ADiF0JK + 011136 4 Ā3DEFBJE 	+ AGRJK 4 

1:AFJR 4 6F.rJK + ĒF~-HJR 

CYR31 • AJCDF3HJ 4 Ā3CDFG117t 1.ifC759JK-1 A%cviJK 

• 13CDFGHJ 4 EZ7Dr!iJ1Ī. 4 3C5G1-1344 +• BCDFJR 4 
BCDGHJFC 4 ĀBCDEFJIi 1 CDEFGHJK 4 BCDEHJK + . 

ACDFJK + BDEHJK 4 DC!'GJR + BCD27,174 BDE?HJK + • 

BCDi~HJX + CDEPH3' + ACE_=H + ĀE:FEK 4 DDEOĀJI' 4 

BCEGHR 4 ACDEGHJ 4. :CD GHJ * Â ,3 GR_iJ 4 ACDEFJE 4 

AU:FDIC 4 E.StrIJK 	 4 BCDFJK + ACL'}:'K 4 • • 
'3CEOHJ 4 ĒCEGJR + BDE;rj.r 4 :1737.JR 4 ĀD:-.T.G'1JR 

BCDF.FK 4.4904JR 4 sa :13X 4 CDnFHJK + 

- -- -'A i 'OBJK 4 3-LEGIT 4 ICLIZZ + c::D::ē6 4 - - 	- 

- BDEF JK 4 .D23115EC + CDi.1KJK 4 ACDG11J 4 CEGHJK + 

BCDādJK + ADwJE + AJE5JT 4 n D.GEid 4 A CDīFH t 

' ACDGHJ t ĀDDE?i1JK + ĀEGHJR 4 AEE?:i3 + 
Ab'J.:.=HJR .4 BDEFHJK J CĒ'GHJi 4 BraJR ? BC5E3HR + 

BCDE K. + HEGHJX 4 BFGHJX + 1110EG + BCiXGFK + 

ACD::3JY 4 BDEU:17 4 C°_1HJX + AD G!1J 

BLz+11J,+ 11:011J17 4 b51.):JJ11J +' AE113R 

--C}R32 • ECE•dJK. 4 ĀBCDEEU'JR + AC51JK + ACDĒG11J't 

F.CDFv3J&. + ĀĒ5D3GH -+A3CD,HJK. } ECDĒGR + • 

ASCD:3 + ĀCDE?HJE 4 BCDĒGHJR 4 ACECJĀ +. ACEGE i- - 
..ā1DiF43K 4 ADv3JK 4 EC✓'HJK 4 ACnĒGRJP. 4 

BŌF5' JĪ; tA10EGJK + XEE5EF 4. ECDSFHJR f 

_ _ 

,`:'BDīīCFiZ 4 	 a. c:.i:..vi:TR 4 " - 

	

ACDr:-,HJ } ACLEs11:•.7' ED_5'^:7-4 4 _ECcGHJX + D~: 	+ • 

ErdiaR 4 BCDF311J1: 4 .:C'LL-Z;:R + Ev.""J.:Jz: + AD=1EJ 4 

-ECDEGHJR-4.-B'•:C1HSd_+_CD:1^ _4_AL:i. d..-4_. 
CDEFJR + BCDEGHJK: + 2CFEIC 4 L.751715X 4 BD:'TK 4 ' 

BCDit1JK + ACwr.F 4 ĀCF :DDJX 4 D'rlJX 4 5cFJi: + -
AFfiK 4 ;CFHJK 4 27:02.C.71.1  + AD'J 4 2C.,J7 t °_TāFdJ t 

:'BDEF.J 4 .::r_K + 3FH 4 AJFJK 4 SEE.-HJ + 
BEGEĪĒ 4 DEF1 4 A G3T~ + D-'-•c:iEJ:C + .1C?.Ji: 

• 



E) Summary of Logic Gates required for residue addition & multiplication 

Findings for residue addition and multiplication (sections C & 0) are 

srer'rirized as tables A15.1 and A15.2 below. 

Digit Number of Gates .Flip-flop Number of Gates 

2 1 MSB 3 
LSD 3 

3 6 MSB 3 
. 	LSB 3 

5 19 MSB 6,6 
LSB 7 

7 30 MSB .10,11 
LSB 9 

11 68 MSB 17,17,18 
LSB 16 

13 89 MSB 22,24,20 
LSB ' 	23 

17 136 MSB 20,26,30,27 
LSB 33 

19 166 MSB 30,31,40,34 
LSB 31 

23 183 MSB 38,42,35,35 
LSB 33 

Digit Number of Gates Flip-flop Number of Gates 

2 1 MSB 1 

3 4 MSB 2 
LSB 2 

5 15 MSB 4,5 
LSB 6 

7 25 MSB 9,8 
LSB 8 

11 81 MSB 19,21,21 
LSB 20 

13 111 MSB 29,28,26 
LSB 28 	- 

17 212 MSB 19,48,51,48 
LSB 46 

19 276 MSB 40,60,64,55 
LSB • 57 

23 390 MSB 70,77,78,80 
LSB 85 

Table A15.2 : Number of gates required for 
Residue Multiplication 

Table A15.1 : Number of Gates required for 
Residue Addition 

From the tables, it is observed that the amojnt of logic required for 

arithmetic operations with residue digits becomes quite large as the 

base of the residue digit becomes larger. The numbers given in the 

tables indicate the number of AND gates which must be ORed together 
C4 

to implement the logic required for each digit and for each flip-flop 	.p 
" 	 N 

required to store the digit. 



Appendix 17 : 

THE APPLICATION OF READ-ONLY-MEMORY (ROM) TO IMPLEMENT 

DIGITAL FILTERS 

Contents : 

A) Table lookup multiplication 

B) Direct Form of Filter Implementation 

C) Filter Function Implementation 

D) Conventional ROM multiplier 

E) Digital Filter based on Residue Number Systems 
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Table Lookup 
Multiplication • 

Fig. A17.1(a): Conventional 8 bit 	Fig. A17.1(b) : 
Multiplier 
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The Application of Read-Only-Memory (ROM) to Implement Digital Filters 

In appendix 16, we saw that the amount of logic gates increased considerably 

with the increase of residue base. This has prompted our interest in 

examining the use of read-only-memory to perform multiplication in a digital 

filter. We shall first consider the application of •ROM's.1 to implement a 

conventional digital filter and conclude this appendix with the indication 

of using ROM for "residue number system" digital filters. 

A) Table lookup multiplication 

To deomonstrate the replacement of a conventional multiplier circuit with 

a.  ROM lookup table, consider the generation of the product of the data 
word representation Dm, Dm-1, ..., DO  } and the filter coefficient 

1 Cm, Cm-1, ..., Co
} . A conventional parallel multiplier logic equivalent 

for 8-bit data words is shown in figure A17.1(a). The data word and filter 

coefficients are applied to the data in terminals and through shifting and 

addition operations, the result is formed and appears at the output terminals. 

An equivalent ROM multiplier is'shown in figure A17.1(b). It is programmed 

so that the product of data word and coefficient reside in' the data word 

address. Thus when a data word appears at the input, the product appears at 

the output in the device address time. From this simple concept for lookup 

multiplication applied to digital filtering several factors are apparent: 

1) The ROM multiplier has lost the capability for forming 
general products. As the filter coefficient is fixed 
and can be changed only by reprogramming the ROM (i.e. 
PROM) or by ROM replacement. 

2) The filter system data structure is set by the dimension 
of the ROM. (e.g. If an 8 bit system. is sufficient, 
inexpensive PROM's of 2K bits organized as 256x8 can be 
used. If a ten bit system is required, 1K x 10 ROM's 
can be utilized. For a 12 bit system, three 4K x 4 
ROM's can be utilized to produced a 12 bit product. 
This concept can be extended till the limit of existing 
and availability of ROM!s.) 

3) For a parallel multiplier, such that shown in figure 
A17.1, the lookup table implementation can offer 
simplification in circuitry and usually in power 
dissipation depending upon the filter structure. 

1  In the discussion, details pertains to the 1702 or equivalent PROWS 
are assumed. 

B) Direct Form of Filter Implementation 

Consider the implementation of equation (1) in hardware. A block diagram 

of this system is shown in figure A17.2 and its direct hardware equivalent 

is shown in figure A17.3. Scaling is performed to minimize overflow and to 

produce coefficients whose magnitudes as less than unity. Although any 

number of bits up to 12 can can be accomodated in the filter by proper 

selection of ROM's or ROM arrangements. This system is a pararlcl processing 
unit with one ROM for each filter coefficient hardwired to handle up to ten 
poles and ten zeros. The implementation of a transfer function can be 

performed in the programming time of the ROM. For this programming and 

transfer function scaling, a host minicomputer interfaced to the PROM 

programmer may be used to produce ROM's with the necessary lookup table. 

Bo  + B1Z 1  + B22-2  + . . . + BLZ-L  

1 +C1Z+C2Z-2  +... :+ Cmzm  

= Bo  + 
Q1
Z-1 

 + Q2Z
_2 

+ • . . QmZm  

1+C1 Z 1+ C2  zZ-2+ .  . . Cm Zm  
• 

11(z) 

(1) 



C) Filter Function Implementation 

Peled and Liu 2 have presented a technique whereby a basic second - 

order section of a filter is implemented via a ROM, shift registers and 

adder as shown in figure A17.4. For this section the bit flow through 

the system is in series and can be represented as follows. 

Fig. A17.2 : Direct Form Filter 

Fig. A17.3 : Direct Form Implementation  

Y<N-3) 
	Y04-1) 

Fig. A17,4 : Filter Function Implementation 

Consider the difference equation for the second order section as: 

%(N) _ -(721 Y~ (^1-!) -Cx Yj (N-2) +BeXj(N) 

B1 XX (N-t) + B2 Xj (N-2) t SB (N), 

Y~tI(N),Y4 .1 (NO , ..., le, 0431 

where, 	• $ 8-.1,...,1 

The processing speed is dependent upon the access time of the ROM and the 

length of the adder chain in either the upper or lower chains in Figure A17.3. 

TTL PROM's of 256 x 8 organization with 4Ons access time are available 

and the add time of two 8 bit numbers is of the same order. 

•  

The contribution to bit j at the output is that from the filter coefficients 

weighted by 2-j  plus the spill over from all other bit's in Y and X into 

the jth position. This spill over is carried for B significant bits in 

the Register, R6, in Figure A17.4; and for each successive bit function 

through the ROM is aligned with the proper power of the ROM output for 

summing. After B bits are shifted through the system the result Y(N) is 

in R6 and the process on the next bit string is started. 

1 A.Peled and B. Liu, " A New Hardware Realization of Digital Filters", 
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This unit can also be utilized in B parallel sections producing all bit 

functions simultaneously with the ROM outputs being summed after the 

appropriate shift. Thus a parallel 12 bit system with a transfer function 

of 7 total poles and zeros would require 12 ROMs with 256 x 12 organization 

or 36-ROM's of 256 x 4 organization. 

D) Conventional ROM Multiplier 

While the table lookup multiplication implemented by a ROM for a filter 

coefficient requires N bits in and N bits outs or N x 2N  bits of ROM 

storage, a general lookup multiplier for 2 words of N bits in and N bits 

out appears to require N x 22N  bits of ROM storage. 

However , with appropriate partition, the actual memory needed is less 

because the product of certain bit positions produces a result whose 

contribution to the output does not appear in the first N significant 

bits. 

Consider the multiplication of two 12 bit words represented in:binary 

sign magnitude format. The product can be represented as 

A R B = AH.BH  + AH.BL  + BN.AL  + AL.BL  

where, H designates High portion 
and L 	 Low 	 

Clearly if the )iiph and low portions  are six bits each; then AL.BL  

contr ibutes nothing to the first N bits in the result. Thus the ROM 

multiplier can be represented as in figure A17.5. 

A"$ }it,ly'—a  

Fig. A17.5 : 

General Multiplication 

Thus two 12 bit numbers can be multiplied in less than 100 ns utilizing 

seven 2K x 4 ROM's. Two 8 bit numbers can be multiplied in 60 ns using 

three 512 x 8 ROM's. Although other- circuits can multiply faster none 

are as simple as this modified table lookup multplier. This multiplier 

can be multiplexed in the conventional manner and used to perform all 

the required multiplication in a digital filter circuit. 

In the next section we shall consider the application of ROM's to implement 

a digital filter based on residue number system. 

E) Digital Filter based on Residue Number Systems  

A complete discussion of the residue number system is contained in 

chapter 5 of this thesis. In the following discussion, we have 

arbitrarily chosen three moduli (viz. 4, 7, 15) for our discussion. 

The selection of moduli is an important consideration, as the range 

spanned by the filter, and therefore the accuracy of the filter, is 

determined by the moduli. The number of bits required internally is 

also determined by the moduli. Thus there are opposing considerations 

between precision and size, as would be expected. With the three 

moduli chosen, the range is M = 4 x 7 x 15 = 419 and zero. The number 

of binary bits required internally to represent a number is 2, 3, & 4 

respectively for each moduli. 

The addition operation ion RNS is very simple, and lends itself well to 

PROM implementation. A summation is implemented by adding two 2—bit, 

3—b9t, or 4—bit numbers. The operation requiring the most bit (i.e. two 

4—bit numbers) can be handled by an eight—input PROM, so a complete 

summation can be performed at each PROM level. Thee numbers from each 

modulus must be added togethr for the filter implementation, so at most 

2 levels of PROM are necessary to implement the addition operation. 

ROM 	 



Fig. A17.6 	 Fig. A17.7 

Multiplication by a fraction in RNS is generally a very complex operation, 

and is best avoided if possible. Since PROM's are being used, they can 

be operated in a lookup table format (as discussed in the previous sections), 

and the RNS multiplication operation can be avoided in the hardware. In 

programming the PROM's, a residue-to-decimal, a multiplication by a 

fraction, and a decimal-to-residue conversion may be performed; thus it 

is possible to avoid the need for an RNS multiplication operation. 

As an illustration, let us consider implementing the filter structure 

depicted in figure A17.6. Ades, a multiplier, and a delay are needed 

to construct the desired filtēr: These components are implemented in two 

general types of sections, a multiplir and an adder. The delay is in-

corporated into the adder unit. The residue number system is used 

internally so a binary-to-residue and a residue-to-binary converter are 

also needed. The general adder sections is shoti•n in figure A17.7. 

Three such sections must be constructed, one for each modulus. The 1702 

PROM is being adopted as a vehicle for our study. The PROM is a 256'x 8 

memory unit, allowing an 8-bit input and an 8-bit output. The important 

specifications are : 11/second address to output delay, O.1p. second 

chip select delay, 0.9 µ second output delay from chip select bar, 0.3x1 

second deselect, 1 Milz maximum repetition rate. These memories are 

erasable by ultra-violet light and are thus reusable. 

The mod 4 addition, requiring only 6 inputs, can be performed on a 

single PRO. The mod 7 and Mod 15 adders require two 1702 PROMs. The 

delay in each adder unit is implemented using a delay flip-flop. Figures 

A17.8, A17.9, A17.10 show the Mod 4, Mod 7, and Mod 15 adders respectively. 

CK 

CK represents a system clock with period T. 

The multiplier is also implemented with 1702 PROM's. Each modulus is 

not considered individually in multiplication, as residue multiplication 

and division are complex operations. Instead of the modular operation, 

a direct 9-bit lookup system is used, in which all bits of all moduli 
an address at  which the correct 9-bit result resides. The multiplier is 

shown in figure A17.11. 

Logical ones appear at the outputs of an unselected chip. By NAND gating 

two chips outputs, the inverted output of the selected chip is routed to 

the delay flip-flop. By directing this signal into the Q input of the 

delay flip-flop, the outputs of.a selected chip is then transmitted to 

the next section. The delay flip-flop also gates the signal to assure 

a settled. input to the next section. 

Fig. A17.8 : Mod 4 adder 

Fig. A17.9 : Mod 7 adder 

Fig. A17.10 : Mod 15 adder 
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An eight to nine bit conversion is required of the binary-to-residue 

converter; this unit is also implemented by suing the 1702 PROM in 

lookup table format. Due to the nature of the residue number system, 

the mod 4 and two least significant bits of the binary number are common. 

Thus only seven outputs and not nine are required, and the implementation 

can be performed by a single PROM. This implementation of the binary-to-

residue converter is shown in figure A17.12. 

Fig. A17.13 : 

A residue-to-binary 
converter 

The final unit in this system is the residue-to-binary converter. This 

unit requires nine to eight bit conversion. The implementation for this 

is essentially the same as the multiplier; the unit is illustrated in 

figure A17.13. 

The overall system realizing the filter structure (as depicted in figure 

A17.6} is shown in figure A17.14. 	To conclude, in this section, we 

have indicated a "hybrid method" of implementing a digital filter based 

on residue number systems. 
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Fig. A17.14 : A 'Hybrid' implementation of a residue number 
system digital filter 


